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---~---Introduction 

H ypertext and Ifypermedia in the Law 

RosA MARlA DI GIORGI, ROBERTA NANNuccr 

1. WHY USE HYPERTEXT IN THE LAW 

In recent years there has been increasing development in applications of 
hypertext technology to very different documentary environments, from 
the humanities to technical and scientific disciplines, also thanks to advances 
made in computer science over the last twenty years which have brought 
about an important evolution in the world of computer-based information 
retrieval systems: the progressive abandonment of retrieving information 
on demand to its gradual replacement with browsing in information systems. 

Therefore, analysing the potentialities of this new way of organizing 
and communicating ideas, through electronic processing of both explicit 
and implicit association, overcoming the actual dynamics of the sequential 
organization of a text or, more generally, of documents within the legal 
domain seemed to be of interest, when considering the particular nature of 
legai documentation. Due to their features, legal texts are strongly link.ed 
together. Citations and references in the legai domain are a good example 
of this and are of such considerable importance that smdying systems 
which have as their intrinsic characteristic that of managing logical links 
between documents appears to be very useful. 

So, the idea arose of attempting an initial analysis of hypertext applica-
tions in such a complex world as that of legai documentation by asking 
computer scientists and legal informatics experts, in particular, to co-ope
rate with us for the purpose of identifying - even tbrough the description 
of early systems or prototypes - which elements distinguish hypertext 
systems compared to traditional automated documentation systems, which 
basic features enable legal information to be really enriched, where 
improvement in quaiity can be seen enabling inf ormacion systems for the 
law to be designed that are more accessible to the citizen and, at the same 
time, also more useful for the lawyer who is called upon to give advice or 
solve specific cases. 
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From this point of view, a survey of scientific contributions focusing on 
hypertext technology finds its place. Today, it is important to know both 
how far research and applications have gone in this domain and, through 
this survey, to catch the attention of those who are not yet aware of the 
significance of using hypertext and hypermedia for making further progress 
in rhe world of communications. 

2. HYPERTEXT AS A NEw MEANS OF CoMMUNICATION 

Even with their semantic aids that have already been well experimented 
and produced positive results - such as keywords, thesauri and classifica
tion tables - information retrieval systems are not adequate in providing 
exhaustive answers to richer, more refined and complex. search needs nor 
natural and accessible to the user. 

T o introduce the concept of hypertext, it may be useful to make some 
comparisons with information retrieval techniques, in arder to fix its 
boundaries, by focusing on the differences between the two. In the infor
mation base of an inf ormation retrieval svstem the documents, as well as 
the text, have a profile. A profile usually ~eans a series of data describing 
the document (author/s, title, bibliographical references, keywords and 
classification code) which are the access keys to the document. Information 
is usually retrieved by making consecuti~e selections until the required 
specificity is reached, on the basis of progressively more restrictive con
ditions. 

There are various search strategies, as they may be based on a more 
specifically semantic approach to the document or use data of a more 
extemal type, such as documentary type, year of publication, author, etc ... 
Nevertheless, with the use of special logica! operators and functions they 
let the user select sets of progressively more limited numbers of documents, 
in consecutive phases, until he reaches a subset which answers his query. 
The assumption behind this process is that the data bank user already 
knows, with a reasonable amount of precision, the type of information he 
wishes to retrieve. Changes in the selection phase occur, in fact, on the 
basis of the number of documents retrieved, and certainly not on the basis 
of their content, whereby there is no substantial enrichment in the search 
strategy. 

The approach to information using hypertexts is diff erent. The document 
and/or its parts become constituent elements of a network connected by 
associative links. The nodes of this network may be paragraphs, words, an 
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entire document, a figure, some graphics or any significant part whatsoever 
of the document. 'The presence of graphs allows linking relevant parts of 
every document to other documents or particularly significant elements 
within the same document ìn a way that is completely transparent to the 
user. 

So far, the linear form bas been the most suitable vehicle for information: 
we have in mind a story, in which the temporal dimension dominates. But 
a dose look at other contents, from the fields of natural or exact sciences 
to those of the humanities and social sciences, reveals that these fields of 
knowledge are not structured in a linear way. in the case of the exact 
sciences or the humanities, «something wbich is closer to a simultaneous 
multidimensional structure is available that connects the different pieces of 
information in an extremely complex manner» [Rizk et al. 1990]. Experts 
move within their own disciplines by activatìng links on an intuitive basis. 
Lìnear type models are certainly not suitable for effectively representing 
this kind of knowledge. On the contrary, hypertext de-structures the text 
and restructures it according to different logics, enabling contexts to be 
created which are intrinsically new with respecc to those at the start. In 
short, it means organizing new models of leaming and knowledge as well 
as influencing the structure of the communications [Nielsen 1990]. In tbis 
sense, the hypertext approach seems very valuable. In fact, through links, 
it is able to deal with the complexity of references and implìcit and explicit 
relations within specialized domains. 

lt should be noted that those dealing with hypertext systems generally 
emphasize the freedom of access and movement that these systems permit. 
It is important, instead, to understand what a step forward in quality the 
use of hypertext and hypermedia technology represents. Cross-referencing 
is a transgression compared to another order and reference structure, which 
organizes the te:h't as such. On the contrary, it is precisely that transgressive 
structure that has to become the bas1c framework, over and above any 
linear organization [Antinucci 1993]. Breakìng away from the concept of 
the text as a one-dimensional structure implies that there is no longer a 
beginning and end to it which are unambiguous and pre-arranged and, 
therefore, the same for ali users. Each user rna y move about as he pleases, 
in any directìon. The process of approaching the text is more active, since 
users must decide where and how to go and, furthermore, select the level 
of knowledge they want to reach or, in other words, how thoroughly they 
will go into any given problem. 

The concept of flexibility in learning comes apparent. Hypertext allows 
spontaneous adaptation to individuai needs. in fact, the background, learnìng 
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experiences and persona! attitudes of each user are absolutely unique and 
so the information available in the system may be too difficult for some or 
too simple for others. With this new technology, learning processes become 
more natural and self-directed compared to traditional ones, which are 
basically hetero-•directed. In other words, users have numerous routes they 
may or may not wish to take. 

Another interesting feature of hypertext is that the inf ormation is not 
only in the text of the document, but also in the network of links. The 
network, then, does not merely appear as a logical support structure (such 
as the set of access keys in an information retrieval system), but as some
thing visible, a conceptual path that enhances the search and gives the 
information real added value. It is here that the concept of byperdocument 
arises, a kind of variable entity that takes shape in relation to the person 
involved in the search. It is something that dìd not exist before the search 
as a node may be retrieved from very different points of the data base and 
may be a constituent element of a series of associative webs. 

The difference between a traditional linear document and a hyperdocu
ment lies in the nature of the links between the different parts of the text. 
Linear documents are intended by their authors to be read from beginning 
to end, even though they may contain references to sections of later text 
(cataphoresis) orto preceding sections (anaphoresis) orto other documents 
not included in the text ( ex,aphoresis ). Some of these references will be 
explicit, as for example when the authors use phrases like «as we shail see 
later» and «as we have already mentioned,... [Diaper Rada 1991 ]. However, 
most of these reference links are implicit and must be formulated and 
remembered by the reader. A good author must be careful that his reader 
does not find consultìng these ref erences too tiring. Differently from linear 
documents, hyperdocuments attempt to make the links explicit, and the 
hypertext system user is actively stimulated to follow these iinks [Nielsen 
1991]. The user creates a context within which his search will be made or, 
in other words, creates a particular navìgation that will let him gradually 
acquire knowledge. In fact, along the route between the nodes of the in
formation base, connections become apparent that are presumably comple
tely unknown to the user. This is a special feature of hypertext, but it is 
not necessarily an advantage, as activating new links in a direction that has 
not expressly been requested may cause disorientation, which ends up 
intedering with the search itself. 

Defining the types of links between nodes appears to be essential for 
effìcient navigati.on withìn the hyperdocument. T exts contain many potential 
types of links which are activated implicitly and automatically but are 
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difficult to verbalize. Building an efficient hypertext system means being 
able to make the greatest possible number of these links explicit. Often 
hypertext users are not informed in sufficient detail about the type of link 
they are about to activate; that is, about the semantics of linkage. In current 
hypertext implementatìons, the user may get lost and this may be caused, 
in part, by the failure to indicate the type of links involved more precisely. 
This fact results in the need to pay closer attention to those supplementary 
functions that can aid the user in hyperdocument navigation. Currently, 
the most suitabie appears to be a graphic layout of the system ìndicating 
where the user is or, in other words, mapping the nodes and taggìng the 
links [McAleese Green 1990]. 

3. HYPERTEXT AND ITs ARCHITECTURE 

The term hypertext was first coined by Theodor Holme Nelson, 
recognized ideologist of hypertext and author of Xanadu, a hypertext engine 
based on a radically new way of stori11g and viewing information, even if 
it was Vannevar Bush who had the idea of organising and retrieving infor
mation using associative-type logie. In 1945, in an article appeared in the 
Atlantic .Monthly, he talked about a machine capable of connecting infor
mation through associative links. 

In 1960, Douglas C. Englebart and Theodor H. Nelson began to design 
and implemem information systems that would meet the requirements 
already suggested by Bush. At that time, the world of information techno
logy did not recognise the innovative significance of these intuitions, namely, 
the fact that by using computers the nature of inforrnation could be distorted 
because organised in a strictly hierarchical way. Instead, Nelson and Engel
bart had a system in mind where pieces of information were independent 
from each other but virtually kept together by the meaning gìven to them 
which made them accessible. These theories have been applied to hypertext 
technology, where nodes are used for representing information and links 
represent conceptual assocìations. The imerface enables the user to move 
about within the data base following the web of associations. 

Hypertext is a model of non-sequential writing: a graph composed of 
points, nodes and links. H ot spots or buttons whid1 activate the links com,ec
ted to other relateci information (points) are located within the text. They 
allow us to know more about a particular subject, moving the mouse over 
the subject and clicking. Points, sometimes also called link anchors, are 
usually the most important piece of ìnformation in a document: they consist 
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of a word or a phrase that can be expanded upon. A node is a container 
for related pieces of information: it can correspond to a concept, but there 
can be many points within the node which lead to other nodes of related 
information. The user can go through the nodes sequentially, but ìs not 
limited to merely flipping through them. By using the points within the 
nodes he can navigate his way through the information, extracting what is 
ìmportant to him. Links hold hypertext together. Nodes can be linked 
together in a sequential manner. Points can be linked to other points within 
a node or to a separate node. These iinks, which can be simply seen as 
pointers to a source of information, allow the nonsequemial navigation of 
hypertext documents. When a point is clicked upon, the link tells the 
program what node to present or where to go in the current node. Links 
therefore may be of different types: point-to-point, point-to-node, node
to-point, node-to-node. When text information is enhanced with graphics 
or drawings or pictures, points located on them as well will allow the user 
to interact with them. Point-to-node and point-to-point links with pictures, 
for instance, establish a pictorial reference to textual data as a memory aid 
[Howell 1992]. 

In building hypertext, links are to be provided between related pieces 
of inf ormation in a way that the user can choose which links he wishes to 
explorc. He can view the related inf ormation simply by pointing to a 
button or other indication on the screen; he can generally backtrack to his 
originai posi ti on or follow further links. T oo f ew links mean readers are 
restricted in their search and may find less relevant information. On the 
other side, too many links may l~ad readers to becoming lost in a mass of 
associations. The author may thus attempt to provide primary routes in 
order to guide users through the information, while allowing them to 
explore side routes at will. Anyhow, a considerable amount of work Ìs still 
necessary for evaluating and understanding the way users may best appre
hend within this type of environment [Brown 1991]. 

Access only through navigation is not, however, enough. In some appli
cations, implemented in very wide and heterogeneous networks, users run 
a real risk of disoriemation. Thus, to make access more user friendly - by 
integrating experience already acquired in the world of information retrie
val --, inverted files of words, phrases or key words can be added within 
hypertext systems so that Boolean searches or searches by word can be 
made. Some programs permit hierarchical jndexes, such as tables of contents, 
to be built, while others allow tabies of indexes based on semantic content, 
likc thesauri, to be constructed. When considering a thesaurus as a network 
of links interesting developments within the domain of information retrieval 
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theory result. Each node in such a web may, in fact, be a term in the 
thesaurus that leads to the relative network of semanticallv linked documents 
according to the typical relations of thesauri (prefere~ce, hierarchy and 
associati on). 

Its use as a user interlace for rapid and efficient access to la.rge data 
banks organised in a traditional fashion is a natural application of hypertext. 
Here, the system should be organized according to the search strategies 
users apply in consulting printed volumes and/or in searching on-line data 
banks. The greatest difficulty in designing an interface of this kind is pro
bably in finding an equilibrium between retrieval power and the systems' 
ability to converse. 

4. HYPERMEDIA AND LEARNING PROCESSES 

Modem technology allows the user to process not merely textual data 
on magnetic media. He can be provided with many kinds of information: 
text, graphics, animation (sequence of images), registered audio signals, fixed 
and movìng images (filmed sequences ). 

The integration of unified systems of diff erent forms of communication 
improves the quality of infonnation, making it more undcrstandable and 
exhaustive. An explanation in a text-type communication structure of the 
contents of a graph or a map, or a drawing or a painting, or an animated 
or video clip is certainly more complex and infinitely less clear than direct 
viewing, on one's own computer, of the information in the form originally 
chosen by the person who wished to communicate that particular piece of 
knawìedge. This is what is meant by hypermedia - a complex and integrated 
form of communication made up of hypertext and multimedia but not 
simply the sum of these two concepts. 

Even though a dìstinction should be made between hypertext and hyper
media, the two terms are often used interchangeabìy. Generally, hypertext 
refers to textual ìnformation, but the term is also used to refer to inf ormation 
containing graphics and ìmages as well, while the term hypermedia refers 
mainly to inf ormation containing a high proportion of graphics and images 
and is almost always used where information also includes video sequences 
or any form of animated infonnation. Their integration can be seen not 
only as a new way to structure information seamlessly but also as a unifyìng 
paradigm for managing diversity. Anyhow, it is with hypermedia that 
computer science faces emerging demands, while the user is confronted 
with the need to be ìnformed rapidly in a more comprehensive and global 
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way and to explore new inf ormation trails which allow him to build his 
own infonnation world. 

Hypermedia is suitable for almost any type of application, but especially 
far information management systems, namely documentation and expert 
systems, training and educational aids. In training and educational aids, for 
example, great benefit may be gaincd by using sound and picmres. As the 
goal of any type of leaming is to assist the leamer in understanding the 
materiai presented, and it is generally accepted that visual and uditive aids 
may bring mnemonic advantages, learning can be greatly enhanced and be 
fun if it is coupled with the concept of allowing the leamer to browse 
through the information at his own pace and navigate in his own way, 
[Howell 1992]. 

Cognitive theory - when referring to the leaming process - focuses 
especially on the dìstinction between implicit and explicit forms of iearning. 
Much learning is implicit and occurs without intention, while an artifìcially 
imposed strategy may even impair it. This distinction ìs of particular interest, 
since hypermedia provides a rich environment for implicit leaming during 
exploratory tasks. It may be important to identify when ìmplicit rather 
than explicit leaming is appropriate and what the optimal instructional 
approach for each type might be. Then, such issues can take their place in 
a framework designed to support it not merely by providing explicit repre
sentations of the knowledge, but by suggesting how best to provide the 
right tools at the right time so that the learning process can improve. 

When speaking of computer-based leaming a distinction must be made 
between Ultoring systems, where learning is rigidly guided by controlling 
instructional dialogue and strategy, and systems providing exploratory envi
ronments, encouraging the learner to explore concepts using a constrained 
set of tools. While the proponents of Al technologies underlying intelligent 
tutoring systems daìm that a training course must be driven by explicit 
models of tbe leamer's and expert's states of knowledge and of their acqui
sition processes, proponents of hypertext-based learning systems argue that 
more effective learning is achieved by allowing a leamer maximum freedom 
to explore information bases, to discover relationships for himself and to 
form integrateci strnctures as his learning goals demand. 

As both types of systerns may have negative eff ects, more recent appro
aches are moving away from these tv/O standards. The rigid model-driven 
control in intdligent tutoring is loosening through the development of 
advice-giving systems with guided discovery techniques, while exploratory 
systems tend to provide means for some degree of tutorial controì. Promo
ters of hypertext-based leaming, in order to avoid the sense of loseness, 
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talk increasingly of navigation and guidance tools, of more directed sup
port, of intelligent or adaptive links and even of AI-based advising tools 
[Hammond 1991 ]. 

Although hypertext technology has many prospects, the use of hypertext 
tools in education and training is stili growing slowly. Traditionally, hyper
text serves as a mechanism for delivering information to University students. 
So-called basic hypertext systems allow a learner to explore materiai by 
browsing through a knowledge structure, guided in part by his aims and 
in part by the imposed structure of the knowledge base. In some cases, 
facilities may be added to the basic hypertext mechanism to guide the 
learner through the materiai, to provide tutoring information or to allow 
him to generate or inter-link materials for himself. However, problems 
may arise that require special attention: users may. find it difficult to gain 
an overview of the materiai; may ramble through the knowledge base in an 
instructionally insufficient way, the interface structure for controlling the 
various facilities may interfere with the main task of exploring and learning. 
Nevertheless, hypertext systems are to be seen as an important feature of 
the educational technologist's toolbox, to be used together with more 
traditional tools [Hammond Allinson 1989]. 

5. TowARDs A TEcHNOLOGICAL REvoLUTION 

Although hypertext could have a revolutionary impact on the manage
ment of on-line information, it did not develop at that time when it ori
ginated, as technological support for its diffusion was not yet available. The 
more recent development of optic technologies and their application to 
traditional media has considerably increased the potential for processing 
information. Today, we can manage multimedi~ by c~ndensing ali kinds 
of data into digitai form and keeping it on optical media, making it easier 
to disseminate and store [Ciacci 1993]. As we have seen earlier, the capacity 
to manage multimedia and interact with it transforms the computer from 
a tool for simply storing information into a tool for distributing informa
tion and, therefore, knowledge; it gives rise to new prospects for commu
nication. Navigation in a number of media at the same time substitutes 
single-use practice in information management (namely, we either read or 
hear or see it). 

The availability of CD-ROM capable of storing vast amounts of informa
tion (up to 150,000 typed pages on a single disk) permits datato be pro
cessed in different formats with the result that the CD is an excellent and 
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essential support for the development of hypertext and hypermedia 
applications. Also in the legal domain, complete collections of data - ge
nerally statutes and decisions or great encyclopaedic works for large disse
mination -, periodically up-dated, are available and the user can consult 
them directly on his computer through an optic reader. 

A development which is awaited but has still to be achieved, except in 
very special cases, is that of the eleàronic book. Its main feature is the large 
amount of information of various kinds it can store and the powerful 
retrieval systems that could substitute the printed volume: the user will 
read by going forwards and backwards, to the right and to the left without 
limitations in time or linear graphics where texts, images and sounds can 
all be found [Gasperetti 1993]. 

At present, there are few ~multimedia authors, graphic artists of ideas» 
- to adopt an expression of Eco - who are able to combine the practice 
of using different kinds of cornmunication with creativity, who may, in 
other words, to some degree, be film directors, and to some degree editors 
with a propensity for technology [Eco i 993]. 

The development of telecommunications networks is another important 
element that will further stimulate the use of hypertext technology and 
rnake it a basic element for the world of communications. The recent 
spread of wide band networks, that enable data, applications, software, 
video and services to be transmitted, will make it possible to access infor
mation distributed on millions of computers. In fact, tools that can be 
more or less easily used, hypertext catalogues that can be called up locally 
through Internet - permitting the user to acquire infonnation iocally and 
to search remote databanks - are in an advanced development stage. At 
present, the most popular is NCSA-Mosaic, a free circuiation retrieval hyper
text system capable of operating on many platforms (MMac, Unix, Win
dow ). The spread of NCSA-Mosaic wìll favour its use in personal systems 
with locai files (eventually on CD-ROM) and the strengthening of what is 
commonly defined as data highways will increase infonnation collection 
and exchange at a global level. 

Internet may be considered a cyber-space where the user can enter, 
navigate and observe various entities, modify them, meet people, take part 
in discussions, make resources available to others, work, etc. with the aid 
of hypertext caralogues that favour a standard mode of access to all available 
resources and information (gophers, \\:'WW). Internet's complete connectivi
ty between individuals and organizations will be an incentive for co-ope
ration and productivity - as Degli Antoni suggests - thanks to the sharing 
of large processing resources and skills and will make it possible to create 
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virtual worlds, telecommunication places, where everyone can move accor
ding to his own information needs and work requirements. 

A new way of carrying out one's own profession is arising that is 
enriched -and supported in real time by ali the information that was once 
difficult to collect without a great deal of effort and almost never in a 
contiguous manner. Even the legai profession will gain by this and will be 
stimulated to gradually pass from consulting numerous printed lists and 
reviews to paperless documentation. 

A glimpse of the future professional able to communicate in an infinite 
and unlimited fashion is here catched. Even though we cannot ignore the 
fact that the diffusion of networks will pose considerable problems in 
terms of security, data redundancy, excess information, privacy, and relia
bility - problems that must be faced and solved - the possibility of re
presenting multimedia data, of fusing and displaying it with a great deal of 
freedom is an important asset, an essential pre-condition for building a new 
global culture. 

6. HYPERTEXT AND HYPERMEDIA APPLICATIONS IN THE LEGAL DoMAIN 

The contributions to this monographic issue, which have been prepared 
by many of the experts who have kindly accepted our invitation, have been 
collected together - according to the focus given within the framework of 
the main theme - into five sections: Hypertext and Hypermedia Technolo
gies: Theoretical Aspects; Open Systems in the Law; Semantic Models and 
Knowledge Representation in Legai Hypertext and Hypermedia Systems; 
Hypertext-aided Legai Expert Systems; Hypermedia-based Teaching Systems. 

The fust part of the issue, Hypertext and Hypermedia Technologies: 
Theoretical Aspects, collects introductory articles on som~ basic features of 
hypertext technology. 

Roy Rada, while describing the structure of hypertext systems, illustra
tes their innovations as compared to data organization in traditional infor
mation systeins. From his analysis, thè innovative potential of hypertext 
emerges, in relation to the constantly more diversified needs of information 
system users. He introduces and discusses the concept of the association of 
ideas, along with the difficulties connected with navigation methodologies 
within hypertext databases. The structuralization of the nodes is looked at 
with regard to various user groups. He proposes the introduction of se
mantic models for the nodes as well as the typifying of the links so that 
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the user can be more easily oriented in its navigacion. He also introduces 
the concept of «conditional link,. or «virtuaì link•, which are special links 
that can oniy be accivated when particular conditions occur. He talks, 
therefore, about freedom of movement within a hypertext system, but of 
freedom that ìs conditioned and structured, so that disorientacion does not 
occur in the search phase, but rather more complete understanding is 
provided thanks to self-oriented and hetero-directed searching. 

Mare and Jocelyne Nanard develop the concept of «information garde
ning», used to describe activities consisting in building some interpretation 
from documentary materials, also look at the issues involved in informa
tion processing, with special attention placed on legai information. In fact, 
the authors argue that available infonnation is often not used effectively, 
because there is a iack of tools enabling basic inf ormacion to be transformed 
into value-added inf ormation, enriched with additional knowledge. An initial 
step is represented by bypertext that aliows complex relations between 
documents to be managed, but it is not enough to remain at a navigational 
level, however rich and complex it may be. It is necessary to take a step 
forward in quality, to manage instruments allowing for the document's 
conceptual interpretation, or for managing a higher level providing additio
nal informati on. The Mac Web system, designed by the authors and descri
bed here, sets out to meet this need. In fact, it shows how a hypertext tool 
should contribute in making the intetpretation structure emerge from docu-
ments, thus providing the means for exploiting information from these 
documents. 

Lucarella and Zanzi go further into the subject of browsing and sear
ching within hypertext systems and propose models capable of profitably 
orienting the user within hypertext databases through fruitful interaction 
between the two methodologies. Tue assumption ìs that «the interaction of 
hypertext and infonnation retrieval systems can bring obvious adYantages 
to the process of knowledge transfer». In particular, they propose a system 
unifying «query-based retrieval strategies and browsing» in a single envi
ronment. The hypertext network is like a knowledge base and the retrieval 
process like an inference process which can be perf ormed by either the 
user or the system. According to the authors, the objective is to create 
models for a hypertext-based retrieval system using plausìbie reasoning. 

In the world of on-line information, hypertext technology is oftcn 
identified with the development of interfaces enabling users to eff eccively 
access very large databases. Tbis means organizing semantic structures, a 
kind of conceptual metalevel, linked to real docurnents through specific 
identifiers. Hypertext becomes the support used for organizing the co-
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gnitive superstructure, the access key for documentary retrieval. Marchetti 
outiines these problems in describing a system cal!ed BRAQUE, featuring a 
dual level architecture whereby the user can move between the meta
information structure (that is, a thesaurus) and specific information ele
ments (that Ìs, references or documents). 

The contributions by Wilson, Degli Amoni, Di Pietro and Lauritsen, 
found in the section Open Systems in the Law, provide an overall pa
norama of legal applications, paying particular attention to the potentiality 
of hypertext and hypermedia technologies. Starcing from various legal sup
port systems for the publìc admìnistration or the courts or law firms, the 
basic elements of various applied technologies and their facilities are illu
strated. 

According to Wilson, the objective seems to be that of creating systems 
supported by locai and wide area netvvorks (LANs and WANs), linking 
workstations with open architecture anà platforms. Based on this, the need 
arises to guarantee that connected systems are ful!y compatible and, 
therefore, that a suitable standard for the legal document scheme is adopted. 
The data is to be structured so that it will be avaiiable for ali applications, 
independently of the applica.tions themselves. This ensures that one appli
cation can communicate with another, so that integrated systems may be 
designed which contributc to increasing not only individuai productivfry, 
but also group work. The development of research in the sector is rich in 
prospects. HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is a Standardìsed Generai 
Markup Language (SGML), a Document Type Definition (DTD) designed to 
support, for instance, www (W orld Wide Web) hypertext browsers. The 
aìm is to provide open and distributed systems, aided by appropriate 
standards, which, as Wilson condudes, successfuHy integrate the disparate 
tasks that fall, Le., undcr the heading of liti.gation support: document draf
ting, researching case specific documents and evidence, giving and receiving 
case specific advice and instruction and consultation with colleagues. 

Beginning with the assumption that societies and their relative legislative 
frameworks are becomìng more and more complex, Degli Antoni and Di 
Pietro argue that infonnation technology ìs increasingly important as an 
aid in the various phases of law enforcement, from the «dìstribution of 
lega! knowlcdge, th~ collection and evaluation of law-b:reaking, . , , thc re
cording and integrati on of information relating to proceedings ( civil, pena!, 
etc.)» to the «imposition of penalties». New hypermedia technologies per
mit these phases to be managed more productively, by considering the 
legal document not necessarily as a text but also as an image or sound. In 
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the application of justice new media emerge: audio a.nd video recordings, 
photographic documentation, «as well as small or very large exibits, inclu
ding drawings, computer programs, and many other items». Here the au
thors refer to the e:xperience they had during the recent and famous pro
ceedings in Italy, the Cusani trial, relating to bribes within the public 
administration and within politica! parties. A hypermedia system was deve
loped which allowed court rooms to be exposed to, these new inf ormation 
technologies for the first time in Italy. 

The development of this kind of tools will facilitate cooperation bet
ween diff erent departments within the public administration and produce 
greater synergy, with a view to increasing the productivity of public bodies. 
This means disseminating information between «operators working on the 
same problem (lawyers, judges, policemen, journalists, def endants and pro
secutors) to construct, with care and rigour, the interactive documentation 
of the case in question~. 

Lauritsen provides a key to interpretation and outlines the panorama of 
that which in his opinion will be the future of information technology 
applied to the law. Information will no longer be transmitted through ink
on-paper, but in various digitai formats. Books will be interactive and 
managed from a linear organization to the hyperspatiaL Therefore, the 
main feature of the book of the future is that it will link up to other on
line sources abie to dynamically integrate it. This will occur through 
information networks supported by standards. In systems of this kind, 
hypertext links do not simply connect to elscwhere in the local book, but 
invoke communications software to loe: on to remote services. The deve
lopment of that kind of collaboration ;hich Wilson, Degli Antoni and Di 
Pietro also talk about, is further explained here: that network of experts 
who communicate together, a kind of ,~electronic marketplace» for lawyers 
involved in the public administration, courts, law firms and corporations. 

Within this prospect, the distinction benveen texts and programs, 
betvveen books and machines, between ìnformation products and services 
no longer exists: as the author concludes, document collcctions or books 
are rapidly being transformed, «evolving from passive objects to produc
tive tools, interactive devices, information appliances, maybe literary ma
chines». 

The third section of the issue, Semantic Models and Knowledge Repre
sentation in Legai Hypertext and llype1media Systems, deals more speci
fically with problems related to processing legai data, through a series of 
articles analysing and discussing this new technology, in an attempt to 
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bring out the particular nature that makes its use valuable for legai inf or
mation systems. 

Mital and Elliman move from a wider environment than that of com
puter-aided legai documentation and arrive at the specìficity of hypertext. 
They find it very useful for this particular domain, even compared to 
knowledge-based template systems which - they believe - are too rigìd and 
closed for representing a reaì aid for the legai profession. Infact, the 
knowledge base is rule-based and matters are loaded on a once and for all 
basis which do not take new elements that might be crucial for the decision 
into account. Nevertheless, greater elasticity and, therefore, greater efficiency 
is possible by using hypertext. 

In describing HyperNotary and Empower, the two systems they have 
implemented, Mital and Elliman discuss the need for building a semantic 
strncture for supporting the hypertext network between documents. 
Furthermore, they talk about the requirement for hypertext systcms te 
typify links, in order to provide the user who moves about in the hyper
document with additional information, with regard to the structure of the 
documents and theìr semantic aspects. 

Future development in research - according to the authors - will be to 
provide the system with the ability to interpret the link in the context of 
the facts made known to it by the user, to make suitable inferences and to 
use that to drive the dìrection of browsing or provide guidance on what 
new links a user can add. 

The same problem is faced in the article by Bench-Capon, Dunne and 
Staniford who start from the assumption that traditional information re
trieval systems have demonstrated their limirations. Even other approaches, 
including conceptual retrieval, the connectìonist approach and hypertext 
itself cause problems. As a result, the authors propose to create a model in 
which documents are organized in a graph defined by mles corresponding 
to conventions associated with particular dasses of documents. The rules 
are intended to capture both the organìzational strncture which is so rele
vant in legal docurnents, and the conceptual structure of the documents. 
The edges of this structural model can then form a subset of the links in 
the hyperised document, and these will constrain passage through the 
hypertext, so that structural conventions are observed, however the reader 
chooses to follow the semantic ìinks. 

The article by Colotti Di Giorgi, Inghiramì and Nannucci, focuses on 
the organization of hypertext databases enriched with semantic supports 
orienting the user in his search. In the authors opinion, the hypertext 
approach, which has had a great impact in the legai world, allows the user 
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to be provided with the global kgal datum, because it is possible with 
these systems and advances in them which are moving towards hyperme
dia, to process and integrate different kinds of data and, therefore, to enrich 
the patrimony of information available to the user, thanks to the possibility 
of providing information in the form chosen by the information provider. 

The proposed structure for the arplication described here, namely 
Hyperlaw2, consists of two interconnected superimposed levels, one rela
ting to the documents stored in the various documentary bases (legislation, 
case law, legal authority) - of different types, including image processing 
- and the other to a conceptual network properly designed (keywords, 
organized in a dassification table). The browsing is enricbed by informa
tion retrieval functions, so the user can navigate within the system also by 
using Boolean synta...x. The application moves in the direction of a harmo
nization of the two paradigms hypertext and ìnformation retrieval, 
considering the inadequacy of currently existing legai information systems, 
which are very rich from the documentary point of view but under-used 
by legal professionals. 

The integration of search and navigation functions is also covered in the 
article by Pietrosanti, Mussetto and Marchignoli, where the need to consi
der the stmcture of the legal document is analysed, as well as the concepts 
of semantically lìnked references also connected to che documents. The 
model proposed bere is a document space interacting with a concept space. 

As the authors point out, it is important to consider models that explì
citly consider the qualification of concepts by means of contexts ( examples 
of context are «definiùon)!,, «generai rules)!,, thus allowing contexrual access 
to technical documenrs. The feature of model, applied in the Navilex 
prototype presented here, is that the functional schemata are a structured 
context, in which the user can specify not only a context type (for example, 
the àefinition schema type), but also the fonctional roles associated with 
the concepts of interest. 

The arride also looks at one of the most important problems in building 
hypertext databases, namely the semi-automated updating of hypertext 
systems. This function is performed by a set of linguistic tools devoted to 
extracting new information from external databases using standard elements 
usually present in legai texts such as typographical layout or formal and 
recurrent expressions. 

In thc artide by Gasparri, the question of the intelligent scanning of 
legal documents is dealt with: traditional database searches produce docu
ments, but do not deal with relations between them; the use of hypenext, 
instead, permits relations between one document and another to be 
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expressed without, however, providing an overall framework of the logical 
structure of the database. Tue attempt made with the HTIEX system is 
precisely that of meeting the demand for building actual tools as an aid to 
legal interpretation. The logical links between documents are managed in 
a database: the system activates the chains of pre-established logical links 
between documents through the concepts expressed in them and represents 
them graphically. Tue logical structure expressed in this way can be followed 
through hypertext navigation. 

Tue basìc ideas of hypertext and hypermedia in the law are also presented 
in the arride by Fanning, who analyses legal databases and argues that the 
legai world needs to take a step forward, as, up until now, most legal 
databases are only the electronic versions of the printed form and, therefore, 
product deveiopers are trying to apply hypertext and hypennedìa techno
logy to electronic versions of printed texts. Nevertheless, it is useful to re
assess our understanding of what constitutes iegal documents and collections 
of legai documents: what is global legai information? It is not the content 
of a single database, but the result of detailed interaction between many 
databases, between documents of different kinds, which have not up until 
now been managed on the same support, due to the rigidity of the actual 
documentary structures of traditional information retrieval systems. 

Fanning touches on these complex questions and maintains that only by 
making an effort in this direction can hypertext and hypennedia technology 
find innovative practical application in. the legai world. 

The articles under the heading Hypertext-aided Legai Expert Systems 
describe the interaction between expert systems and hypertext in the law. 
Artificial intelligence may be a support for a hypertext system, just as a 
hypenext system can be an aid for an expert system. 

In the former case ··-as Sammarco, Cardillo and Salberini point out -
they refer to tools that guide navigation within the hypertext nettvork, by 
activating the ìogical inferences built by using hypertext iinks. In the latter 
case, it is, instead, a matter of using hypenext features for creating interfaces 
that aid in the consultation of expert systems. Y et another case is when, 
along with the expert system, a hypertext data base is built that integrates 
the information found in the system's knowledge base with additional 
ìnformarion based on the direct consultation of legai sources. The user may 
use this new information when he makes his search, or he may also intro
duce and rnanage it in subsequent phases. In building expert systems, 
therefore, hypertext c:m be used for linking up to the rules that lead to the 
solutìon, or the grounds for the solution chosen by the system, by display-
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ing the significant documents that have led the expert who built the system 
to opt for that solution. 

In the system the authors present here, apart from integrating different 
applications in a single environment (expert system, hypertext and database) 
and from the interaction between user and system with the possibility of 
verifying the suggested solutions, a further development is proposed, namely 
using hypertext systems managed on networks such as MOSAIC on Internet 
is proposed. In fact, being able to transfer specific applications frorn a locai 
management system to a system managed on a network and, therefore, 
available to a greater number of users is proffered. 

Integrating hypertext technologies with artificial intelligeuce is also 
discussed in the article by Quirchmayr, Traunmiiller and Baue/. The main 
idea of the proposed approach is to make use of hypermedia technology 
in an integrated way by combining it with a traditional rnle-oriented 
inference mechanism and allowing this mechanism to access databases as 
sources of information. So the Hyperè'"' 0 ner system uses hypermedia techno
logy for creating a user-friendly interlace for consulting the expert system 
and for searching an ad hoc database, built alongside the system, accessible 
at any time for up-dating and controlling the expert system. Additional 
inf ormation may be loaded i.n the system in the form of input batch files, 
so the result of overcoming the usual isolation of expert systems is reached. 

The problem of assessing solutions suggested by expert systems is dealt 
with in the arride by Moens which descrìbes the PARCOM system, equipped 
with a hypertext database containing the system's informatìon sources on 
whìch the ruies and definitions used in building the expert system' s 
knowledge file are based. The documents found in the hypertext documen
tation system are statutory and case law, legal literature and human expertise, 
that may also be queried independently of the expert system. The applica
tion's objective is to gi:ve the user the possibility of consulting the docu
mentary sources and in this regard, «the knowledge enginee1 buiìds links 
between the production rules and related pages of the hypertext documen
tation svstem». 

; 

A section of the volume is devoted to Hypermedia-based Teaching 
Systems. In this area, three experìmental applications are presented, that 
propose using hypermedia for teaching in North American law faculties. 
W e have placed along with these the description of a prototype desìgned 
for Italian schools. 

The proposed experimental courseware has taken into account what has 
come out of theoretical studies. In fact, it allows the learner to use his 
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freedom in exploring viable informatìon, in linking materials and creating 
his knowledge according to his goals, but they also have some mechanisms 
for helping navìgation and enhancing the learning process. 

The prevalent us law classroom teaching method is a question and answer 
exchange between professor and students examining court opinions and 
analyzing the relationships between these cases and within the legai system 
in general: printed casebooks edited by professors and including comments, 
questions and cross-references are commonly used. 

Then, «law is a verbally rich activity and the computer screen, compa
red to the pages of a book, has a special feature, that is its instant expan
dability: the computer screen can be seen as a window through which the 
user can goto immediately explore other topics», as Andersen states in his 
article. 

His hypertext system is based on the expandability of the tool in accor
dance with multiple layers of information. The system starts from a concept 
map on which all the principal components of the topic can be related, as 
an index to a traditional book, to avoid disorientation. The student goes 
ahead viewing one question at a time, but he can click on one point and 
be moved to a screen which deepens the information on the subject. Each 
piece of information may have additional buttons for further exploration. 
An audio media enhancement has been added to the screen through a 
button labelled Audio Notes: when the student dicks this button he will 
see a picture of the author and hear some short comments attempting to 
«highlight features shown on the screen, explain relationships depicted, 
identify examples, suggest questions». 

Staudt and Shiels present a complete computer law electronic book 
recently createci for replacing printed casebooks which is given to each 
student on a computer loaned by the law school for the semesteL Studcnts 
use the hypertext course kit to face all tasks involved in their law learning 
such as reading cases, preparing pre-class notes, participating in class 
discussions. There are full-text Boolean queries for searching and browsing, 
readings are present and numerous links have been inserted, also containing 
preformed queries or instructions for running other software for multimedia 
objects like audio and video. 

This kind of learning tool is very versatile: the author/teacher can add 
new cases, remove or rearrange older oncs. Students can also modify the 
materia! through insertìons, deletìons or hypertext links to external sources 
by means of shadow files that allow them to modify and annotate the 
materiai without changing the Ìntegrity of the author's origina!. Group 
work is also possible, because every piece of work done by a student is 
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loaded in the infobase and subsequently discussed by the whole class. 
Jump links to the full text of stat-i.1tes and other materiaì answer any question 
the student may have. Query links to select information that a law student 
would probably require for preparing class work or for final examination 
complete the kit. 

Savoy presents a hypertext prototype designed and impiemented for 
law srudents in Canada. His aim is to demonstrate that hypertext-based 
systems are especially useful for teaching law, even when limited to a 
particular legai domain, as this approach is similar to the way lawyers 
work. The system incorporates the automatic transformation of legal texts 
into hypertext by subdividing large documents into nodes according to 
their logical structure and by automatically establishing hierarchical links 
between single elements. As within this hierarchical structure the linking 
capabilities may be very restricted, an automata has been buiit capable of 
establishing relevant cross-reference links. This can be clone in the legal 
domain because legislative drafting follows a strict syntax when inserting 
references to other legal sources. Glossary !inks are also included for 
establishing a relationship between a given word appearing in a law and its 
de:finition as provided in statutes. An autonomous query-based retrieval 
system that takes hypertext links into account has been added to give 
students some guidance in exploration. 

ECOLAND is a hyperrnedia leaming tool especiaily designed by Cesarenì 
for Italian schools on envirnnment protection issues. The student starts 
exploration from a spatial metaphor: the image of a region appears on the 
screen, which contaìns three small towns, each of which represents a single 
environmental educational topic. In each town the student can enter four 
different places (the town hall, the library, the town's archives and the 
main square) from where he can gather different kinds of information at 
different levels of depth and complexity (envirorunent protectìon legislation, 
economie and political issues, technìcal measures, etc.). 

TI1e student is guided in his exploration by an expert on environmentaì 
problems, through a phone cali in which the expert introduces himself 
and provides some useful advice on how to organize a search within the 
system. 

ECOLAND sìmulates an imaginary and yet realistic environment in which 
the student moving around in it cncounters real-life issues. It was built on 
the base of ;:-; mixed structure. Although a hierarchical structure tends to 
make navigation easier, it can also result in too rìgid a.nd simple knowledge 
representation. Therefore, referential links were provided to allow for more 
complex knowledge representation. 
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1. HISTORY 

Hypertext: The New Way of Browsing 
RoY RADA 

Vannevar Bush was a Director of the Office of Scientific Research and 
Development and was involved in co-ordinating the activities of some six 
thousand American scientists in the application of science to warfare. 
Towards the end of the Second World W ar he perceived a problem to 
which the emerging technology of computing might provide a solution. 
He articulated the problem thus [Nyce Kahn 1989]: 

There is a growing mountain of research. But there is increased evidence that 
we are being bogged down today as specialization extends. The investigator is 
staggered by the findings and conclusions of thousands of other workers -
conclusions which we cannot find time to grasp, much less to remember, as 
they appear. 

Bush proposed a technological solution to this problem in the shape of 
a device he termed the Memex (Memory Extender ). This was a device in 
which an individuai stores all his items of information in miniaturize form 
and which allows for their subsequent consultation and processing with 
great speed and flexibility. 

However, it was not so much the technology that was important about 
the Memex but what this technology made possible. The all-important 
feature of the Mèmex would be its provision for associative indexing 
« ••• whereby any item may be caused at will to select immediately and 
automatically another». Significantly, perhaps, associative indexing would. 
be provided in addition to a conventional scheme of indexing. Perhaps 
Bush's most important insight was that in order to cope with and benefit 
from the vast production of information it was not merely sufficient to 
augment mankind's capacity for logical thought. The only way that mankind 
could benefit from having so much information to hand was through the 
amplification of his faculty for creative thought. 
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Since 1945 Bush's ideas have inspired a growing number of researchers. 
"'As We May Think» is considered a semina! article in the field of hypertext 
and also, latterly, in the irr1portant field of computer-supported co-opera
tive work. In 1981, it was noted that in the years since the publìcation of 
the anicle it was still being cited as a major point of reference in a growing 
number of papers in information science. It must be assumed that this 
process has continued, since the 1980s saw the emergence of popular 
commerciai hypertext. Such is the extent of Bush' s influence that it has 
been suggested that Bush's Memex has provided an image of potentiality. 
Images of potentiality resuìt whcn untested theories, unanswered questions, 
or inbuilt devices guide scientists and technologists. Bush neither tested his 
theorv of associative indexing nor built Memex but his ideas have influenced 
the ,;ork of many others. ~ 

The inter-connectedness of information is surely not an idea of thìs 
century. It was conceived thousands of years ago by those who started 
thinking philosophically. However, this idea has become the origin of 
hypertext, as hypertext is considered a set of nodes of information connected 
with links between them. 'f1ne importance of hypertext is based on its 
potential to be a very powerlul way of organizing and accessing information. 
The vastly increased availability of computing power has allowed the imple
mentation, elaboration and exploration of the ideas undcrlyi.ng hypertext. 
[McKnight context 1991] 

The idea of a node in hypertext is one without certain restrictions about 
its dimensions or content. A node of information can be a piece of text, 
a piece of music, a film, etc. There is also no restriction about the nodes 
that are going to be linked together. Therefore, a link is arbitrary as there 
are no rules to sav where it shall be made. The author makes links between 
any t'ìvo nodes he thinks that are connected in some way. There can be 
several different types of links in some systems. TI1e difference be1ween 
hypertext and an inter-linked paper document is that in the former thc 
links are «machine-supporced,,, This aìlows automatic transfer between two 
nodes, when a hypertext link is selected. For thìs to happen there should 
be the proper computer techno!ogy developed and therefore hypertext had 
not appeared until recently (1964). 

2. AccESSING HYPERTEXT 

Accessing infonnation entails both quantitative and qualitative aspects. 
The computer can scan huge volumes of text for a pre-specified pattern of 
characters far more efficìently than the unaided human. Bur until recently 
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computers werc not capable of allowing users to browse large volumes of 
information, for a number of reasons: 

• The high cost of computing time and communciations links made it 
uneconomic to allow users to take the time to browse. 

• The techniques of human-computer interlace design had not been 
developed that would encourage browsing. 

• Computers had not entered domains where browsing is an important 
activity. 

Now, however, there ìs a vast amount of information that can onlv be 
accessed via a computer with a telecommunication's link to the international 
networks. Thìs makes it essential that users have rhe opportunity to browse 
thìs information, for it is by browsing that one builds a conceptuai picture 
of domains of J,-.nowledge. 

Traditionally, computer-based ìnformation retrieval systems have not 
becn designed to alìow browsing. This is pardy due to the nature of the 
information stored, that is, mainly small, compact items of data amenable 
to storage in fixed-length records; and also partly due to the requirements 
of users. Thesc systems have been designed to aHow users to find infor
mation on demand, and require that the users approach the system with a 
dearly defined idea of exactly what they want. However, full text and 
multimedia systems need to be desìgned so as to allow the users to browse. 

The browse process depends fundamentally on information being orga
nized systematically according to a consistent model. This organization 
should allow the user to navigate, or browse, at wi11. Hence, the importance 
of domain modeling in the design of information systems. Domain modeling 
aìrns to provide a framework for the identification of objects, operations, 
and other stmctures that can be captured as concepts. It achieves this 
through detailed analysis of a domain corpus of existing items. Ideally, 
both domain expettìse and expertise in generai domain modeling are needed 
for the efficient pedormance of this task. 

Hypertext is often associateci "rith browsing as the access strategy. A 
dictionary definicion of browse is «to read desultorily», and «desultorily» is 
defined as «jumping from one thing to another: without rational or logical 
connection: rambling: hasty: loose». This presents a less-than positive vicw 
of browsing. Some argue that the value of browsing is that it is a self
directed activitv, and the freedom to browse is the freedom to cxercise 
curiosity, and ti1c cxercise of curiosi!)' leads to learning from experience. But 
this humanistic intetpretation of the value of browsing can be augmented 
wìth a rigorous assessment of the roie of browsìng in infonnation access. 
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People may be perceived as accessing information in three ways, depen
cling on their goals and the character of the hypermedia accessed. The 
types of access may be called searching, browsing, or reacling. One can 
pose the task in terms of the amount of information in the database which 
must be accessed in order to reach the goal. 

A search question for which one term is key to the question and that 
term occurs just once in the hypermedia database is a question ideally 
suited for a hypermedia system with a search function that allows one to 
readily find the information containing that term. At the point where search 
fails because either too many or not enough information contains the key 
term, then another method is appropriate. 

The ideai search problem highlights one term which upon search leads 
to retrieval of the desired information. A browse question has severa! im
portant terms and they connect to severa! parts of the hypermedia database, 
some of which are relevant and some not. If a few parts of the hypermedia 
must be accessed to hartdle a task properly and those parts are neatly 
connected with links in a hypermedia network, then browsing is appropriate. 

A table can be arranged which associates an access method with the 
number of key concepts in the task definition and the number of hyper
media parts relevant to the task (see Fig. 1). The range of task types is now 
broader than just searching and browsing, for the task of 'understanding' 
or 'applying' arises when many parts and concepts must be considered. 
[Wright Dexterity 1983] 

FIG. 1. Mapping of Exercise, Text, and Tool 

Mapping 

number of terms critica! number of relevant appropriate 
to answer a question parts of hypermedia access method 

one one search 

several several browse 

many many read 

3. CREATING HYPERTEXT 

The ancient Greek philosopher, Aristotle, emphasized that a text has 
basically two parts: stating the case and proving it. Reluctantly, he 
recognized the role of an introduction and epilogue. The introduction shows 
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the aìm of the speech. The audience must be motivated to read the rest of 
the text. The epilogue may be used to secure the good disposition of the 
audience and rcfresh thc audience' s memories. I).fa gili McGreal 196 l] 

The tbrec phases of writing a document are: exploring, organizing and 
d. T l 1 . h k 1 ' • • d b . ' eneo' mg. rn t ·;e exp orat1on p ase nowJ.ectgt' 1s acqmre I ramstorrnmg 

occurs, and unstmctured notes an~ made. Next, the unstructured nores are 
organized into an outline. In the encoding phase the prose for tlie final 
document is written (see Fig. 2). [Rada t 989] Some writers progress through 
this model of the writing process in a 1inear fashion, going from rough 
notes to outline to prose. Other wrìters may begin Ìn the midd!e of the 
process and write an outlinc before making any notes. The writing process 
not onlv varies from eme author to another, but the seauence of events 
mav als~} vary from rime w time for a single author .. Autb~:rs like io move 
fre;ly frorn ~ne phase to another and back again. 

FIG. 2. Three Phases of lVrùing 

The top row s.ho•ws the sequence of cognitive processes through which a person 
writes a document. The paper items in the middle row reflect the activìty in the 
top mw, 1.vhile the urulerlying struct1-1ral representaiion is given in the bottom TO',f..'. 

L~~~~~g_J--+ l. 0rgam· ,:.ing · 
; ~----~;--• I Encodi.n°b· i I l l I '--~-~ 

( Notes '!-• l Outlìne J-•~ 
I . 

. I ! 
! ---·---·'---··-~, ( Seq~ence ) 

r-·---.l.·-· ·-----.., ' r Hierarchv I•"----·-------··· 
I Network 1-,. ' 
' ) 

Psychologica.l 
Process 

Paper Form 

Computer 
Representation 

Novices and e:xperts wJ.ite differe.nt:ly. Novic,; or inex:perience:d writets 
find writing a tedious chore of ::ranslating what they aiready know omo 
paper. They do little effective reorganization of d1eir ideas and feel that after 
the writing exercise that they know no more than they knew before the 
writing exercise. Expert or experienced writers bave tbe opposite experience. 
As they go through the various phases of making notes and outlines and 
prose, they cominually exz,mine what they have suggested relative to tì(YW 

thi:y exp{:çt Ìt to impact ori their imended audience. Experts have a good 
reader or audience or user model and contirma!Jv adiust ,,,,hat thev havc to 
say after feeding it through their readcr modeL [Sca;damalia Bereiter l 987J 
After an expert has written a document, he feeìs that he has gained insight 
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about ways to look at the subject of the document; his reader model has 
criticized his thinking and helped him to develop a better document. 

The phases of exploring, organizing, and encodìng can be further elabo
rated by considering unstructured and structured representations at each 
phase. lill unstructured text item is ìsolated. A structured text item shows 
~oru1ectivity. During the unstructured subphase of the exploratory phase, 
brainstorming is represented by scattered idea labels. In thc note-taking 
subphase of the exploratory phase the idea labels are elaborated as notes. 
In the unstructured subphase of the organizing phase, argumentations lead 
to relationships being sketched among idea labels. In the structured subphase 
of the organizing phase, various groupings of notes are made. In the unstruc
tured subphase of the encoding phase, groupings of notes are viewed as 
sequences of notes. In the structured subphase of the encoding phase, the 
linear sequence of notes is polished .into final form. Given the matrix of 
unstructured and stmctured items versus explorìng, organizing, and encoding 
phases (see Fig. 3), the writer may proceed from one box of the matrix to 
another in any order which suits hìm. For example, the plan-draft-revìse 
strategy of writing proceeds first from the unstructured organizing phase, 
then to the unstructured encoding phase, and finally to the structured 
encoding phase. 

FIG. 3. Structured versus Unstructured 

The cells of the matrix indicate the cognitive process which occurs for each 
type of item and each phase of writing, [Sharples 1989} 

Unstructured Item Structured Item 

Exploring BrainstomìÌng Note-taking 

Organizing Argument Organìzing notes 

Encoding Linear planning Drafting and revising 

4. HYPERTEXT ARCHITECTURE 

In tlùs secrion the basic components of the underlying hypertext struc
ture are presented. A description of generai data and sernantic models is 
given. Hypertext nodes, lìnks, and network structures are included, as is 
the Dexter model of hypertext. 

fo the Dexter model, hypertext has a runtime layer, a storage layer, and 
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a within-component layer. [Halasz Dexter 1990] The storage layer is com
posed of nodes and links. Nodes may be composites of other noàes. Links 
may also be composites of other links and may connect any number of 
nodes. Each node or link may have arbitrarìly many attribute-value pairs. 
A link is divided into parts each of which points to either a node or 
composite of nodes. The descrìprion of each node i.ncludes pointers to the 
exact locations to which its links connect ( see Fig. 4 ). Between the sto rage 
and runtime layers is a 'presentation mechanism' and between the 'storage' 

FIG. 4. Dexter Model Link 

Depiction of link connecting two nodes. 

Link #22 
Node #13 Node #77 

I, ~ Anchor #1 I Storage 
Anchor #1 1--------< / Anchor #1 

'-------'I Anchor #1 / ~----~ Layer 

·"~ // 
----~-------~~------

~ f:/ w·th· 1 111 I Contents I I Contents I Component 
Layer 

FrG. 5. De:xter Model Layers 

A sketch of the layers and their interfacing mechanisms 
for the Dexter model [Halasz Dexter 1990] 

Runtime Layer 

~~ i 
Presentation 1v1echanism 

"'I ~ 
~/ 

Storage Layer 

,.,//~~ ...... , 
~ r-· 

i I --
Authoring Mecharùsm 

~/~ 
Within Compooent Layer 
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and 'within-component' layers is an 'anchoring mechanism' (see Fig. 5). 
The presentation mechanism presents the hypertcxt to the user, and the 
anchori11g mechanisrn retrieves componenw. 

4.L Dat,1, and semantic modds 

The three traditional data models that developed in the two decades 
benveen 1960 and 1980 were the hierarchical mode.i, the network model, 
and the relational model. In the 1980s the need for a more :flexible data 
modeiing formalism has resulted in the development of, firstiy, semamic 
data rnodels and, latterly, bypersemantic data models. These may be 
dassified into four dìstinct groups dtstinguished by increasing levels of 
abstraction wirhin the modeling formalism. 

The hierarchical, network, and relational data models are basically re
cord-oriented models. The development of these modds was motivated 
and influenced by primitive file-system implementation concerns. While 
they satisfied Kant's first two universai principles of knowicdge organization, 
the principle of the homogeneity of f01·ms and the principìe of the 
specification of forms, they failed to sat:ìsfy the third principle, the principle 
of the continuity of forms. 

The abstraction of a document as a nenvork of corn:epts and relatìons 
is a semantic net. In a semantic network, concepts are defined br their 
relationships to other concepts in the network. For example, the meaning 
of 'hypertext' may be defined by saying that it contains documents, runs 
on computers, and serves users. The link types in this example are 'contains', 
'runs on', and 'serves', Tbe nodes are 'hypertext', 'documents', 'cmnputers', 
and 'users', Semamic nets are a model of memory. They lend themselves 
to graphic display, and their mearùng tends to be intuìtivdy dear (see Fig. 6). 

F 6 ~ ' "'' '"' ' IG. . .:"Jern"1nttc 1,' et t:.,xatnpte 

servers 

contents :run.s on 
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The disadvantage of semantic nets is that the meaning or semantics of the 
net may be difficult to formalize. 

The best understood semantic net link types manifest inheritance proper
ties. For instance, if the network connects the node 'student' to the node 
·'person' with the link 'is a', then one can infer that the properties of a 
student can be inherited from those of a person. Inheritance is a type of 
transitivity. If a student is a person and a person is an animal, then by 
transitivity, a student is an animal. Transitivity also applies to the 'cause' 
link. For instance, if viruses cause infection and infections cause fever, then 
viruses cause fever. 

The semantic net of hypertext may be independent or embedded. In the 
'independent' case the nodes and links are tagged with concepts represented 
by tenns. Each node of the net points to text blocks, but the links between 
nodes can be seen without necessarily seeing the text blocks. In the 'em
bedded' case a document chunk is at the end of a link (see Fig. 7). In 
traversing an embedded semantic net, the user has to visit a text block. 

FIG. 7. lndependent versus Embedded Semantic Net 

Above: Sketch of semantic net a leve/ above the document itself 
Below: Sketch of semantic net embedded within the document 

virus contains nucleic ....... . 

4.2. Nodes and links 

cause 

inflammation, infection ..... . Independent 
Semantic 
Net 

inflammation, infection . . .... Embedded 

..._ ________ ......, Semantic 
Net 

There is no standard hypertext node. According to their characteristics 
nodes can be divided into: 

• Nodes that provide a screen-sized workspace containing text, graphics, 
or image items. The links are components of the node and (or) used 
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to invoke a program. The advantage that arises from the fact that the 
content of a node can fit in one screen is the reliance on scrolling is 
eliminated. The disadvantage is that not all large graphics or text 
items can be split to fit on the screen. 

• Nodes that contain arbitrary text, graphics, or image items. The links 
are components of the node, and (or) used to invoke a program and 
nodes are represented separately. The advantage is that the author is 
not confined in the screen-sized workspace. The disadvantage is that 
scroolling is an inefficient way of navigation. 

A problem for all hypertext systems is the difficulty of breaking a 
thought or a segment of information into a node. In most hypertext systems 
the start of a link is a node, and it is indicated by an individuai text item. 
The text item describes what it is linked to. The start of a link may be 
embedded within text, or not. 

Having the start of the link embedded within the text causes severa! 
problems. The reader learns which links to follow by trial and error, since 
the destination of the link is not clearly described. Following 'bad' links 
the reader faces an enormous clutter. 

Link types provide users and programs with more information about 
their destination than the start of the link does. They can be divided into 
those that connect nodes in the network, those that associate nodes with 
additional information, and those that are used to invoke programs. The 
distinction of link types allows the user to avoid disorientation, since he 
knows whether he wades in the network or looks at a comment associated 
with text contained in a particular node. 

Virtual and Conditional links are expected to be implemented in the 
future. In Virtual links the user specifies the link' s start explicitly and gives 
a description of its destination. This approach has the advantage that in 
large networks the user can find easily the destination of a link. It is also 
useful in premature organization of the network when reorganization is 
needed. An example of Conditional link is: if evidence Q is present, then 
link from node A to node containing Q, othèrwise link from the node A 
to the node containing P. A query language is needed to use Virtual and 
Conditional links. 

5. lNTERFACE 

The interface is criticai to the success of a hypertext system. The interface 
should be easy to use, but there are no well-understood methods for creating 
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such interfaces. Particular guidelines have been developed for browsing and 
writing in a hypertext context. 

Browsers may have no clear indication of the type of information that 
they want. Browsing may be defined as 'the art of not knowing what you 
want until you find it.' [Cove Walsh 1988] There are different types of 
browsing depending on whether the user has many unrestricted options or 
not. Success in the less restricted type of browsing depends in some ways 
on serendipity or luck. 

The layout of a hypertext screen should draw attention to important 
pieces of subject matter (information content), as well as the links (structure 
informati.on). A bold word should not borh indicate a button at times but 
at other times simply indicate an important term. Links always take the 
reader somewhere else, but do so for diff erent reasons. Each link type 
should have a distinct and standard style. [Hardman 1988] For instance, a 
button that takes the user to the beginning of the document might consi
stently be represented with a picture of a house, while a button that rakes 
the reader to the next page, might be represented with an arrow pointing 
to the right. 

With electronic media, it is not automatically apparent how much infor
mation is avaiìable, how it is structured, and where the reader currently is. 
In a hierarchical view, the reader gets to see a high-level, tree-structured 
index ìn onç:; window, and by poiming at an item the user can view the 
contents of that document in another window. The stabìlitv of the text and 
the simple cognitive model make the hierarchicai vìew attr;ctive. [Shneider
man Kearsley 1989] 

The concept of the fisheye view is based upon the analogy to a fisheye 
camera lens, which distorts the image so that the nearest objects are secn 
Ìr, detail and distant objects are compressed. In the context of a document, 
a fisheye view shows full details of the immediate location and outlines of 
other parts of the document. Although the fisheye approach solves some 
problems, Ìt can be dìsconcerting. As the user moves the focus of attention 
the screen changes drastìcally, and the user must reorient themseìves. In 
one approach to the microtext interface two hierardncal views are presenced 
and provide a kind of fisheye view. The reader sees a page of text and next 
to that page a hierarchy for the top level of the document and the hierarchy 
around the current page. [Nielsen 1990] 

Text menus or semantic graphs may be inadequate metaphors for brow
sìng. To provide the kinesthetic or taEgible feel which people appreciate on 
paper or in person-person interactions one might exploit space and time 
metaphors. [Dillon 1990] For instance, a guided tour across a town wìth 
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compeùtiveness of the airline industry are driving the industry towards 
electronic access and delivery of information. 

A iarger role for hypen;xt entails eìimìnating the distinction between 
authors and readers. In many projects, information ìs created, analyzed, 
revised, reviewed, and approved through a complex series of interactions, 
bb r l ,,e 1 l' .. H ot , rorma and mtorma,, among peop e all{i orgamzat1ons. ypeaext 
could support coliaboration by showing relationships among all demems 
of the project, at all phases of its life, and by providing access to all the 
dara elements regardless of where they may be. Past project decisions now 
become traceable. 

Hypertext has always been seen by it visionaries as more than merely 
a delivery mechanism for text, but as an authoring environmem as well, 
whereìn new materiai can be effortlessly linked Ìnto the exìsting corpus, 
Applications of hypertext include, apart from the authoring systems for 
non-linear writing, interactive training systems, and as index systems for 
large, document dat:abases. CTohansen l 989] At tbe heart of the hypertext 
paradigm is a prescriptive model of the interaction between human beings 
and techno!ogy. An essemial feature of this model is the freedom to browse 
i,1 an information space. The importance of hypertext is that it has the 
potential to play a significant role in the <levelopment of informatìon 
technology, which in turn is shaping the society in which we live. 
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Hypertext as a Tool for Information 
Gardening for Legai Applications 

MAR.e NANARD, JocELYNE NANARD 

1. AssrsTING lNFORMATION GARDENING 

In the legai domain, activities deal with huge and growing amounts of 
information which are mainly handled as documents. But uniike technical 
documents, legal documents contain subtle, informai, non-expìicit aspects 
of information that cannot be negiected. So many legal tasks are stili difficult 
to be computer-aided. 

Currently a lot of techniques are used for legai applications, especially 
in fieids where a preliminary modeling of information is possible. On the 
one hand, databases and inf ormation retrieval are concerned with storing 
and retrieving large amounts of legal documents. For instance, automatic 
transformation of SGML documents [Wilson 1990] as well as indexing and 
clustering techniques are used to produce hypertext databases allowing 
querying as well as browsing. On the other hand, a lot of works take 
advantage of A.I. techniques for building specifìc legai expert systems and 
take• advantage of computer assisted reasoning. All of these techniques 
suppose that a sound knowledge acquìsition process has been achieved in 
order to build a domain model and an application model [Breuker 1991]. 

Conversely, a lot of intellectual work has to be clone without the help 
of preexisting models and, as a consequence, do not benefit of efficient 
computer assistance. Barristers, for instance, need often to builà up possibly 
different intetpretations of document materials, to study their interdepen
dencies, to compare them, gather and classify inf ormation, produce specific 
documents from existing ones. Drafting tools and ideas managers are 
sometimes used to help such activities but they are independent tools more 
dedicated to document preparation than to knowledge elicitation. Hypertext 
systems, especially those integrating a:n interactive authoring environ.."llent, 
can assist such tasks in a more complete manner, bridging the gap between 
source documents and the production of nev,T inf ormation because of their 
ability to incrementally handle knowledge elicitation. 
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The pu1pose of this paper ìs not to describe or propose yec another 
hypertext tool for the law domain 1 but to examine at a genera1 leve] why 
and how hypertext tools can assist the kind of intellectual work identified 
as inf ormation gardening which radically diff ers from informa ti on mìning 
and manufacturing [Bernstein 1993}. We show that the dassicaì hypertext 
paradigm must be enlarged and replaced by a more functìonal view in 
order to suppon this kind of actìvity. Tue different metaphors of mining, 
manufacturing and gardenìng/farmìng are situated in this new framework. 
We then examine how gardening/farming is supported by current systems. 
Finally, we show, as iìlustrated by the lvfacWeb system we ha;:e developed, 
how hypertext tools should contribute to make Ìnterpretatìon strncture 
emerge from documems thus providing means to exploit information from 
these documents. 

2. THE HYPERTEXT PARADIGM REVISITED 

2.1. -V:.1hat is the essence of hypertexts? 

Beyond the inìtial idea from Bush [Bush 1945], the hypertext notion has 
largely ernerged from very diff erem hypertext applìcations or systems. Thus, 
whereas a lot of computer applications as different as an interactive encyclo
pedia on CD-ROM or a writing environn1ent are considered as hypertext 
applications, a unanimously accepted formai definition of the notion of 
hypertext is not yet really available. Hypertext is a paradigm. 

From a naive and external point of view, hypertext systems are consi
dered as document displayers that offer a point and click user-intedaces 
for navigating in a document space. Browsing from one document to ano
ther has become a commonplace. But this is not sufficient to characterize 
hypertexts. 

From an abstract point of view, the link--node paradigm is generally 
proposed as a basis for characterizing hypertexts. However, links and nodes 
are compiex notions that may correspond co very different entities. Elements 
as different as Hypercard cards, Guide expandable documents [Brown 1989], 
KSM pagcs [Akscyn 1988], composìtes [Grnnbaek 1994], Sepia activity spaces 
[Streitz 1992], MacWeb virrual documents [Nanard 1993] are kinds of nodes. 

1 The study does not concem a spec:fa: category of professional of legai domain such 
as for ìnstance barristers, attomeys or sollicitors-, but any people whose intellecrual activity 
requires stmcmre emergencc. Thus, we use the word iawyer with a generic mea.ning to refer 
to ali of them. 
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Similarly, harà-wired links, computable links, queries, slots in frames are 
considered as links. Other approaches based on sets suggest alternative to 
linking [Parunak 1991 ]. Furthermore, an evolution towards sophisticated 
models is observed. Using types on nodes and links and even frame--based 
approaches [Marshdl 1992, op. cit. J are more and more frequently used to 
handle structure. 111ìs complexification makes the hypertext notion difficult 
to formally characterize. 

Tuned in 1990 and re-edited in 1994 [Haìasz 1994], the DEXTER2 hypertex:t 
reference model is now the most accepted model. It resu!ts from a coope
rative effort to unify and generalize the work clone by pioneers developers 
of hypertext systems. It is an atternpt to capture both formalìy a.od 
informally the important abstractions found in a wide range of existing and 
future hypertext systems. Beyond clarifying the distinction between the 
storage and the rnn--cime aspect of hypermedia systems as weU as the 
connection with external applications handling documents, DEXTER 

supersedes the traditional node/link model by the notion of components. 
It emphasizes an implernentation independence allowing various data 
models. 

However DEXTER only characterizes the stmctural aspects of hypertexts 
and their consequences on hypertcxt architecture" Whereas it suggests a 
good architecture for robust implementacion as illustrared in the Devise 
system [Grnnbatk 1994, op. cit.] DEXTER only aims at observing hypertexts 
from the inside. 1t describes how hypertexts internally work but not the 
function they play in terms of human-computer interaction .. Hypertext are 
described from a static ooint of view. The dvnamic aspect<; of structure 
evolution during a kno~ledge acquisition pro~ess are n~t the concem of 
this model. 

Thereby, an important question is "what ls the role of linking or rnore 
generally of establishing relations.hips between pieces of information 
presented as documents? W'hat can we do with it?". Hypertexcs necd to be 
observed from a functional point of view. 

2.2. Metaphors shaping information tn.anagement in hypertext systems 

Whereas hypertext 7stems technically rely on handling or using re·
iationships between information pieces, they deeply diff er depending on 
the kind of use of relationships and the sryle of application which ìs 
addrcssed. 

2 DEXTER is not a researcher but the place where the model was elaborated. 
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Three main categories of activities can be observed when a human is 
dealing with ìnformation: 

Extracting information from large repositori.es, 
Organizing existing information for presenting and better accessing it 
(and even selling it), 
Making information and structure emerge. 

This diversity is stressed by Mark Bernsteìn [Bernsteìn 1993, op. cit.] 
who proposed a set of three relevant metaphors: inf onnation mining, inf or
mation manufacturing and information farming. These metaphors account 
for the attitudes and the interests of users when concerned with information. 
They make clear what kinds of features are suitable in hypertext with 
respect to the addressed applications. 

2.2.L Information mining 

Information miners are interested in· providing relevant informatìon 
pieces found within large repositories more than in adding value to infor
mation or in creating it. lnformation is like nuggets extracted for subsequent 
use. Such approaches are mostly concerned by the cost-effìciency of 
eÀtraction. They are very dose to information retrieval. So, recall and pre
cision are important crìteria. Hypertext features improves the efficiency of 
retrieval: links are used for instance to record explicit relationships asserted 
by the user on retrieved data, in order w improve the efficiency of later 
searches [Croft 1989]. Information mining is a frequent need in legal 
applications where, for instance, case law leads to retrieve documents about 
simila.r situations. 

2.2.2. lnfonnaàon manufacturing 

Contrary to information mining which ìs more concerned with the 
relevance of the extracted nuggets, information manufacturing maìnly 
focuses on ease of access to information by end-users. Irrformation manufac-
turers refine raw information into high added value products specifically 
adapted to some end-users need. Hypertexts are well suited tools for pre
senting refined information. Relationships mapped onto information make 
cioser information pieces and draw highways for accessing them more 
efficìentiv in context, 

Legal"tcxts are highly complex and benefit from information manufactu
ring. Relevant information is often dissemìnated in many documents. 
Building a rich structure for efficiently accessing them obviously provides 
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an obvious commercial added value. Hypertext on for instance fiscal texts, 
laws or decrees are very helpful and boost the efficiency of their users. 
Relationships between items are made expìicit and semantically connect 
pieces of information, thus allow a reader to get all relevant information in 
a given context by a few interactions. 

All the eff orts in inf ormation manufacturing consist in designing and 
building consistent strnctures dedicated to the intended use of inf ormation. 
In addition to techniques that are suitable to take into account the specificity 
of non-linear reading, notions such as schema and some design techniques 
which have proved their efficiency for databases are helpfully adapted to 
hypertext [Garzotto 1993] and serve to producing large hypertexts. Like in 
industria! manufacturing, standards are important to preserve the investment 
for the long term. SGML [rso 1986] and Hytime [ISO 1991] make it possible 
to keep the structure ( that is mapped onto documents and provides the 
added value) in a form which is independent of any system and preserve 
it for the future. 

2.2.3. lnformation gardeninglfarmìng 

The third metaphor, Information gardening, seems less obvious but is 
also cxtremely pertinent. It addresses evolution of information understan
ding and of strncture elicitation. Unlike mining and manufacturing whìch 
are interested in informatìon as a product, Jnfonnation gardening is intc
rested in the evolution - in the growth, in the life of information and 
knowledge. Information gardening is fundamentaìly a mental activity. 

2.2.3.L Understanding the metaphor 

Cultivation of ìnfonnacion aims at eliciting knowledge imp!icitly embed
ded in document sets. Informatìon gardeners make new informatiori and 
structure grow from existing documents like gardeners make flowers and 
vegetables grow on soìl. They are the real producers of information and 
knowledge. 

Let us detail the metaphor on severa! points: 

·-· Information generation: The gardener starts working on an unconnec
ted document set, as flat as prepared soil. Discovering and expliciting 
relationships between information makes hidden structures emerge 
from documents. Links grow on documents like plants on soil. Links, 
as relationships expression, represent knowledge. But it is necessary 
to push the metaphor further. Like plants, links have fmits: links help 
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make information closer; it is wel! known that rnaking closer two 
pieces of information may generate a new meaning which is not 
explicitly present in any of them. Establishing relationships among 
information generates new infonna.tion or at least makes appear hidden 
information. The gardener seeds them ag,1ìn and goes on working on 
them, This is the fundamental i.emiotic aspect of hypertext. Thereby, 
the ìnfonnation farmer typically is an information producer. 
Maturation of structures: Like plants need long care before they 
marure, Ìt is necessari to support the evolution of knowledge struc
tures through inconsistent transient states before they become weìl 
thought out. Information gardening addresses i::he handling and the 
care of the transient states which are often looked down or at least 
ignored in many approaches. In rhis sense, informacion gardening is 
directly concerned wìth the actual mental processes of desìgners [l'fa-
nard 1994]. 
Enactment in gardening: Whereas ìnformation manufacmrers and 
miners coolly consider information as a materiai which is to be 
extracted and transformed without any subjectivity nor intuition, the 
gardener is more directly concerned with the information lìfe. All 
a.ctìons wlùch make structure d1ange must be clearly reflected and 
made visiblc to the user. 

Thus, information gardening is concerned primarily by the cogmt1ve 
aspects of the human relations to structure emergence, mainly -chat which 
involve inruition and capture of raising structures. 

Some very slìght differences exist between Bernstein's infonnatìon far
ming and Marshall's infomiation gardening metaphors though there is some 
continuum between the two activitics whjch share the property of making 
.• '" .,. 'P I l-r ,. ;, t ;~, -- •pfp ~[,, .. ,...,.'I·,.••· I ,~ stn,1.,ti,,-"re emerg .. ,. n10.n1at,on .arrn .. "g n1,iy 1- "r ~o a ,,,1ger ,,1.,,.,.c ,;vor,<.. 1, 

m.ay a.lso involve some more collaborative work. The ìnformation gardening 
metaphor relies on similar ideas but emphasizes the user' s individual relati on 
to informatìon and more private enactment in information producing. 

2.2.3.2. Jnfonnation gardening in practice 

Let us observe some cases of information gardening in lega! applications. 
M any t:a.sks require to work on large amounts of informatiofl distributed 
in nmne:roos documents. The expert has to built up m~w documents based 
on existing data. For instance a barristcr has to prepare a specch for defense 
from the varìous pieces of a brief. The advocate ha.s to build up in h.is mind 
a network of relationships between facts, informati.on, events and so on. 
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He has to make emerge an argumentation structure by eliciting causai 
relationships hetween pieces of inf ormation and then to map a rhetoric 
structure for planning the ordering of enunciation of arguments. A simple 
analysìs of the task itself makes it obvious that the essence of such task is the 
emergence of structure 011 the irriti al documcnt set. Thìs activity ( often very 
ìong) is typically information gardeni:ng and needs to be computer-aided. 

The problem is to bridge the gap between means for representing inf or--
rnation and knowledge and means for dealing with their evolutìon (Fig. 1). 

fIG. 1 

Knowledge repreaentation side 

Formali:; 
discontinuos 
states 

Meritai process side 

Menta!ly 
cont!nuos 
process 

Idormation gardening is a com
puter-supported human acnv1ty 
wfa::h ìcads to organizìng informa
tion and eliciting knowlcdgc. Thus, 
lv,o inter-dependent a.xes an, to be 
considered: knowledge reprcsenta
tion -- on the forma! side and 
evolu.tion handling - on the human 
side --. The major issue concerns the 
suppon to tbe incrementaì evolution 
of inforrnation and knowledge ali 
along rl1.e menta! process of organi
z,1,t1on. 
lnforr,taJjon gardening musr not be 
reduced to modal logie. Evolution 
cannot be considered simply as a se
quence of stable modal descriptìons. 
Evolution precisely is tbe set of brid

ges between descriptions. Thc '!ddressed problem is not to describc various statcs, but to 
help handle their transitioas., on thc human sì,le. 
Both aspects reprcsem.at~on .u1d evolution are comidered in the pres,!nt paper, 

Information gardening as an intellectual act1Vity, whereas it is sometm1es 
hard, rarely bendits from effective computer aid. Organizing ìnformation, 
producing structure and eliciting knowledge are truly creative activities 
where del.icacy, subtlety, feedback and backtracking are important. Such 
activities need specific tools and tcchnìques which take great advantage of 
recent progress in human-computer int:eraction, knowledge acquisition and 
representatìon as well as hypertext. 

Currently, drafting tools and ideas manage.rs are helpfully used like 
electronic scrapbooks but usually are disconnected from the information 
sources. Thus they only help handling the structure of documents under 
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writing but do not address the emergence of structure on existing document 
bases. On the contrary, hypertext technology may bridge the gap. 

2.3. A fundional vìew of the hypertext paradigm 

In the activity of information gardening, the hypertext network should 
be used as a rather evolutionary structure that capture the process of thought 
and collaboration [Bush 1945, op. ci.t.] and not only the final state of some 
information structure. As we observed in section 2.1, the DEXTER model 
abstracts the archìtectural and logical view of the node/link network that 
is supposed to be the essence of hypertext. Stepping beyond thc simple 
link-node model was one of Halasz suggestions as new directions that 
future hypertext systems should support [Halasz 1991]. Thus, we suggest 
to consider hypertext from a functional point of view as a paradigm: 

A hypertext helps establìshing, handling and exploiting complex 
reiationships among information. 
Handled reìationships are meaningful for people when interacting 
with that information. 

Conscquently, a hypertext may be considered as an observation structure 
that maps the human--oriented semantic space of documents -- possibly not 
formally explicit - onte a semiotic space suitable to handle them, thus 
providing a kind of user interface to interact more directly with informai 
data within documents. 

The important point for inforrnation gardening is to provide flexible, 
powerfui and direct means for expressing both informai and, when needed, 
formal relationships which implicitly exist between pieces of information 
in order to make possibie new infonnation grow from exìsting ones. Docu
ments are the vehide of rather informai semantics. The aim of hypertext 
is to deai with informai, changing and incomplete semantics of documents. 
The true nature of hypertext consists in anchoring3 some knowledge 

3 The term "anchoring" is used for denoting the attachment of irifonnation to either end 
of a link. The anchoring metaphore is very reievant. It suggests the flexibility of linking in 
hypertext: one may drop thc anchor of a link a.nywhere in a document. Anchoring does not 
need to build a harbour in thc document before (- i.e. does not necd preliminary modeling 
of the stmcture nor defining a database schema to ha.ndle it)! 

The link network does not alter documents, It floats over them and is iust am:hored in 
some places. This leads to disringuish between three k.i.nds of eìements: documents whìch 
are dedicated to users for reading and understanding their informal contem, the hypertext 
nework which is a computable stmcture that helps formal work on documents (for iosta.oce 
browsing, but also computing) and the anchorage which bridges informal strnctures to 
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structure whether inf ormal or formal, computable or not, onto the inf ormal 
semantic structure of documents (Fig. 2). 

FIG. 2 

Hypertext observed frnm the structura side 

Human-oriented, 
informai semantic space of docu 

Hypertei:t observed from the informalio11 side 

From a functional point of 
view, a knowledge-based hy
pertext results from the an
choring of a knowledge
oriented formai structure 
(helpful for computation), 
onto a human-oriented infor
mai semanric space of docu
ments. Relationships between 
pieces of information are 
either d.irect or computable 
(e.g. gray line) according to 
knowledge represented by 
the forma! structure. The 
duality of hypertext allows 

to use them for browsing from the document side as well as for working on the formal 
structure sidc. The duality makes it possiblc to mix the advantages of both formai and 
informai aspects. Information gardening aims at helping such structure incrementally grow 
on documents. 

2.4. lnterest o( ìhe f unctional view of hypertext for information gardening 

Hypertexts do not only provide static structures for presenting ìnforma
tion. Hypertext systems may be flexible working environments for support
ing the dynamic aspects of intellectual activities. However, an important 
and often neglected aspect of hypertext is to deal with structure evolution. 

forma! structure5. As a consequence several hypertext networks can be ai.7chorcd on a same 
set of documents, like lntermedia's Webs [Haan 1992]. 

A good metaphore to understand the real nature of hypertext is to imagine a paper 
document pincd on a wall, a transparent sheet of plastic proteccing it and a set of colored 
lines drawn on the plastic for stressing relationships bcnveen part of thc document. Onc 
may draw and write at will on the plastic sheet to enha.11ce relationships between document 
parts or attach information w them. This does not alter the inital docmnent but makes it 
interpretation easier, The anchoring is the superposìtion of informarion on the plasric and 
the information in the documents. This double layered organization supports the growing 
of a stmcture on thc plastic film and its cmergencc from the underlying documents. 

This metaphor is dìrecdy implemented in some recent systems such as Dolphin [Streitz 
1994 J which takes advantage of Liveboards ìnstcad of screens [Elrod 1992]. 

Thus, hypertext should not be considered in terms of data strncture but in a more 
functionai manner as a mapping of a formai structure onto an informai one. 
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The interest of the functional vìew of a hypertex as a mapping of a 
knowledge strucrure onto documents and pieces of infonnarion ìs twofold: 

Explicit the knowledge structure separately from information: this 
provides means for reasoning botb formally and informaliy about 
informati on; 

- Manipulate the structure itseif: the structure being separated from 
documents and enacteà may support simply its own evolution. 

Thus hypertexts appear as convenient tools for recording emerging 
structure and use it for flexible and intelligent browsing. Direct observation 
of the structure as well as formal or infom1al manipulation make appear -
or make possible to deduce by computation - facts that are not obviously 
visible in the informa] stmcture of document contents. 

3. TttE STATE OF INFORMATION GARDENING WITH SOME HYPERTEXT 

SYSTEMS 

As pointed out in the prcvious sections, information gardenìng requires 
to incremcntally make knowiedge structures emerge ,md to represent and 
to anchor them onto documents. 

But, it is ne<:essary to observe the management of knowledge simulta
neously from two points o:f view, One is static and is concerned with the 
power of expression of the hypertext data model.. It concerns the re
presentation of knowledge itself. The other one is dynamic. It concerns the 
human mental process which 1eads to knowledge elicìtation, and its impii•
cations on d1e user interface of hypertext systems. Both aspects are strongly 
dependent. However, many theoreticai works on artificial inte!ligence have 

1 i 1 • • h {' . I l . 1· . . neg1ecte( toe rn1portance ot .. uman ractors m Know edge e 1c1tat1on. 
The current scction envisions knowledge structure emergence according 

to the tv-10 poims of. view. It analyses some hypertext systems that may be 
a posteriori considered as dedicated to information gardening in order to 
characterize key features for inf ormatìon gardening. 

3.1. Infonnatiori gardening as knowledge elidtation 

3.1.1. He4, information structuring is not enough 

Tue interest of hypertext for knowledge organization has been stressed 
very early. Engelbart' s NLS project initially had a very ambitious name 
'Augment', since it aimed at 'augmenting human's intellect'. The first tool 
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truly used at large scale, KMS - Knowledge Management System - [ Akscyn 
1988, op. cit ], explicitly announced it within rhe system name. But, in all 
of the first approaches, the word kno·wledge has not the meaning that 
recent A.I. works use to gìve ìt. Knowledge has an anthropocentric me;ining. 
It is more the concern of authors and readers than a cornputable .':ìtructure. 
So, its management is achieved as side effects of consi;tent informati.on 
presentation. The proposed mechanisms are driven from data side more 
than from the stn.1cture side. The interaction is centered on information 
management and presentatìon, and expressed at the leveì of the nodes 
contents. For instance, structuring with KMS is achieved by breaking 
information into small nodes organized in a hierarchical stmcture, wìth 
some added untyp;;-:d transversal links. 

B 1 • • • d r · • • •• ut sucn systt:ms aun at orgamzmg . ara ror retnevmg 1t eas11y, more 
than at truly represeming and handling knowledge associated to data. The 
duality between information and strncture shouid be explicit, even it is 
represented informally. 

3.1.2. Represent infonnal structures but also support encapsulation or pro
cesstng 

During the saxm.: time, works in A.I. :m·ess on the com.putability of 
knowiedge and propose techniques for representing knowiedge in order to 
handle it. A similar trend is observabìe ìn the hypertext domain. Many 
systems even among the earliest ones stress on the need for typed links. 
Notecards links are labeled. So, many people use it for a wide variety of 
structuring tasks. Notecards graphical browser makes it possible to visually 
observe the lìnk--node network, making thc structure explìcit for the user. 
SeveraJ works concerned with represcnting t.he structure of argumemation 
took advantage of rlùs feature. 

gm1s [Conklin 1988], thanks to t!1t~ graphical representatìon and e<l.ition 
of structure, is typicalìy dedicated to knowledge elicitation task:, in the 
argumentation domaìn based on the LBlS modeì. At the opposite of KMS, 

grms is oriented towards the explicit represemation of relationships between 
pieces of inforrnation. It provides the user with a graphical view of the 
resulting structure. But gIBIS stmcture, dedicated to argumentation repre
sentation, is rigid and too restr:ictive. Furthermore it is mainly dedicated to 
description and does not provide any possibility of computation on the 
structure nor cvaluation. 

Free labded links, and the flexibility of Ìts Lisp based implementation, 
make Notecards [Haiasz l 987] a flexible environment for handling any 
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knowledge representations. IDE Oordan 1989], built on Notecards, takes 
advantage of added Lisp procedures which empowered it for directly com
puting some aspects of structure. Nevertheless, such treatments concern 
more structure generation than reasoning. 

Using Notecards for representing argumentation structure according to 
T oulmin' s model is experienced by Marshall [Marshall 1989]. The micro
structure of Toulmin's model is easily implemented with typed nodes but 
the recursive construction of a large scaled argumentation is more difficult 
to express unless the hypertext system enables to handle sub-nets as first 
class objects and to interconnect micro-structures. Furthermore, a great 
friendliness of the user interface is necessary or a least suitable for working 
efficiently on structure emergence tasks. 1 

3.1.3. Handle complex but also computable and freely specified knowledge 
structures 

Taking advantage of previous experiences with Notecards, Aquanet 
[Marshall 1992, op. cit.] is specifically developed to address knowledge 
structuring tasks. For instance, exhibiting an actual argumentation structure 
on a set of information is an important task for helping decìsion processes. 
Such an activity is very similar to those that lawyers are concerned with. 
The main originality in terms of data stmcture is to clearly introduce the 
notion of objects, which are frame-like entities. In Aquanet, basic objects 
(nodes), and relations (links) are first class objects (i.e. are handled as such 
and support linking). Composites (sub-structures) are handled as a com
position relationship between objects. This important feature allows to easily 
build complex structures such as in Fig. 3. The expressive power of Aquanet 
model is simila.r to those of frame based languages which are used in A.L 

approaches for representing knowledge. 
Another system, MacWeb, uses an object-oriented approach to represent 

knowledge. The main originality of this systcm is to allow an Ìnteractive 
specification of types and even their evolution within a sessìon. This system 
is presented in details in section 4. 

As a conclusion, hypertext fundamental is to map structure on informa
tion. Whereas many systems only handle poor or weak structures, some 
systems take advantage of formalisms very dose to those used in A.I. systems 
for representing knowledge. But very few systems really off er possibilities 
to run complex computation on such knowledge. In most of systems, the 
structure, according to the hypertext paradigm, is only used as an added 
information for the reader and help access information. Nevertheless, some 
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systems like VIKI [Marshall 1994] and MacWeb specifically address the 
probìem of freely specifying and representing complex knowledge structures. 

In A.I. approaches, knowledge representation is mainly operated by the 
rnachine, with the explicit purpose of computing. Conversely, in hypertext, 
elicited structures are understandable for the user, with the explicit purpose 
of making new information appear in the reader's mind thanks to the 
elicited structure. Both features are usefuì for gardening. 

3.2. The rok of the user inteiface in ìnfonnation gardening 

In this section, we present some implications on user interface due to 
cognitive constraints of structure elicitation and describe how they are 
addressed in systems which are concerned with ìnformation gardening. 

Representing information is necessary not sufficient for information 
gardening: the incrementai acquisition and reorganizing is the key of the 
problem. The right structure never rises once; like a plant, it takes time to 
grow and need to be cared while growing. Eliciting and organizing know
iedge always results from a long and iterative work based on feedback and 
including a lot of evaluations and backtracking. Expecting to straighten 
such activity and driving the expert like on rails towards a solution is a 
pure nonsense. Most of failures in computer aided inteìlectual activities are 
due to tools rigidicy. Supporting transient states of structuring is far more 
suitable than enforcing consistency unconditionally! The key to the success 
is not to suggest (or worst: to constrain to use) a pre-defined method, but 
to take into account the reality of human behavior and to cope with Ìt. 

Knowledge elicitation relies on a loop in which data are evaluated, 
deductions operated and new information generated or extracted. Basicaily 
an induction, deduction, abduction cyde is observable in almost knowledge 
structuring tasks, even when machine learning is used. In all of them a 
human agent interacts with a knowledge representation agent. In the poorest 
case the knowledge rcpresentation agent is a purely passive one like a 
scrapbook. In hypertext based knowledge acquisition environment, the user 
interacts with an active agent which facilitates each of these steps, but 
should 1et him or her the initiative. 

When an expert studies a set of documents, the most frequent sub-tasks 
are comparing elements, discovering relationshìps between pìeces, deducing 
consequences of hypothesìs, checking them against facts and noting 
deductions. This activity implies backtracking. Keeping track of the work 
in a machine supported form empowers the expert' s work. Relationships 
which are set by the expert keep relateci inf ormation in a vicinicy which 
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facilitates later handling. Assuming tbe system allows to set and delete 
relationships at will and to compute on them, the expert operates with an 
acti.ve scrapbook. 

To illustrate these different points, d1e user-interfaces of two major 
systems Aquanet and Sepia are used as cxamples. 

Aquanet use a spatial rnetaphor to represent: and handle structure (see 
Fig. 3). Each Aquanet object is a frame which is denoted by its visual 

FIG. 3 
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One of the dassical exampies 
of structure description with 
Aquanet is Toulmùù argu·· 
mentacion model. On the leh 
sìd,~: a visual placen1ent spe
cified for thc fonnal model. 
On the right, a set of infor
mation organized according 
to this model. Tue directness 
of interaction and of the 
visuaì perception of relation
s}tips b.,sed on ph1cemcnt is 
obvious. An txpert, who or

g;mizcs pieces o( information, mov.c:s therr1 ·,vithin the inform,1tion space like it would be 
done on a d•~skrop. Their reiationships, even the most global ones are caught at a glance due 
to their pface1:neat, assurned i:he expen is awan~ of the meaning given to each specifìc 
placement pattern. A~ a conscquence, uo expiicit naming of sìots is net:essary. 

structure. Each slot is assigned a reiative location withìn the frame. Relation
ships bet~reen infom1ation are made exp1icit only by their reìative placement. 
A h ' 1 I , 'f . j. . .s a consequence, t e user maKes e oser two m ormanon to set a re.auon-
h. b . 'fh d . . . . I • \ s m etween them. e mo el 1s recurs1ve s.rnce anv srot cin be a .tqua:net L . ~ 

object v.rhich vìsuaily exhibits its structure ,;vith the same convention. 
Aquanet interaction model is strongly unified. Both the expression of a 
scrw.:ture and its observatìon rdy on the sa.me paradigm: information 
proximity and placement. 

But, as Marshall explains it in [Marshall 1994, op. cit. l the drawback of 
Aquanet is its lack of run time flexibility. Aquanet uses a t,1.,.0 stages 

h • 1 • 1 r ••• • r h 1• • A mcc .amsm wmcn separates trames specmcat10n tro,n ypertect -:;01t1on. ns 
a conseq1.tence, Ìt ìs rather difficuh to change the types of objects and 
relationships within a session once they have been used, Like in databases, 
schema evolution is a real probiem. The placement rules have to be previou
sly defined extemally to the system. 'Thus, the user couìd only combine a 
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set of prc-defi.qed placement rules associated to already defined schema but 
is not allowed to define new schema on the fly. This is of little Ìmportance 
when well defined structures - such as T ouìmin' s ·- are repeatedly used as 
basic pattems, but it is a significant drawback to handle complex knowìedge 
modeling. 

For information gardening, premature definition of schema should r,ot 
be enforced. Rather, informa! representation of stmcture is preferable first 
as well as srnooth shift from informa! to more formal structure. 

Furthermore, Aquanet is primarily designed to address the task of 
information structuring, mainly its human-computer interaction aspects, 
but it provides no or little computation on the eiicited structures. This has 
lead to stress on the extendibility of knowledge represent.ation model in 
hypertexts. A recent work VIKI, developed aiso at Xerox PARC, takes advan
tage of Aquanet experience and aims at providing uscrs with a more flexible 
and extendibl.e know ledge representation environment. It provides the user 
Vlith a set of basic constructs which makes possible to express complex 
structures as and when they emerge without needing the preexistence of a 

I 1 I d' scnema. VIKI may ne,p · iscover some constructs. 
Another systern, SEPIA, [Streitz 1989; Streitz 1992] developed at GMD iPSI 

aims at helping v;rriting. It does not promote any given method for writing, 
but suppons the writing ment:al process like it actually occurs in a writer's 
mind. Any given piece of information can be concurrently observed and 
handled in several activity spaa:s which reflects aspects of the author' s 
activity. Each activity space let appear a specìfic structure according to the 
specific problem solvcd in this space. For instance, the argumentative 
stmcture among pieces of infonnarion in the rhetoric space or the planning 
space are projected in the argumentatìon space. Each activiry space is 
displayed in a separate window. Structure is rcpresented like a graph wh:::rt 
reiationships are dr;:iwn 1ike edges connecting pieces of information. The 
user creates the structure incrementaHy, creating nodes and drawing ìinks 
between them according to design objects and opcrations spi~cific to each 
activity space. ìJnlike Aquanet, SEPIA proposes a free placement of informa·· 
tion. As a consequence, each relationship is e:xplicitly labeled. The main 
originalit)' of SEPIA Ìs rhe separation of interdepe:adent activity spaces which 
reduce the complexity of the task, allowing che expert to focus oniy on 
specific aspects at a given time. The act:ivities spaces are interc(,nuecred, 
thus any changes clone in eme <1.re automatically reflected in others. 

Mac Web also provides users wìth a user friendly interface which allo';vs 
both to take advantage of a visua! metaphor for observing and editing the 

''T'h' . . 1 •t d . . J_ 2 T } thr h structure. • _ 1s pomt 1s aetaue m sect1on . . . ... n t 1e t- ee systems, t •. e 
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interest of using a spatial metaphor has been demonstrated as well as the 
possibility of using several point of view on inf ormation. 

33. Key points for information gardening 

As a conclusion, helping stmctures that emerge pre-suppose several con
ditions: 

1) Directness of interaction. Directness is a key issue, since no expert 
would use a system if it is more time consuming than doing the same work 
without help. 

2) Duality informationlstructure. To support structure emergence, struc
ture must be handled as such, not on!y as a side eff ect of organizing 
information. Many hypertext support this important aspect and allow to 
directl y edit the structure itself, independently of node contents. 

3) Perceptibility of structure via spatial organization. Structure is an 
abstraction, but providing a visual representation helps working on it. The 
visual metaphor is a strong help to reasoning which is widely developed in 
humankind. Advocates are used to handie argumentation in speeches. But 
this is only the final stage, the result, the elaborateci form of the work. 
During the preparation phase of a speech, how many pages of scrapbooks 
have been covered with geometrically organized inf ormation, with arrow 
connecting informati on chunks, with diagrams? Information gardening 
systems aim at providing with sìmple to use tools for making structure 
visible, in order both to make it better understood, and to make emerge 
new parts as consequences of already elicited parts. 

4) Reversìbility of actions. Backtracking is a natural feature of human's 
work and must be supported by computer systems. No expert would 
blame himself when chccking mentally scveral hypothesis and backtracking 
when suìtable. So, why to refuse it in a computer aided environment? As 
a consequence, it is necessary to allow late definition of the stmctu.res useful 
in a given situa.tion. Nevertheless, since a lawyer's work involves repeated 
situations many heìpful structures can be stored and reused at will. 

5) From in/om1al to fonnal. The aim of information gardening is to take 
advantage of the 'man in the loop' to bridge informa! to formal. Man is 
able to intuitively take the best of subtle information ofren implicit in 
documents. Exhibiting these relationships make them us':l.ble in a machine, 
which at its turn helos the user to step on. 

6) Not only repre;ent:ational met:ms ~but also computational means. Re
presenting knowledge in a hypertext is a hard job. It is not clone only for 
fun. Making structure explicit allow to compute on it. Going on working 
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on document sets on which an elicited structure is growing benefits of the 
initial eff orts. The user mav run comoutations on the elicited oarts of the 
structure to check hypothesis, to study ... possible connections be~een loosely 
related elements, to stress structural regularities, and so on. Thus information 
gardening becomes easier and easier as and when che emerging structure is 
used as a bootstrap for helping further emergence. 

4. MAcWEB AND INFORMATION GARDENING 

W e illustrate now with Mac Web how and why knowledge-based 
hypertexts are helpful in information gardening t.asks. 

Although it is basically a test-bed for studying research hypothesis -
and thus is used for experimenting on a wide variety of problems-, MacWeb 
has mainly be designed to allow a free elaboration of hypertext and help 
structure emergence. This work has been incrementally tuned up over 
severa! years by takìng into account the feedback of users and trying to 
better match their actual behavior. As a consequence, many helpful features 
are implemented for information gardening because their need has been 
experimentaily observed and their usefulness checked. Detailed descriptions 
of principles and applications can be found in [Nanard 1991, Nanard 1993, 
N anard 1994 ]. The present description focuses on dependencies between 
design issues and information gardening needs. 

Mac Web enab ies to interactively create and update hypertext networks 
with typed links and typed nodes. The main design choices and constraints 
which address the problem of inf ormatìon garàening are classified in three 
categories: documents, structure and user interface: 

Documents ìssues 
- As an authoring environment, MacWeb provides the authors with an 

integrated editor to create or update documents. It handles stmctured 
multimedia documents, with texts, graphics, images, video and sound. 
Documents a:re also createci as result of computations. MacWeb makes 
ìt possible to specìfy how to select parts fro~ existing documents and 
re-organize them imo a new document structure which provides the 
reader with a new view of information [Nanard 1988]. 

Structure issues 

-- MacWeb supports transìent states of structure eìaboration. 
-- The structure modeling features and thc system are designed to ailow 

extendibility and rnn-time evolution of the hypertext strucrure. 
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The underlying hypertext formalism has a sufficient power of expres
sion to enable knowledge representation. 

Interadion issttes 

The human-computer interaction is very direct, in order to reduce 
the cognitive loa.d on the user and to speed up system use. 
Hypertext is handled as easily from the inforrnation sidt than from 
the structure side. 
The stmcture ìs not handled. as an abstract notion. It is made a real 
and perceptible objecc for thc user as an editable graph. 

4.L 011ervie-w of MacVleb hypertext engme 

The idea which gave binh to Mac Web is to mix hype1text and A.L 

approaches in ordcr to enable computation on the elicited structure. Typed 
hypertext networks have similarities with semantic networks. Since a 
bypcrtext results from the mapping of a structure onto documents sets, 
why not to take advantage of effìcient structures already used in A.I. to 
represent knowledge? 

MacWeb manages webs of typed nodes and typed links. Unlike many 
hypertext systems where a link type is simply a label, Mac'Web enables 
authors to specify the semantìcs of types. As a consequence, types carry 
explicit meaning useful both for the reader and for computation. A reflexi
vely bootstrapped approach is used to define types semantics. It gives the 
expressive power of an object-oriented formaìism to MacWeb webs. The 
foundation is simple: thc typed hypertext netv.rork is ahle to represent 
relationships ::unong inf ormation; thus, assuming types be represented by 
nodes too, relationships between tvpes are descrìhed as a tvped network. 
The hypertext netwmk formalism.1 is used twice, once for 'cfescribing tht 
types structures and once for describìng the information strncture. This 
reflexive construct transforms the hypertext network into a knowìedge 
representation structure. The bootstrap is very simple and only relies on 

' i r ' , ' . ' h 'fi b ·1 . b i • ( tnree pre·-·Oeimeo nocte types wruc11 ave a spec1 e u1 t-m enav10r .con-
cepts, relationships and scripts) and on one pre-defined relationship 
(inheritance). It :1Jlows to describe types ;;,:; dasses ìn the sensf~ of object
orientation, (with classes an<l insta.(,ces, slcts a.nd methods, multiple 
inheritance and. overriding). Methods code a.re programs, which source are 
kept in 'script' nodes. They enable expression of complex semantics when 
needed. 
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Mac Web hypertext engine is especially designed to deal with all the 
transient states of incrementai structure elaboration, which by nature are 
characterized by incompleteness and inconsistency. MacWeb software has 
been designed to resist to most of contradictions which are natural during 
incrementai structure elaboration steps. It accepts incomplete and incon
sistent structures, allows to use undefined types, resists to cyding definitions 
and so on. All the design relies on permissiveness in order to preserve 
authors' initiative. 

4.2. Concepts and interaction for structure elidtation 

The current section describes the internal mechanism used for represen
ting knowledge in MacWeb. 

4.2.1. Factual description of information 

The two elements of webs are nodes and links. Due to the inherent 
duality of hypertext structure, nodes are handled both as structural elements 
and as information 'containers'. Each node has a narne and a type. Node 
narnes as well as node types are user-defined. Naming enables direct access 
to information; so, important nodes are directly accessible without browsing. 
Node types define classes of nodes (see § 4.2.2). 

Similarly to current systems, most of nodes contain multimedia data. 
This is useful for legai applications. The expert works directly on documents: 
for instance scanned images of archive documents, as well as texts, private 
annotations or drawings, or even audio records. Anchoring is possible on 
any part of node contents. MacWeb can be used like a basic hypennedia 
authoring environment. 

Some nodes may contain a set of nodes. Such composite nodes are 
called groups. Any given node may simultaneously belong to severa! groups, 
thus allowing non-hierarchical organizations. Groups may be considered as 
a mechanism for modularizing information as well as for expressing some 
contexts. This is particularly useful to handle complex sets of information 
materiai where a given item has to be accessed in severa! contexts. Por 
instance an important document can be accessed directly from several 
groups: the unicity of infonnation is preserved but its access is made easier. 
Escaping the tyranny of hierarchical arrangement is important for informa
tion gardening. 

An originality of Mac Web is that a node may identify an abstraction as 
well as some information materiai. In the first case,· the node content may 
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semantics of the denoted relationshìp. Unlike many systems which only 
propose a restrìcted set of pre-defined link types ( e.g. annotation, referen
ce ... ), MacWeb link-types are freely user defined. For instance, one may 
define at will a new type 'contradiction' to express this semantic relationship 
between two docurnents. 

4.2.2. From an informai to a forma! strncture 

The aim of object-oriented specification of types is to enable representing 
and handling knowledge structures similar to those handled in knowledge 
representation systems. The interest of structure elicited by information 
gardening is strongly augmented when computing is possible. 

T o easily handle structural abstractions ìn a hypertext environment, it 
is necessary to provide them with a handy representation similarly to those 
of any other inf ormation handled ìn the system, in order to unify their 
manipulation by the user. 'Concept' and 'Relationship' nodes allow to 
represent and handle abstract notions as and when they emerge. The 
representation formalism is object-oriented. MacWeb allows to define both 
dasses of node types and of link types: it is important to enable rhe user 
to describe the relationships which exist between the relationships, as well 
as those between concepts. 

The node types named 'Concept' and 'Relationship' are pre-defined in 
the system and have a built-in set of reflexes triggered by the hypertext 
network editing operations. A 'Concept' node is considered as the repre
sentation of the model of the class which has its name. Nodcs with this 
type are considered as instances of this class. Similarly 'Relationship' nodes 
are used to model link types. Using nodes to represent types makes it 
possible to use links between them to represent the relationships between 
types (Fig. 5). 

This feature supports the late structure criteria, since instanciation is not 
considered as an action but as a property v.rhich is evaluated at run time: 
A node type is considered as a class only if there exist in the web a 
'Concept' node with the name of that type. Otherwise it is simply con
sidered as a labeL Thereby, the user may establish or break it at will the 
instanciation rebtionship. Late strucmre is especìally important for informa
tion gardening, since the right stmcture never rises once, but results from 
an incrementai work whìch is important to support. So, it helps stepping 
from informai to forma!. Relationshìps between information can be obser
ved informally, in an almost intuitive way by an expert. Their expression 
as links between nodes start representing them. As and when the expert' s 
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FIG. 5 
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Defining graphically a concept with MacWeb: inheritance and composition graph. MacWeb 
uses the hypertext metaphor to describe concepts denoted by nodes. Relationships between 
concepts are described like links. Specifications are graphically editable. The free,placement 
of concept nodes in the web makes the structure easy to perceive at a glance. The 
inspector window displays in textual form the current specification of any given class. 
Observe how is described the attachment of the method "check validity" to the class "a 
quo avec.clause". 

work enforces the meaning of the elicited structure, the typing can be 
specified and associated concepts formalized. The absence of pre-defi
ned schema for structuring avoid disturbing the expert natural way of 
working. 

4.2.3. Specifying structure dynamic semantics 

Since 'Concept' and 'Relationship' nodes aim at representing classes, it 
is suitable to allow specifying the dynamic semal)tics of classes. This is 
done by attaching methods to nodes as scripts. 

The 'script' type has a built-in behavior. It allows the textual part of 
node contents to be interpreted as a program. The script language 'W ebtalk' 
allows two categories of actions, those oriented towards automatic document 
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production and those oriented towards hypertext network edition. They 
are detaìled in section 4.4. 

Scripts nodes may be either independent nodes - they represent named 
global routines or are linked to nodes. In this case, the associateci link 
name is considered as a 'method' name, in the ser:se of the object-oriented 
paradigm. When a script ìs linked to a 'Concept' node, thìs script is 
directly visible from any node of the cìass described by the concept 
node. 

Scripts are also used to define reflexes triggered by system events. For 
instance, this alìows to attach a specific behavior to a given node or node 
dass as reaction to events such as node creation, linking or renaming and 
so on. Thus types are no longer labels but classes with specific behaviors 
which encapsulate the semantics described in the methods. 

Scripts provide the mechanisms which enable any computing on the 
hypertext network. This point, very important for helping inf ormation 
gardening is discussed in section 4.4. 

4.2.4. Reuse by inheritance a.nd overrìding 

Specifying types as dasses would be of little interest if ìt was not possible 
to take advantage of ìnheritance. The link type named 'inherits' is pre
defined and has a built-ìn behavior. It represents che inherita.nce relarìonship 
of rhe object oriented formalism. So, when a node is selected, the visible 
methods are those which are either directly owned by itself, or by it actual 
class, or by any of the ancestors of its class. Multiple inheritance is suppor
ted, and the arder of method selection is a deep-.first one, based on the 
links priority set on each node. 

4.2.5. Condusion 

The design choices of the MacWeb engine provides the user with a 
flexible mechanìsm whìch has rhe power of obiect-oriented formalism, but 
can be hanàled in a unified manne;, as simply ;s a hypertext web. Interpre
ting instanciation like a structural property makes possible to handle late 
strucmring and to support incompleteness of definitions and their possible 
run-time evoiution . 

. Afrhough we focus on fleKibilit) and openn.css, another important aspect 
of the objc:ct - oricnted architecture of MacWeb is classe:, reuse. From a 
cognitive point of vi;;•,,,, dasses and relacionships that have been .~bstracted 
during the strncture emergence process and proved useful, can be reused, 
thereby keeping rxack of users' menta! structure. 
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4.3. The role of the sp,1,tial metaphor for ìnteraction directness and structure 
perceptibìiù:y 

In this section we present one ìmportant aspect of Mac Web user inter
face with respect to information gardening: the role of the spatial metaphor 
as a tool to help structure emergence. 

MacWeb enables the user to observe and interactive!v work on the 
hypertext from the content side as well as from the str,.;:cture side. The 
network of relationships between information is given an interactive 
representation which supports structure editing. Thus, any operation can 
be expressed either on documents or on the structme vìew. 

T ~ be easily handled, structure m.ust be clear!y perceived by the user. 
The spatial metaphor which provides the user with a geometrica} represen
tation of structure, tums an abstract structurc into a visìble object. The role 
of geometrically organized patterns as an help to stmcturing is well known. 

MacWeb 'Web View' displays the hypertext network as a graph. The 
nodes locations are defined by the user who may change them at will. 
From the structure side, expressing a structure is just drawing a graph. A 
lot of features which address the directness issue, allows to draw and edit 
complex graphs in a very intuitive way. This feamre is important from a 
cognitive point of view. The user-defined spatial organization hdps building 
a dear mental scherne of the hypertext strnctu.re. 

Although MacWeb also proposes an automatic placernent, most of users 
prefer the manual placement. Two reasons argue for that: automatic place
ment are intuition-less and one remembers more easily a personaì placement. 
Automatic placements can only take care of explicit (such as interconnection) 
or of abstract properties (such as planarity). They cannot take advantage of 
intuitive perception of non eljcited properties relationships wbich naturally 
push user:, towards informa} but 'dever' placements. Users arrange some 
unconnectcd nodes dose one to another because of implicit similarities that 
they feel more than they could argue. 

Information gardening aims at supporting informa! aspects. Inruition is 
one of them. Allowing one to express bis or her intuition just by a locating 
pieces of information in an information space is very subtle. It has no 
direct consequences on the actual structure like a placement in a spatiall y 
organized frame base strucmre would bave. It helps emHe or preparc later 
structuring. It just memorize an intuitìon, no more. Svstems which address 
informati~~1 g~rdening must take care of respectii;g tbe user's way of 
working, but also keep tack of any eiements leading to structure emergence. 

Free placement of nodes supports structure emergence. Geometrica! 
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symmetries are often used to make apparent simìlitude or oppositìons. 
Horizontal ievels sometìmes express hierarchies, and so on. There are no 
genera! rules, but the experÌl,,llents makes clear that users quickly take great 
advantage of the visual metaphor to organize the information space. The 
regularities in the placement of nodes playìng similar roles makes patterns 
appear. Such visual patterns are easily recognìzabie. They allows the user 
to locate information more efficiently. Similarly, the perception of rhe 
geometry of an already built structure helps structural regularities and 
exceptions emerge. 

In order to generalize the spatial metaphor to large webs, MacWeb uses 
a 'Sky View' which looks like a stared night sky (Fig. 6), in whìch each 
node is displayed like a pixel. It allows the book thickness metaphor for 
accessing large webs. Selections ìn the SkyView make the web view directly 
serali to the seìected area. Only large scale patterns are recognìzable in the 
sky view like constellations in a sky. But the global placement of the 
pattems within the view makes it possible to take advantage of the spatial 
metaphor even with networks of thousands of nodes. Even when patters 
are not clearly discernible, a user at least remembers in which area is 
located some kind of information, assumed that the spatia] organization of 
the web is consistent. 'Sky View' has become one of the most useful 
features for direct access to information. 

Mac Web displays groups nodes in the same style as the entire web. 
Groups are specific sets of nodes. Theìr web views only represent the sub
graphs build on these nodes. This feature proviàes the user with speciaiized 
poìnts of view whìch makc it casier to focus on some impo1tant aspect of 
the structure. Thus, building groups is an efficient work technique for 

Dod~ 0 23A-·2. 1. 1 

FIG. 6 

111c sky view. It implements the book thickness 
metaphor for accessing large webs. Sdections in 
,he SkyView make the web view direcdy scroll 
to rhe selected area. Only large scale pattems 
are recognizable in the sky ,'Ìcw like constella
tions in a skv. The name of the document under 
the cursor i; displayed ar the bottom. So both 
global and precise selectìon are possible. 1be 
frame around the cursor sketches the future 
position of the screen. 
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scaling to human size large and complex structures. MacWeb also allows 
to build paniaì graphs and partial sub graphs of the main web view, Each 
link type and node type has a visibility flag v;hich can be toggled at will 
to hide or show signìficant structu.res. 

We have observed users at work while designing structures. The interac
tiveness and the direct visual feedback of actions aìlows verv efficient trials 
and errors strategies to make emerge geometrica! structures. ,A given formai 
stmcture can be displayed with many different geometry. Each of them 
enhances some aspects of the structure which become observable at a glance. 
So, many users are naturally attracted towards expressive placements putting 
the stress on regularities in the structures. Such placements often put in 
evidence some irregularities in the structure and make obvious missing 
relationships. Such interactive work helps structure emerge. 

4.4. Computation on the hypertext network 

One of the major objectives of MacWeb development was to make 
computati on possible on the hypertext network. The W ebtalk language 
provides basic control-structures usually present in programnùng languages, 
procedures and recursivity. As a tool integrated in Mac Web, it allows to 
evaluate structural properties of the web especiaily those defined at nm 
time on types. Mac Web scripts are used for rwo very differem purposes 
which reflect the duality of hypertext: actions on the hypertext network 
and document production. 

4 .4 .1. Actìons on the hypertext network 

Any edition command that a end-user can interactively give to the 
system can be placed in a script. Scripts makes it possible to specify complex 
and condicional edition operations. For instance automatic generation of 
specific sub-structures in the web, ;;i,s well as consìstency checks can be 
specified in scripts. 

The use of scripts for reflex triggered computing is very important in 
infonnation gardening since Ìt allow the user to incrementally tune the 
baiance between wìthout constra.ints approaches and model driven ap-· 
proaches. When and where strong constraints are suitable on some dasses 
of information, methods are attached as reflexes to the dasses in order to 
automatically trigger the relevant actions, check and enforce security on 
these infonnation or on structural elements. For instance a scriot can exoress 
how the creation of a given c!ass of links automatically updat~s other parts 
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of the structure. Conversely, free edition remains possible on others ele
ments. This approach does not constrain any pre-defined strategy for hand
ling security problems. It provides the user with flexible mechanism for 
tailoring the environment at will. 

Actions on the hypertext network are used for a lot of applications 
useful when information gardening. For instance, selecting which types of 
nodes and of links are visible allows to define at run time some observation 
points of the structure. Scripts language contains queries which can be used 
for instance to build new substructures from existing ones. 

Though the current interpreted version of Webtalk is far from being 
fast enough to efficiently support complex reasoning programming, it re
presents typically the kind of computing which should be addressed by 
knowledge-based hypertexts. 

4.4.2. Actions dedicated to document production 

Producing documents is the most originai feature of MacWeb. New 
documents are built on the fly as result of script evaluations. They are 
produced by organizing into a document structure pieces of information 
selected in nodes according to queries. A script contains a generic model 
of the intended document structure, defined in a form similar to the SGML 

markup. The document model specifies, if any, the conditions of omission 
and of repetition of document elements in terms of properties of the web 
structure. The content of each element of the document structure is defined 
as a mix of static parts defined as texts and of variable parts specified by 
queries. Queries select information in nodes, either entire node contents, 
either the anchor of a link. Selection is achieved according to a navigational 
model based on links, taking advantage of links classes and node classes. 
The result of the script evaluation is the unfolding of the document model 
structure and its filling with actual values computed from the web state. 

As a consequence, the resulting documents are virtual. The actual content 
depends upon changes operated in the structure or in the node contents. 
Such scripts are frequently used to gather into a single document pieces of 
information which are distributed in several documents but that the user 
should enjoy to see as a whole. A very simple and classical example concerns 
the text of amendments of a law, which are disseminated in a lot of docu
ments. A script expresses how to reorganize them taking into account their 
inter-references expressed by links. 

Unlike ad hoc applications, this mechanism does not directly provides 
the user with off the shelf solutions but with a generic tool which enables 
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the production of tailored sets of helpful documents whìch reflects points 
of views of the user on the information space. Collections of scripts often 
are attached to classes as methods which encapsulate the ori.gin of informa
tion. Thus the user only functìonally knows how to get the ìnf ormation he 
wishes. Such virtual documents make the work on the information space 
easier and easier as and when elicited strucmre is made stronger. Computing 
and producing documents taking advantage of the emerging structure is 
particularly important for information gardening. 

Nevenheless, Webtalk, as an interpreted and not optimized language, 
must be considered only as a prototyping tool developed in the context of 
research for evaluating the interest of knowledge-based hypenext approa
ches. Anyhow, scripts are programs which can run any suitable computa
tion. The last version of MacWeb ìncludes hooks which allows to link 
compiled procedures to MacWeb code and to cali them from scripts to 
improve the efficiency (and mainly the speed) of computing on knowledge, 
at the cost of some loss of flexibiliry. 

As a conclusion, Mac Web ìs typi~aily an open authoring envìronment. 
It does not enforce any strategy, but provides users with a set of simple 
basic features which enable to tailor the environment. The choice of an 
interpreted approach for strncmre handling allows a great flexibility and 
makes rnn-time strnctural changes easy. Three complementary aspects are 
important for ìnf ormation gardening: 

Ease of expression of the emerging structure due to the simplicity of 
the model and to the directness of ìnteraction; 
Efficiency of the evaluation of the structure, due to the spatial 
metaphor; 
Efficiency of information observation, that the document generation 
feature boosts. 

CoNCLUSION · 

Computer applications are usually dedicated to very precise tasks. The 
information gardening metaphor does not characterize a specific task but 
a dass of activitìes, a style of intellectual .work. Designing software for 
helping not a task but a style of work is a challenge. 

The purpose of the software supporting information g.1rdening is no 
longer to compute a specified result, nor to drive a user aìong the steps of 
a method, nor to achieve a given task. It is to delicatdy help a human at 
work and to try to disturb him or she as little as possible from his or her 
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own expertise. Computer-aided information gardening must rely on an 
open architecture. The software must be as transparent as possible and a 
flexible and customizabìe framework that the user dynamically adapts to 
his needs. The best picee of software would be one that ìs so transparent 
for the user that no one remarks it when at work. 

This implìes radical changes in developer' s mentalìty: most of comp11ter 
science works address problems which are formalìy complex but rarely wide 
and subtìe; they are more concemed with rigor than with flexibiiity. To 
address information gardening, it ìs fundamenta! to understand that tbc aim 
is not directly a result, but a human actìvity. It is necessary to take care of 
cognitive aspects of intellectuai work, in which intuition, bottom-up 
approaches, backtracking play an importa.nt rnie. Thus, the application must 
not constrain the user to follow rigìd mles which only make appìications 
easier to deveìop. It is necessary to accept the reality of human's behavìor, 
and to cope with transient states, with inconsistency, with evoìution. It is 
suitable to display on demand information which are more 'views' of infor~ 
mation than planned results. Improving the efficiency of humans at work 
starts with accepting their actual behavior and giving them the ability to desibrn 
by themselves, in the context of their work, what kind of help they need. 

Currently, hypertext authoring environments are very flexible tools 
which are well suited to handle this kind of intellectual work on ìegal 
documents. They bridge the gap from documents to structure, allowing the 
user to directÌv and incrememallv express the observed or discovered rela
tionships be~een infonnation, "to define the semantics of the emergìng 
structures, and to use them for stepping in the work. Exhibiting relationships 
is the goal of infonnation gardenìng. Expressing relationships as a hypertext 
network boosts the efficiency of the work since the already elicited relation
ships make subsequent work easier, alJowing to better access infonriation, to 
observe and char:ge at will stmctures, te compute the consequences of 
relationships, to make closer disr.ant information wirhin virtual documents .. 

Computer aided information gardening does not aim at soiving one 
given problem but to help humans take freel y and efficiently advantage of 
their own expertise for problem solving. lt is a work booster. 
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L ÌNTRODUCTION 

A Framework for Integrating Browsing 
and Searching in Hypertext Systen1s 

DARIO LucARELLA, ANTONELLA ZANZI 

Hypertext can be defìned as a system for managing a collection of 
information that can be accessed non sequentially. It consists of a network 
of nodes and logical links between nodes. The variety of nodes and links 
that can be defined make hypertext a very flexible structure in which 
information is provided both by what is stored in each node and by the 
way the information nodes are linked to each other [23]. 

Current hypertext systems provide sophisticated user interface tools that 
enable the reader to inspect the node content and to navigate through the 
network by selecting the path to follow, on the basis of interests emerging 
along the way. Many systems also provide fac;.litìes for the readers so that 
they can add their own links reflecting their association criteria. Anyway, 
the links defined by the author as well as those added by the user can be 
COI}.ceived as hardwired links in contrast to inferential iinks discussed fur
ther on. 

On the other band, much research has been carried out in the field of 
information retrieval systems. A comprehensive sutvey of such efforts can 
be found in [27]. Given a document collection, information retrieval systcms 
are designed to provide, in response to a user request, references to a set 
of documents that are likely to contain the information desired by the user. 
So the emphasis bere is on query facilities and relateci search strategies to 

locate useful inf ormation items. 
We could say according to Frisse [2] that ìnformation retrieval systems 

emphasize the relative autonomy of text nodes providing sophisticated 
techniques for retrieving nodes as ansvver to user requests. Conversely, 
in hypertext systems, the semantic link strncrure is central for a system 
that provides sophisticated tools for graph traversa] and node presenta
tion. The former approach emphasizes searching, the latter emphasizes 
browsing. 
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It is reasonable to expect that the interaction of hypertext and informa
tion retrieval systems can bring obvious advantages to the process of 
knowledge transfer. On the one hand, hypertext tends to be user-directed 
allowing users to pick and choose their own path through the informatìon 
map, ignoring so:me things and exploring orhers in depth. On the other 
hand, a retrieval system tends to steer the user down a path that is 
determined by the answer to the user request. By combin.ing the features 
of both kinds of systems, it is possible for two way communication to 
take place. The system can present the user wìth informatìon and guidance 
in a way that ìts retrieval strategy suggests. The user can arbitrarily go 
off to explore or learn more about pieces of knowled 9e along the 
way. 

Some approaches to the integration of query-based retrieval strategies 
and browsing in hypertext network bave been proposed recently [9,11,12]. 
In this context,, the purpose of the current paper is twofold: a) to approach 
the retrieval task as an inf erence process relying on uncertain knowledge; 
b) to show that such a knowledge can be eff ectively embedded imo a 
hypertext network. 

The paper has the following structrire. Section 2 emphasizes briefiy 
the differences between browsing and searching. In section 3 a hyper
text network is regarded as a knowledge base and in section 4 infe
rence rules for retrievai are presented. A detailed description of the 
search strategy is reported in section 5. In sectio;:i 6 an overview of the 
prototype system is given. Experimental results are summarized in 
section 7 and further research perspectives are outlined in the final 
section. 

2. BROWSING VS. SEARCHING 

As reported in [ 4], browsing can be characterized as going from where 
to what (presumably you know where you are in the database and you 
want to know what is there) whereas searching can be characterized as 
going from what to where (presumably you know what you want and you 
wish to find where in the database it is). 

It is interesting to note that both styies of information selection ( conven
tional retrieva.l versus hypertext) bave their analogies in the process of 
retrieval from human memory. In cued retrieval, a person is given a cue 
and is asked to provide the information specifieà by that query. In contrast, 
associative retrieval returns informatìon ihat is in a certain way related by 
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analogy to the starting information rather than an explicit answer to a 
query. 

Assume, for example the user is reading a text passage and consequently 
would like to locate semantically related items. He or she should simply 
mark the passage that has stimulated such interests and activate a search 
button. The system, using the passage as a cue and the hypertext as a 
knowledge base, returns to the user a set of related nodes arranged in 
decreasing order of presumed semantic closeness. Essentially new links 
are inferred dynamically on the basis of the explicit link structure embedded 
into the hypertext network. So we can distinguish between two different 
kinds of links: structural links which are preset by the author or added by 
the reader and inferential links which are deduced automatically by the 
system. 

Once we understand the essential difference between hypertext and 
conventional text retrieval, it is actually misleading to question which 
method is better: the two approaches serve different goals and, just for 
that, it is reasonable to combine them together. Hypertext may supplement 
conventional methods of information retrieval by allowing users to discover 
retrieval cues that successively can be used for query formulation, while 
search · facilities may supplement conventional hypertext by providing the 
user with a set of relevant nodes for graphical browsing. 

The problem centers on defining a model of an integrated retrieval 
system and how to implement a search strategy which is both effective and 
efficient. In the last years, van Rijsbergen [25] and Croft [7,10] have 
proposed a model of retrieval based on plausible inference. In this approach 
the retrieval process is regarded as the problem of determining an implication 
relationship between a document and a query and assessing the plausibility 
of that implication. Semantic inference made while processing the query 
may be considered as the main task in proving the logical implication 
between the document and the query. 

In further detail, the approach introduced by van Rijsbergen is based on 
non-classical logie [25] whereas the approach of Croft is based on Bayesian 
inference nets [10]. In the same direction, Biswas et alii explore the use of 
Dempster-Shafer theory for evidence combination [3]; Tong et alii describe 
a production system that can perform evidential reasoning with queries 
expressed in a language of rules [29]; Watters proposes a logie framework 
for information retrieval [30]; and Lucarella presents an approach based on 
fuzzy set theory [18,19]. In the remaining part of this paper, we will show 
how such an approach fits into hypertext and satisfies the retrieval require
ments emphasized above. 
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3. HYPERTEXT AS A K.NOWLEDGE BASE 

Due to the emphasis placed on its unstructured nature, hypertext has 
generally been regarded as an informa! way of providing information that 
can be browsed. Actually this is a rather limited view. Hypertexts are in 
fact extremely flexible knowledge representation tools that are analogous 
to semantic networks in that consisting of nodes and links. Different types 
of knowledge formalism can be implemented in hypertext by structuring 
and defining the basic types of nodes and links in different ways. The 
effect being that the highly connected structure of hypertext can be exploi
ted as a knowledge base and can be used to build intelligent retrieval 
systems. 

W e can consider a basic set of information nodes: text, pictlire, sound. 
These nodes represent information, rather than interpreted knowledge. They 
. are designed to be read, viewed and heard and are linked by structural 
links. From now on, we refer to them · as document nodes. In contrast, 
concept nodes, which represent meaningful entities in the domain, represent 
organized knowledge. Each of these nodes consists of: (a) a concept name 
(i.e. a noun phrase); (b) a set of links to those document nodes in which 
the concept appears; (e) a set of links to other concept nodes that are 
semantically related. 

The resulting structure can be regarded at two levels of abstraction 
[1,2,8], with the concept network conceived as an index to the document 
network (Fig. 1 ). Essentially, it is possible to regard hypertext nodes as 
facts and links as rules. This inferential form of hypertext would then 
function as an inference network. In this context, the links may be implicit 
and may be deduced by rules activation. Moreover, the links may be inexact, 
that is, they can have attached certainty values. 

Different types of relationships with different properties can be defined 
in order to model the semantic association betwèen concepts [5,22]. Links 
are labelled by the name of the relationship to reflect the nature of the 
semantic association and are assigned a weight to reflect the strength of the 
semantic association. 

More formally, the resulting concept network, which is embedded into 
the hypertext structure, can be viewed as a directed graph ( C, T, L) where 
C is the set of the concepts that represent meaningful entities in the domain, 
T is the set of relation types, and L ç;;; C x T x C is the set of links between 
concepts. Accordingly, given L E C, a link can be defined as a binary 
fuzzy relation: 

l = {µi(c, r) I (e, r) I e, re C; le L} 
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with a membership function µi: Cx C • [0,1] indicating for each pair of 
concepts (e, r) a measure of the strength of the semantic link between them. 
The notation (e, l, r) means that e and r are iinked to a degree given by 
~ (e, r). 

The link relationship ìs defined to be fuzzy transitive, that is, if (e l r) 
and (r l s) then (e l s) and µ1 (e, s) = min (J1i (e, r), ,LL1 (r, s)). From this definition 
of composition, it follows that thc strength of the chain linking the nodes 
c1, ••• , e is eiven bv the strength of its weakest link. m V J 

During the query processing, a propagation activity ta.kes place making 
inferences about the goals of the user and, thus, finding information that 
the user did not explicitly request but tha.t is iikely to be useful. Besides 
the documents which satisfy requests on a specific topic, the basic assump
tion ìs that additional documents might be found on a semantically related 
topic, and the likelihood of support depends on the relationship between 
the topics. The availability of a knowledge base enables the system to 
emulate the reasoning process followed by an cxpert who can i.mderstand 
and expand the original query supplied by the user. For example, if an 
expert in the area of artificial intelligence is asked to retr-.ieve documents 
conceming with «plausible ìnference», she or he would also retrieve docu
ments that discuss «approximate reasoning» since the two concepts are 
semantically related in the domain under consideration. 
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The system works by spreading activation frorn the origìnal query · 
concepts through the network [6,26]. The node activation process starts 
locating a node which represents a concept induded in an initial query 
formulation. The spreading action first affects those nodes locateci closesc 
to the starting node and spreads through the network, one link at a time. 
Each node is assigned a special activation weight which depends on the 
starting activation weight and the weight associated to the link and the 
nodes traverscd in the activation process. Therefore, given the query q, for 
each concept e E q, the corresponding node is selected, and then, the 
inf erence rule is activated as described in the following section. Distance 
constraints may be imposed in the activation process by stoppìng the activity 
at some specifìed distance from the origina! node [24].. In addition, conside
ring the largc number of nodes involved in the spreading process activated 
by the query a heuristic strategy will be introduced to constrain the search 
algorithm in order to favour particuìar pathways through tbe network and 
to tenninate search along other ones. 

4. RETRIEVAL AS lNFERENCE 

Inference from uncertain or imprecise premises and the cornbination of 
several uncertain or imprecise evidences relative to the sa.me matter can be 
considered as two basic patterns of reasoning which are needed in intelligent 
infonnation systems. Severa! mathematical models bave been orooosed to 
approach the ·formalizatìon of reasoning under uncertainty [14,15]. 

Multivalued logics offer a framework for extending the logica] inference 
to premises graded by degrees of truth. Of particuiar conccrn are logics in 
which each proposition is supposed to have a degree of truth e ip) E [0,1] 
and the òegree of truth of a compmmd prnposition is only a. function of 
the degrees of truth of the components of the proposition. Thus, for the 
implication, we have v (P- • Q) = f (v (P), 'U (Q)). A ìarge collection of impli
cation operators f have been considered ìn the iiterature [14]. In our appli
cation we define such a function as the minimum. This choice, in combi
nation with the aggregation scheme reported below, does not generate 
incons1stencies in presence of cycles in the concept network, thus removing 
the shortccming reported in [101, 

In order to introduce the infereoce mles for retrievai, ;;ve defiru.: the 
following predicate symbols: 

Q (q, e): 
D (d, e): 

«the query q is about the subject e» 
«the document d is about the subject e» 
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L (e, r): «the subject e is linked to the subject r» 
RC (d, e): «the document d is relevant to the subject e» 
RQ (d, q): «the document d ìs reievant to the query q» 

The truth values of these predicates generally range in the unit interval 
(0,1]. 

In the following, we consider a query about a single subject, since our 
discussion can be extended to more complicated queries by applying it to 
each subject constituting them. Tbe first retrieval rule is: 

(Q (q, e) AD (d, e)) • RC (d, e) 

If a query is formulateci to be about the subject e and the document d 
is described as being about the subject e then the document d is relevant. 
Adopting this rule, we regard d as relevant to e if and only if d is about 
the subject c. If d is not about the subject e, we cannot conclude whether 
d is relevant to e or not under extended materiai implication. Tne rule 
restricts the range of possible values of RC (d, e) to an interval gìven by: 

·v (RC (d, e)) E [min (v (Q (q, e)), v (D (d, e))), 1] 

W e proceed now by spreading across the network starting from the 
concept e and applying the following rule: 

(L (e, r) /\ D (d, r)) • RC (d, e). 

1bat ìs, even if d is not about the subject e, d is regarded as relevant to 
e if there exìsts a link between e and r and d is about r. This restricts 
possible values of RC (d, e) to the interval: 

v (RC (d, e)) E [min (v (L (e, r)), 'O (D (d, r))), 1]. 

For each r E C reiated to e through the link relationship, we have I Le I 
intervals as picces of evidence where L, is the set of concepts inferred by 
e applying the last rule. 

Definìng a,= (v (L (e, r)), v (D (d, r))), we have for each piece of evidence 
v (RC, (d, e)) E [a,., 1], and we have to aggregate this evidence to evaJuate 
the relevance of a documem d to the subject c. The proposed aggregation 
scheme is: 

'V (RC (d, e))= ~3/.:-,v (RCr (d, e)). 

This function determines how we combine the inf erred relevance values 
from rules activated by the same query concept. Although alternative aggre
gation functions can be specified, with the current choice, we assume an 
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implied disjunction of evìdence. If, for example, there exists at ieast one 
piece of evidence with a high degree, then the document is regarded as 
highly reievant to the concept. The set Le represents the maximal set which 
gives evidence. Obviously, it contains many meaningless pieces of evidence. 
Thus, we need an appropriate strategy to restrict this set as àiscussed in the 
following section. 

So far, we have orùy looked at single concept queries. Generally, the 
query is concerned with more than a single subject and we have defined 
previously C the set of concepts on which the query is mapped. For each 
e E C we ha~e a piece of evidence v (RC (d, e)) and we have to aggregate 
these ~vidence to evaluate the overall relevance of a document to the query. 
Since we assume that the concepts are not linked by and/or connectives, 
we can use an averaging function. Thus, we have: 

v (RQ (d, q)) = .l L v (RC (d, e)). 
N CECq 

The set C is the set which gives evidence and N is a nonnalization 
factor (for deiails, see [18]). 

Given a query q, on the basìs of the presented retrieval and aggregati.on 
rules, we get the retrieved set R . In order to limit the response to only 
those nodes which are characteriied by the highest scores, we can extract 
elements with a membership valuc greater than a fixed threshold a E [0,1]. 
A ranked output can be returned to the user by arranging the retrieved 
nodes in decreasing order according to their degree of membership. 
Alternatively, in order to reduce the output size, we can allow users to fix 
the number r of documents that thev want to be returned. Since each 
threshold value a E [0,1] corresponds ~onotonically to a certain number r 
of returned documents, limiting the size of the response either by frxing 
the threshold value or the maximum number of documents is the same. 

5. DocuMENT RETRIEVAL AND RANKING 

When approxirnate reasoning is used as in our case, search problems 
can be criticai as the size of thc concept and document bases increases. This 
is because the systern has to consider imprecise solutions as weli as precise 
ones and a large number of very imprecise, and hence useless, solutions 
may be generated. lt follow s that some means of reducing the search space 
is essential to the design of efficient reasoning systems. We have developed 
bounding procedures on the relevance function that help to reject potentially 
useless solutions. 
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The objective is to locate only the set of top ranking documents, rninimi
zing the number of documents that are to be evaluated. 

Given e E C, we can easily define the fuzzy subset D, of documents 
about the concept e, This will be referred to as the document list associated 
with the concept e given the set of documents dealing with such a concept. 
For each concept e E C, the list D, gives a set of paìrs consisting of a) the 
reference to the document d including the concept e in its description b) 
the weight corresponding to the degree of membership of the concept e in 
the description d. 

Thus, the concept network can be regarded as an index to the documents, 
since each document is linked into the network to those nodes of the 
network that represent concepts to which it is related. 

Given a query q the set P of documents which possibly satisfy the 
query is given by the uni on ot the document lists associateci with each of 
thc concepts appearing in the query or inf erred by the system. It is the set 
of documents which have a non-zero value for the relevance function. 
Such a function should be computed for each document in the set P . 

The cardinality of the set P may be large, since there is a consider.ible 
number of documents having at least a concept in common with the 
expanded query. That requires the useless calculatìon of many low values 
for the relevance function with the result that a large fraction of the 
document collection must be inspected. 

A heuristic search strategy has been devised to further restrict the set of 
documents to be evaluated to a subset of P , while still ensuring that the 
documents at the top of the ranking are identified. The approach described 
here is based on the prevìous work on best-match searching reported by 
Lucarella [17]. For a generalized approach to the best-match problem see 
Sashe and Wang [28]. 

5. L Document selectìon 

Let Nq = {c1, , .. , ck} be the total number of concept nodes (included in 
the query and inferred by the system) and let Rq {d1, ••• , dk} be the rele
vance set consisting of the r top-ranking documents to be returned, with 
r defined by the user. The search process can be described in the following 
steps. 

For each concept e; E N , the associated document list is accesscd, For 
each document d -in the li;t, a variable µ (d) is allocated and set to the 
minimum between the values v (Q (q, e)) and 'D (D (d, e)). When the same 
document appears once again in a subsequent list, it5 corresponding variable 
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is incremented by the minimum of the new values. After having processed 
all the document lists associated with the concepts, each variable contains 
the Illli'Uerator of the memhership function, i.e.: 

k 
µ (à) = I, min (v (D (d, e)), v (Q (q, e))) 

i=1 

An evident advantage of this procedure is that we do not have to access 
the document database but we can work only on the concept network. 

Now, let us see how to avoid processing all of the lists with relative 
documents. Assume that we have processed j document lists out of k, 
keeping track of the top (r + 1) variables computed so far: 

< /L (d1), , • ,, µ (d) > µ (dr+l). 

We have to process the (j + 1 )st document list. For each document d 
referenced in the new list, an 11pperbound for its membership function 
U (µ (d)) can be computed as it will be shown below. It represents the 
maximum degree of membership that the document d can reach, assuming 
it should happen to deal with all of the remaining (k - j) concepts. If the 
computed upperbound for d is less than the membership degree associated 
with d .. , it means that the document d will never reach the relevance set, 
so that' d can be removed from :further consideration, saving mernory space 
and computing time. 

In addition, the procedure can be terminated, without examining the 
remaining lists, if the computed upperbound for the membership degree of 
the document d,·+t' the first out of the relevance set, is less than the mem
bcrship degree associated with dr, the last in the set Rq. Tue stopping 
condition is: 

Considerable improvements can be obtained if, instead of stopping when 
the set of documents to be returned to the user is completely determined, 
the procedure stops when the majority of the most relevant documents are 
guaranteed to be in the retrieved set. Tlùs means that we accept that only 
the top s best documents are returned with s < r, while the remaining (r - s) 
are simply good documents: 

< µ (d1), ... , µ (d), ... , µ, (d) > µ (d,+J 

This heuristic implies changing the previous stopping condition ro: 

U (Jl (d,+)) s µ (d). 
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Since (µ (d) > µ (d), the stopping condicion works better in terms of 
dropping a higher number of concepts, hence, constraining the actìvation 
of nodes in the knowledge base. 

5.2. Upperbound evaluation 

Now, let's show how to evaluate an upperbound for the membership 
function. After having processed j concepts out of k, let µ (d) be the current 
score for the d!'1 document. Then, the membership degree can be bounded 
assuming the worst condition that all the remaining uninspected (k - j) 
concepts are common to the document and the query: 

k 
U (µ(cl))~ J1 (d) + ,~; 1 min (1; (D (d, e)), v (Q (q, e)). 

Even if we do not know v (D (d., e)), since we do not access the docu
ment file, an upperbound can be easily computed considering that the 
retrieval function requires the evaluation of the minimum between the two 
values. 

Wc can assume that min(v (D (d, e)), v (Q (q, e))) = v (Q (q, e)). If 
v (D (d, e))~ v (Q (q, e)), than it corresponds to the exact value; whereas if 
7J (D (d, e))< v (Q (q, e)), it still gives an upperbound. The resulting 
expression becomes: 

k 
U (µ (d)) = µ (d) + L v (Q (q, e)). 

J;;;;J+l 

Tue conclusion is that an upperbound can be determined tak.ing into 
account' only the membership degrees of the remaining concepts in the 
query q without needing to take account of the document d. GeneraUy, 
the eff ect of the introduced heuristic is a performance optimization, aìthough 
retumed documents may not be precisely ranked. 

6. TI-IE PROTOTIPE SYSTEM 

Different approaches can be followed in order to set up a system which 
integrates browsing and searching approaches as discussed above. W e have 
chosen a loosely-coupled architecture. It presents some weak points but 
gives the advantage of implementing a quick prototype since the hypertext 
system and the information retrieval system are independent with only 
some form of communication between them. The two subsystems share 
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the hypertext network as a common data structure and communicate 
through a module underlying the user interface (Fìg. 2). 

The network browser supports the user (author/reader) with canonical 
hypertext facilities and tools for navigating through the network structure 
consisting of nodes and links. The search engine acts as a question-answering 
system that, given the request, retums the best matching answer reasoning 
on the network as a knowledge base. The hypertext network, as discussed 
in the previous section, can be regarded as a two-layered structure that can 
be browsed without any constraint on possible entry points and movements. 
Conversely, during a search activity, the concept network is regarded as an 
index to the documents, since each document is linked into the network 
to those nodes that represent concepts to which it is related. The functional 
integration is guaranteed through the task scheduler. ì 

Tue document is managed by the system as a structured object composed 
by the following elements: <header, content, type, body>. The header collects 
a set of fixed attributes qualìfying the document; the content gives a 

FIG. 2. The Architedure of the System 
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summary of the document subject and will be addressed in content-based 
queries; the type defines documem type (text, image, picture, voice) and 
has an implication for object manipulation and presentation; the body is 
the full extension of the document and it can be further structured. 

Objects from different information sources can be imported into and 
exported from the system under the control of the user interface. Essentially 
the system manages multimedia documents enabling the user to locate relevant 
ones on rhe basis of the associateci textual description. When documents are 
loaded, the content is processed by the text analysis component with the 
support of the concept base; relevant concepts are identified and each 
document is link.ed to those nodes of the network representing such concepts. 

The natural language text, associated to documents or queries respec
tivel y, is processed in order to restrict the conceptual area where the seman
tics of the text can be framed. In our opinion, the appropriate level of 
focus for topic analysis lies between the wide-focus text understanding 
approach and the narrow-focus term selection approach. The proper 
conceptual unit is at the level of the noun phrase, namely, a multi-word 
string. Thus, the concept recognition problem can be transformed into the 
problem of comparing multi-word strings and measuring the resemblance 
between them. 

Concepts included into the concept base are ìndexed by their constituent 
terms. Each phrase is extracted from the text and parsed at a cursory level 
in order to remove non-content bearing words and function words. 
Remaining words are stemmed by means of a conflation algorithm and are 
used to access the concept index and idemify potential candidates. Seiected 
concepts are matched against the phrase extracted from the text by applying 
a similarity function to evaluate matched expressions. Thus a weight can be 
associated to each concept. The procedure in use is a slight modìficatìon of 
an improved procedure for nearest neighbour searching already presemed 
in a different context [16]. 

Concepts identified as being of interest to the user are returned along 
with the estimated weight, enab!ing the user to adjust the weight simply by 
movìng, with the mouse, the corresponding slider on the screen. During 
this interactive phase, the user can contribute by adding concepts to the 
concept base, and lìnking such concepts to the existin.g structure with the 
support of the browser. It is important to recall that the domain knowledge 
is assumed to be dynamic and largely derived by the system-user interactìon. 
Indeed, we emphasize the importance of an individua! descriptìon of a 
domain rather than a global description completely available at the time 
when documents and queries are processed. 
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1be graphical user interface was developed using the Microsoft Windows 
Software Devclopment Kit, while other modules of the system were 
implernented in PDC-Prolog by Prolog Development Center. Concept and 
document network have been stored in the PDC Prolog's external database. 
Major details about the system architecture are reported in [20], and relateci 
ideas can be found in [8,13]. 

6.L User inteiface 

The ìntegration of browsing and searching approaches into a unified 
environment meets the users' needs very well. The system is responsive to 
novice users as well as to expert ones, and is flexible enough to accommodate 
diff erent styles of infonnation demands that can be characterized by the 
following canonica! sìtuations: 

- l know exactly what I want: the user specifies the value of one or 
more attributes qualifying the requested item(s) exactly; 
I have a rough idea of what I am looking for. the user enters a query 
specifying by means of a natural language text the subject of interest; 
I realize I am interested in something when I see it: the user browses 
through the concept network marking interesting concepts met along 
the way and the system collects them to form a query; 
Some passages of the text I arn reading suggest f urther exploration: 
the user marks them and the system, using the passage as a query, 
retrieves further documents relateci to the topic of interest. 

To give a better idea of such capabilities, we show two examples of 
user-machine interaction in order to retrìeve relevant information. 

In Fig. 3, the window «Retrieval» presents the template to be fìlled in 
bv the user; the window «Document card,, retum ìtems ranked in a 
d~creasing order of relevance; and the window ~Document browser» enables 
the user to ìnspect the full text of the document. 

Queries have the same structure as the items to be retrieved, and they are. 
entered as natural language texts in order to relieve the user from tricky 
Boolcan formulations and to provide a transparent and easy to use interlace. 
More specifically, when the query facility is entered, the system displays a 
template of the structure of the item to be retrieved and the user simply has 
to fili in the template. Tue more attributes are filled in the template, the more 
specific is the query, and the m.ore selective is the ànswer. Parts addressed in 
the query are both the header and the content which are typed in natural 
language statements describing in a rough way the topic of interest. The 
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system returns all of the ob_jects which satisfy the conditions on predefined 
attributes, if specified, and whose subject is plausibly related to the addressed 
topic. Attributes specified in the originai que1y remain unchanged; attributes 
rnissing are filled in with the attributes of the retrieved item; and the text 
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ref1ects the assessment made automatically by the system about the degree 
of rdevance of the retrieved items to the auerv. So the effect is to restrict 
the attention to a manageable subset of rel~vadt objects. Then the user can 
browse, view, and made any part of tbc object submitting it as a query for 
further exploration. 

Fig. 4 ;hows the brnwsing approacb and poims out as the sarne docu
ment previousJy obtained through searching e;:u1 be reached by browsi.J1g. 
'•'] . d e b . I r h' h 1 1e v,1m ow « .Joncept ,rowser:,,, presents the concept networK !rom w te 

the user can select one or more concepts marking them with the mouse. 
After a selection, accivating thc search button, the system uses concepts collec
ted by the user to compose the query and then executes ir. The retrieved 
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documents are presented in the same way as described above, and the «Docu
ment Browser»-is entered when one wants to read the retrieved document. 

7. ExPERJMENTAL RESULTS 

In order to get an evaluation of rhe system we have used a mix of 
queries generated by browsing and searching sessions. These bave been 
processed against an experimental hypertext network. 

We bave used a subset of a test document collection in the area of 
Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, available at the Automation 
Research Center of ENEL, the Itaiian Electricity Company. Reievant cha
racteriscìcs are reported in Table L The last row of the table gìves the 
numbcr (on average) of concepts we get after the spreading activation 
process has taken piace. 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the system, we used standard 
measures of precision, the proportion of retrieved items acrua.lly relevant 
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and recali, the proportion of relevant items actually retrieved. In our system, 
which returns a ranked set of documents, such measures can be computed 
by setting the value of the relevance threshold ( a-leve[) and considering as 
retrieved ali documents that have a relevance score higher than the threshold. 

TABLE 1. &:peri.menta! Data 

Numbcr of document nodes 

Number of concept nodes 

N umber of qucries 

A verage concepts per document 

A verage concepts per quei:,; 

Average concepts per expanded query 

TABLE 2. System Effecti-veness 

a-leve! Precisi on Recali 

0.2 0.52 1 

0.3 0.79 0.87 

0.4 0.98 0.8 

0.5 1 0.63 

0.6 1 0.24 

300 

175 

10 

14,8 

7,2 

37.6 

For each query we have five runs corresponding to different values for 
rhe relevance threshold, 0.2 ~ a s; 0.6. Table 2 reports average values for 
recall and precision at different cut-off levels, giving an indication of the 
effectiveness of the system. It follows that the best choice for the threshold 
value is a = 0.4 which gives high precision with good recali. 

The optimization in the efficiency of the search process can be estimated 
by computing the number of nodes that do not have to be explored due 
to the introduced d ynam.ic bounding. Given the set of sample queries, we 
have to take note of the number Nb of documents that are exam.ined in a 
complete proof of the query, and then to take note of the number of 
d l ·1 . d . ' ' . d' . d ocuments t 1at are actuai y examrne vnttl the boun mg metho . 
Furthermore, the runtime of the proofs in the two cases 1,T and T, r-espec-" ~ 
tively) is stored in order to obtain a figure :i the real improvement in. 
computation. This is a crude measure of the elapscd time between the 
rcquest and the answer. 
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The same set of queries has been used with the retumed relevant set 
consisting of ten gool documems (r = 10) while only five documents (r' = 5) 
were guaranteed to be the best ones. Each query was processed twice, fast 
with the basic procedure and then with the bounded version. 

T able 3 illustrates the relative performance of the bounded procedure. 
It reports the average values of Nb IN and Tb I T ratios. In order to relate 
such measures to the effectiveness of the system, average vaìues of Pb IP 
(Precisìon) and Rb I R (Recali) have been reported as well. As already remar
ked, the eff ect of the introduced opt.imization is a possible decrease in the 
ordering precision among the retrieved documems since they are ranked in 
the arder of their partial membership. Consequently, the last row gives a 
measure of the retrieval accuracy reporting the average discrepancy in 
ranking order introduced with the bounded procedure. Such a value Ìs 
obtained cornputing for each run the nurnber of misplaced documents over 
the rmmber of returned documents. 

TABLE 3. Relative Peiformance of the Bounded Procedure 

Il 

documents examined N. IN 
runtime T. I T 

V 

precision Pb I P 

recall Rb I R 

ordering discrepancy 

0.71 

0.66 

1 

0.89 

0.4 

l11e experiments demonstrate that, on average, an improvement can be 
reached applying the bounding rnethod without a significant decrease in 
the system effectiveness (thc precision is the same and there is a 11 % recail 
d ' . ' A Id i 1 . ' . . ' b -egradatmn;. _ s we cou expect, t.ie re auonsmp between the num er ot 
documents processed and the nmtìme is not linear, thus the tuntime optimi
zation is larger. Conversely the ordering precision .is affected since, on 
average, four documents are misplaced. 

Although this is a significant improvement, funher research is required 
to better constrain the search process and further experiments must be 
carried out t0 draw final conclusions. · 

8. CONCLUSION 

We bave presented a model for an hypertext-based retrieval system 
using plausìble reasoning and wc have given a possible approach for the 
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integration of search facilities.in hypertext systems. Moreover, we suggested 
a constrained search strategy which allocates documents to given queries, 
restricting as much as possible the set of candidates to be evalu;ited. 

We outlined th~ architectUre of a prototype system based on this model; 
addressed problems of user-machine interaction; and presented some issues 
of the user interface. 

A preliminary set of experiments carried out seem to prove the power 
of combining these two paradigms. Although a research prototype, we 
believe it shows considerable promise as an advanced information retrieval 
environment. 

Work in progress includes an object-oriented model that, combining 
browsing and searching techniques, presents a uniform framework for direct 
manipulation of multimedia information [21]. In this model units of 
information that are arbitrarily diverse in form and content are connected 
by links to form a complex objects. It would be clearly useful to allow the 
incorporation of this structural information in the construction of content
based queries. 
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1. 1NTRODUCT10N 

BRAQUE: A Hypertext-based Interface 
for Accessing l.arge Text Databases 

PIER GIORGIO MARCHETTI 

The amount of literature indexed in bibiiographic and text collections 
contìnues to grow, is complex and multidisciplinary in nature. The access 
to such sources of information, their consultation, is required by rn.ore and 
more professionals. T ools like persona! cornputers and high speed networks 
to connect to on--line catalogues and bibliographic collecrions are easily 
available. Neverthe!ess a professional knowledge of collection contents, in
dexing methods and query language is normally required to aBow a fmitful 
access to large text collectìons and retrieval of reievant inf ormation. This 
paper addresses the personal computer version (MS Windows) of the BRAQVE 

(BRowse And QUEry) imerface designed to overcome tbe above mentioncd 
problems and give significant results in the information gathering process 
to the pmfessiona1 information hunter as well to the occasionai searcher. 
BRAQUE relies on the implementation of a two ìevel hypertext model to 
support the hypertext metaphor in a very large document space supported 
by meta ìnformatìon (concept space). Even t.hought the underlying model 
is valid for any kmd of infonnat:ion object (including compound documents 
contaìning graphs, pictures or sound), previous experimental result_,; and 
current implementation refer to text information objects. The validity of the 
BRAQUE approach, therefore includes the generai case of compound infor
mation objects (compound documents) but there is room for funher deve
lopment and exploitation of the model and of the relateci implementation. 

2. BRAQUE: PROJECT BACKGROUND 

'TI1e BRAQUE interface has been designed trying to match two complerely 
different sets of requirements. The first requirement was to satisfy the 
needs of as many user profiles as possible. In the past this requirement got 
solutions which were trying to categorise users according to their professio-
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nal skills, and then to tailor interface behaviour accordìng to such categories 
like 'Ò'.expert», 'Ò'.novice», which proved very rigid and unproductive. Follo
wing a cognitive approach [Ingwersen 1984] a number of efforts has been 
made up to an explicit use of Cognitive Task Analysis (cTA) [Roth Woods 
1989], with the attempt to identify the actions pe1formed by individuals in 
inf ormation access. 

The initial design eff ort [Belkin Marchetti 1990], used the Cognitive 
Task Analysis of information retrieval (IR) interaction, based on the distri
buted expert problem treatment model developed by [Belkin et al. 1983]. 

In the eadier work the analysis had to rely on the specific situation of 
user-intermediary interaction in document retrieval. 

Some insight was gained, but after some analysis it became clear that 
user behaviour was influenced and changed according to the information 
problem or according to feedback from the interaction with the ( digitali 
on-line) information sources. Severa} attempts to perform synthesis and 
design starting from user interactions and CTA faìled mainly because users 
of ìnformation systems try to satisfy their information requirements with 
several information seeking strategies. It is therefore extremely difficult to 
design an user interface pretending to use the insight from CTA or from 
user interaction records and try to generate a corresponding finite state 
machine. As a matte:r of fact, the ( users'ì information seeking strategies are 
influenced by the nature of the ìnformation problem, by the namre of the 
information itse!f (e.g. information, meta-information), by the user's goal 
(e.g. learn, select), by the information access method (e.g. scan, search) or 
by the information access mode (e.g. recognise, specify) [Belkin Marchetti 
Cool 1993]. 

So the design specification of BRAQUE was tailored arounà the aim of 
providing users with at least some of the information seeking strategies 
mentioned above at any time. 

The second requirement was to exploit the concepts' categorisation 
perf om1ed during the document indexing process, to provide feedback both 
in the concept and document browsing, and in the querying of the docu
ment collection. In this view the in:formation retrieval process can be repre
sented accordìng to the schema in Fig. 1 which extends (including, in an 
explicit way, concepts indexing, thesaurus and feedback) the information 
retrìevaì schema «ccording to [Belkin Croft 1987]. 

A conceptual modelling of m data resources, through a two-level descrip
tion of IR systems, had been used to àescribe anà model the funct:ionality 
of an hypertext environment for interacting with large textual databases 
[Agosti et al. 1991, 1992]. The HYPERLINE prototype of this functional 
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schema has been under test for a long time in an operational environment 
[Marchetti Muehlhauser 1991]. The list and a schema of the atomic func
tions which it is possibìe to build upon the two level hypertext model is 
found in Fig. 2. 

3. BRAQUE: DESIGN AND FuNcTION 

The BRAQUE interface was designed to support at least two basic interac
tion methods: browsing and searching (BRAQUE = BRowse And QUEry). As 
a basic working hypothesis it was assumed that the user had the freedom 
to modify his Ìnteraction method (according to a new information seeking 
strategy) at any time during the interaction itself. This lead to a design 
centred around the availability of the complementary functionality (either 
browsing or searching) to any of the two basic interaction methods (sear
ching and browsìng), and the availability of a seamless bridging capability 
among them, 

Browsing can be interpreted either as scanning through information 
items (specifìcally text documents or bibliographic references), or as scanning 
through the concepts. In the two level hypertext model of Fig. 2 the 
information problem can be solved at any of the two availab]e levels (con
cept space and document space) with a number of interactions and accesses 

.... -·_i__., 
( Repr~- 'Utilo11 ' 
\,. (Conceplll/Tut) ....... __ 

,,., ... ,.,~..... -,~. 

FIG. 1 

. ··-::::::::....::::::::/ 
Retrleved 
Dooum•n!.a 
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Read Function : 1,4 
Associate : 1 +2,2 
Navigate: 3 

FIG. 2 

Meta-I nforrnation 

4 

to and through the available spaces. The model of Fig. 1 shows how the 
two levels of the hypertext model are in practice built. What has to be 
noted is that the arrows indicating the flow of feedback in Fig. 1 are 
descrìbing the potential Ìnteractions ( the actual ìnformation seeking 
strategies), in a very approximate and triviai way. 

BRAQUE design was driven by the above mentioned considerations drawn 
from cognitive task analysis (cTA) and information seeking strategies (1ss), 
the two level hypertext models, and a model for the transparent constrnction 
of Boolean queries, which fits the desired generai concepts of query for
mulation support. This model, as exernplified in the OAK system [Meadow 
et al 1989], supports users in constructing faceted query formulations 
without explicit Boolean operators. 

TI1e generai ìnterface characteristics of BRAQUE are as follows: 

0 Integrated as one of two choices for the on-line information system: 
the native command language ,md BRAQUE; 

" Graphical user interface; 
• Direct manipulation for all the operations, including sdection of items 

and functions; 
• Window--based, with window sequences corresponding to functions; 
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• Pull-down menus that are general to all windows; 
• Command buttons specific to particular windows or particular func-

tional sequences; 
• Icons, which when selected open the windows for specific functions; 
• Context sensitive help in hypertext help format; 
• Extensive servi ce f eature description in hypenext help format. 

The overall structure of BRAQUE is organìsed according to functional 
sequences of operations or choices. The consolidated design [Belkin Mar
chetti Cool 1993], did foresee a large number of functional sequences, 
structured in a quasi hierarchy, wirh each sequence being organìsed with 
a number of choices, as in a ruerarchical menu-based system. The resultìng 
implementation lead to a quite cornplex interface software and to a relati
vely crowded interface screen populated by too many objects. In the im
plementatìon phase it was recognised that some of the functional sequences 
were designed to support specific information seeking strategies ( e.g. <Find 
Known Document') which in turn could reìy on window structures already 
in piace to suppon other seeking strategies ( e.g. 'Search Strategy For-· 
mulation'). Therefore an adeguate pararnetrisation of the input window has 
been enough to off er a unìque solution to diff erent interaction problems. 

On thc other side, the number of requireà interaction or functional 
windows has been crea.ted recognising that so.mc of the windows where 
required in order to support different user profiles. The origina! idea of a 
hierarchy of interaction sequences taiJored around the requirements of 
specific user profìles ( e.g. expert and aìming at minimising search costs, as 
opposite to novice and aìming at comprehensive searches and browsing 
interactions), was then replaced by a more schematic approach (only sear
ching or browsing were allowed). This schematic approach has been miti
gated by the possibility to customise the BR/\QUE interface behaviour at any 
time during the session. It is therefore possible to set: 

• The communication access mode ( e.g. asynchronous or TCP/IP); 
• Tne default operator for proximity searching; 
• The automatic or manual access to titles from retrieved searches; 
• The format of retrieved references. 

Furthermore two other facilities have been integrated in thc HRAQUE 

interface: 

• Automatic query interpretation; 
• Context check to allow a seamless exchange between the tenninal 

interaction mode and the BRAQUE interaction mode. 
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For that which concerns the automatic query interpretation, the interac
tion from users with diff erent degrees of familiarity with the query language 
is supported by means of a faceted query formulation window (named 
Document Searcher) which allows either the ìnput of simple search terms 
as in the originai schema suggested by Meadow or the input of the entire 
( query) search language, aliowing complex Boolean queries including 
Boolean logie, proximity, prefixes, suffixes and trunc.ation in the same search 
wìndow. 

The context check allows an expert user to start a BRAQUE session using 
the search and the browse windows, to continue his interaction directly 
entering commands on the terminal window and then to resume the BRAQUE 

session, with a context check automatically perf ormed and the issue of an 
error message if the on-line session contaìns a status (e.g. deleted sets) 
which does not allow a consistent continuation of the interaction in win
dows mode. 

The available functional sequences are as follows: 

• DATABASE SELEC110N: This window accomplishes choìce of database 
or databases (multiple database searching). In particular, it allows the 
user to view pre-structured displays of databases grouped on specific 
topics (e.g. aerospace, environment, ... ). 

• DOCUlvIBNT SEARCHER: This windows supports the formulation of a 
structured query without explicit Boolean logie, through the use of 
a faceted structure entry box. As in OAK [Meadow et al. 1989], users 
are asked to consider their queries as a combination of conccpts (fa
cets ), and to enter terms descriptive of, or related to each concept, in 
separate regions of the query formulation window. For searching, 
terms in each region are ORed, and regions are ANDed. Users enter 
terms by typìng, or by copy and paste from rhe reference display 
window (HOOK), from the reference title window or from the Term 
Browser window. Furthermore, the user can reuse and/or modìfy 
previous search formulation saved in the Search T erm Pool. The 
origina! Meadow's facet concept is enriched aliowing for the possibi
lity to qualify any of the facets with the desired field identification 
(e.g. title, author, etc.). Use by novices is supported with the possibility 
to set a default proximfry operator which is inserted automaticaHy 
• d' . ' ; A . ' b i oetween a ,acent terms m tne ~acets. s ment1onea a ove rne expert 
professional can directly type any compiex query statement in the 
facet. 

• TERM BROWSER: This window off ers and supports a variety of term 
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browsing options, including browsing in the thesaurus (with semantic 
association), browsing in a dictionary file, or browsing in secondary 
indices like the author index. All browsing sequences allow direct 
selection of terms from the display for immediate search and retrieval 
of documents or inclusìon in the facets pertaining to the Document 
Searcher for more elaborateci search formulations. 

• TITLES LIST: This window allows the user to examine a title list after 
any search action. Selecting one entry in the list opens an overlapping 
window for individuai document display. The link to the term browser 
is ensured via a button in the window. 

• DOCUMEN1 VIEW: This window allows the user to read any individual 
document. When the window is open Ìt is possible to copy elements 
of text into thc clipboard for further inclusion in the Term Browser, 
in the Document Searcher or in any word processor for report 
generation. The print-out of the retrieved document on any of the 
printers available is also ensured via the main menu bar. 

• DOCUMEJ\fT POOL: This window allows the user to save retrieved 
documents in the main storage in arder to create locai collections of 
relevant literature. Guarantee of cìean export of entire documents to 
word processors for report generation is ensured by an export 
function. 

@ TERM POOL: This window allows the user to save complete search 
profiles for later reuse and/or manipulation. 

• SHELF: This windows contains all the facilities to allow the user to 
search set manipulation. It contains a log of the sets created during 
the session. By point and click it is possible to narrow (ANDing) or 
broaden ( ORÌng) searches, as weil as jump to the T erm Browser. 

4. BRAQUE: AN ExAMPLE OF lNTERACTION 

Assume that the user (u) works in a technology broker company in 
charge of technological transf er. His boss has to prepare a report on the 
commercìal exploitation of space. 

His boss knows a lot about the technology, but very little about the 
intemational agreements ru1ing the acquisition and distribution of data from 
space and international law. Our user is then asked to find iiterature on the 
topics hìs boss feels he is not familiar with. He starts selecting the database 
he thinks may contain relevant technical information: the European Aero-
space Database. He knows an existing exploitation issue for space generated 
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data is related to remote sensing products, so he thinks this is a proper 
starting point. He tries first to use the Document Searcher entering the 
three concepts «law, remote sensing, environment'IJ> {see Fig. 3). The irùtiai 
results are rather poor. In fact, only four references have been found out 
of which three seem relevant to his informaùon problem ( see Fig. 4 ). 

The user thinks he has to broaden the view of his search and therefore 
he tries the «concept» button on the titles that look more promising (see 
Fig. 5). 

As a matter of fact the use of the tenn «law» is rather ambiguous in a 
· technical database where there are a lot of descriptions of physics laws, and 
therefore the thesaurus ( concept space) browsing proves to be very useful 
as reported in the following navigacion (see Fig. 6). 

The user tries a direct search on the thesaurus term getting imrnediately 
the view of published materiai on the topic of interest to his boss (see 
Fig. 7) 

The simple example shows here how an hypertext browsing metaphor 
can be useful to address some of the problems users have in ìnteracting 
with large text databases. The example above shows only a search and a 
concept browse action for the sake of sìmplicity. As a matter of fact, the 
two distinct actions (i.e. browse and search) can be iterated a large number 
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of times ailowing a great degree of freedom to the user. In fact, the concept 
browsing process can be either very finalised with the purpose of identi
fying the relevant information elements or can be rather cognitive, letcing 
the user understand and familiarise hìmself with language specific probìems 
( e.g. the ambiguity of the word «law») as we11 as with topic and database 
specific solutions ( e.g. the use of the term «space iaw» or of the term 
..:internatìonal law» to resolve above mentioned ambiguities). 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper describes the personal computer (MS Windows) version of 
BRAQUE, a BRowse And QUEry ìnterface that, relying on a two level hypertext 
model of large text collections gives multiple information seeking strategies 
to users of a dassical on-line information retrieval scrvice (ESA-IRS). The 
design process was based on a wiàe set of techniques ranging from precursor 
user ìnteraction studies via intermediaries to the cognitive approach (Co
gnitive Task Analysis) and previous interface experiences, like the OAK 

system. Tue BRAQUE interface supports a variety of user interaction styles, 
addressìng the problems that users face in accomplishing their tasks. 
Through the two-level hypertext structure, it allows direct movement 
between the meta information structure (i.e. the thesaurns) and specific 
informati on elements (i.e. the references or documents ). Thc preliminary 
results show that the chosen approach is a viable one to support access to 
multidisciplinary information sources from heterogencous user communities. 
Future work will focus on the exhaustiveness of implemented functionality 
and on the development of a client stmcture able to operate in a client
server environment according to the standard protocol for «search and 
retrieve» applications i.e. ANSI z3950. Results are also to be expected from 
ongoing rcsearch activities in related areas like lattice theory appìications 
for meta information (thesaurus) [Pedersen 1993] as well as from the 
exploitation of the rule based Unix version of BRAQUE. 
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L MoTIVATION FOR CHANGE 

Lawyers today are facing increased pressure. The reasons are twofold: 

111 Competition within the professìon 
The supply of new lawyers exceeds current demand. The year ending 
July 31st 1992 England and Wales saw the emergence of 4,464 newly 
qualified solìcitors (Law Society Annual Statistica.l Survey). The United 
States produces 35000 new lawyers every year (American Bar Asso
ciation). 

• Client demand 
The recession has led to straitened budgets in corporate legai depart
ments [Tully 1992]. Private firms wanting corporate business have to 
accept more stringent scrutiny of working practice and a demand for 
transaction bìlling instead of time-billìng, i.e. billing for the task done, 
not for the time taken to accomplish it. This attitude is percolating 
through to private clients, who are increasingiy demanding headline 
prices that are directly comparable and choosing firms that offer more 
for their money through the provision of a better service and enhanced. 
lawyer-client relationships. 

Law firms thus feel the need to im.prove both quality and efficìency. 
Many see ìnformation technology as a means to this end - not only in 
back-office systems to increase the productivity of fee-earners but in high
profile systems to enhance the firm's image and facilitate marketing. They 
see IT as enabling them to off er customers new ìnformation services and 
feel that the provìsion of such senrices will give new business opportunities, 
and increase their competitiveness over rivai firms. 

Corporate business is not merely approving this attitude, but providing 
positive incentives by way of partnership agreements in which law firms 
and corporate client collaborate to mutual advantage in the d.evelopment of 
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new IT systems to reduce costs, improve quality and facilitate communi
cation. For example, the law finn might be provided with a database 
management system, while in retum they would be expected to acquire 
their own network and communication links so that the client could auto
matically access electronic case status reports without resort to persona! 
interaction with the lawyer. 

2. TooLs FOR CHANGE 

Innovation in litigation support requires the development of increasingly 
sophisticated tools often with disparate technical approaches. T ools currently 
ripe for exploitation include word-processing, document management, infor
mation retrievai data analysis and report generation, on-line transcription, 
networks and document standards. 

i) Word-processing 

Word processors for document production are now common, if not ubi
quitous, but do not always improve productivity, especially if workstations 
remain largely within the province of the secretary rather than the lawyer. 
In the United States the proportion of lawyers in large firms with worksta
tions at or near their desks is 61 % [Chicago Kent Survey], while in England 
it is only 10% [Robson Rhodes Survey]. It is interesting to compare these 
with the ratio of lawyers to secretaries: unchanged yet in England, but 
increased to 2 - 1 or even 3 - 1 in the United States. The electronic 
documents created by word-processing can form the basis of an in-house 
precedent system, ie a corporate database that is easily accessibled by ali 
lawyers with appropriate access permissions. This can only be achieved by: 

• Standardising storage systems, organising disc allocation and automa
tic archiving throughout the system network; 

• T aking document management and versioning out of users' hands 
and increasing security by using a single data entry point; 

• Promoting sharing of knowledge and specialist expertise. 

These goals can only be attained through a document management system. 

ii) Document management: storage 

Document management cannot only be used to preserve documents 
generated in-house, but to handle all documents associated with a case 
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including not only documents submitted as evidence but wìt:ness statements, 
supporting pleas, mitigations and legai arguments, i.e. everything Ìnvolved 
in case preparation and case management during trial. There are three maìn 
systems types: 

• Conventional database management system combined with manual 
indexing . 
Bere, skilled indexers assign to every document associated wìth a 
case a set of identifying tags or keywords using a controlled vocabulary 
designed for the case and us.ed within strict guidelines. Information 
fields may include: document number, date, author, title, recipient, 
names mentioned, key terms. Once this inf ormatìon has been entered 
in the database it can be used by anyone associated wìth the case to 
create document chronologies, .indìces, discovery lists and lists for 
trial bundles. The documents themselves are stored and retrieved ma
nually. Proponents of this type of litigation support include Graham 
J. H. Smith [Smith G.J.H.]. Other practitioners argue that this method 
does not guarantee exhausrive recali in a search process. 

• Imaging with DBMS and manual index.ing fields and index tenns that 
represenc a document an image of the document. The image i.s pro
duced by scanning the origina! document with a laser beam. The 
density of the scan (in dots per inch) determines the arnount of elec
tronic storage that the image will require. This can be considerable, 
for exarnple a sheet of A4 scanned ,1t 300 dpi might require 8 mega
bytes. This might be reduced to 20-30 kilobytes by using compression 
techniques such as TIFF (f agged Image Format File). Nevertheless an 
effective imaging system wìll need: 
• Mass storage, such as an optical disc, 
s A jukebox to give access to · rnt1ltiple user, and 
• A local or wide area network adeo uate for the density of traffic 

such a system wili generate. • · 
The cost Ìn capitai purchase and maintenance of this addition in hard
ware is considerable and is further augmented by high data input 
costs (currently 10 pence per page). With current technology imagìng 
Ì,; probably only word, considering in major cases with thousands of 
documents and dozens of issues. In such cases, producing bund1es for 
court by manually pulling from the document Iìbrary and subsequen
tly photocopyìng is an expensive and time-consuming procedure. 
Bruce Aho [Aho 1992] gives a manual rate of 79 documents per hour 
for a 100,000 page archive. Imaging, whereby an electronic copy of 
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the document is stored electronically, accelerates retrieving and printing 
to 230 documents per hour with a corresponding reduction in cost. 
Imaging also allows simultaneous direct access by many users and 
facilitates desktop browsing. However, an image is merely a picture 
and not amenable to direct manipulation or searching so that image 
systems must always be combined with manual indexing, or ìntelligent 
character recognition (IcR) giving full .text. 

111 Full text 
In full-text retrieval systems the entire content of the document ìs 
entered in the computer. Since most evidentìary documents do not 
exist in electronic form input can be expensive because the text must 
be re-typed or scanned using ICR. Both methods are expensive: re
typing with double entry checking currently costs approximately 80p 
per page while costs of ICR range from x 1 to i 3 per page depending 
on the complexity of document fonts and formatting. Neither method 
is satisfactory for hand-written documents, documents with significant 
marginai notes, or poor copies, e.g. fax. Detractors also claim that the 
uncontrolled vocabulary of such a system can only be fully exploited 
by an experienced, sophisticated (and, consequentiy, expensive) sear
cher. It is susceptible to mis-spelìing of crucial words or names, and 
the origjnal documents must still be available as they ma y be needed 
to form bundles for court. 

iii) Documeni management: search and retrieval 

While controversy may reign over the relative merits of manual indexing, 
full text and imaging, there is generai consensus that as search engines, 
computers are indisputably more effective than human beings. Not oniy 
do they never tìre or lose precisioe, they can handle complex searches 
involving many fìelds that are beyond human compass. Aho [ Aho 1992] 
reports a study involving 2000 documcnts by two New York firms in 
1991: a search that took paralcgals 20 hours, took the computer five minutes. 
In another experiment by Price Waterhouse with tbc same 2000 documents 
seeded by rcsearchers with twenty documents to match a search request, 
the computer search retrieved all relevant documents, the manual search 
only fifteen (75%). 

Nevertheless. while search and retrieval mav beone of the more effective 
users of compt~ting, the techniques currently practised are dared relying 
too heavily on specialist database query languages such as SQL for DBMS and 
Boolean searcb for traditional full text information retrieval. Thcse methods 
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are often alien to the way in which lawyers think and work. In addition 
they frequently return lengthy unordered lists of documents. The retrieval 
system can help the user by attempting to list the retrieved documents in 
order of relevance to query using: 

• T erm weighting in document representative (ie set of index terms 
associated with that document) and in the user query. Tue weights 
assigned to terms indicate the signìficance of the term relative to 
other terms in the document or query. Weights are assigned in the 
query to the user and in the document either manually by the docu
ment index or automatically by program [Maron 1977]. 

9 Document vectors: weighted or unweighted document representatives 
and queries are considered as vectors in a document space of dimen
sionality In, where In is the total number of index terms. The simila
rity between a query and a document is proportional to the cosine 
between the document and query vectors [Raghaven 1987]. 

• Query by example: the user indicates a known document and asks 
the the computer to find another document that resembles it. This 
method needs detailed vocabulary comparisons and may become more 
popular as parallel technology makcs multi-term search algorithms 
feasible for on-line work [Stanfill 1986]. 

iv) Data analysis and repmt generation 

Data anaiysis, of course, requires many of the techniques used in docu-
ment search and retrieval. Lawyers want to search the documents for facts 
and then sort and analyse the facts to establish relationships and correiations 
from which conclusions can be extracted. T raditional database management 
systems and report generators are obviously good tools, and can often be 
creatively combined with spreadsheets to allow the lawyer to change as
sumptions, anaìyse alternatives and present possibìe options for his clìent 
using devices such as graphs, bar and pie charts to present hìs case as 
clearly as possible. Here, presentation graphics, simulatìons, and anìmation 
may be of inestimable value. A well presented case can be conducive to a 
beneficial outcome. It may even persuade the other side to agree a favourable 
setdement before the case comes to court. 

v) On-lìne transcripts 

When a case comes to court electronic documentation generated during 
case preparation is invaluable to the judge. Judges need computers to help 
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them assimilate and analyse not only affidavits, witness sta:cements, suppor
ting pleas, mitì.gations and legal arguments, but also daily transcripts of 
court proceedings. Being able to access relevant passages and edit them into 
their own opinions greatly reduces the time and effort required to produce 
lucid judgements. Here is where full text searching comes into its own 
because the searcher usualiy has a recollection of what has been said and 
knows what terms to use in the search. For some time transcripts on disc 
bave been readily available from the court reporter but now, in some courts, 
these are being superseded (or should one say 'preceded') by on-line 
transcripts from systems such as Smith Bemal' s Livenote [Smith G. 1992]. 
With Livenote, a stenographer inputs the court proceedings verbatim into 
the computer. A corr..puter program translates the stenographer' s shorthand 
into English, and this appears on the Judge's monitor within a second or two 
of the words being spoken in court The Judge can mark, ar1notate and 
dassify key passages especially those pertinent to the generation of a final 
report and judgement. HHJ Fallon, the Officiai Referee in Bristol found that 
with the system he could take 160 pages of evidence a day - an increase of 
40 pages or 25% over cases when he made handwritten notes [Fallon 1992]. 

The Livenote system is still being improved: 

• To transfer Judge's notes made on the on-line or 'dirty' transcript to 
the edited or 'clean' version at the end of the day; 

"' T o incorporate images and ICR. 

In the United States systems simìlar to Livenote are being developed to 
integrate live video images with coded transcripts to allow instant playback 
of passages involving key issues. 

Obviously, on-line transcripts are available to anyone in court with a 
computer monitor and access to the system, bm to make full use of com
put~·s in court requires networking. , 

vi) Networks 

Currently networks are sad.ly under-exploited by the legal community. 
Locai networks in courts would encourage graphical presentation of evi
dence and pennit the sha1ing of document images instead of the time
consuming retrieval and cìrculation of curnbersome paper doçuments. With 
a synchronous locai network the Judge could have a contro! unit to show 
hìs own display and that of any other partìcipant to the whole court: for 
one possìb!e scenario, see Bundy's A Future for Courtro01n Technolog_y 
[Bundy 1991]. If linked to a wìde area network, lawyers in court could 
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also have access to the case database in their office and to remote electronic 
law libraries. This may enable a lawyer to counter rapidly an unexpected 
point made by the other side. 

As in court, so out of court; law offices are slow in awakening to the 
benefits of computer communications. Recently there has been a welcome 
trend towards local area networks within firms, particularly towards open 
systems such as Unix. But all too few seem to be aw;,,Je of the advantages 
of wide area networks even for electronìc mail, stili less of the potential of 
synchronous wide area networks for electronic conferencing, (i.e. to promote 
discussions between lawyers in remote locations) or to facilitate distributed 
document management systems [frenko 1991]. Even electronic document 
interchange (EDI) is rare although this could massively reduce typing and 
photocopying costs. 

Electronic document transmission gives: 

• Greater flexibility: the electronic form is easier to revise and saves re
typing costs; 

• More rapid delivery (100 pages/minute) to multiple recipients at low 
cost. 

Blame for the slow growth of EDI among lawyers is frequently la.id at 
the door of lack of security in computer systems, but a more potent cause 
ìs probably the absence of standards for formatting and security during 
transmission. 

vi) Standards 

Standards are necded in every aspect of legai work: for documents, for 
software and for hardware. In England the Official Referees Solicitors Asso
ciation (ORSA) with the active support of Infonnacion Technology and the 
Courts (!TAC) and the Society for Computers and Law are trying to devi.se 
data communìcation standards and technology protocols for data exchange, 
[ORSA]. Bue much work stili needs to be clone to realise compatible docu
ment management systems among law finns and courts. Softvrare and 
hardware vendors bave a vesced i.nterest in lockù1g firms into proprietary 
systems. Lawyers need open architectures and open platforms to promote 
better cornmunìcation and integration. 

Too often ìn the past applications have been devcloped independently 
by different offices with the law fìrm. Data was often regarded as an 
integra! part of the applicatìon so data needed by several applications was 
frequently restructured and even re--entered for each application. These 
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initial overheads were further increased by problems of maintaining and 
updating multiple versions. The applications themselves were frequently 
mounted on independent hardware platforms and implemented using 
incompatible software. Law firms became dependent on proprietary 
products dedicated to a single task and the resulting systems were inflexible, 
disparate and expensive increasing the isolation of workers in diff erent 
departments and dislocating working practices. 

All firms need an integrateci database, ideally held not in one location 
but distributed across severa! sites or nodes within the firm's network. 
Distributed databases guard against total system breakdown through failure 
at a single site. In addition, while only one master file should exist, system 
resilience can be enhanced by holding copies of significant inf ormation at 
other sites to ensure system continuity even when a node is n6t accessible 
through the network. The data must be structured so that it is suitable for 
use by any application but independent of all applications. This ensures 
that applications can communicate with one another to give a fully Ìnte
grated system that will not only increase individual productivity but 
promote team working. 

Applications should also be independent of mode of access: ie indepen
dent of the interface, pc or workstation used to deliver, There are already 
examples of the efficiency of such layered architecture. W orld Wide Web 
(www) is demonstrating that documents marked-up to conform with the 
WW\V standard HTML can be browsed using many front ends each with an 
appropriate interface: 

XÀ-'fosaic using Xll Motif 
Macintosh Browser 
Chello (for PC/windows) 

HTML (or the Hypertext Markup Language) is a Standardised General 
Markup Language (SGML) [ISO 86] Document Type Definition (DTD). It 
will support a six-level hierarchical structure for documents including lists, 
quotations and preformatted texts (ie text in which the composition of 
lines must not be changed). It wiiì also support links to other documents 
through the Uniform Resource Location (URL). URL is a draft standard for 
specifying the location of objelts or files in the Internet where a file reference 
has the form 

scheme / / host, domain [:port ]/ path/filename 

IITML is DTD designed to support www hypertext browsers: 1t 1s not 
comprehensive enough to be suitable for all purposes or cven for explicitly 
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describing the structure of a specific document. Nevertheless the speed 
with which it has been adopted by participants throughout the Internet 
community proves the power of generai SGML principles. Ali tags for 
structural or semantic components needed by any applicati.on can be added 
to a document. Specific applicatìons can then be implemented using all 
those tags marking components relevant to that applicati.on. 

vii) Know-how system 

The introduction of information standards is nowhere more overdue 
than in know-how systems. While many of these have been innovative and 
Ìntellectually rewarding, too many have also been idiosyncratic designed 
closed systems incapable of amendment or adjustment by the user. This is 
a reason why off-the-shelf expert systems have failed to grow in popularity. 
Many firms prefer to produce systems tailored to their own design and 
based upon materiai generated in-house. Many large firms now capture 
and save as a matter of course all workproduct. While there are no overt 
quality controls, professionalism should ensure that only adequate prece
dents are stored. This can be used simply as a data bank that other partners 
or paralegals with appropriate access rights can consult at will and on their 
own responsibility. Competent professionals should be at no greater risk 
of using inappropriate precedents than in a traditional paper-based system. 
With more active vetting and annotation from partners, captured workpro
duct can be used as the basis of a knowledge-base document assembly 
system. Neil Arresty defines tv✓o approaches to this: 

• Forms banking, where the finn builds an electronic library of prece
dents and clauses which have been tried and tested; 

~ Knowledge banking, where an Ìnteractive 'intelligent' front-end helps 
users to select from the forms banks clauses appropriate to their 
needs to form, perhaps with additions from the users, an original 
document. One such system is described in [Wilson 93]. 

The integration of different tasks within a single work bench can be 
most easily realised through an object-oriented dient-·server system and a 
graphical interface using menus selection and browsing paradigms. 

3. CoNCLUSION 

Without open systems and standards, many exc1tmg possibilities are 
unlikely to come to fruition. Both are needed to integrate successfully the 
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disparate tasks that fall under the heading of litigation support: document 
drafting, researching case specific documents and evidence, giving and 
receiving case specific advice and instruction and consultation with coUea
gues. To improve document research productivity, refinement is needed in 
tools for the imelligent character recognition of scanned documents and for 
the a.nalysis of full text to improve the automatic production by computer 
of indices to documents. Recall and precision in computerised searching 
could both be improvcd by the integration into the search methodology of 
on-•line thesauri and dictionaries. Technology to integrate information 
retrieval with document drafting to improve document generation is under
developed and multimedia techniques for innovative case presentation has 
not been adequately explored. Research is also needed into new methods 
of training to support lawyers in the transitìon to new technology and 
different ways of workìng. Considerable investment is required in staff 
training. Without it the capital ìnvestment in providing hard\vare infra
structure and new software will not bring adequate returns. On-the-job 
training is more effectìve than generai courses; just-in-time training, where 
the lawyer ìs given help when he asks for it, may be most effective of all 
- although extremely demanding on support staff. Without the co-operation 
and enthusiasm of lawyers and tech110logists involved the full benefits of 
rT could not be realised. 

The potential benefits of TT in iaw are many and considerab!e. The 
Whitc Paper of the American Bar Association (ABA) The Impact of Teclmo•
logy in Law to be published in September 1993 will show that use by 
lawyers of substantive software results in an improvement in net partner 
income of 10-40% in the years followìng the installation. Increased 
profitability may result from factors such as: 

• Reduction of secrctarial costs: the ratio of fawyers to secretaries in
creases to 2 to 1 or better; 

9 Retasking: computer assistance enables some legal tasks to be done 
by less experienced staff and frees fee eamers for higher level work; 

• Improved management: administrative programs previde more accu
rate task monitoring and accountability. 

However, the bìggest benefits are probably stili to be realised. Currently 
lawyers are merdy using compnters to enhancc their performance in tta·· 
ditional tasks; there has been little restruc:turing of the ìndusrry or re
thinking of the task. However, computer technology ha.s radicaliy altered 
other equally venerable institutions such as banking and publishing. In law 
the biggest rewards are likely to go to those who seize the oppornmity to 
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use IT to develop new products and services to retain their clients and 
attract new ones. These might include: 

• Better communication channels with clients includìng email, electronic 
conferencing and mechanisms to give them faster access to information 
on how their own affairs are progressìng; 

8 Packages to provide generic legal information that will help dients to 
avoid minor legal pitfalls and alert them more rapidly to possible 
major risks so that they take expert legal advice in time to preempt 
more senous consequences; 

• The productìon of innovative packages through the creative use of 
information collected as a by-product [Susskind 1993]. 
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Information Technologies in Law Enforcement 

GIOVANNI DEGLI ANTONI, ANTONIO DI PIETRO 

L lNTRODUCTION AND AIMS 

The purpose of this paper is to present a brief exposé on the relevance 
of information technology to certain aspects and procedures in the 
administration of justice. The elements on which the report is based are 
numerous: their integrati.on in a concise global view is forced by multifarious 
factors. 

a) Information technologies are nowadays pervading everywhere, al
most as is the term «information)+ itself. 

b) The human systems with which law-enforcers are concerned are 
incrcasingiy complex, among other things because the laws themselves con
tinue to grow in volume. Without support from information technology, 
the law would be hard put to Ìnterpret its role in accordance wìth changing 
situations in society at large, where information technologies are widely 
used, sometimes to circumvent the laws and their enforcement and some
times even to commit deliberate violations. 

e) ìn recent years, moreover, justice has wìdened its scope in response 
to rapid and unceasing socio-economie deveiopment leading to innovations 
in organization and production and a degree of competitiveness that scarcely 
leaves pause for breath, ail of which breeds conditions in which breaches 
of civil and legal ordinances are more the rule than the exccption. 

d) The overall presence of information technologies is rapid1y - or 
slowly, depending on one's point of view - leading to a change in the 
meaning of the word communication that cannot be ìgnored by anyone -
be he a judge, a doctor, a government officiai, or a scientist - whose day
to-day work depends on information and ìts implications. 

e) The cornplexìty of the investigations conducted by the so-calied <<Cìean 
Hands» Pool, which transpired clearly from the Cusani trial, has served to 
emphasize the importance of integrated information technologies in che 
administration of justice. 
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/) Apart from the fundamental aspects listed under a, b, e, d, and e 
above, it has to be borne in mind that the law needs information 
technologìes to keep the productìvity of its procedures and structures up 
to a level compatible with public spending. Tue absence of satisfactory 
productivity ìnevitably causes a sense of frustratìon in striving to meet the 
demand for justice and coping with the spread of lawlessness, whìch is 
bound to lead to insìstence that the law find new ways and means. Such 
means are, however, unlikely to be provided to an adequate degree, with 
the result that lawlessness will spread still further. 

This paper is substantìally motivateci by the needs of productivity, its 
object - or hope - being to show how technology may be planned in the 
interests of justice in such a way that, albeìt gradually, future changes will 
blend with the present culture, whose roots are in a past that, however 
vividly present in people's minds, has largely exhausted its role. The cost 
of technologies will to a great extent depend on how they are developed. 
The cost may be one, ten, a hundred, or more, according to the aims the 
planners set themselves. Those who aim only to embark on an uncritical 
increase in public spending, as has often happened in the past, will create 
high costs, inefficiency, and frustration, as more than a few examples from 
recent hìstory have shown. It should be, for example, the evaluatìon of the 
effectiveness of the proposals to drive the investments towards certain 
suppliers and the planning activity towards certain decision makers, rather 
than absurd calls for tenders resulting in competitive bids that have nothing 
whatever to do with the public interest, public spending, or the 
administration of justìce. 

2. LAW-ENI 1ORCEMENT PROCEDURES, [NFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGlES 

Justice has recourse to many procedures. AH these procedures may be 
described in the abstract from the poim of view of ìnfonnation. The trai
ning of personnel calls for the transmission of information. The buildup of 
competence requires that information be accumulated in concise and orga
nized fonn. Penal or civil proceedings are information procedures that call 
for the colleccion of data, knowledge, and decisions. Tue latter, too, may 
well be seen in the light of data processing. W e could easily continue with 
the list, but there would be little point in doing so, though it is important 
to recognize the exisrence of this situation. One of the first results of such 
recognition is the possibility of employing inf ormation technologies in ali 
law-enforcement activities. The issue of laws, the distribution of legai 
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knowledge, the colìection and the evaluation of law-breaking, the visuaii
zation of the legai behaviour in the country available for government autho
ritìes and individttal citizens themselves., the rccording and integration of 
information relating to proceedings (civil, penal, etc.), presumed breaches 
of the law, the irnposition of penalties, the implementati.on of procedures, 
and much else besides, can become more productive and be supported by 
informati.on technologies for purposes of productivity, quality, assessment, 
forecasting, management, contro!, or anything else. 

As is well known, in the procedures managed by the Pool Mani Pulite, 
more than a few technologies were integrated ìn order to enhance produc
tivìty, including technologies to ìrnprove the transparency of acts and be
haviour, the presence and meaning of which could be evaluated aiso by 
citizens. 

From the methodological point of view, the procedures employed by 
the law may be analyzed in dìfferent ways. A very productive approach to 
make analysis easier and to make it possible to manage the complex struc .. 
tures associated wìth the administration of justice, is to consider the aspects 
of justice as separate entities subject to their own life-cyde. Tue description, 
at various levels of abstraction ( detail), of the life-cycle of the separate 
entities, followed by establishment of the degree to which they are interre
lated, is likely to lead the analyst to adopt suitable processes of synthesis 
that can be transformed into complex software procedures for the mana
gement of the entities in their interrelationship with others. 

This procedure fonns the conceptual basis of so-called «object-oriented 
technologies:t-. The justice entities - ali of them - are objects that can in 
part be classified and of which we can provide instances. Thus, anybody 
analyzing laws (objects) within the framework of an organization (say a 
company, or a ministry), would have to describe their life-cycles at various 
levels of abstraction. TI1ese are very numerous indeed, and it is very prnbable 
that any organization will be forced to draw on its own experience and 
knowledge to render the analysis feasible. According to the nomenclature 
of object-oriented technology, the life-cyde is nothing more than the 
ensembie of «methods» characterizing the object in question. For example, 
an application of a law in an organization may lead to the mechanized 
performance of an administrative procedure (asina bank), or of a common, 
sealed cash-register (as in a shop). 

In the light of the foregoing, law production and its promulgation are 
therefore nothing more or less than the production of instances of objects 
that, being interpreted by the ~culture» in which such instances are embo
died, lead to forms of behaviour that can be evaluated from the legal point 
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of view with suitable, though not necessarily unif orm criteria. A fundamental 
aspect for the understanding of the legislative and juridical phenomenon is 
the autonomy of the parts - ~part» being understood here in its general 
sense -· and consequently the existence of concurrency. In the world of 
information technology, a considerab]e research cffort is devoted to the 
concept of concurrency, in the hope of acquiring a more complete know
ledge of the subject and of being in a better position to design reliable 
organization and information systems. In-depth understanding of the 
concept is certainly important, among other things for studying both the 
inherent phenomena of justice and those that the latter investigates. Nothing 
in the justice system or in the technologies it employs can be divorced 
from a knowiedge of the concept of concurrency, whose aspccts and con
sequences are, alas, little known. 

Some of these consequences nùght lead to a far-reaching revision of the 
disciplines of Law themselves: for examp1e, when we are set wondering 
about objectivity or subjectivity with regard to phenomena associated with 
time and cause, or as to the autonomy of the plaintiffs and observers, or 
of those who attempt to reconstruct what happened. 

A realistic attitude with regard to the problems occasioned by concurrent 
processes is to adopt the technologies of coordination - often indicated by 
the initials cscw (Computer Supported Cooperative Work) -· in the mana
gement of activities, giving preference to coordination through painstaking 
human agency rather than an automated process in which the presence of 
autonomy and concurrency are sure to produce unexpected situations that 
are therefore difficult to manage. 

3. PROCEDURES AND KNOWLEDGE 

Data, ìnformation, and knowledge are terms that are often treated as 
interchangeable. Certainly, each of these entities is a data. For example, the 
time ìs a data, as is a law layìng down a certain type of behaviour the 
purpose of which may also be spccified. Data, however, do not have the 
same use. Data, therefore, depending on the context, are associateci with 
other elements (data) that define rhe use made of the former. Pragmatic 
eiements come into play, and on1y at that levei it ìs possible to distinguish 
between various types of data. Thus, a law is a data that describes rules, 
or possible behaviour. 

Not everything, however, isso simple, because the decision to associate 
the concept of knowledge with some form of evaluation in extrerne cases, 
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of universality or truth - with certain data, the presence of conflicting 
interests and autonomies however parti.al, the presence, albeit parti.al, of 
data useful for certain purposes, ... , this has so far made it difficult to 
define a serious nomenclature for unif orm use. 

Nevertheless, things can be simplified by adopting the idea that infor
mation is the knowledge required for solving ( or introducing) conflicts in 
the hypothetical ( deductive or inductive) context chosen. The solution of 
conflicts is, moreover, an event. It follows that the term «information» 
implies something dynamic not found either in the term «data» or in the 
term «knowledge». Naturally, the term «knowledge» is strongly related to 
the context, to the protagonists involved, and · to their intentions. Thus 
knowledge in order to conceal the truth (event), in the attempt to resolve 
a conflict between two opposite assumptions, leads to an evaluation of 
truth that might be either subjective or actually false. 

The importance of recognizing the details of the role of knowledge in 
the proceedings of justice and in real life cannot be denied. Indeed, starting 
with such details, we may imagine classes of problems in which justice can 
be aided by information technologies, which technologies make data availa
ble to operators that can be used to solve problems (knowledge) or make 
them more complex. Thus, for example, detailed knowledge on the many 
methods used to perpetrate criminal acts certainly renèler possible the 
organized collection of data under the guidance of knowledge in its various 
pragmatic expressions, including hypotheses. The decisions collected in 
various forms of case law certainly play this role. Much can certainly be 
done in this area. Thus, for example, suitably abstract collections on beha
viour would finally make it possible to define a case language analogous to 
that of the laws, though with analytical and taxonomic rather than prescrip
tive objectives. 

An important aspect of the evolution of the concept of knowledge that 
is slowly making headway and that might make contributions to the phi
losophy of law and the practice thereof is that of qualitative - i.e. vague, 
uncertain, approximate, rough, unrefined - knowledge. For such know
ledge, the English language nomenclature has almost universally adopted 
the term «fuzzy». This adjective can nowadays be applied to information, 
data, knowledge, thought, procedures, and to many other entities. The 
concept of «fuzziness» has two sides to it: a numerical one that indicates 
the degree of subjective conviction in a given statement, and a linguistico
logical one that conveys the same idea without falling into the trap of 
classic logie whereby it is assumed that true is the apposite of false. If 
anything, there will be a degree of truth and a degree of falsity. 
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The reasons for the success of the «fuzziness» idea in Japanese practice 
and culture has to be sought in the considerable simplification thereby ob
tained in the solution of problems (of a technicàl nature), and perhaps in the 
naturalness of the idea as compared with the qualitative capacity of human 
judgments, which probably cannot be explained by resorting to the attitudes 
of classic logie. «Fuzziness» reduces the need for complex calculations an& 
the knowledge of complex mathematical methodologies in the solution of 
control problems. From this point of view, it can very probably be used in 
setting up systems based on knowledge - both fuzzy and otherwise - to 
form opinions, or define procedures that are left somewhat vague. The 
association of vagueness with discretionality - for example - might go some 
way towards explaining the origin of discretionality by makmg it transparent 
and observable, and therefore assessable. This might help to modify the 
custom that has certainly led legislators and some legai practitioners to 
consider discretionality as a mechanism to be kept somewhat concealed, with 
the explicit intention of setting up power structures, whether legai or outside 
the law, perhaps without any explicit illegality. For example, it is easy to 
associate a number with the idea of the speed or slowness of a procedure 
(which is a qualitative idea of the «fuzzy» type). It would not then seem so 
strange that, in the event of illegality, it should be the extent of the «kick
back» to provide a measure of the speed or slowness of procedures. 

All this may well be used to convince people that the exclusion from 
legai production of realistic aspects (discretionality, concurrency, etc.) in 
favour of idealistic elements is one of the bases of corruption. 

4. DocUMENTATION 

The importance of legai documentation is well-known. The legai pro
fession has developed a formai rigour and various languages to express a 
great variety of entities. 

Legai parlance has thus bec6me a specialized language that can easily be 
distinguished from ordinary expression - which, in its turn, is subject to 
various special uses. Legai language, in the context of the legai system, aspires 
to that rigour that is rightly prescribed for the administration of justice. 

The appearance of information technologies is slowly increasing the 
variety of the elements that document legai practice. Use is made of audio 
recordings, of video recordings, of stenotypy, of photographic documen
tation, as well as small or very large exhibits, including drawings, computer 
programs, and many other items. 
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An enormous variety of new symbols have appeared in the exercise of 
justice. These symbols cannot, however, interfere with the determination 
of the legal system to maintain its documentary rigour. This inevitably 
involves becoming acquainted with the new languages and the instruments 
required for handling t:hem. Within the terms explaìned here, it might be 
thought that the new languages involve dìfficu!ties. Of course, this is true 
in tenns of the technologies needed for their use and the methods of 
communicating non-graphemic rnessages. The reading of a video cassette 
calls for special equìpment, and the reading of computer software requires 
a special computer with a series of components ( operating system, compi
ler(s), per:ipheral units), without which that program cannot be read. 

Communicating the details of a physical exhibit of some kind calls for 
an on-the-spot inspection or the duplication of the specimen to enable 
other people to become acquainted with it. 

To avoid all this, the officers of the law at times forgot their role and 
delegate to techn.icians assessments of situations in which facts that could 
not easily be described in legal language play a decisive part. 

While this attitude Ìs certainly acceptable when new linguistic elements 
first appear, this wilì in the long run result in the creation of a great variety 
of legai authorities, as can be seen from the fact that, in certain domains, 
there is a tendency for people to create their own justice systems, using a 
language of their own - see thc authorities that mete out justice in the area 
of sport. 

In a world that is rich and without competition, the prospects for se
parate systems of justice are certainly interesting. Nevertheless, it must be 
asked how far the present trend towards the automation of production, the 
increase in unemployment, and the need for the state to reduce pubEc 
spend.ing, is compatible Vlith the tendency that, although it may scem po
tentially to promise cuts in government expenditure, in fact transfers to 
society the socìal cost of services that are not necessari.ly productive ami 
tend to produce disputes and the proliferation of specialized bureaucracies. 

And here it is worth inserting a parenthesis on the production of texts. 
The widespread use of word-processors has certaìnly Ìncreased both the 
volume and the quality of texts. Much research has been done by various 
technicians and manufacturers to devise efficient equipment for che prn
duction of tcxts, wherein the main considerations have been user-friendli.ness 
and produc:tivity. 

Private practitioners of the law make regular use of such equipment, 
although the most commonly used types of rnach.ine certainly do not repre-
sent the best that can be produced in the area of interactìve word-processing, 
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which serves mainly to prepare contracts, dra w up agreements and organize 
consorria, or administer property, and so on. Side by side with word-pro
cessing, optical memory supports have been becoming increasingly widely 
used, especially in the area of the law. These memo1~es, which are of 
various kinds, make it possible to communicate enormous volurnes of mate·· 
rial on laws, decisions, opinions, and information on law enforcement, etc. 

A flourishing market has developed that seems to have generated a 
private technocracy acting as a kind of intermediary between the public 
and the law in all its components (including the military). In Italy, this 
field is a particularly fertile one for a series of reasons: the first is the 
absence of inf ormation networks, and the second is the total unwillingness 
of che public legal system to make public information of an entirely public 
nature - that is, paid for by the govemment for the public and in the 
public interest. It is very difficult to arrive at an overall assessment of this 
situation in Italy. 

Certain consequences are, however, inevitable: for, in addition to textual 
communication, instruments providing direct support for decision-making 
will slowly be developed. This is bound to have consequenccs for the 
public administration, whose role wili be curtailed. The administration, 
therefore, will perhaps end by opting for further complications of the 
citizen' s life - thus consolidating its role by means of more or less direct 
resistance to any change, with a consequent loss of competitiveness in Italy 
due to inflated administrative costs - or else for an increase in financial 
discrimination to the detriment of the poorer classes, or for an increase in 
illegal behaviour, accompanied by supedicial calm and serious-mindedness. 

As we shall also see further on, another important aspect of the greater 
simplicity of producing and distributing texts by means of optical memory 
supports opens up the way to standardized styles of communication and 
faith in one's neighbour. Indeed, the growing volume of texts is making 
life difficuit for people in all areas of activity. Producing texts is casy, 
retrievìng information from texts and documentation is easy; but reading 
has become in fact impossible. 

Technologies for reading and summarizing and, more general!y, for 
searching for inf ormation in rexts are usually limited to data banks. The 
same data banks are often used more to lend credibi]ity to remarks ìn texts 
than in the interests of precision ·- scientific documentation is often like 
this: a quotation is used to draw attention to oneself or to attract some 
kind of support, but certainly not always for scientific or historical pmposes. 
Similar behaviour may even be found in legal argumcnt. 

AH this adds up to the need to find forms of textual expression that are 
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as concise as possible. For those who use electronic mail regularly, the 
problem has already become a dramatic one. Messages of more than a 
certaìn length cannot even be entertained because there is not enough time 
to read them. The consequences are many: those with the power to do so 
are driven to ìncreasìng the number of persons whose job it is to read and 
summarize. Those who have such power, but do not adapt themselves to 
the situation, lose that power. The information = power equation has there
fore undergone a considerable change due to this new form of commu
nication. Naturally, this inflexibility is capable of decreasing. But the habit 
of combining a summarized item with the whole text and documentation 
in support of statements made, nowadays made possible by the great 
reduction in the cost of producìng and distributing texts, is likely to lead 
to a new kind of hypertextual communication on two levels: one level to 
state, another to justify. This was, indeed, one of the achievements obtained 
during the final summing-up of the prosecution in the Cusani trial. The 
prosecutor documented the statements made with evidence identified and 
stored in magnetic and optical memories (texts, video, documents) at all 
stages of the proceedings, including the initial documents and proceedings 
in the court room, with the possibility of interactive hypermedia (i.e., 
hypertext and multimedia) access. 

5. 1NTERACTIVITY 

Information technologies, taken as a whole, due to their processing 
capacity, graphic interfaces, memories, telecommunication networks, public 
display systems, software, and much else besides, make it possible to set up 
interactive systems thanks to which the user initiates a diaiogue to gain 
access to information selectively, in order to communicate such information 
to third parties in court or on networks, either imrnediately or later on. 

Information, nowadays nearly always multimedia, can be expressed in 
very many forms: texts, drawings, graphs, or animated and fìlmed sequences. 
Thanks to virtual technologies, the user will be able to interact directly 
with objects drawn on the video with some of the many techniques and 
«direct manipulation» methods that have been devised in recent years. 
Furthermore, again due to direct manipulation, techniques for creating 
virtual spaces are widespreading (there are virtual offices, virtual museums, 
virtual laboratories, virrual administrative structures, and virtual cities that 
make it possible for the operator to perceive visually, and with the senses 
in generai, the context in which his activity or communication is taking 
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place. The applications (stili at an initial stage) are numerous, and it is very 
possible that some rnay be of direct interest to the justice system. The 
forms that such applications may take are very many; pride of place must 
go to the setting up of systems of graphic virtual offices to make clectronic 
communication possible without needing to know any complex control 
languages, both for users of office systems and for the staff. Tue adoption 
of languages for the graphic representation of procedures and stories -
perhaps with interactive animated figu1·es - opens up the possibility of a 
summary graphic display of stories of trìals, or of facts of lif e connected 
with legal procedures. 

In other words, this is a kind of artìficiai interactive cinematography 
that can be set up by persons who are not technological experts and are 
interested only in communication, and that will certainly be able to convey 
both simple and complicated situations. The instruments available for 
producing thcse entities bave not yet been perf ected and are only at the 
research stage in the entenainment industry. This might make the foregoing 
considerations seem irrelevant, but this is not the case, there being a great 
deal to be said on the subject. First of all, it needs to be pointed out that 
the appearance of virtual reality in the entertainment world has far-reaching 
implications for information technologies from the cost angle" The compu-
ters used for entertainment and virtuality will soon have far greater compu
ting abilities than the «serious» administrative computers. This fact will 
very quickly encourage the spread of virtuality to.many other areas, among 
other things because the direct manipulation of objects, whenever available, 
can be performed without possessing any special skill. Moreover, the per
sona! computer and word-processing, which have had such a significant 
effect on the economy and culture of the whole world, also owe their 
ex:ìstence to the fact that the universai popularity of TV reduced the cost of 
cathode-ray tubes to the point of making it possible to design equipment 
such as the personal computer and word-processing systems for prìces that 
would not otherwìse have been possible. 

Another aspect of virtuality is the creation of new forms of interactive 
communication that will be defined in the games based on interactive si
mulation of intelligent, relatively autonomous agents. These are just pro
grams endowed with a sort of .. appearance». Users without any special 
skills will therefore certainly be ahle to impart an image to concept~~ and 
set up communication strnctures able to become repositories of data, re
marks, opinions, and the breach or application of laws. 

Thus the roìe of these new forms of interaccivity will become not only 
that of graphic communication, but also that of ensuring that graphemic 
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(symbolic, iegal, etc.) informati.on is directly associated with the entities in 
question. In essence, systemic models corresponding to knowledge -
assumptions, procedures, etc. ·-· would be constructed interactively, starcing 
from behavioural facts (from cases) that were already known orto be set 
up on an ad hoc basis. · 

Suitable systems for designing legal narratìves and procedures may be 
devised by dasses of objectives. This may certainiy promote not just pro
ductivity, but also the understanding of complex procedures by operators; 
such understanding which may currently be questioned by anyone, with
out fear of error, especially given the complexity of law-enforcement 
procedures. Tue presence of networks for locai or geographical telecom
munications and the possibility of cooperation through a network for one 
and the same purpose may -- as happens in some areas of human activity 
- give rise to a form of interactivity between several operators working on 
the same problé'm. That is, a multiplicity of operators (for example, ìawyers, 
judges, policernen, journalists, defendants and prosecutors) and clerical staff 
might work on a series of common data to construct, with care and rigour, 
the interactive documentation of the case in question. Thìs kind of coopera
tìon may well be called «inter-activity». In other words, interactive acti.vity 
carried out by severa.I persons in the attempt to increase everyone's producti
vity and reduce the distance from a tmth whose existence not everyone 
admits, but that must nevertheless be pursued with great persistence, even in 
the face of basic doubts on the ratio of objeccivity to subjectivity, or in the 
event of risìng costs for the authorities - which costs prevent anyone without 
the necessary means from attempting to clarify his own position better, 
while those possessing means are able to obscurc the picture almost at wilL 

6. RESEARCH ON TECHNOLOGIES EMPLOYED IN THE LAW 

The foregoing sections bave reviewed the various possibilities regarding 
research on information technologies for use in law-enforcement. 

This is certainly a subject of great interest, among other things for 
business reasons, for suppliers of equipment, who are nowadays prosperous 
thanks to the teclmologies devised and deve!oped in countries other than 
ours. This is a far,,from-negligible fact and i,; iargely inevitable. However, 
the Italian justice system possesses fonnidable skills and a tradition of its 
own that would enabie it to supply some couragcous informati.on without 
having to go abroad to find out how to develop technoìogies for law
enforcement purposes. 
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Given pmposeful effort by industry and researchers, such technologies 
might supply useful by-products for many other acrivities: sport, medicine, 
entertainment, education, training, corporate organìzation and many others 
besides, and couìd well be an important factor in the rebi.rth of Italian 
industriai self-sufficiency. This will be possible if, together with the indica
tions, particular attention is paid to the evaluation of results - an evaluation 
that should not be carried out only to favour a few large or small companìes. 
The protection of competitiveness calls for independence and honest evalua
tion. Without these characteristics and without freedom from traditional or 
social prejudices, all attempts risk being fruitless. These considerations are 
technical in the sense that ìntegration of the past with new technologies 
and the recovery of the present operators, gradually and without plans, 
with considerable variety, and with flexibility based on the experience of 
those operators, would seem, logically, to offer the only possibility of 
success for any attempts at change. It will be up to coordination of those 
concerned to give overall guidance, with complete transparency, on such 
changes as may be embarked on. 

Narurally, this calls for courage in research, or at least in prornoting free 
initiative, in the hope that examples will encourage many to compete in an 
area in which the consequence of competition is the improvement of the 
quality of the services off ered by the justice systern and rhe reduction of 
its costs, but above ali without going against the traditional interests of the 
prof essi on. 

For, failing confirmation of the role of the law and a real awareness of 
the potentialities and of the immediate future of information technologies, 
a decline in the efficiency of the law will be inevitable and individuai 
vioìence of various kinds 'will end by gaining the upper hand. 

In the interests of prudence, it must also be made clear that none of this 
is simple: it is not good enough to buy computers for all problems to be 
solved as though by magie. Much devotion and pati'ence, sure errors, and 
determination are indispensable ìngredients in the conduct of technologìcal, 
human, organizational, and cultural research and development if it is to be 
successful. 
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Ex Libris ... 
MARC LAURITSEN 

I'm a partner in a mid-sized law firm in Boston, Massachusetts. The 
year is 1997. 

My Septium computer, which I cali Sarn, nms at 1.3 gigahertz, and 
can display its output on a flexible, 2 ounce notepad, my watch, the full 
surface of my desk, or any one of my office walls. Sam talks to me~ and 
I to him. Our central server stores 45 terabytes of information, all of 
which is accessible instantaneously by any computer on our global 
network. 

I can communicate wìth our offices in Johannesburg, Prague, Katmandu, 
and Hanoi at 600 megabytes per second for file transfer or multimedia 
videoconferencing. Links to several comrnercial data wholesalers make 
virtually every ~ord of every case, statutc, regulation, book, article, and 
commentary available to us immediately. We bave teams of knowbots 
careening around the Internet gathering reievant ìntelligence. Some of my 
colleagues are tryìng out the latest virrual reality lega! research systems. 
(W"e're a iittle behind the times because it has been almost a year since our 
most recent technology upgrade.) 

Clìents are fully plugged into our computing system, and have come to 
expect real time in-person attention on shon: notice and 24-hour acccss to 
our non-confidential information resources. We and they have become so 
ìmmersed in our ìnforrnation environment: that it has b~come transparent. 
Over 40% of our revenue derives from dients paying to access our online 
knowledge resources. 

Since I am rotating through the firm' s Library and Informati on Systems 
committee, I've agreed to meet with a salesperson from Ace Publishing 
Company. She's here with her new catalog of law books and has brought 
along a review copy of Ace's latest tome on healthca.rc privacy torts, 
which she drops with a thud on my desk. I guess she didn't notice that 
my office is bookless. Sam the Computer perks up: «Shall I cali for secu-
rity, sir?» 
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Actually, I'm nota partner in a mid-sized Boston firm, and the year is 
not 1997. (I bet you're relieved to hear that.) I left a hybrid career of law 
practice and clinica! teaching almost ten years ago to do research and 
development in legal informatics and the tcchnology of law practice. In the 
spirit of this Special Issue, I would like to contribute some inf ormal remarks 
about how aspects of the revolution in the technology of text may play out 
in the context of the legai profession. 

X-BOOKS 

There are many candidates for the name of the next generation book. 
W e've heard about the Dynabook, PowerBook, and SuperBook. Vendors 
now offer ActiveBooks, Beta Books, Expanded Books, Living Books, and 
TurboBooks. (There are also plenty of names that don't include the archaic 
word «book», such as tex:tbase and infobase.) Perhaps we should talk about X
books in this age of the «Generation X». Or ex-books. Whatever the name, 
the concept of a book or publication is exploding in many different dimensions. 

Some of these dimensions of change are broadly familiar. Books of 
course are moving from ink-on-paper to various digitai formats. In the 
process, their content is shifting from plain text to multimedia. These chan
ges in format and content alone could revolutionize how we think about 
and use books. But they are compounded by even more dramatic shifts 
that are moving books from static and passive objects to dynamic, interac
tive, and pro<luctive ones. 

Hypertext is an early form of these more dramatic changes. The pro
vision of navigable links from one part of a text to another - including, but 
going way beyond, cross-references, footnotes, and citations - makes books 
interactivc in a basic way: readers choose the paths they wish to follow. 
(Arguably, this navigability goes back as far as the codex, which introduced 
considerable random acccss to materials previously delivered on scroils). 
The move is from a flat and linear organization to a hyperspatial one. 

Merely being in electronic form makes the word contems of books 
easily searchable. Some forms of Ìnteraction, however, require the infusion 
of additional information into the books themselves. For instance, books 
vcry often have a hierarducal strncture of parts, chapters, subchapters, etc., 
that is only implicit or marked wìth imprecise textual mdicators. If thìs 
structure is explicitly encoded and appropriate software is used, readers can 
collapse and expand levels, and navigate across them - akin to the operations 
one can perform in common «outlining» software. 
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Contemporary tools iike Folio Views aìlow authors to do the above 
and more. Segments of text can be marked as belonging to diff erent topical 
groups, or as constìtuting defined fields. Electronic highlighters can be 
applied to passages of interest. Ali of these organizational constructs can be 
combined with words to perform searches - effectively allowing readers m 
define arbitrary filters through which text can be viewed. T o some extent, 
then, readers can choose a point of view, or a ,,camera angle», from whìch 
to look at a text. It doesn't seem a big step to allow readers to scructurally 
reconfigure a text: both selecting and reordering segments according to 
their momentary needs. 

So far, these rnodes of interactivity presuppose no change in the book 
itself. Even though readers can move about in it, search it, filter it, and 
structurally reconfigure it, the underlying book remains a constant thing. 
One can choose one' s own itinerary through a sta tic countryside. A whole 
other category of developments involves changes to the book itself. 

One way to make a book dynamic is to link it to online sources that 
grow and change themselvcs. These can take the form of hypertext links 
that do not simply connect to elsewhere in the «locah, book, but that 
invoke communications software to log on to remote services. Instead of 
the materiai at the other end of a referential link being a static coliection 
of text, that materiai may be a shifting body of information that responds 
to a generalized query. Another twist on this idea involves periodic linkages 
to the publisher to download updates; it does not seem unreasonable for 
books to be autornatically and remotely updatable. 

T aken a step further, the other end of a link might be the electronic 
maiibox of the book's author, a panel of relevant experts, or a whole 
community of interested parties. Experiments involving linkages to collabo
rative expert networks are already under way with serviccs like American 
Lawyer Media's Counsel Connect, an «electronic marketplace» for lawyers 
in law firms and corporations. Books may be designcd to be annotateci and 
extended by readers, individually or in groups, blurring the distinction 
between consumers and contributors. 

Personalization is an activity that straddles the boundaries of several of 
these categories. Some books ~ay come with pre-defined parameters that 
can be adjusted to suìt the personai preferences and interests of a reader. 
In more advancecl cases, the personalization may happen semi-automatically 
as a result of the reader's patr:ern of usage. Annotation and reconfiguracion 
can also be thought of as forms of personalization. 

A further frontier is that of productivity. Heretofore, books have not 
been seen as devices capable of performing work. But it is not far fetched 
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for there to be products in the form of electronic books that deliver consi
derabie functionality. Nowadays document assembiy programs and other 
computer-based practice systems ask questions, gather answers) make 
suggestions, give advice, compute dates and numbers, and generate docu
ments. l'm personally engaged in projects in which these kinds of functions 
will effectively be embedded in interactìve products having some of the look 
and feel of books. T echnology exists to have such products consult other 
sources on behalf of the reader, and prepare subsets and variations of them
selves for particular occasions. We may soon be comfortable talking about 
generative and self-replicating books, and eventually about ones that are 
sufficiently autonomous to be self-enhancìng, self-updatìng, and self-repairing. 

Many of the foregoing developmems will presuppose texts that have 
been fortified with self-descriptive marlmp, or, stated otherwise, books that 
have been knowledge--enriched w:ith rnetaìnformarion. A recent paper on 
..:K.nowing Documents» [Lauritsen 1993] explored the ideas of document 
knowledge and knowledgeable documents. By the time we have embarked 
upon even a few of these transformations and functional extensions, what 
used to be the book may well be unrecognizable. The distìnctions between 
texts and programs, between books and machines, between information 
products and services, will erode. It seems likely that ,;.:books» will evolve 
from passive objects to productive tools, interactive devices, information 
appliances, or, as Ted Nelson predicted, ..,Jitcrary machines». We won't 
know where one book ends and another begins in a world of World Wide 
W ebs and celestial jukeboxes. 

lt should not be surprising that lawycrs are among the first to push the 
envelope of these technologies. Tue wodd of law has a nurnber of distinctive 
characteristics that foster advances in text technology. For one thìng, in the 
legal market the people who bu.y texts largely use them to create other 
texts (such as contracts, wills, complaints, and briefs). La'\1\,-yers are text 
weavers, and the law itself is hypertextuaL Many law offices already have 
deployed robust informatìon systems, a.od ìncreasing attention is being 
paid to facilities for accessing vast reposiwries of internal and external text. 
T o some, it may seem as though lawyers are building infom1ation cocoons, 
whence who knows wbat may emerge. 

I DREA!Vf OF GENIE 

In n:viewing a book on computer music a few years ago [Lauritsen 
1990], I noted my disappoìntmem that the book had not been delivered in 
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''i: 
a form that allowed the reader to run the programming examples and play 
the musical excerpts. There they were on the page, trapped in textual and 
notational F1atland. I have often had the same reaction reading law books. 

Lawyers won't want to hear the thud of a new book arriving on their 
desks; they'll want it to silently slip into the fabric of their inf ormation 
environments. They will want the full content and serviccs of new 
publications at their disposaJ while they are engaged ÌI1 word processing 
and running practice systems. As lawyers become familiar with the 
possibilities, they will increasingly want ..:books» they can do things with, 
and that can do things for them. Today's mild forms of interactivity will 
not be enough. 

Among other things, lawyers will demand information products and 
services that: 

- Are fully digitai ab initio 
- Are delivered and updated electronically 
- Are optimized for random access and user annotation 
- Are enriched with self-descriptive markup 
- Are structurally reconfìgurable at the user's behest 
- Contain dynamic links to remote infonnation repositories and com-

municati.on fora 
Link seamlessly into customers' information systems 

-· Conta.in a variety of interactive and productive modules. 

Modem software developers have introduced the concepts of agents, 
elves, wizards, and knowbots - anthropomorphic programs that draw on 
our craving for helpful colleagues and imelligent assistants. As books evol
ve, I like to think of them approximating the ideal of the mythical genie 
- a powerful personalir,r with the capaci!}' and willingness to fulfili its 
master's wishes ---similar to but not quite as zany as the one played by 
Robin Williams in the recent Disney movic Aladdin. 

I hope that publishers and other information providers will not be 
tempted to see the transition from paper books to digitai ones as a matter 
simply of putting old wine in new bottles. One goal of the next revolution 
in the technology of text shouid be to let the genie out of the lamp. 
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1. lNTRODUCTION 

Although tbe term Hypertext was coined a:s long ago as 1967 and 
H ypertext like systems has been widely studied in more recent years we 
stilI have much to learn about its appropriate use in information systems 
development. Rada (1991) describes it as a new technology for producing 
text and draws the analogy with the introduction of the printing press to 
explain the necessarily slow pace of development of hypertext based systems. 
Unfortunately it could be this very analogy with books (and lìbraries) 
which is restr1cting our thinkìng. 

In discussing navigational problems Nielsen (1990) uses the words 
«loosely structured information»-as if tbis is an implici.t feature of all hy
pertexts. Thìs may be trne in some situations, but we believe this to be thc 
exception rather than the rule. Among the most successful and wideiy used 
hypertexts are the telephone information systems such as British Telecom's 
Prestel and on-line documentation systems such as Microsoft Windows 
Help. There is also a significant inte;est in the technology as a media for 
cducational materia!. In all these cases rcaders are quite separate from the 
authors who take positive steps to produce a well defined stmcture. As 
with the printing press many users see hypertext as a publishing media. 

Central to this issue is the extent to which a link is an unexplained 
association between two pieces of text. ìn Bush's Memcx (1945) links are 
just subjective associations ieft within the corpus of text by its readers. The 
hypertext software cannot ~know» w hy the associati on is significant, and 
as Nielsen (1991) says, there is .:no easy way to specify generai actions or 
computations on the data». This clearly inhibits us in exploiting the informa
tion processing powers of the system being used to store and retrieve the 
text. 

In bis discussion of the need for different link types Murray (1993) 
identifies two types of knowledge or text base: 
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• «Everything» in a subject area; 
• The knowledge associated with a complex tool. 

The second of these identifìes information provided to support a «mission 
critica!» task and Murray argues that the process of producing highly 
structured links within the hypertext is particularly important in this latter 
case. Help lìke hypertexts extend to other complex activities besides software 
tools and it can be argued [Huang & Ellirnan 1991] that there are some 
common linking structures across this whole range of applications. 

However, these views are still restricted by the «pub!ishing» analogy 
and we would like to add at least one more type of text base: 

e The ìocal knowledge associated with the execution of a business 
process. 

This is a hypertext acquìred and structured by an organisation or work 
group in the course of some business activity. It is locai in the sense that, 
although the business process may be common, the text represents specific 
inf ormation accumulated by a particular group. Examples of this type are 
the issue based discussion models [Rada 1991 ]. 

Since we begin with a good knowledge of the activity our hypertext can 
include a range of link types to represent meaningful semantics from wìthin 
the application domain. Further depending on the strength (or objectivity) 
of the semantics we may construct the software in such a way as to react 
to the different semantics to support tasks in an «intelligent» way. Another 
aspect of these applications is that the roles of author and reader are not 
so ciearly dìstinguished and since users add or modify certain types of 
links according to their role within the business process. 

We will explore the power of this view of hypertexts by looking at two 
rather different legal tasks which are supported by domain specific hypertext 
systems: 

• Authoring of a new document by assembling information from pre
viously prepared documents; 

• Organisation of «dead», evidential documents involved in a litigation. 

'Ibe first of these deals with a corpus of text which represents the accu
mulateci knowledge of a work group ;pannìng severaì case"'s. It demonstrates 
that hypertext off ers a powerful alternative to other implementation strategi.es 
when the iinks are given relativeìy strong semantics so that the system can 
take simple actions to advise the user during the task. In the second example 
we deal with a case specific hypertext represencing the current percepcion of 
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an action in progress. This illustrates a system where the strength of the 
semantics assigneà to groups of ìink types varies. The links in the strongest 
group actually constrain user actions to maintain the integrity of the text 
base. In contrast we shalì see that those in the weakest group have a more 
significant semantic value to the user but cannot be interpretoo by the system. 

2. DocUMENT AssEMBLY 

Much of the work of lawyers involves creating complex legal documents 
- wills, leases, contracts, pleadings, etc. There are in fact three kinds of 
activities which fall under the umbrella term 'document creation'. These 
are form-filling, template-based drafting and document assembly. 

Form-filling is the process of creating simple and common documents 
by reworking pro formas. Template-based drafting describes the process of 
creating more complex documents which require relatively minor variations 
on a theme using a template and boilerplate text. When varied situations 
have to be cate~d for and complex documents are required, the construction 
involves the drawing upon and merging of fragments from previously 
created documents. The fragments are altered or added to suit the current 
situation. This is the process of document assembly. 

Document assembly is qualitatively diff erent from the first two types of 
document creation, requiring considerable application of legai know1edge 
throughout the process. In form-filling the assessment of the situation at 
the very start yields the appropriate pro forma document which can be 
instantiated in a routine manner. In tempiate-based drafting, many of the 
decisions en route to the final document reauire assessment of the import 
of the various alternatives or options. Howev~r, the assessrnent is not open
ended and is confined to choosing from a sma!l set of predefined elements. 

Document assembly is rime-consuming, involving significant effort and 
the exercise of considerable experience and discretion. This activity often 
requires discrete tasks by a number of workers: 

• Lawyers specify the outlinè form of the document; 
• Para-legals and legal secretaries take the outline, insert relevant dauses 

from sources indicated by the lawyer and make the document struc
tura!lv consistem; 

• Finally thc laVv7er rectifies omissions and verifies the finished product. 

The feature of document assembly that is relevant here is the reliance 
on precedents. Precedents are previously created documents which dea! 
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with similar or related situations. Clearly, when there is a choice between 
constructing a document de novo and adapting one or more existing docu
ments to do the job, there is often little doubt that the latter will be 
preferred. 1bis is not plagiarisation, nor even an unwillingness to expend 
the requisite effort. Reuse of time honoured language 1s simply good legai 
sense. 

Sole practitioners and those working in small groups usuaily bave some 
sort of filing system which holds documents tbat they bave personally 
created or received in the couxse of their work. Consequently, they bave 
at least a vague recollection of what to look for, and where. This allows 
them to cope with the complex task of using the valuable information 
contained in precedents. In a law finn with more than a handful of fee 
earners, however, this ad hoc approach is not viable, since the volume of 
information processed is large and users may never bave previously read 
materiai whicb they are to, or sbould, use and adapt. Consequently, law 
firms are increasìngly turning to computerisation of the task of organising, 
maintaining and making information available to multiple users. 

There have been a number of approaches to the task of providing com
puter-based support for legal document creation. W e will first describe an 
approach that supports the first two of the activities we have described 
above ~ form-filling and templare drafting. Following tbat, we will intro
duce hypertext-based work tbat is meant for the third kind of activity -
assembly of a complex document by drawing upon multiple precedents. 

2.1. Knowledge-based tempi.ate systems 

1bis essentially ìnvolves the creation of a template into which all the 
rela.ted precedents can be held irt an amalgamated form and the relationships 
between dauses are captured as 'knowledge'. There is sorne fixed text which 
must be included, and interspersed with or ernbedded within the fixed text 
are markers or delimiters which indicate the places where some action, 
such as the following, is required: 

• An optional piece of text must either be retained or omitted; 
• One ;r more of some given text alternatives have to be selected; 
* Some numerica! value has to be calculated based on the state of facts 

and inserted; 
e Some information in text form has to be inferred from supplied facts 

by the system and inserted; 
• Tue user has to add some te1!t.'t. 
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Each of the actions implied by the delimiters is essentially an act of 
deriving or acquiring informati.on. This may be done by executing a pro
cedure which causes some calculations to be done or some rules to be 
invoked in arder to derive the requisite ìnformation on the basis of the 
facts supplied to the system by the user. Altematively, the information 
may be acquired directly from the ustr. 

The seminal work in knowiedge-based document drafting systems was 
clone by Sprowl (l 979) under the aegis of the American Bar Foundation. 
The system, and the representational language underlying it, are entitled 
ABF. Most commercially available document assembly systems which clairn 
to employ knowledge-based techniques are based on Sprowl's work to 
some degree [Evans, 1990; also see Wilson, 1990 which adds a hypertext 
interface !:O such a system]. 

2.2. Limitations of the knowledge-based approach 

There is little doubt that any set of documents can potentially be reduced 
to a template i.11. terms of the kinds of constructs provided by ABF and its 
successors. The effon ìnvolved in this reduction is likeiy to be proportional 
to the benefits orùy when the set has a sizeable substratum of commonalty. 
Tue knowledge-based document template is useful in areas of legal practice 
involving documents which may be said to be relatively minor variations 
or adaptations of stereotypes. Where, however, there are large number of 
variations ìn the kinds of documents required within a particular domain, 
it may not be desirable, or feasible, to undertake the considerable program
ming eff ort required. 

Clearly, the knowledge-based template approach is inappropriate for 
document assembly,, It is not capable of guiding the user through complex 
and interrelated fragments of information in the fonn of multiple precedents, 
where the user •~ rather than the svsrem - is to monitor and assess infor
mation and choose the form of th~ actions to be taken. Additionaliy, the 
actions which the user might take after reviewing particular infonnation 
units are so varied that a comprehensive predictive statement, as is required 
in a knowledge--base, is either not possible or is commercially not viable. 

:,. UsING MULTIPLE, lNDEPENDENT PRECEDENTS IN DocuMENT AssEMBLY 

An alternative to reducing a set of documents to a template is to leave 
the documents as they are and simply allow the user to adapt the informa-
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tion contained in them to the current situation. But the user then has to 
be more experienced or skilled than the typical user of the template system. 
It is imperative that the system should allow the person to perform the 
task of locating and adapting the appropriate paragraphs, clauses and sub
clauses within the precedents, in a manner that conf orms to existìng manual 
methods, whilst taking advantage of the flexibility that computer represen
tations potentially possess over paper representations. 

3.1. The problem of dìstinguìshing text units sha,ing a common vocabul.ary 

Fulfilling the above requirements is not as simple as might be thought. 
It is unlikely that the user will know the detailed nature or character of 
each of the precedents, since the user is likely to be someone other than 
the original author or recipient. Additionally, the number of precedents 
relating even to an identifiably distinct area of law is likely to be too great 
to make going through each a worthwhile exercise. 

In order for an alternative approach to work effectively, it must be possible 
for the user to locate in a precise manner the precedent(s) most apt for a 
particular situation. Here subject labels can help, but a librarian ( or informa
tion system designer) cannot anticipate many of the possible headings that 
lawyers are likely to search for. In any case, it has been observed in the 
manual docurnent assembly task that, with time, subject labels become 
genera] and their effectiveness degrades. This is the reason why the upkeep 
of manual filing and abstraction systems is usually ailowed to lapse. 

It is also, of course, possible to search for lexìcal patterns in the text of 
documents. However, even in simpie applications of informatìon retrieval 
in law, searching for lexical patterns has been shown to result in extremely 
poor perfonnance. In one study which investigated information retrieval 
for litigation support, the recall was less than 20% while the users firmly 
believed that tbey were retrieving 75% of all relevant documents [Blair & 
Maron 1985]. 

In the case of document assemblv the results are likelv to be far worse, 
since it is often necessary to dìstin~ish between two cl;uses on the .same 
broad subject but with subtly different legal effect. As the subject is the 
same, the vocabulary will overlap significantly. Also, the iegal draughtsman 
conveys much meaning, over and above rhat bome by the rnajor words, by 
varying the use of function words - prepositions, conjunctìons, articles and 
pronouns. These are usually discarded as being 'noise' words when indexing 
is carried out w enable full text retrieva!. Searching is, therefore, problematic. 
For cxample, consider the following two possible clauses in a will: 
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I direct that during the lifetime of my wife no steps shall be taken by my 
Trustees to enforce the trust for sale applicable to the freehold property known 
as ... or to realìse my said interest or share therein ... and that until sale my 
Trustees shall permit my wife to use and enjoy the same for so long as she 
shall so desire or to receìve income therefrom at her opcion ... 
I declare that notwithstanding her appointment as an executor and trustee of 
this my Will my wife shall have the option to purchase my interest or share 
of whatever proportion nature or amount in the freehold property known as ... 
The purchase price shall be a sum equal to the value at the time of my death 
of the property in the open market and with vacant possessi on ... 

The fonner is a life time interest in rhe property; the latter is a far less 
valuable option to purchase at the market price. The situations where they 
might be used are lìkely to be entireiy different. The fonner might be 
applicable where the spouse is advanced in years or where the property 
constitutes a relatively small proportion of the entire estate; the latter where 
there are other beneficiaries in need of support and/ or if the spouse is 
capable of earnìng a living. A simple search mechanism would not necessa
rily be sensitive enough to distinguish between these clauses. 

One might suggest that it is possible to differentiate between textual 
units if the relevant aspect of the information content were to be formalised 
using a representation schema such as frames, semantic networks or concep
tual dependencies [Mital & Johnson 1992]. However, in the present appli
cation this ìs neither practical nor cost-effective. Another route to retrieval 
by semantics rather than form or manually appended ìabels is the connec
tionist paradigm [Belew 1987; Gedeon & Mital 1991]. There are difficulties 
with making connectionist system, e.g. neural networks practical. In parti
cular, setting up a network and tuning it is still a black art. While certainly 
feasible in a laboratory situation, this extension is unlikely to feature in a 
commercial system in the near term. 

A simpler approach to constrncting such ari information system can be 
achieved by: 

• Using hypertext techniques to allow the user to navigate between 
text units in a manner which has semantic significance, while being 
guided by the system's lmowledge of the interaction between infor
mation units gained from active hypertext ìinks, 

• Supplementing li,nk-based navìgatJon by a simple search facility that; 
has a hashed access to any word pattern in the short names of text 
unìts; and 
does a slower search throueh the main bodv of the text. 

V ✓ 
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3.2. User-reliant informational retrìeval 

Hypertext technology is aimed at enabling users to make theìr way 
through complex ìnformation in a manner that is conducive to the ready 
appreciation of the contents. It is someùmes said that it is best suited to 
unhurried browsing. A printed book also has the same aim, but it is 
constrained imo largely presenting its information in a seriaì manner. In a 
romantic novel, this may not be at all bad; in a thriller, only mìldly irritating. 

Legal treatises and reference volumes are a different matter and it ìs 
necessary to allow the reader to view ìnformation in a number of ways and 
to move from one idea to an associateci one quickly, even though they may 
be in diverse physical locations. The tables of contems, book ìndices, 
footnotes, expiicit references to other. sections and, perhaps, a chapter/ 
section dependency diagram are all steps in the right direction. But the needs 
of the reader go beyond this. No one seriously believes that it is possible to 
provide or specify links corresponding to all needs of the reader, even if the 
book is freed of the constraints imposed by its paper medium. Units of 
text contaìn simply too much information to be able to predict all the paths 
that the reader (or user of a cornputerised system) might wish to take. 

The situation in legal document assembiy is not dissimilar to that in the 
case of reference books aod treatises. T remendous amoums of information 
are contained in nodes - text units such as paragraphs, dauses and sub
clauses. The only connections or links that expiicitly exist between such 
nodes are those that determìne the sequential order. If the links showing 
sequential order were all that were to be embodied in such a hypertext 
system, we would be faced with what is sometimes cailed rich nodes and 
poor links. It is the aim to capture some of the other relationships ben'feen 
text units that are signifìcant to the task. 

We will now iook at a hvoertext--based svstem, HyperNotarv, which 
depans entirely from the ter~plate approach ~nd expe~t; the use~ to play 
the major role. The increased reiiance on the user is compensateci for by 
way of requiring relaùvely littie effort for setting up and maintaining the 
computerised document base. 

4. HYPERN°OTARY: AN lNTELLIGENT BRTEF-HANK 

The HyperNotary system [Southam, et al. 1991], developed by Mital V. 
and P. Thomas as an experimental model at the Centre for Computers in 
Law and Finance, Brunei University, was meant for situaùons where the 
precedents (i.e. model documents ~r seiected, previously produced docu-
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ments) in the possession of a finn are used as parti.al guides for the drafting 
of a new document. This is done where it is not easy to abstract from the 
precedents a manageable number of generic or skeletal forms. The siruations 
to be dealt with are so varied that assessment and legal judgement is required 
at every stage of the process. So that maximum use may still be made of 
the knowledge accumulated in the precedents, it is necessary to organìse 
the ìnformation and make it available in a manner that lends itself to the 
task of constructing a new document. 

The user must be able to access the appropriate precedents and particular 
clauses in the precedents. Often, it is not possible to judge the appropria
teness of a text unit simply from its name and without reading it; yet, it 
is not desirable that the user has to go through large amounts of text 
unnecessarìly. Therefore, it is necessary to provide signposts throughout 
the collection of precedents which give the ma.··<dmum possible guidance as 
to the optimal paths to follow, without rigidly predetermining them. 

4.1. Controlling the compkxity of linkages 

Once the agenda is to provi.de maximum access to elements ot the 
information contained in preceàents, it may be thought that the designer 
will strive to previde links to cover all the paths that the user may 
conceivably take between text units. However desirable this may seem at 
first, such an approach is doomed to failure when the amount of the 
inf ormatìon is fairly large1• Most hypertext systems have been modelled, 
whether explicitly or not, on the concept of a persona! informati.on system. 
The methods employed do not scale up to applications in sizeable law 
finns. An idiosyncratic organisation of a persona! library may be quite 
usefuL Y et, it cam10t possibly be allowed where there are both multiple 
contrìbutors of informaticn and users [Larson ì 989]. It is absoiutely essen
tial to control the overall number of Enks and also to provide some 
meaning:ful way of deciding where a link should. be inserted by the author 
or when it should be followed by the user. 

If there is a proliferation of links, the user will find himself faced at any 
point with a large number of parhs to supposedly related information, 

1 A typical w!lection of precedents in one rd,1red area rnay consisc of a.round I 01) 
precedents, "llvith an average of, say, 8 A4-sized p:.ges per precedent. This is not a trivia1 
amount of infonnation because each documcnt has scores of text units (clauses ::md 
subdauses) ,md there is much interaction between the 1.mits, both wìthin a document and 
without. Still, it may be noted that we are not dealing wii:h browsing through vast libraries 
where emire!y different considerations would arìse. 
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without much guidance as to which is the preferred route. Humans find 
it difficult to handle more than four or five choices at a time. Faced with 
more than that, the user will become disoriented and find it difficult to 
visualise the structure of the information [Parsaye et al., 1989]. Equally, it 
will be difficult for the system to direct the browsing when there are so 
many options and little possibility of differentÌaiing between them without 
the user's own appraisal of the contents at the respective desrinations. 

4.2. Basic infonnation structures in HyperNotary 

The HyperNotary system was built using HyperCard on an Apple 
Macintosh computer. Each precedent is stored as an individuai. stack object. 
Tue individua} cards in the stack correspond to text units, such as para
graphs, clauses and subclauses. The sequence of the cards is the same as 
that of corresponding paragraphs, clauses and subclauses in the relevant 
precedent. Tue centrai feature of the HyperNotary system is that it employs 
named lìnks which have semantic significance, to the user and, to an extent, 
to the system. Five types of links were provìded: 

Usr-tally f ollows 
Alternative 
Inconsistent 
Necessary part 
Refers 

4.3. Example: the usualiy follows link 

There is a source and a target. The semantics are that, normally, the 
source text unit is included in a document only after the target text unit 
has been ìnserted. To take a triviai example, leaving a sum of money in 
trust requires that the appointment of trnsrees already be provided for. A 
clause of a gift upon coming of age or at marriage usually, but not inva
riably, follows a clause appointing a guardian. This significance of the 
presence of such a lìnk can be made clearer to the user by providing 
background legai information - c.g. the case law whìch shows the need for 
the extra clauses - contained in special «footnote» fields. 

Where the user has imported a text unìt from a precedent into the 
document-under-construction, and that unit is the source of one or more 
'usually follows' links, the system would auwmatìcally display all targets 
of these jinks, i.e. text units that usualìy follow the importcd unit. 
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F1G. 1. HyperNotary Screen during Document Assembly 
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lncont9mplation of maniage, ::::::::::::::::::::/:::::::::::::::::· · · · · · · · · 
................................... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.······· ...................... :-:-:-:-:-:-: -:-:-:-:-:..:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:. :-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-: 
Pa tor~ .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.········································ .•.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. 
JH( d my E~ or ffFj Trusteee l>elng a. peraon engaged In wiy 
prdeeeion or MM88 8ha.l be entitled (aj b:t-dtwge Md be P'id ali U3Ual 

or other eh e lbr buelneee tranead.ed time e 

... " ................................ . ....................................................................... ·.-.·.·.·.·.•.•,.•.·.·.·.·.·.·.· 
-:·:·:-:-:-:-: <· :-:-:-:-:-: · :<· >:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-> :-: ......... . Furthtr llnks 

1.ID Lle llterest te sp•e- provinf WII (IIICIISlry p11Q · .. · ·· · · ·· ·· · · · · · · · · 
2.fmm Msolute legMlee tt ddldren - appoilt exeçulot$, wied partaers (illterntl•I) 

. .·.·.·.·. ·-········ -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: -:.:-:-:-:-:. :-:-:. :-:-:~ :-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:•:•:• :->:-:-:-:-:.:-:-:-:-....................... ,. .......................................... . 
\:: ~ -~ •. ~ypl"rn0t~ ry J(ìcurnént br(ìwser & assi:i11ble,r 
~,,,....· . . 

Fig. 1 (originally produced for Mital & Johnson, 1992) shows the user 
viewing a clause labelled 'Payment of executors' (from a precedent, a will, 
entitled 'In contemplation of marriage'). Links to this clause are shown 
under the heading 'Links at Payment of executors'. It is seen that the 
clause is connected by a usually follows link to another clause, 'appoint 
executors, spouse', in the precedent entitled 'Life interest to spouse'. It is 
also possible to see the second-level links, i.e. links attached to the latter 
clause, which are displayed under the heading 'Further Links'. 

5. HYPERTEXT LINKS WITH STRONG AcTIONS 

We have now seen how hypertext is made usable for document authoring 
through assembly. We have seen the use of semantically differentiated links, 
the semantics being conveyed not only to the user, but also reflecting in 
actions by the system. However, it will have been noted that the actions 
taken by the system are relatively simple. 
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When, in the illustration given above, a· text unit was imported and that 
unit had some «usually follows:.. links to other units, the HyperNotary 
system automatical!y highlighted the linked clauses, ready for importing. 
In other words, the system ma.de the decision to follow certain links, 
rather than others, depending on the context 

Similarly, if a text unit is imported and there is an «inconsistente. link 
with a previously imported text unit, the system would take action to the 
extent of issuing a warning; if there were any footnotes giving reasons for 
the ìnconsistency, they would be displayed. 

But the above are relatively low commitment actìons: for instance, in 
the «usually follows» illustration, the system decided to follow a link only 
to the extent of highlighting the link and its targets, it did not definitively 
redirect the user in tbe indicated direction. 

W e will see next that a rather different type of situati on pertains in the 
case of links between ..:dead», evidential documents in a litigation support 
system. Here, the task ìs not crcating new documents, but analysing and 
grouping evidential documents, which, obviously, cannot themselves be 
changed. We will see that there it is necessary to have links with «strong• 
actions attached, actions which are actually determined by the system, with 
no expectation that: the user will either confirm or override them. W e will 
see that such it is feasib!e ro give links such strong actioos because the links 
are not so much between concepts per se, but between informatiori 
structures. 

6. EvIDENCE ANALYSIS IN LITIGATION SuPPORT SYSTEMS 

If a case involves a few hundrcd document, and a stable litigation team 
which has overseen the growth of the case file, then there may be little of 
relev;mce in the documents that the lawyers wiìl not be able to recalL If 
h al,. h. ·•·• il h tl 1 ' k M t ey cannot ree 1 1t, t err notes W1li te t em exac y wnere to ioo . ~ost 

cases are like this. Many are not. 
Advances in informati.on technology mean that it is easier than ever to 

generate a document, copy it and transmit it to multiple recipients. While 
this makes communications more efficient, its by-·product is a great increase 
in the volume of ìnformation that is gcnerated. When corporations are 
ìnvolved in complex litigation or arbitration., ìt is quite usuaI to find that 
50,000 documents (with a.n average of, say, four pages per document) bear 
a greater or !esser relevance to the matters in contemion. Mergers and 
acquisitions require lawyers to handle copious inf ormation generated by 
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diverse arms of conglomerates. Copyright actions need. the tracing of entire 
recorded histories of designs and developments. It is not just corporate 
actions that are so,affected. The defence in an action involving an industriai 
accident, products liability or labour relations often finds itself in a similar 
position. T o the documents which may potentially be produced in evidence 
must be added those generated by the process of litigation itself: pleadings, 
interrogatories, requests for admissions, recorded testimony, etc. 

As such, the use of computers for organised storage, management and 
retrieval of documents for the purpose of supporting litigation is growing. 
A study of large law firms showed that, of the one in three lawyers found 
personally to be using computers, a significant proportion did so because 
of the value of computers in litigation support [W allwork 1989]. 

There is a considerable array of Litigation Support Systems (LSs) on the 
market. Essentially, they provide one or both of the following facilities: 

• The user may search through library-catalogue type records containing 
salient subject headings and identification tags; possibly, the search 
may be for keywords in. summaries created in respect of each 
document by an informed person. 

• The user may locate documents by specifying any combination of 
(non-triviai) words and lexical items which occur in the originai text. 

The Empower system, developed within Esprit project «Document 
Logistics», extends the above capabilities in two relevant ways: 

• · In provides ways in which a document as a whole can be linked to 
one or more other documents; 

• A document, or a given pan of a document, can be linked to a 
concept, which in tum may be linked to other documents. 

7. INTER-DOCUMENT LINKS IN EMPOWER 

In evidential analysis several useful semantics for links can be identified. 
The sets of links available within Empower can be subdivided into different 
groups by looking at the degree of objectivity involved in assessing the 
links presence and interpreting its significance. 

One group - the contextual links - identifies objective relationships 
between documents within the corpus of evidence. The existence of a such 
relationships are well understood and rarely the subject of debate. However, 
the import of the relationship is a matter of subjective judgement and the 
system may only embody a simple interpretation of the semantics. 
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Another group - the process links - arise out of the litigation process 
itself. The existence of these links is again objective, but, because they 
represent pali: of the process Empower is designed to support it is beneficiai 
to embody a strong interpretation of their semantics. 

The third group - the conceptual links -- relate directly to the subject 
matter of the documents and their semantics are defined Ìargely by the 
issues, events and persona involved in the case. Although particular links 
of this type may not be contentious no such genera! assumption may be 
made. The semantics of such links are of necessity opaque to the system. 

The first two groups are sufficiently similar that much of the implemen
tation structure can be common. However the conceptuaì structure is quite 
distinct and we will discuss this in a separate section of the paper. 

7.1. Contextual document links 

A key issue in evidential analysis is the import of statements in the 
document when it was written and circuiated. Note that in this activity 
documents are real physìcal entities each with its own history rather than 
the more usuaì conceptual entity which may be embodied in severa! printed 
copies. Thus the context within which a particular document was seen is 
a sìgnificant aspect of the evidence and the litigation team wili wish to ask 
questions like: 

• «What other documents were seen with the letter?» 
• «Did John Doe see the draft or a final version?» 
• «Dìd the copy sent to Jane Doe have John Doe's hand-written note 

in the margin?» 

We do not necessarily answer these question directly but provide a 
serìes of relationships which can assist in such a task. The existence of 
each relationships is rooted in the document's history, however, it is 
usuaìly possìble to make an objective assessment from a study of the 
document itself. The three links which provide a contextual framework 
for a document are: 

Auached-to 
Cites (Refers-to) 
Duplicat;s 

Each of these links has slightly differcnt properties which are recog1ùsed 
and maintaincd by the system. 

Both Attached-to and Cites bave an inverse reiationship - Att:achments 
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and Cited-by. In both cases the inverse has distinct semantics but is com
pletely deducible from the primary relationship. We can also recognise that 
a document may only be Attached-to at most one other document but the 
other three relationships can link one document to many others. Our 
implementation presents these links as a series of global options which, on 
selection, retrieves the list of documents which stand in the selected relation
ship to the current item of interest. 

The Duplicates link has no inverse as one document is simply a member 
of a set of duplicates. We specifically avoid giving the document which has 
been duplicated a special status for two reasons: 

• We may not have that document within the corpus of evidential data; 
• Which document «carne first» involves a far more subjective judge

ment. 

We also note that each of the three links yields a different global graph 
structure. Both Attached-to and Duplicates must partition the document 
space. Attached-to must yield a single tree structure in each partition but 
by implication each Duplicates partition is fully connected. In contrast 
Cites is simply a directed graph which may encompass the whole document 
space. 

In summary the semantics related to document context links is used to 
contro! the generation of lists of related documents and the integrity of the 
database when the user declares that document X is Attached-to, Cites, or 
Duplicates document Y. 

7.2. Document process links 

The litigation process itself adds further structure to the context within 
which documents are seen. As one party to the process John Doe's 
representatives may regard his company ledger as a single document, 
however, another party might single out an account within the ledger and 
treat it as a document in its own right. Our respective pleadings will cite 
different documents yet we need to know that one is a subset of the other. 

Another part of the process which needs to be recognised is the 
disclosure of evidence to other parties. In the course of respondirig to a 
disclosure request we may be forced to reveal part of a document while 
wishing to keep other statements within it confidential. For example in a 
patent action we would be required to disclose design documents dealing 
the component under dispute, but we should not reveal other aspects of 
the design to a competitor. The equivalent manual activity would be to 
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photocopy only some pages of the document possibly obscuring paragraphs 
or diagrarns in the process. 

Empower has two further inter-docurnent links covering these issues: 

Sub-documents 
Versions-of 

The sernantics of both of these relationships have strong implications 
for the system. Unlike contextual links, which are declared by the user, the 
existence of these relationships is deduced by the system. In each case they 
are alternative references to the same evidential materiai and are thus quite 
distinct from duplicates, which represent copies occurring within the body 
of evidence. 

Sub-documents are identified when a document is introduced to the 
corpus of evidential materiai to be accessed by Empower. Access to the 
originai form of documents is provided through the use of scanned images 
and machine readable versions as ASCII text. T o achieve this the system 
needs each page to be clearly identified. The preferred method is through 
the use of a device such as Bates numbers which give each page a unique 
user identifiable reference number. When a document is introduced, or 
revised, to have some page identifiers in common with another known 
docurnent Empower generates the appropriate Sub-document links, i.e. the 
documents are defined to relate to the sa.me evidential materiai. 

The creation of versions arises at a different stage in the process when 
using Empower to print documents and document bundles. The system 
allows the user to print single documents or compile bundles of documents 
to be sent to other parties which include both information about documents 
along with the text or images stored within the system. In the course of 
this activity the user may decide to only reveal part of an evidential 
docurnent, thereby, creating a V ersion. 

A significant amount of information about a Sub-document or V ersion 
must be inherited from the originai document and may not be overridden 
by the user. Por example a Sub-document must be filed in the same piace 
as its parent - it would have to be a Duplicate of a Sub-document to have 
a separate physical existence. However, we do allow Sub-documents to 
have such things as distinct authors because this may provide a useful 
mechanism to recognise such things as individuai input to a corporate 
report. 

Much tighter constraints are placed upon V ersions. Since they are essen
tially an output filtering mechanism they inherit most properties of the 
originai document. They also represent a record of action taken to reveal 
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ìnformation to othcr parties and once formal priming has occurred further 
editing of the pages is i.nhibited. 

ì.3. Presentaiion of inter-document links 

Each type of inter-document link can describe one or more documents 
whicb st,md in a particular relationship to tl1e current document. Rather 
than provìde visual clues or lists of these relationshìps within the presen
tation of the document we adopt an overall screen design which presems 
information along side the text of the document. 

Fig. 2 shows a sketch of the screen layout2. 

Frc. 2. Overall Arrangement of the Empo·wer Screen 

& text menu 

image 
or 

text 

The image (or text) of the selected document is displayed ,,_)n the right 
of the screen with its associated bibljographic data in the form of a catalogue 
card on the top left. When the user selects a link type ( on the speed bar 
or the Empower menu) the system displays a record card showing a list 
of the documents holding the desired relationship to the current docum~:nt. 

Fig. 3 shows an example of an attachmems list record c,mL Any of 
these documents can be sdected for study by using the mouse to point and 

1 The systern U8es a Ìargc: lù6h definition si::reen to giye good preHentacion of scaao.ed 
im..ges which does not rerroduce well when reduced t0 an appropriau size for presentation 
within a document such as this. 
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FIG. 3. Empower Attached Document List 

LTA.. From: CM.. To: BT ..... 23-Jul-1991 
Flrst: Z-000006. pp 3 .. ID: 0000003 

The above document has the fo!lowin attachments: 
LTR, From: IM, To: AF ... , 13-Jul-1991 

First: Z-(0)]16, pp 5, ID: (0)]0(6 

AFF, From: CM, To: ~---, 18-0ct-1931 
First: Z-COll21 , pp 5, ID: 0CID007 

click the desired entry causing Empower to display the relevant image and 
catalogue card. 

Note the buttons at the foot of the card (in this case Attach and Detach) 
provide the mechanism for approprìately authorised users to declare and 
modify contextual links. 

8. LrnKs BETWEEN CoNCEPTS i'll-,,,,JD DocuMENTS 

Although the inter-document links provide some help with understan
ding of the evidence their semantics are not directed to the content of the 
investigation. W e need to indude somethìng of the relevant conceptual 
framework within the system. 

T o achìeve this we add a second set of records to the Empower catalo
gue each eme ìdentifying a concept relevant within the current case. Con
cepts a.re clustercd ìn groups, such a.s lssues, E'oents, and Person:t, which 
may be defined for each case or corpus of evìdence. Within each group 
a concept is given a reference code and expanded definition as shown by 
the exampìe concept record card in Fig. 4. For each concept type the 
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FIG. 4. Empower Concept Record Card 

Il laue Coda: Cl. 

Details 

Description: arelessness of driver + 

used may define a more complex (possibly multi-field) framework for 
the description. 

The concept records provide both an alternative entry point and a means 
of linking documents which deal with the sarne fact or phenomenon or 
address the same issue. Wherever a docurnent, or section of a document, 
deals with an issue the user creates an annotation record iinking the 
docurnent to the relevant concept. 

Fig. 5 shows an annotation idemifying the concept of a driver having 
been careless to some cornments appearing in a letter. In addition to the 
references to the docu.rnent and the concept other structured data such as 
a location within the document, a classification of the annotation (in this 
case probative value) and importance appear on the record card. 

Aithough the concepr links are the most powerlul tool for the litigation 
team to express the significance of the evidential materia! they are the 
weakest in terni of semantics which can be interpreted by the software. 
The only constraint on the graph generated by the annotation lìnks i.s that 
one end of each iink must be a concept and the other a document, it is 
even possible to have severa} links between the same document-concept 
pair because the concept may be expressed in several ways or places. 
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Fic. 5. Emp01.ver Annotation Card (Concept Link) 

~ CL MEN 2 of 7 MOia 
in { Lllt From: CMa To: BT ... a 23-Jul-'1991 

First Z-000006 .. pp 3 .. IO: 0000003 ----··--------------------.111 
Code: Carelessness of driver 

Probative value: Mentioned 
From paga (line) to 1 

e third paragraph CM implies that this incident was the 
rivers fault. 

Some sirnple processing of these links is provided. T o move between 
concepts and docmnents vie again use imcrmediate lists of the conceptual 
links (or annotations) so that, for exarnpie, starting from a document one 
can ask for a list of relevant concepts ( one can also list of all documern:s 
linked to a singìe concept). Since we anticipate some of these lists being 
lengthy facilities are needed to control the order or filter the items in the 
list, however, the system may only perceive a weak common sernantics for 
all annotations and these processes can only work with the simple concept 
categorìes and qualifier labels decfared by the user. 

9. Issm:s FOR D1scussmN 

TI1e design and functionality of a hypertext system for lawyers must be 
placed in perspective of wider issues ìn hypertext. There are several matters of 
ìnterest, of which the following points dese1ve more detailed consideration: 

(a) W'hen the information base cons.ists of multiple document.c:, the level 
at which they are integrated. 

(b) Minimising the disorìentation dunng navigation through a large, 
complex information base. 
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( e) When the information has to be available to multiple users, the 
degree of cu.stomisacion of the structure which is to be allowed. 

(d) The use that the system itself makes of the semantics of the links. 

9.1. ~Multiple docurnent hypertext 

Many applications have focused on appli.cations where the information 
they contain corresponds to a single document. These include conversion 
of reference works !Raymond & T ompa 1988] and manuals [Frisse 1988; 
W alker 1988] imo hypertext format, as well as the presentati on of new text 
by means of hypertext. Perhaps less common are applications which c:an be 
identified as combining information from severa! sources, such as the inte
gration of documentation arising from the software development process 
[Bieglow 1988]. 

However, a çommon assumption amongst the hypertext communiry is 
that the abilicy to integrate documents is one of thc major benefits which 
hypertext technology makes possible - such an assurnption has been expressed 
by McLaren (1990). In rhe context of this belief, the dearth of applications 
which couìd be termed multì-document hypertext appears somewhat sur
prising. Whatever the reason for this, the fact remains that the issues which 
have to be consìdered when designing a multi-document hypertext have 
not fully been a.ddressed. Glushko (1989) identifies four such ìssues, which 
relate to the suitabìlity and usability of a multi--document bypertext. We 
will discuss each of these in the context of the HyperNotary application. 

TI1e first question is which documents shou.ld be included in the applica
tion? There would seem to be little justification in trying to integrate a 
telephone directory with the Encyclopaedia Britannica. This is not because 
it is not physically possible, it is just that the semantics of such an cluster 
would be susn~ct. W e ha.ve to confrom thìs issue constantlv. Do we inte
grate all the 'wilis with all precedents of wmmercia.l Jea;es? And what 
about different kinds of wills? The answer to this generally follows from 
an analysis of the business process [Glushko 1989]. In iegal dou1ment 
assembly, there is some customary aggregation -- commerciaì leases relating 
to developments are considered together. Other than that, the degree of 
cross-referencing and comparison of precedents which wou1d be requircd 
is our guicling heuristic. 

The next question is the extent of integration. In other words, how 
tightly should the documents be link.ed. At the highest extent of int.egration, 
it would net be possibie to identify the boundar::es between documents. In 
our applications, it is not permissible to let the identit:y of separate prece-
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dents or evidential documents disappear. This is because the legal significance 
of a clause or statement can only be fully appreciated in the precise originai 
context. W e keep each precedent as a separate entity - a H yperCard stack. 
Therefore, no matter how richly connected the information may become, 
it is still possible for the user ignore the cross-linkages, to begin at the top 
of a stack and step sequentially through the dauses. The page reference 
codes used by Empower provide a similar standard of document integrity 
for the evidential data. 

Tue third issue is the locus of integration - i.e. where within the integrateci 
body of documents can the user enter and what further conneccions in the 
mass of informacion are available for traversai. There are several options 
open to a system designer. The simpìest would be indexing the documents 
through a bibliography, as in the well known legal database LEXIS. Altema
tively, the contents tables could be amalgamated. However, unless there 
were cross references between lower level text units, the user would be led 
into much seriai browsing [Glushko 1989]. Consequently, both inter
document and intra-document links are provided in HyperNotary and 
Empowcr, though Empower does focus more on the former type of ìinks. 
In addition, a number of entry points are available: e.g. direct access via 
free text search to one of the documents in a link.ed chain. 

Lastly, the question is: what types of links are provided? This has already 
been dealt with extensively above. It is sufficient to note that wc provide 
public links of types which minìmise the rìsk of inconsistent insertion by 
different authors. This is because (a) the links have exìstìng normative 
significance in the domain, and (b) the persons who insert them are domain 
experts, able to articulate these norms lMital & J ohnson 1991]. 

9.2, Minìmising dìsorientatìon withtn hyperspace 

The general problem of disorientation during navigation in hypertext is 
widely aclu1owledged ,md has been extensively commented upon [Conklin 
1987]. A number of partial solutions have been proposed: 

(1) The user is alerted as to what might be found when arriving at the 
end-point of a link. Landow (1987) believes this to be a crucial aspect of 
hypertext research and has suggested the fonnulation of a •rhetoric» of 
hypenexr whi.ch can be used to give impart knowledge about the stmcmre 
of the informati on base. Currently, some systems follow this advice by 
making the significance of iinks apparent to the user by means such as 
icons and/or short description of the destination. 
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(2) A history mechanism is provided which displays trails of the users' 
movement in the information space [Nielsen 1990]. lt has been suggested 
that such a record best makes sense when the goal or the purpose for 
which the user visited a particular text unit ìs annotated (in a volatile or 
non-persistent manner). 

(3) Means are provided by which the user can recover to one of a 
number of known and familiar reference poìnt in the information space. 
In a hierarchical arrangement, this might be the root or the apex of a 
branch. 

(4) A very powerful aid to appreciation of the strncture of the informa
tion is a graphical browser, such as is provided in the NoteCards system 
[Halasz 1988]. There is no one universally applicable type of browser and 
the rnanner of presentation is determined by the application. 

Both of our applications use the first of these options by employing the 
semantics associated with links to generate Ests showing the target nodes 
which can be visited. Indeed the browsing pattern in Empower will nearly 
always be alternately visiting documents and lists. Empower also uses the 
Windows. ìvtDI architecture to give a brief analogy to the history mecha
nism. Rather than replacing the current node when a link is traversed the 
new record card is added to the ones on display, thus backtracking is 
achieved by simply a 1nater of pointing to the previous window and bringing 
it to the top of the stack. 

The idea of having goals or purpose annotating the record of browsìng 
path is interesting, though in our opinion, not practical for a generalised 
hypertext systern. It is virtually irnpossibìe for the systern to, by itself, 
gather the goal or purpose in constructing or traversing a link with any 
degree of certainty. The user could be asked to add some form of annotation 
but is likely to be resistant to the idea. In any case, a short statcment of 
purpose rnight become meaningiess after the user has lost track of an idea 
and has moved on to another. Consequently, what is needed is a .history 
mechanism that is much leaner. 

With an application specific hypertext, such as Empower or HyperNo
tary, it is possible to make crude inferences about the purpose of traversing 
a link and attach weights to the nodes visited. In litigation support the 
focus on documentary evidence gives the document catalogue cards a special 
significance and provides the user with a me,mingful recovery point. The 
information carried by Empower can be perceìved as clusters of annotations 
and lists «surrounding,. a document ( or concept) to give a two Jevel stmcture 
to the graph (see Fig. 6). Tbis means a more focused hìstory mechanism 
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could be produced by just tracing the document, and possibly concept, 
reforences during a work session. 

F1G. 6. Empower Two Leve! Graph 

Tt helps when the hypertext model has a dose and natural correspon
dence with the paper world of the lawyer as well as the stmcture of the 
document assembly or evidential analysis task as it would be manually 
carried out, The semantically differentiated links nced to bear names and 
actions assignable in the paper world, If so, users can appreciate the signi
ficance of a link, not merely from the label, but also whence it origi.nates 
and what it does, However, we do admo-wledge that some disorientation 
is inevttabie. The undedying problem is that inforrnation about a destinatiori 
can rarely be fuHy conveyed ·-· not just in hypertext but in other walks of 
life such as when directìons are given to a motorist [Brown l 987]. 

9.3. Customisatùm in a multi--user envzronment 

Bush (i 945) envisaged the nmionai precarsor of hyperte:xt to be a 
iibrary o{ infonnation personal to an individuai. Indeed, a fargi:: proportion. 
of hypertext systems are trea.ted as persona] information managers by a 
single user .. In such a situation, ad hoc linking of informatioo units is not 
detrimental. However, this cannot be ailowed when a number of persons 
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would access the information. As is the case with a second-hand text 
book, the markings by the previous owner can come in very handy; on 
the other hand, they can be most irksome. The matter of private versus 
public lìnks is a live issue in hypertext. It has been addressed in context 
of systems to manage information related to the software engineerjng 
process. 

· One way in which software engineering systems allow customisation of 
informatìon is by allowing annotatìons to be attached to information units 
such as pieces of code, design diagrams, and so on. These annotations may 
or may not be made available to others for reading and/or aìteration. The 
multi-user hypertext tool, KMS, allows a frame-level security system to 
individuai users [ Akscyn et al. 1988]. However, it is rare for the structure 
of the information to be changed by individuais except in accordance with 
the strictest of guidelines set for a project. 

In the lega! document assembly appìication, we do not have the possi
bility of centralised direction and supervision of restructuring of infonnation, 
yet we do not wish to curtail the users' freedom unduly. A compromise 
solution is, therefore, provided by means of private and public ìinks. The 
publicly available structure of the information - as constituted by the 
semantically differentiated links -- cannot be changed. However, a user is 
pennitted to add labelled lìnks between any two points. These b.bels are 
not interorcted bv the system. Also, the l.inks of one user are not shown 
in the vie"w of the' ìnforn{ation presented to another user. A similar dichoto
my is present in Empower but in this case the conceptual links are visible 
to ail users unless they seiect the author's name as a filtering criteria for 
listing annotations. 

9.4. Acti·ve Hnks 

Earlier hypertext systems did not entertain the idea of ìinks whìch a.re 
semantically diHt:rentiated by the system - as opposed to the user alone. 
More recently, knowledge-based techniques have been used in the context 
of hypertext [Diaper & Rada 1989; Parsaye et al. 1989]. The aim is to 
provide the system with the ability to inte1pret thc link in the context of 
the facts made known to it by the user, make suitable inf erences and use 
that to drive the direction of browsing or previde guìdance on what ne,v 
links a user can add. As explained earlìer in the comext of know ìedge
based template systems, strong predictions have to be made about the 
import of and reìationships between text units. The two hypertext systems 
described above make very weak assumptions about the interaction between 
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text units. W e believe that this is entirely appropriate in a fuzzy domain 
such as law. However, as has been seen in the case of Empower, when the 
linked units are relatively large and standard information structures, certaìn 
strong actions can follow the weak assumptions. 
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Exploiting Document Structure 
in Retrieval from Legai Hypertexts 

TREVORJ.M. BENCH-CAPON, PAUL E.S. DUNNE, GEOF STANIFORD 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are many different types of documents to be found in the legal 
domain: legislation, both primary and secondary, commentaries, case reports, 
guidelines issued to adjudicators, and information supplied to members of 
the public, to narne but a few. For a given task it is often difficult to 
predict which materiai will be relevant: genera! principles, cases relevant, to 
other areas of law, and other legislation may be needed for a balanced 
understanding of a particular question. A person trying to get what is 
needed for a particular purpose must extract from this large amount of 
potentially relevant documentation the specific materia! needed in the given 
situation, with reference both to the current level of background knowledge 
possessed by the reader and the problem to be solved. 

Because it is so centra! to almost every task in the legai domain, the 
retrieval of documents has received much attention in the application of 
computers to law. Early applications of computers centred on conventional 
retrieval systems, such as LEXIS and WESTLAW, which rely on Boolean sear
ching methods. Whilst of great generai utility, these techniques are often 
only of limited value for supporting specific tasks. In particular, problems 
arise from the fact that one legai concept may be represented by a variety 
of different words, and that the context · may lead to one and the same 
keyword being used to express a range of different concepts. Relevance 
must be determined therefore not by the presence of particular words, but 
by the underlying concepts with which the document deals. 

This has led to much investigation being directed towards the «concep
tual» retrieval of legai documents. Examples of such techniques can be 
found in Bing (1987), Hafner (1987), and, most elaborately, in Dick (1991). 
These approaches have achieved some impressive results in experimental 
work, but they all require a formidable degree of skilled analysis both of 
the domain and of individuai documents. Together with some other obsta-
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cles, this has so far prevented these techniques from being scaled up to 
realistic practical · applications. 

Connectionist methods of retrieval hold some promise of reducing the 
amount of expert analysis needed, by automating the recording of associa

. tions between documents. Example of this work may be found, applied to 
the legai domain, in Belew {1987), and, as a general technique, in Boughanem 

. and Soulé-Dupuy (1992). Again these techniques have had their successes, 
but the empirica! results are not entirely conclusive, and the improvements 
in recall and relevance have yet to be achieved with consistency. 

In recent years hypertext has become very popular. Wilson {1988) 
describes an early system which presents legai materiai as a hypertext. 
Hypertext seems to hold out a great deal of promise for the legai domain 
in that the grain size of the documents is smaller, avoiding problems whe
reby the relevance of a passage of a document is lost in a generally irrelevant 
context, and by the use of semantic links between the document fragments 
which directly support the conceptual association of these fragments. In a 
hypertext, materials are primarily located by a strategy of browsing these 
semantic links. It must, however, be recognised that browsing is a strategy 
developed from recreational reading, where the reader is not seeking specific 
information, and so is not directed towards situations where there is a 
definite task in view, which is normally the case when a legai information 
retrieval system is being used. Hypertext also has another disadvantage: the 
smaller grain size means that there is an ever present danger of materiai 
being encountered out of context, and so misinterpreted. Linear documents 
are organised by their authors and this gives them a structure which can 
be lost when they are transformed into a hypertext. In some domains this 
may not matter, but it is a serious issue in the domain of law. Legai 
documents tend to conform to a fairly rigid conventional structure, and 
this structure makes important contributions to the meaning of the docu
ment. As is argued in Routen and Bench-Capon (1991), the need to capture 
this structural meaning is criticai. 

Moreover, it must be recognised that structure is important not only 
with respect to the the source documents: the document the reader is 
trying to obtain ( and a reading of a hypertext can usefully be seen as the 
retrieval of a customised document) will also have a desired structure, 
relating to the target reader and the goals of that reader. This can be clearly 
seen in much of the work done on document preparation systems, such as 
Sprowl (1979), Morris (1987) and Branting (1993). 

Tue aim of this paper is to suggest ways in which the undeniable benefits 
of the use of hypertext can be gained while avoiding the problems described 
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earlier. The key idea is to respect and record the structure of the documents 
involved, so as to direct the traversal of the hypertext to the task in hand. 
We will therefore be concerned with the description of a document mani
pulation formalism that addresses the problems of representation and 
retrieval in a way which exploits the strnctures that are present in the 
documents found in the domain and so to counteract the problems exhibited 
by existing systems. The key elements of the formalism may be summarised 
as follows: 

• Representation of documents as hypertext graph structures that are 
constructed and updated through use of the graph modification rule 
paradigm amplified in Bench-Capon and Dunne (1989), so as to 
capture the physical and conceptual organisation of the documents. 

• Exploitation of linearisation schema, as introduced in Bench-Capon 
et al. (1992), as a formai mechanism both for extracting hard-copy 
documents from the system and as an aid to traversal of the hypertext. 

• Dcfinition of an agent based system to control searching and traversai 
of the hypertext, deveìoped using the agent formalism propounded in 
Staniford et al. (1993), Staniford (1993) and Staniford and Dunne 
(1994). 

2. CoNSTRUCTING REPRESENTATIONS AccoRDJNG To DocuMENT STRUC

TURE 

Hypertext systems are increasingly advocated as the best means of repre
senting and perusing large collections of documents. A hypertext may be 
viewed as a labelled directed graph in which the nodes of the graph corre
spond ro textual blocks and the edges describe relationships between dif
ferent sections of text. It has been the convention that the edge labelling 
is viewed as a semantic net covering the content of the document. 

Formally, a hypertext has been defined as 

Definition 1: [Bench~Capon et al., 1992] A bypertext, H, over the cha
racter set (or alphabet) :E is defined by a quintuple: 

H = (V; E; ~,; ,lE; X) 

where V= {l, 2, ... , n} is a finite set of nodes; E ç;;; V x V is a finite set of 
links; À.v: V • 1;,:· is a node labelling function; ÀE: E • 5,:-is a link labelling 
function; and X: V • :z:,:· is the mapping describing the textual content of 
each node in the hypertext. • 
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While hypertext allows for more flexible traversals of text, it has been 
observed that this very flexibility presents considerable difficulties even to 
experienced users of hypertext. Users may become disoriented in a network 
with an intricate linkage structure and they may be unable to find the 
precise section of text in which they are interested, and unable to integrate 
the information they do retrieve into a coherent whole which will meet 
their information needs. lt can be argued that these problems arise for two 
reasons: many hypertexts are, initially, constructed from conventional linear 
source texts, which were of course written and intended to be accessed as 
such, and the processes by which such sources should be 'hyperised' so as 
to reflect the originai organisation imposed by the author are poorly 
understood. Secondly, since the linkage structure may be modelled on a 
semantic net, there are the problems of subjective interpretation of relation 
names that have been well discussed by Brachmann (1975) and others. A 
further difficulty that has heen identified is that often materiai is ultimately 
needed in a conventional hard-copy format and so a mechanism is needed 
by which relevant information can be extracted in a sensible order from 
the mass of the hypertext. This, the linearisation problem, has been the 
subject of much investigation, see e.g. Simpson and McKnight (1990). lts 
difficulty is exacerbated by the fact that different classes of user, having 
different purposes in mind, will wish to see different linearised routes 
through the same hypertext. Thus what is needed is a linearisation strategy 
which can be tailored to specific tasks. 

A potential solution to these problems has been suggested in Bench
Capon and Dunne (1989). Following the observations of Stotts and Furuta 
(1988), Koo (1989) and others we noted that different classes of document. 
are associated with different organisational structures - these structures 
being implicitly understood and observed by authors and readers of docu
ments in a specific class. Any document can also be seen as a graph of text 
nodes linked by edges. 

Thus in Bench-Capon and Dunne {1989) we defined a document graph as 

Definition 2: A document graph is a dir~cted acyclic graph, G(V,E). The 
nodes in V denote objects in a document and the edges in E depict logica! 
connections between objects. • 

Notice that such document graphs are specialisations of generai hyper
texts since they enforce an acyclicity condition. In the more generai frame
work introduced in Bench-Capon et al. (1993b), different graph-theoretic 
structures, of increasing richness, are used to model a hierarchy of document 
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forms progressing from linear text through to hypertext. Document graphs 
appear as an intermediate stage of this hierarchy. Moreover, the types of 
nodes permitted in a document, the edges that link them, and the grammar 
which determines which edges may link which nodes are determined by 
the class of a document. 

Formally, the dass to which a document belongs is described by its 
specification, thus in Bench-Capon and Dunne (1989) we have 

Deftnition 3: A document specification is a pair DS = (C, !nit). Here C 
is a finite set of constraints {Ci: 1 ::; i$ k} where each Ci is a computable 
predic.ate on document graphs. lnit is a set of initial document graphs. Given 
a document specification, DS, and a document graph G, G is said to satisfy 
specificati on DS if G E J nit or Ci ( G) is true for each constraint in C. .i 

With this definition, by making explicit the structural characterìstics 
that typify a class of documents, wc can construct representations consistent 
with this structure and determine whether modifications proposed subse
quently will preserve it. Some example specifications of document classes, 
e.g. for rnathematical papers, were given in Bench-Capon and Dunne (1989). 

'1.1 e are now in a position to give a specification of the structural con-· 
straint:s on particular document dasses, and so specify these constraints for 
the various classes of iegal document that we may wish to have available 
in our hypertext. The resuiting graph may be seen as providing an overlay 
to the hyperised text which will mean that some of the links in the hypertext 
will reflect these structural Jinks derived from the class of documem stored. 

Thus the initial hyperisation of a text should be produced in a manner 
consistent with the implicit structures of the documents being hyperised, 
present in any class of document but of e~peciai importance in legai docu
ments. Any subsequent ch,wges to the hypertext must only be pem1itted 
if they preserve this strncture. In order m facilitate this process, Bench
Capon and Dunne (1989) illustrated how simple graph grammars may be 
used to control modifications to the resultin.g hypertext. 

The mechanism ernployed is termed a graph modification system, and is 
defined as 

Definition 4: A graph modification system (or GMS) is a fìnìte set 

S = (R1, Rl, ... , R,,,ì 

of graph modification rules. Each rule is a triple < P, Gl' GR > where P is a 
predicate on document graphs and Gl' G, are document graphs. A rule ope-
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rates as follows on a document graph G: if P ( G) is satisfied then any in
stance G1 in G may be replaced by G, to yield a new document graph F. • 

It should be noted that this structural specification is not primarily 
concerned with the physical layout of text, as is the case for existing systems 
such as SGML or ODA (1985), but with the conceptual organisation of the 
text. 

By observing these conventions, it is possible to ensure that the process 
of hyperisation does not lose the structure of the source documents: so 
that the originai context of a particular text node remains available, and the 
meaning implicit in the structuring of the originai document is respected. 

3. RETRIEVING lNFORMATION IN A STRUCTURED FoRM 

The above discussion concems the creation and maintenance of hypertext 
forms of document in order to preserve the structural coherence expected 
from highly organised documents. Such an approach, however, can also be 
used when recovering information from a hypertext representation, be it as 
an orthodox hard-copy document or in the process of navigating the 
hypertext to recover particular data. Thus, the linearisation and navigation 
problems associated with hypertext can also be addressed by exploiting the 
underlying structure of texts. 

A problem faced in the navigation and linearisation of hypertext forms 
is that different user classes have widely differing requirements. U sers will 
typically be perf orming well defined tasks and have specific information 
needs, so that the document that they are trying to extract from the hy
pertext itself has a structure capable of specification. These needs, and the 
diversity of forms they may take, suggest that in arder to facilitate the 
extraction of relevant sections of the hypertext network, mechanisms to aid 
traversai are needed: such traversai guides must be customised to recognise 
the structures and information with which different user classes are concer
ned. W e have argued above that classes of document exhibit particular 
structural properties and thus, in dealing with the traversai of hypertext to 
relate to specific user classes, it seems natural to use the graph-theoretic 
form of the document structure expected to be retrieved as a guide to 
navigating the hypertext. 

In Bench-Capon et al. ( 1992, 1993) a formalism respecting such an 
approach is described. The idea underlying this formalism is to extract 
from the compiete hypertext form a document graph, in the sense of 
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Definition 2, that conforms to a specificati on (in the sense of Definition 3) 
of a class of documents of interest. The document graph output can be 
seen as an 'intermediate' form between the hypertext and the specific infor
mation required. The use of such an intermediate fonn has several advanta
ges: since its structure conforms to the structural specification of the class 
of documents of imerest it will be easier for the user concerned with the 
class to navigate and e,'l:tract inf ormation from; secondly, since the graph 
form is directed and acyclic, the intermediate form contains a finite collection 
of well defined source-to-sink paths: the textual information obtained by 
traversing the nodes in these will correspond to a suitable user-specific 
linearisation of a portion of the hypertext. Of course, in order to tailor 
intermediate forms produced to specific user needs, it ìs necessary to describe 
the class of documents of imerest to the traversal system. This we do by 
means of a linearisation schema and target graph specification. 

An overview of the retrieval process is given in Fig. 1, where a speci
fication of the target document is used in conjunction with the hypertext 
H to extract a document graph representing the set of retrievable docu-

FIG. 1. Specific.atìon Led Linearìsation of Hypertext 

1st Linearisation Phase 

Final Linearisation 
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ments which fall within the specified class. Ibis document graph can then 
be used in the final linearisation phase to retrieve the specific information 
required. 

The specificati.on form has to be amenable to manipulation by the linea
rising system whilst being relatively straightforward to generate.The basic 
component of such a document graph class description is cailed a target 
graph specification. Recall that with the nodes and links of a hypertext we 
have associated labelling relationslnps ,\, and ,\ respectively. If S is an arbitrary 
set and 1\ a iabelling relationship for S then we denote by Names (S) the set 

Names (S) =dej (aE :E*: Lx ES such that .Às (x) = a} 

Definìtion 5: An extended reg1,lar expression over L with connection set 
A ìs any expression buìlt as follows: 

L V a E 1:, a is an extended regular expression. 
2. If S and T are extended regular expressions, then so are: 

2.L S Efì T (alternative) 
2.2. S • T (connection) 

).. 

2.3. S • TV À E A (labelled connection) 
2.4. (S) (~racketing) 
2.5. S''" (repetition) 

3. A!l that are extended regular expressions arise by reason of (1) and 
(2) alone. 0 

Definìtion 6: A target graph specification ìs any extended regular 
expression over Names (Av) with connection set Names (À.E). • 

The formalism described in Definitions 5 and 6 has the property that 
there is a.n easily computable mapping from target graph specifications 
onto document graphs. Let ERE (I:., A) denote the totality of all extended 
regular expressions over L with crn:inection A set and (l:, A)-dag denote the 
set of all directed acyclic graphs whose nodes are labelled with elements of 
ì: and whose links may be labelled with elements of A. Notice that any 
graph in (E, A)-dag may be viewed as a document graph. With these we 
can define a mapping: 

µ : ERE (}::, A) --• Subsets of (}:, A)-dag 

by using the rules: 
1. If a E r, then µ ( a) is a single node iabelled a. 
2. If S, Te ERE (1:, A) then: 

2.1. µ (S $ T) is formed by taking a graph, S' from µ (S) and one, T' 
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from µ (T) and forming the graph consisting of a copy of S' and 
a copy of T' with no links connecting the two. 

2.2. µ (S • T) is formed in a similar way to µ (S $ 'T) except that 
unlabelled links are added from each sink node of the S' to each 
sou:rce node of T'. 

,Ì. 

2.3. µ (S • 7) is formed in the same way as JJ (S • T) but with the 
added link.s being labelled ;.. 

2.4. µ ((S)) is identica! to µ (S*). 
2.5. µ (S'~) is either the empty graph or is recursively g1ven by 

µ(S • S'~). 

Target graph specifìcations tied to the document graph specificati on of 
a parùcular class of documents can be used to inf orm the traversa} and 
retrieval of information from a complex hypertext representatìon. The 
specification eff ectively describes node and link labellings that are relevant 
to a class of structured documents and how these labellings are permitted 
to interact. The degree of contro! provided simplifìes the process of fiitering 
the required text from the hypenext form. Of course, the algebraic 
formalisrn employed in constrncting a specification renders it unreasonable 
as a mechanism to be emp!oyed by u~ers d.irectly. In practice such spe·
cifications would be computed and stored as p:m of the traversa.I mechanism 
and hence their actions would be transparent to users trying to retrieve 
information in a specific form. 

While the use of target graph specifications allows arbitrary document 
graph classes to be captured, in practice there are some drawbacks to its 
use. In particular, since only structures that are explicitly represented within 
a hypertext can be extracted, it is not easy to recover document forms that 
are implicitly present, e.g. different orderings of bibliographic details. In 
Bench-Capon et aL (1993) an extension of the specification strncture is 
described in which the concept of a linearis .. ,tion schema is developed. Such 
a schema provides for the representation and retrìeval of document forms 
which may not be explicitly linked Ìnto the hypertext representation, so as 
to allow for the retrieval of documents of classes other than those used to 
construct the hypertext. Linearisation schemata are defined in tcrms of 
various operators defined over target graph specifications and thus these 
schemata are what should be used to control thc traversal process. 

Given the representation of lega.I texts as graphs refleccing their stmcture 
outlined above, navigational templates for browsing and linearisation of the 
lega.I hypertext so as to retrieve the informaùon in a task directed manner 
can be built. 
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T o summarise this section we believe that many of the common pro
blems of hypertext representations may be overcome by rigorously con
trolling the manner in wbich such representations are constructed, develo
ped and accessed. The use of document graphs and graph grammar based 
modification rnle systems appears to provide such a contro! structure. The 
schematic below, Fig. 2, depicts the main components of the legal document 
storage system described above: 

FIG. 2. Components of Structure-based and Retrieval System 

Modification Rule 
System 
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4. AGENTS FOR CoNTROLLING SEARCH WITH KBS SuPPORT 

The mechanisms described above support retrìeval by ensuring that any 
material that is retrieved will be presented in a sensible fashion. These 
mechanisms may, however, be enhanced considerably by the provision of 
further support to the users of the system. What is required additionally 
is that the material so presented wiìl be the materia! which the user will 
find most useful. Whilst the form of the retrieved materiai is a necessary 
constraint, it is, of itself, insufficient: the user does not simply want a 
legitimate linearisation, but some particular linearisation that will fit the 
current problem. In other words some .:intelligent» support is required to 
facilitate the traversa!. 

The relationship between hypertext and knowledge based systems has 
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been observed in Barlow et al. (1989, 1990) and further expanded in Bench
Capon and Dunne (1990). Given that what is required is the judgemental 
choice between structurally acceptable linearisations, use of selection 
heuristics encapsulated using KBS techniques, seems an obvious deve
lopment. In order to guide the navigation and linerisation of texts, therefore, 
we propose to use knowledge based techniques, so as to incorporate a 
variety of traversal heuristics. In order to provide an intermediary between 
the document base and the knowledge base we propose employing a system 
of communicating agents, each with a formally prescribed set of actions 
and responses. 

The concept of intelligent cooperative information systems is currently 
evolving from severa!, until very recently, disjoint technologies induding 
database systems, artificial intelligence, programming languages, software/ 
knowledge engineering, distributed computing, and office information 
systems, to mention just a few, e.g. Papazogolou and Zeleznikow (1992), 
Huhns et al. (1993). A number of authors have observed that communicating 
multi-agent systems offer a rich and flexible design paradigm for the 
development of such intelligent distributed systems, e.g. Bond and Gasser 
(1988), Werner (1992). 

Genesereth and Nilson (1987) described an elegant, logie based archi
tecture, for computational agents but it lacked the features required to 
provide agents with the abiìity to communicate with one another. Building 
upon Genesereth and Nilson, Staniford et aL (1993) define an extensive 
formalism which deals with communicating computational agents as a 
contro! mechanism for co-operative writing strategies. An agent in the 
sense used by those authors rnay, informally, be viewed both as reactive 
and deliberative, i.e. as an entity which acts in response to external stimuli 
but whose actions taken as a result are dependent on both the stimulus 
received and current internal state of the agent. Some of the potential 
offered by agent mechanisms can be seen in rheir use to contro! dialogue 
between human users, and apply heuristic rnethods to structure a report of 
that dialogue is described in Stanìford et aL (1993). Staniford (1993) additio
nally gives a Prolog implementation of the required agents. Of particular 
interest, in the context the retrieval of legal information, is the development 
of agents that use deontic logie, described in van Wright (1951, 1964, 1965, 
1971 ), in conjunction with resolution, described in Robinson ( 1965 ), as the 
reasoning mechanism for the deliberative functionality required within their 
architecture, described in Staniford (1993,1994). Such agents are highly 
suitable for applying heuristìc methods for the extraction of sets of possible 
solutions from searches of structured document bases. 
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As an implemented example, described in detail in Staniford (1993), 
consider the rapporteur agent: whose responsibility it is to synthesise what 
may be a rambling dialectical discussion, between two participants, into a 
coherent document setting out the thrust of their debate. The generai 
dialogue graph model that is realised by the rapporteur agent, during the 
course of the dialectical discussion, may be viewed as a specific instance of 
the sort of hypertext structure defint:d in Definition 1. A discussion report 
is a simple linear example of the more generai document models described 
earlier: see Definition 2. W e thus have two graphs, one - a directed cyclic 
graph - representing the realised dialogue space, and one - a directed 
acyclic graph -· the model of a report of a dialectic discussion; both graphs 
contaìning single sources and sinks. The main task fa.cing the rapporteur 
agent is to transform the former into the htter. Rapporteur has no notion 
of the semantics of a dialectical argument; it provides a way of enforcing 
a general syntactic stmcture to a dialogue represcmed by a graph. 'Ibis 
structure is sufficiently Hexible to allow the participants to conduct their 
dialogue using deduction, induction or indeed abduction as the mode of 
reasoning in their arguments. In its present form the rapporteur agent, 
while being modelled on Definiti.on 7 (see below) has the requisite know
ledge for Enearisacion encoded ìn an irnplicit form; in future work it is 
intended to develop a knowledge base (see Definition 8 bclow) of lineari
sation strucuii-ec; in an explicit way in order to enhance the overall flexibility 
and robustness of the system. 

The practical application of logie based communicating agents to the 
legai document retrieval domain involves defining a multi-agent structure 
as a means of controlìing search and traversai of document bases. The 
environment in which this structure will operate thus comprises three main 
elements: 

• A document base; 
• A knowledge base; 
<11 A search-and-traverse engine. 

Tbe document base consists of legai texts which are represented as 
spedfication constrained hypertexts, i.e. in which the node and linkage 
structures are required to follow the conccptual organìsation of the pertinem 
document classes: see Definicion 1, 

The knowledge base encodes specialisc information and reasoning stra
tegies, together with information as to the user and the task. It is designed 
as a logie based deliberative agem with certa.in constraints: see Definition 
8 below. Note that the knowledge base is used to provide information for 
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computational agents directly and its use is transparent to human users of 
the system. 

The search-and-traverse engine is defined as a network of communicating 
agents: see Definition 7 below. This engine fulfills two roles: it provides the 
interface between the document base, knowledge base, and user for handling 
user gencrated queries; and it assists the user in traversing the document 
base by retrieving the relevant source hypertext and guiding the user through 
it in accordance with the appropriate linearisation schema. 

Definùìon 7: A deliberate agent in a legai document retrieval system is 
a 12-tuple of the form 

< D, .H, T, A, R, Q, W, see, do, hear, database, actùm > " 

Where the set D is an arbitrary set of predicate calculus databases which 
represent the agent's internal states. H is a set of hypertexts (Definition 1.) 
which represent the extemal states of the environment in which the agem 
operates. T is a set of partitions of H in the form of a set of doo,ment 
graphs (Definition 2.). A is a set of actions, actions that the agent may 
decide·to perform. R is a set of input words that represents the incoming 
communications from other agents. Q is a set of partitions of R, e.g. 
requests from a user vlOuld fall into a differcnt panition than a set of 
strategies received from the knowledge base. W is a set of output words 
and we note that W is not necessarily equa.1 to R. 

1be function see: H • T maps each state m H ìnto the partition to 
which it belongs. The function hear: R -• Q maps each word in R into the 
partition in which it beiongs. These are sensory functions and are used to 
characterise the way in which an agent perceives stimuli external to itself. 
We use see to enable an agent to determine the locai state of its environment 
and he?lr to enabìe the agent to receive comrnunications from other agcnts. 

Tbe fonction do: A >< H • H x W is an executory funccion which maps 
each action and state into the state that results from the execution of the 
given action in the given state together with the resulting output; providing 
the agent wìth the ability to change the local state of its environment and 
to communicate a message to another agent. 

Unlìke see and hear the do function encapsuìates acting ,md communi .. 
catìng ìn one functìon bec:ause aithough there will be occasions when 'iVe 

wish to commur;icate wjthour changing a stare, rhe converse is not the 
case. We do not allow an act which change~; the state of the environment 
to take piace without there also being a corresponding act of communica
tion. W e wish to indicate that these two operations are closely bound 
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together in order that we may simplify the coordination of the knowledge 
- between autonomous agents - that environmental state changes have 
taken place. The ability to communicate both with and without state changes 
occurring in the environment is crucial to the notion of networks of 
cooperating agents. 

The function da.tabase: D x N x T x Q • D maps the set of databases 
and both types of observation imo the new set of internal databases; thus 
allowing the internal state of an agent to change. Finally, action: 
D x N x T x Q • A is a function which maps each database, cycle number, 
external state partition and input partìtion into the action that the agent is 
to pedorm whenever it finds itself wìth a particular combination of inter
nal databases, inputs and external states; note that, in practice, the cyde 
. number is stored in an element of the set D and is updated by the àatabase 
function but has been shown separateiy here in order to make its presence 
apparent. 

The key idea in defining agents in this dass is the use of an automated 
inferencc method like resolution combined with a logica! method of rea
soning such as deontic logie to ìmplement the agent's action function. An 
agent of this sort is deliberate in that it deliberates on every cycle about 
which external action to pedorm. 

In order to provide a useful knowledge base in the context of a multi
agent system we use the architectural specification given in Definition 7 as 
a general basis architecture and design a specialisation of that basis archi
tecture for the knowledge base component of the system. This methodo
logy provides a centra! resource that allows system users to operate in 
parallel from geographically disparate locations. 

Definition 8: A knowledge base in a legai docurnent retrieval system is 
a nine-tuple of the form 

< D, A, R, Q, W, do, hear, database, action > • 

where the set D is set of predicate calculus databases that encapsulate the 
genera! notions presented in Definitions one through six with the addition 
of internal essentials such as the currem cycle number. A is a set of actions 
which in the case of a knowiedge base agent amounts to choosing a suitable 
output for communication to the interrogating agent, R, Q and W are as 
described above. 

The function hear. R • Q is as defined above but the function do 
sìmplifies to do: A • W and maps each action to the resulting output 
communicatìon. The function database: D x N x Q • D maps the set of 
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databases and the received incoming communication onto the new set of 
internal databases. Finally, the function action: D x N X Q • A maps each 
database, cycle number, and input partition into the action that the agent 
is to perform whenever ìt finds itself with a particular combination of 
internal databases and inputs. 

Key elements of cooperation in the multi-agent retrieval network are 
the identification, realisation, and evaluation of agent controlled search and 
traversai strategies. Such strategies will incorporate heuristic traversa! 
methods involving, for example, the normative thesaurus approach of Bing 
( 1987), domain analysis of the sort found in Dick ( 1991 ), and the argument 
heuristics described in Rissland et al. (1993). 

In summary we see the agent formalism developed in Staniford et al. 
(1993) and refined in Staniford (1993, 1994) as providing the necessary 
unifying framework with which to control search and traversa! in the 
proposed system. For the legai domain such an interface offers the possibi
lity of greatly enhanced retrieval capabilities, with which the user will be 
supported in the construction of a document directed at the current task, 
with the traversai of the hypertext constrained by both form and content. 

5. CoNCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have outlined how the current capabilities of document 
storage and retrieval systems may be enhanced for the dasses of documents 
that possess a highly organised structure: typically a legal document base 
will be composed of such documents. It has been argued that in building 
computer-based systems for the purpose of storing and retrieving texts of 
this kind, it is essential that the underlying structural and conceptual 
organisation of the document form be taken into account. The paradigms 
provided by viewìng document forms as labelled directed graphs from a 
particular class allow such structure to be specified and maintained so that 
the creation, perusal, and retrieval of texts can be accomplished in a manner 
that is more in line with the needs of the user. 

Finally we have argued that the control of the activity of search-and
retrieval for specific ìnformation can be enhanced by enlisting the aid of a 
network of cornmunicating agents to provide a protocol for intcractions 
between the document base and a knowledge base to direct the document 
traversa!. A key advantage of the agent archìtecture is that ìt permits the 
deployment of a plurality of traversai strategies that are available for the 
provision of .:intelligent» assistance to users across a distributed network. 
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Knowledge-based Hypertext for Legai Documentation 

ROBERTO CoLoTn, RosA MARIA D1 G10RGI, 

BONA lNGHIRAMI, ROBERTA NANNUCCI 

1. lNTRODUCTION 

Legal documentation appears to be particularly suitable for hypertext 
applications because it deals with texts which, by their very nature, are 
highly correlated, both explicitly and irnplicitly: legislation refer to other 
legislation, court decisions interpret legislation or refer to other decisions, 
legai authority comments on both case law and legislation. Therefore, hy
pertext systems become precious tools for acquiring complete legai informa
tico [Wilson 1988] [Wtlson 1992]. 

The reference sources for integrated legal documentation fall imo the 
following categories: 

- Legislation: intemational conventions, treaties and agreements; Euro
pean Community legislation (directives, regulations, etc.); national legi
slation ( central govemment, regional, provinciaì and municipal legi
slative measures) that specifically regulate the matter or a different 
matter which is, nevertheless, pertinent to the subject being dealt with 
(far example, in environmental law, regulations regarding town and 
country planning, public health and health and safety). 

- Case law: decisions made by the Constitutional Court, the Council of State, 
Regional Administrative T ribunals, the Supreme Court, lower cour..s, etc. 

- Legal authority: text books, treatises, monographs, commentaries, 
collective works and proceedings of conferences, encyclopaedias, jour
nals. This type of documentation may also include the codes, reper
tories and case note reports and bibliographies, namely collections of 
legislation, case law and legal authority, respectively. 

2. CROSS-REFERENCING LEGAL SOURCES 

If the assistance offered by hypertext systems makes them the ideai tool 
for consulting legal documents in generai, which are so rich in notes, 
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citations and references, this is even more so in the case of legislation, 
where this feature is so accentuated that a single section of a law often 
becomes incomprehensible unless it is read together with other sections 
andi or other texts. Sometimes, it is even impossibie to understand the 
subject of the legislation we are reading about if we do not resort to this 
kind of cross-referencing [Wilson 1990]. 

In the Ìegislative domain, re/ erences, also known as citations, are of 
particular importance since they determine whether the legislation 1s in 
force, its enforceability or integration. By legislative references, we mean all 
the ref erral between the text of one Act and another ( external references) 
or referrals to another part of the same Act (internal references ). 

An amendment, instead, is defined as any provision bearing in any 
rnanner on a prior legislative text or whìch, in any w:.ry, affects the normative 
content of provisions previously in force. There is a division within the 
amendments that may be termed as: substitution, integration, abrogation, 
derogation, prorogation and suspension [Osservatorio legisiativo interregio-
nale 1991]. This typology may prove to be interesting for hypertext appli
cations in that each type of reference or amendment could be associated 
with a particular type of link. 

From dùs point of view, the hypertext links may become the links for 
provìding users with an up-to-date version of the legislative document 
thanks to the processing of the references. In fact, something more rhan 
just pure and simple navìgation can be carried out with regard to amend-
ments. TI1ese references apply in a certain period whereby it is possible, at 
any time, to have a specially reconstructed vinual text by incorporating the 
various amendments containing only the provisions in force then [Maioli 
et al. 1993]. 

With regard to case law data, the most interesting decisions are those 
complete with the m.-mima or, in other words, a brief Jbstract of the 
p1Ìnciple of law applicd in the given case. Certaìn lavr journals specialize 
in the pubìication of the •~massirnas» alone; others also report, fully or in 
part, tht> complete decisions. While a useful information tool, the «massi
ma» ma y, in fa.et, turn out to be incomplete, making Ìt neccssary to refer 
back to the original decision. Funhermore, there are often references to 
precedents in the body of the decision. 

Pl ''l'd'' r. ' •Jf I ~ u Jl1s11ea ec1s1ons are ,requently acc:ompameu oy a mc;re or ess 
extensive comtnent written by scholars on the subject, eitlier crìtical of the 
decisi.on or supporting ìt, citing previous case law and leg~l authority, 
whether upholding the decision or contrary to it. But cven if we leave 
aside this particular type of contribucion, known as the case note, legal 
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authority abounds with this type of reference. Am:hors support, refute, 
integrate or simply refcr to opinions expressed by other authors and to 
interpretations given by the courts. 

Fìnaliy, it goes wirhout saying that, for both the legal scholar and the 
judge, the necessary point of referencc is, in ali cases, the prov1sion they are 
called upon to intcrpret or apply. 

3. A HYPERTEXT APPLICATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 

The hypertext model ailows us to approach information through a 
process of comparison which is similar to that of the human mind: the user 
«navigates,, through the information along a network of links laid out 
between the singk pieces of information that constÌiute the nodes. In these 
systems, special attern::ion must be paid to the user interface if the system 
is to be easy to learn and user friendly. 

On the other hand, the freedom in management potentially offered by 
the hypertext model also introduces certain drawbacks in searching a docu
mentary collection that is too broad, due to the limitcd powcr of che heìp 
functions providcd. A ,,d:..nowledge overload,, may occur to the user's de-

• • 1 • 1 h . . l ' r-o . d l ''99"'1 tnment., gtven t11e act1vc role , e 1s reqa1reu to play 1.oa1r i et a. 1 ,.., .. 
r ... ,.. I 1q90·1 '.'>1Jhtoe et a , , __ . 

3.1. The Hyperlaw projea 

A system prototype, called Hyperlaw wa.s desìgned and implemented 
using the Hypercard software in a Macintosh Apple environment. This 
was part of a joint research projecl bctween tbe Istitt!to per la Docurnen-
tazione Giuridica of the Itali:m National ReseJxch Coum:ii ;md the Depart· 
ment of Comcuter Science of the Universitv of Padua. The aim of the 
prnject was to· assess how thc potcntiaiities of hypertext technology could 
1 d . . 1 ,. . ' f ' "d l oe use to design a too :tor mtegratea rnanagement ,-:> thc wi e ana non-
uniform body of legai infonnation [Agosti et al. 1989a; 19896 J [Di Giorgi, 
Nannucci 1991]1. 

1 T'he rescarch )y~gan in 1989 as part. of a _joint projf·ct hen-'-teen the Istituto per la 
I)ocun1cntazione c;Juridica o:f c:NR and tb(;~ I)epa.r1:n1f.:rH: of (..:on1.puter Sciencc nJ the 
fJniversity of Padua v1ithin d1e {<Cìbs.eJ"\ìfttory on Environ1n•:-~r1tal l,d."'i,V~ Str.ategiç Project, 
promotcd by the Envir,::,nmcntal Committee of th.:: Itali;;.n Naciona.l Resean:h Council. It 
v,·as subsequentiy developcd (1991--1992) within th,t Instìtme also as part of a research umt 
within the Itaiian National Research Council's Strategie Project «Metmpolitan Areas aud 
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The collection of chosen documents was that relative to noise pollution. 
The choice was not fortuitous. First of all, there is much interest in this 
topic in a society like ours, where noise has reached levels which are to say 
the least worrisome. Secondly, this is a sector in wbich the relative legal 
documentation, at the moment, is vast enough to constitute a sufficiently 
reliabie test for evaluating the performance of such a system and at the 
same time limited enough to be managed with some pretension of com
pleteness. Beyond the scientific aims of the experiment, the intention was 
also to supply ioterested users with a tool they could actuaìly use. And 
finally, due to its necessarily technical implications involving graphs, tables 
and drawings, the legìslation regulating the subject area is well suited to 
exploiting what hypermedia technology has to offer. 

FIG. L The Hyperdocument and HJperconcept Levels ìn the System Architectiire 

Hyperconcept 

Different possible 
.---:::;:'::?,,,,,- semantic structures 

Semantic links 

reference links 

Hyperlaw is based on an information retrieval system model called 
EXPLICIT (Fig. 1 ). This model uses a two-level structure to make the different 

tbe Environment,,. The following researchers are currently worlcing in the project: A. Archi, 
R.M. Di Giorgi, B. Inghirami, R. Nannu,xi The Hyperlaw system was developed and 
implemented by R Colotti, as a member of the «Systems for Information Management• 
working group of the Computer Scìence Deparonent of the University of Padua. 
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parts constituting the body of -data explicit ( and hence the name) at the 
document leve!, called the hyperdocument, and at the auxiliary data level, 
that is, at the level of the semantic structure according to which the in
dexing terms are organized, called the hyperconcept [Agosti 1988] [Agosti 
et al. 1991]. 

The two levels are linked by the relations between the concepts and the 
documents the concepts describe. At the same time the single elements 
contained on each of the two levels are interconnected: the documents are 
linked by references or citations, while the links among the auxiliary data 
are made up of the semantic structure in which the tenns are placed. 

The EXPLICIT model makes it possible to display the conceptual structure 
of the indexing terms, so that the proper semantic context in whìch each 
term is placed becomes known according to the meaning it is given in the 
indexing phase. This semantic structure can, at all times, be actively searched 
by the user, who, therefore is able effectively and ìmmediately to enhance 
his query. Likewise, the documents linked to each single term may be 
displayed at any time [Colotti 1991]. 

The model makes use of a conceptual framework t:ailored for a specific 
application domain and makes that scherne availabie for active utilization 
by the user during his interaction with the system, thus providing a reference 
structure for the process of query formulation. Another feature is concurrent 
use of different conceptual schemes for the same application domain. This 
function can prove to be very effective in providing access to the same 
document collection by user groups with diff erent information needs: a 
lawyer who is handling a case, a professional whose aim is to identify the 
constraints to which he will be subject when carrying out his activities or, 
finally, an ordinary citizen who is searching for the regulation regarding a 
specific problem of his own - three different needs, quite probably expressed 
in different terms and differently worded, yet all three addressed to the 
same collection of documents [Di Giorgi et al. 1989]. 

Tue Hyperlaw system has, therefore, experimented with the use of 
hypertext as a support tool for the associative web provided within each 
leve! and between the two levels of the architecture set in the EXPLIC1T 

model. 

3.2. The evolution of the projed: Hyperlaw2 

Given the interest aroused in both the information science and legai 
domains by the hypertext prototype created in 1990, the experiment was 
continued as part of the «Metropolitan Areas and the Envìronment» 
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Strategie Project promoted by the Italian National Research Council in 
1992. A new version of the system, Hyperlaw2, was, therefore, created. 

Since the first version had been implemented using a product which was 
Jess readily él.ccessibl.e to the majority of potentiai users, the primary objective 
was to transfer the exi..1eriment to a sofrw.1re, Toolbook for Windows 3-1, 
compatible with the MS-DOS operat.ing system. We also experimented with 
processing data that was not exclusively text-based but also involving 
graphics - like, for example, tables, tabulations, designs and diagrams. The 
legal domain also rernained the same for this second version: «noise and 
vibrations» within the field of environmental law. 

3.2.1. The document base 

Tue document collection of Hyperlaw2 includes legìslation, case law 
and legai authority (Fig. 2). 

In the pursuit of completeness, at least at the national legislative level, 
a.Il those ,micles of the Civil and Crirninal Codes and of che special Ìaws 
which bear more or Ìess directly on the subject were stored as wel! as the 
decrees implementing the numerous Europe<1.n Community Directives 
existing in the domain. In actual fact, noise pollution is an area which has 
been sadly neglected by the Italian legislator. There is stiil no law regulatìng 

FrG. 2. Maìn .Menu o/ Daùibam in H_yperl1sv2 
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the subject in a unificd anci complete manner. Instead, as far as case iaw 
is concemed, due in part to this very lack of legislation, this abounds. 

FIG. 3. DoC'.-.mentary Unit: Legislation 

FIG. 4. Document.ar:,1 Uni.t: Case Law 
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FrG. 5. Documentmy Unit: Lega! Authority 

~Massimas» relating to the decisions of the different courts, from the 
Constitutional Court to the civil and criminal divisions of the Supreme 
Court, to the Councii of State and finally to the lower courts deciding on 
the merits (magistrate's courts, tribunals, courts of appeal) were selected. 
And then the contributions taken from legai authority: monographs, 
miscellaneous works, conference proceedings, encyclopaedia headings and 
articles published in legal joumals, many of which are case notes were 
added (Figs. 3, 4, 5). 

3.2.2. The semantic rel.ations 

The semantic structure used takes the form of a classifìcation table 
specially created for the system prototype. It is made up of a collection of 
terms relevant to the subject domain, subdivided within a hierarchically
organized ta.ble (Fig. 6). Currently, therefore, only vertical relations are 
handled. Nonetheless, a more detai!ed table will be built, a truly domain
oriented thesaurus which, alongside the already established hierarchical 
relations, wilì introduce relations of association and preference. The terms 
used are both those pertaining to the subject domain (namely noise pollu
tion) and more strictly lega! terms (such as competence, liability, penalties, 
etc.). The next step would be the creation of autonomous semantic schemes 
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FIG. 6. Cl.assification Table 
An example of semantically connected keywords 

that makes it possible to take diff erent approaches to moving around within 
the web of the hypertext [Chen 1990] [Davis 1986]. 

3.2.3. Navigating in the hyperdocument and hyperconcept 

Special attention has been paid in Hyperlaw2 to the user interface: the 
work environment is totally graphic and user-system interaction occms almost 
exclusively through use of the mouse. The interaction comes by clicking an 
information object; the system responds by displayìng ìts contents. 

Access to documents may be obtained either directly or through the 
semantic reference structure. The two types of access relate to the two 
levels of the reference model used for the systern developrnent: hyper
document and hyperconcept. From whatever leveì the user begins his search, 
he can by following the links move either toward elements on the same 
levei or toward elements on the other level by simply instruccing the system 
to actìvate a ref erence. 

In order to restrict the eff ects of disorientation, as navigation support 
the system off ers :functions which allow the user to go back over the trail 
he has taken up to that point, eitber node by node or by jumps [Kornbrot 
Macleod 1990]. 
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Hyperlaw2 manages, as we bave already mcntioned, three distìnct sets 
of data: a collection of legislative documents, a collection of case law docu
ments, and a coliection of documents taken from legal authority. Within 
each of these sets a network of links has been built that correspond to 
refcre,nces to the legal texts (citations, amendments, etc.). Furthermore, 
another associative network links the elements of the three sets. 

For each nodi:, the links are subdivided ìnto two categories according 
to the direction of the reference: active links and oassive iinks. The term 

i 

'active link' refers to an association that originates in thc current node, 
while the term 'passive link' refers to a citation from another node. For 
example, a citation becomes an active link to the document it cites and a 
passì,;e link to the document cited: the diff erent semantic value of the links 
between rhe two nodes ìs evident. 

The semantic structure used for describing the information contene of 
the document collections in the data base is directly accessible for identifying 
significam tenns. Once a node-term is activated, the system displays the 
node-documents linked to that term, distinguished by their type (legisìation, 
case law and legal authority) (Fig. 7). 

FIG, 7. A Diaùwue Examble ,_.., .( 

When activating tht· reference b1ttton from the d.,tabase, sirings cf documents 
Yetrieved through rictive 01· passive links, disting;àshed per typology, ,ippear 
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F1G. 8a. Advanced Search 
An example of advanceà search through keywords connelted 

by boolean operators 

FIG. 8b. Advanced Search 
Result of cm aduanced search with documems retrieved 1-.ccording 

to their typology; their text can be disp!ayed on demand 
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A special function, advanced search, permits the user to construct a 
vìrtual hyperconcept node starting from one or more tem1s. Tlùs function 
rnakes use of Boolean operators to determine unions, Ìntersections or 
disjunctìons with the references that link the documents to each of the 
selected tem1S. The user may, whenever he wants, move up and down 
between the two levels that constitute the system architecture. If it is possible 
to start from any term in the hyperconcept and move toward the document 
nodes of which the terms are the semantic representations. It is, likewise, 
possìble to start from a single document-node and move toward the 
semantic term-nodes linked to it. Through this movement, the semantic 
context in which the document is placed becomes explicit and interactively 
able to be explored (Figs. 8a, 8b ). 

3.2A. Other functions 

Besides navìgation, the system also off ers the user a series of other 
functions designed to aid him in his consultation. One of these enables him 
to print selected documents once the search has been completed. Another 
function makes it possible to store a previously-consulted node in a special 
section of the system's memory. Given the high degree of freedom of 
movement during a search, it may be difficult for the user to remember 
which documents he has already examined and found interesting or worthy 
of further analysis. With this last function a point of ref erence is created 
for each single node. A speciaily-designed procedure recalls and reactivates 
these references and re-positions the user at the desired poim within the 
hypertext network. The user can, therefore, re-examine the node that 
interests him or start a new search within the data base. The references 
may be collected in a single list or subdivided in separate lists, stored for 
further consultatìons. The lists may be completely or partially deìeted, or 
integrateci by adding new references. 

3.2.5. Updating and integration 

In hypertext systems two aspects are criticai for information manage
ment: the addition of new documents and the creation of new lìnks between 
the newly-acquired documents and those already in the database. Thanks 
to the object-oriented approach on which the system is based and using a 
special data-description language, new documents can be acquired auto
matically from external text files. The same procedure, using the indications 
contained in the files, will link these new documents to thc pre-existing 
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reference network. Another function, associated with that just described, 
makes it possible to delete documents as they become obsolete or to delete 
links which . are no longer significant. Thanks to these two functions 
maintaining and updating Hyperlaw2's information base is greatly faci
litated. 

4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

The experiment clearly demonstrates how useful hypertext technology 
can be for organizing knowledge in the lega! domain. These techniques 
can improve the quality of the legai information insofar as they can 
provide, on a single support, such diff erent types of data as the text of 
a law, a court decision and a contribution to lega! authority, traditionally 
stored in separate data banks and accessible with very different retrieval 
systems. On the contrary, in hypertext systems the user can choose among 
the alternatives the route that best meets bis ·query needs, and navigate 
among legislation, case law and legai authority until at the end of a search 
he has assembled a complete dossier of documentation on the issues that 
interests him. 

One further development might be to handle the network of the hy
pertext links using AI techniques. As Rada suggests, this would involve 
transforming hypertext into expertext. That is, if the nodes in the hypertext 
network are related to the predicates and the links to implications, the 
implication will be activated when the predicate to a node is true. When 
a ~ext or other type of information is associated with the node, the hypertext 
system becomes an expertext. We thus have an intelligent hypertext [Diaper 
Rada 1991] [Rada 1991]. 

Procedures might be associated with the links in the hypertext to make 
it possible, for example, to conceive differentiated routes within the hyper
text network. During consultation, the system would ask the user about 
bis level of knowledge of the specific domain and on that basis address him 
to different points within the network. 

It would also seem that AI techniques could be extremely useful during 
hypertext system building. Developing the network of hypertext links can, 
in fact, be very arduous, especially when a large amount of data is being 
handled. Even only partially automating the implementation phase would 
greatly reduce the time factor involved in system building. 

Integrated models consisting of data bases, expert systems and hypertexts 
are more and more often proposed: the unified system can provide access 
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directly oriented to specific document collections [Nanard et al. 1993] 
[Greenleaf et al. 1991 ]. 

Research in this domain, therefore appears to be especially promising 
and offers many prospects for applications in the field of legai documen
tation. Integrated systems would seem to be the direction development 
of legal information systems will most naturally take, since they enable 
the «intuitive» characteristics of hypertext to be combined with the 
«formai» features of expert systems [Kaindl Snaprud 1991] [Busse et al. 
1993]. 

Further advances may occur with the evolution of system models based 
on neural networks, which may provide the solution to problems related 
to the automated construction of data links. 
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NAVILEx: Search and Navigation in a Semi
automatic Content Acquisition Legai Hypertext 

ETTORE PrnTROSANTI, PAOLO MussETTo, GrANNI MARCHIGNOLI 

1. lNTRODUCTION 

Tue goaì of most legal work - seen as a process of text handling - is 
actually to combine different types of texts in an effective way. Statutes, 
regulations, cases, precedents, legal literature, contracts are examples of 
documents that may have to be investigated together in order to so1ve a 
legal problem or cven to be able to understand the practical meaning of a 
lega! rule. This well-known phenomenon can be described as lega! rule 
fragmentatìon: the necessary inforrnation is often scattered in different 
documents or even in different data bànks, and the links among the required 
pieces of information are difficult to establish. This probìem, though 
particularly hard in a strongly text-centered field like the legal domain, is 
not limited to the lega! area. 

As a consequence, in the recent years a growing interest has been dedi
cated to the integration of search functions (typical of the Informati.on 
Retrieval field) with navigation functions (typical of Hypertext systems). 
An effective combinati.on of the benefits provided by the two models is 
expected to provi.de the best support tools for the localization of scattered 
informati.on that is of interest for the user, 

Among the different models that have been proposed in various fieids, 
in the legal domain the interest for legal databases led to the adaptation for 
legal data [Agosti et al. 91] [Di Giorgi Nannuccì 92] of a genera! two-level 
model [Agosti et al. 91a] providing a conceptual layer intended to improve 
the system transparency. Although a sound conceptual layer is a vital 
component of any effective model, we believe that a functional limitation 
of many existing rnodels is the lack of context infonnation, suitable to be 
cornbined with concepts to improvc the retrieval accuracy ( especiaiìy the 
precision component). 

Besides this funccional limitation, an economicaì problem which hampers 
the development of powerful models is the cost for the manual indexing/ 
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authoring task. In the legal field the importance of the problem can be 
easily understood by considering the figures that express the rapid growth 
of the overall document collection: more than one million new cases and 
statutes per year, according to [Hafner 90]. 

The state-of-the-art Natural Language Techniques do not al1ow to 
envisage effeccive solutions to this problem on general domains. Nonetheless, 
in limired sub-languages the feasibility of an automatic mapping from texts 
to suitable inf ormation structures has been demonstrated in various fields 
[Liddy et al. 91] [Rama Srinivasan 93]. In the legal domain the Nomos 
project [Graziadio et al. 92; Giannetti et al. 92; Pietrosanti et al. 93] has 
demonstrated the potential of 'shallow' NPL techniques, as opposed to the 
traditional 'deep' techniques, for effective large-scale text processing in the 
legai domain. 

Moving from the previous considerations, our work in the legal field 
has conformed to the following guidelines: 

• Emphasis on the modelling of context characterizatìon of concepts, 
to improve precision; 

• Use of semi-automatic tools for the acquisition of the legal information 
components; 

• Definicion of a friendly interactive environment, refr:rring to a book 
metaphor. 

The resulting hypertext model is based on the dose integratìon of the 
search and navigation dimensions, in a framework which offers multiple 
views (snucturaì, conceptual and functional) over lega! documents. The 
prototype system NA VILEX has been implemented, in order to experiment 
the potential for advanced applications of the model, dealing with a signi
ficant excerpt of the Itaìian Banking Regulations. 

The main focus of this paper is on the descrìption (induding an overview 
of the reìevant linguistic tools derived from the Nomos prnject) of the 
functionalities of the prototype, aiong with the underlying retrievai model 
based on a 'legai electronic book' metaphor. 

The sttucture of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the 
reference model for the integration of search and navigation functions on 
legai dornains. The structural, conceprual and contextual dirnensìons are 
prescnted, togt::ther with the fundamental search and navì.g~.tjon fonctions 
made available by the modeL The prescntation prnvides also (2.4) a detailed 
overview at.d discussion of rdated approaçhes and an outline (2.5) of the 
basic assumptions underlying our approach to 'shàllow' Natural Language 
Processing, including a bricf description of the NPL modules. 
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Tue following section 3 describes the motivations and the functionalities 
of the NA vILEX prototype, including also (3.2) an extensive demonstration 
of the functionalities by means of an example of a user session. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL CoMPONF.NTS OF LEGAL DocUM.ENTS: A REFERENCE Mo

DEL FOR TIIE STRUCTURAL, CONCEPTUAL AND FUNCTIONAL DIMENSIONS 

The proposed reference model for the content representation of legal 
texr.s, is described in this section in terms of the multiple views (structural, 
conceptual and functional) provided over the legal texts. The presentation 
empha.sizes the issues of the transparency of the model (relying on a 'natural' 
structure for the typical user who is familiar with legal text-books) and of 
the incrementality of the search process. 

The structural dimension of the content representation includes the 
hierarchical organization of legal documents and the network established 
by the ìegal cross-references, which can both be used for navigation purposes 
allowing respectively direct access to a given text (tbrough a table of con
tents) and a hypertext access through the ìngoing or outgoing citations. 

Tue conceptual dimension is based on the definition of complex linguistic 
terms (namely noun phrases) which constitute more effective content 
descriptors (as those typically included in the index of a book} with respect 
to word-based indexing [Croft et al. 91] [Evans et al. 91]. 

Another crociai dimension of the content representation is the functional 
component, which allows to associate to the concepts specific f unctional 
roles which consti tute meaningful contexts for the user ( e.g. the definiendum 
of a definition, or the subject of an obligation). 

2.1. The structural dimension 

Legal databases exhibit a genera! structure characterized by the weU
known subdivisìons of legal texts ( e.g. sections, articles and paragraphs in 
statutes; chapters, sections and sub-sections in regulations). In addition to 
constituting the basic text cohesion device, this hierarchical organizatìon is 
an essential aspect of the structural dimension of legal documents, as it 
provides also an 'address space' that is extensively used to make explicit 
reference, in a gìven legal document, to related parts of the same or other 
documents. The links established by these references make a complex cross•· 
referring web of documents, that constirute the second component of the 
structural dimension. 
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Anticipating the description of the document base of the prototype ( see 
the following sec1:ion 3), Fig. 1 represents both components of the structural 
dimension. 

The document base is composed of documents belonging to two related 
legal texts, whose hierarchical organizations correspond in the figure to 
vertical tree-like structures. The arrows illustrate the cross-reference links 
arising from tvrn excerpts of rhe left-side text. The legal sub-domain is rhat 
of the Banking Legislation, which includes the Decree («Decreto») repre
sented in the right-side structure. The articulation is typical of Statutes 
(issued by the Parliament): the Decree is composed of numbered Articles 
(«Articoli») organized in Titles («Titoli») that are in tum made of Sections 
(«Sezioni»), both indexed by roman numbers. 

FIG. 1. Structural Dimension of the Document Base (Regulation and Statute) 

C.ap. L Sei.. l Par. 2.c 
Noll'ipots,1i -in cui il proot~•) ù\ ri,trmtwn:linn<'l Ji2 vti&itllt 1rl 1.111 
Jrur,:w:1 crcditi:r:ì.o di !èllli 1d Tìtolo VII dia! J-.:·.n,t<1., i) prn,!et!o, ... den• 

Dl•clplina dalla operazioni 
di r1atru11Uruiona 

<l(,\cril'<'H"C': -----~--::.:I Titolo \J!i 
Dlsclplina de! gr,;ppo credliizio 

Cap. LII • Gruppi Creditizi 

I 

Cap. lii - Sez. il Per. 1.4 

A!tJ1r elem-011111 h.leiitific:9fjyu doJ!u ,;ocìctlt f1Hn<i•ri• :.·apo1rnppa t 
r•pr•n-:~<'flla>o d11Jla-rìlo••n~:~ ò.,1rnni>1am:t1, nl'"-il'ar:,,ì:illlo dr-Ile me 
cour.w!lato, ddle ~o,.;ieil 11 oo.ri ••l<!i-n:i:ml\ ul.i;·ith bnm:;11d1\, fou1Lim·i• t,: 
1trua~1tttle (,m. 25. rnrmn1t 2, del decmT0:1". 

Sezione! 

Art 43 • Sanzioni 

In order to specìfy and give the correct interpretation of the whole 
Banking Legislation - that is scattered in severa] Laws and Decrees -- the 
national Bank of Italy (Banca d'Italia) issues the Regularions on Bank 
Surveillance ( «Istruzioni di Vigilanza»). These Regulations are represented 
by the strucrure on the left hand side, that is articulated in Chapters ( «Ca
pitoli»), Sections and nested Paragraphs (for instance the upper text excerpt, 
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that is discussed in det.ail in the following section, belongs to the Paragraph 
2.c of the first Section of Chapter L). Due to the status of the Regulations, 
in addition to the Ìpternal cross-references pointing to other sections of the 
Regulations book, many cross-references point thc Decree, which contains 
the original legal rules referred to in the reguìations. This is a typical 
example of the need to navigate the cross-rcference links to cape with the 
mentioned problem of the legai rule fragmentation. 

2.2. Provìding a functional context far the conceptual dimensìon: modelling 
the nonn-kernel and definitions as f unctional schemata 

The investigation of legal concepts and their relations with other concepts 
is a crociai goaì of much eff ort in legal work, aimed at identifying legally 
relevant items of knowledge and relevant relations between such items. The 
upper conceptuai layer of the model (descrìbed in Fig. 2) represents the 
uni verse of possible usable terms and their relationships. Far the purpose 
of our model, a concept represents a meaningfol entity for the domain. 
Each concept is linked to the documents, in which concept instances are 
denoted by concepts anchors, that represent the linguistic manifestations of 
the concepts. In general, a set of possible linguistic expressions (i.e. the 
Concept Anchors present in the docurnents) denote a concept identified by 
a normalized linguistic term that represents the concept name (i.e. a noun 
phrase). For example, in the figure C,-A 1 (e.g. «sales of goods») and Ca-A2 

( e.g. «to sell goods») are two anchors that identify two instances of the 
same concept C, ( e.g. «sale of goods») 

Relations are estabìished among concepts that are semantically linked. 
In the figure a generic hierarchical structure is depicted, that can be imagined 
as either a classification scheme or a complex thesaurus. Although we believe 
that the conceptual netvmrk is an ìmportant component for the complete 
model, in this paper the main focus is on the combination of concepts with 
relevant contextual information, aimed at improving the retrieva! accuracy 
( especially the precisi on component ). 

The rest of the section is therefore devoted to the discussion of the 
contextual dimension, that is representeà in Fig. 2 by particular frame 
structures. Since these structures express the particular function of the 
concepts in the context of the message communicated by the text, they 
have been named functional schemata. 

The use of norm frames as a piausible method for the conceptual repre
sentation of legal knowledge has received large conscnsus in the legal theorist 
community. In a recem paper [van Kralingen et al. 93] this model is 
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FIG. 2. Conceptual and Functional Dimensions 

SCHE 

Role 

DOCUMENTSi 
CONCEPT-ANCHORS 

D2 

discussed in the context of Legal Knowledge Based system, in view of the 
particular task of the support to drafting of legislation. Although their goal 
- i.e. the complete representation of a norm - is far beyond the scope of 
our work, the representation schema that we propose shares with their 
model the norm-kernel (a long standing concept, cf. [Von Wright 63]). The 
norrn-kernel is supposed to contain the essential information conveyed by 
a norm, answering questions like: who ought to do something?, what 
should he do?, etc. This leads to the consideration of the lega[ modality, 
subject, object and conditwns of applications of a norm. 

1he lega! modality determines the function of a norm, that is eìther an 
obligation (a command or a prohibition: ought or oitght not respectively) 
or a permission (may). The subject of a norm is the person or institution 
to whom the nom1 is addressed. The conditions of a-pplication establish the 
circumstances under which a norm is applicable. 

All of these components of the norm-kemel have been considered in the 
funccional schemata of our model, because they play an important role as 
conteJk"t qualifiers for the legai concepts. In the mentioned complete models 
for legal knowledge represenration, the object of a norm is a fine-grained 
description of the act which falls under the scope of the norrn, taking into 
account details such as the modality of the action, the setting of the action 
( e.g. spatial, tempora! and circumstantial aspects) and . the rationale of the 
action (causaiity, fìnality, intentionality). We take a different approach, and 
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reduce the complex acti:vity components to a couple of slots: the action -- i.e. 
the activity performed by the subject of a norm - and the objea, that can 
be either a direct or ìndirect object of the action. In additi.on, we define a 
generic context role to take ìnto accoTuì.t both the conditions of applications 
and the possible aspects of the action (e.g. tempora! and spatial aspects). 

We have considered so far the essenti.al component of the content of 
legal texts, namely the propositions (norms) that express generai rules, 
standard of behaviour and principles. 

Another fundamental component of legal te1s.1:s is represented by the 
defmitions of legai concepts. The knowledge of the definition(s) of legai 
concepts is an essenti.al pre-requisite for the correct ìnterpretation of norms, 
In our model the definitions are represented by simple schemata that are 
intended to capture the essenti.al functional roles played by the concepts 
that appear in the definitions. U sing traditional naming conventions, we 
have thus identified the following functional roles: definiendum (the role 
played by the concepts that are defined in the defìnition); deftniens (the 
role of the concepts that appear in the definiti on body); deftnition context 
(analogous to the corresponding context role for norms, generally includes 
concepts related to conditions of applications ). 

Following the prevìous considerarions, our model takes into considera
tions the following fundamental functional schemata: 

SCHEMA TYPE: OBLIGATION/PERMISSION 
Subject _ 

<subject of the obligacion/permission_> 
Action _ 

. <activity pcrformed by the subject of a norm_> 
Object _ 

<object of the action> 
Context _ 

<relevant concepts for the context of appìicability> 

SCHEMA TYPE: DEFìNITION 
Definiendum 

<concept(s) to be defined_> 
De6niens_ 

<defining concepts_> 
Definition .:ontext 

<relevant concepts for the conditions of applicability> 

The choice of simple one-level functional schemata has a twofold motiva
tìon. First, our goal is to provide a simple conceptual and functional view 
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of the document content, to be directly used for intelligent retricval purpo
ses. Complex schemata with a large number of nested slots would be diffi
cult to manage for the user. The second motivation is related to the strategie 
goal of automatic acquisition of the content representation. While we have 
experimented (as shown in section 2.5) the feasibility of shallow Natural 
Language Processing techniques capable of extracting the simplified schemata 
directly from texts, the automatic acquisition of a fine-grained representation 
is hampered by the state-of-the art limitations of full-fledged NPL 

To clarify the previous considerations, we present a brief excerpt extrac-
ted from Chapter L, Section I, Paragraph 2.c of the mentioned Regulation: 

«Should the reorganization pmcess give origin to a group of credit institutions 
as mentioned in Tìtk VII of the decree ... , the project, ... , ought to describe: 
- the organizational structure ... ; 
- the articles of association of the holding company as mentioned in art. 25 of 

the decree (see Section III) ... » 

The relevant concepts are highlighted, while the underscored words 
emphasize the recurrent cue phrases that are used for the acquisition of 
functional schemata (see section 2.5 below). The corresponding represen
tation in terms of concepts assigned to the relevant roles of a functional 
schema is the following: 

SCHEMA TYPE: OBLIGATION 
Subject _ 

project 
Action _ 

describe 
Object _ 

organizacional SL'11cture 
arride of association 
head holding company 

Context 
reorganization process 
group of credit institutions 
Title VII of the decree 

2.3. Basic search and navigation jìmctions over the reference model 

This section is aimed at outlining the fundamental functions provided 
by the model for search and navigation support, concentrating on the 
functions relateci to the conceptuaì and contextual dimensions. 
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W e just mention the typical functions related to the stmctural dimension: 
they include the capability to navigate over the network of cross-references 
and to traverse the hierarchical structure. These functions are described 
together wìth thc prototype in section 3. 

The functions related to the conceptual and contextual dimensions make 
reference to the foìlowing basic entities of the model previously outlined 
(see Fig. 2): 

Concepts 
Concept anchors (instances) 
Functional schemata 
Functional roles 

Il!! Concept based document selection 

Given a concept C, the output of the function is the set of documents 
which include instances of the given concept. In terms of the model, the 
output document set is calculated by traversing all the links from the given 
concept to the associated concept aochors in the · documents. 

For example, the concept C, selects both the documents represented in 
Fig. 2. This functionality has been modeled in the NAvILEX prototype as 
a search over the index of the book. 

• Context qualification of the instances of a concept C in a document D 
Given a concept C whose instances are present in a document D, the 

function returns the available inf ormation about the functional roles asso
ciated to the concept instances. 

For examplc, given the concept C 6 and thc Document D2, the function 
returns the role Role2 of the right hand schema. This function can be used 
in the prototype to know the role of a gìven concept in a document 
selected via the index. 

• Context based concept browsing 
Given: 1) a document set DS (possibly the entire document colìection); 

2) a functional role FR, 
the fum~tion returns a set of concepts whose instances play a role FR in 
some document belonging to the document set DS. 

For example, given the two-document collection of Fig. 2 and the func
tional role Role1, the function returns the concept set {C, C.}. In case of 

-•- l t) 

a definition schema (Role1 = Definiendum) {C., C6}would be the set of 
concepts for which a definition is present in the given document set, 
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• Document selection based on a conceot' s functional role .. 
Given: 1) a document set DS (possibly the entìre document collection); 

2) a Concept C; 
3) a functional role FR; 

the function retums the document subset of DS that include instances of 
the concept C playing the functional role FR. 

For example, given the two-document collection of Fig. 2, the con
cept c. and the functionai role Role1, the function returns the document 
set {D2}. 

2.4. Other hypertext retrie·val models 

The purpose of this section is to discuss the distinctive features of our 
approach in comparison to other hypertext models and systems, that have 
in pan been mentioned in prevìous sections. As observed in [Arents and 
Bogaerts 93], all the models rccently presented have in common the sepa
ration between the document space (the documents in the hypermedia sy
stern) and the index space (the indices that characterize these documents). 

Our model conf orms to this generai viewpoint and ÌI1 particular can be 
dosely related to the EXPLICIT model presented in [ Agosti et al. 91] and 
referred to in [Di Giorgi Nannucci 92], where the document and index space 
are respectively indicated as byperdocument and hyperconcept. The hyper
document, defined as · a network of structural links combined with the net
work of reference links, corresponds closely to the strnctural dimension of 
our model. The conceptual dimension of our model matches the putpose of 
the hyperconcept., whose task is to handle the semantic structure of concepts 
used to describe the contents of document collection. The use of a rich 
semantic structure (including indexing links connecting thesaurus nodes to 
the documents as well as dassifu:ation links used to aggregate documents 
according to classìfication criteria) is proposed also in [Aboud et al. 93]. 

With respect to these models, a crucial additional feature of our model 
is the consideration of the conteJ!.."t information, provided by the functional 
schemata ( contextual dimension). 

The contextual information ìs taken into account in [Arents Bogaerts 
93] in. connection to what they call semantic hyperindices, that rely heavily 
in the use of thesauri to support browsing search. The example «Definition 
of pitting.corrosion of titanium» shows how they use the context ..:defini
tion» to qualify the occurrence of the concept «pitting.corrosìon of tita
nium». In their work much emphasis is on a sophisticated description of 
concepts, which are embeddeà in a network that can be traversed both 
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vertically and horizontally with a link navigation mechanism called 'broad
button'. 

In [Nanard et al. 93] a model is described that explicitly considers the 
qualification of concepts by means of contexts ( examples of contexts are 
«definition», «genera! rule», etc.), thus allowing contextual access to technical 
documents. They also mention the issue of the semi automatic elicitation 
of information from the initial document base; improvement about this 
point is said to be under way. 

With respect to the mentioned models that take into account the context , 
information, a distinctive feature of our mòdel is that the functional sche
mata are actually structured contexts, in whlch the user can specify not 
only a context type (for example the «definition» schema type) but also the 
functional roles associated to the concepts of interest. 

Our notion of structured contexts is also related to the idea of segmented 
database that is discussed in [Rau Jacobs 91], where the differentiation of 
keywords into segments allows to distinguish - in a constrained domain of 
commerciai news - companies mentioned in passing from those attively 
involveq, in mergers or other events, and locations of companies from loca
tion of stories. This capability, that is achieved using sophisticated Natural 
Language Technology, is analogous to the possibility to distinguish (see the 
following section 3.2) between the occurence of a concept as the defmiendum 
of a definition and the occurrence as the subject of an obligation. 

In view of our research objective related to the extraction and use of 
context information, important insights and results are given by [Rama and 
Srinivasan 93] who have reported on an investigation carried out on medica! 
abstracts, in order to show how the qualification of keywords with their 
conceptual roles in a text can be used to derive a meaningful text-represen
tation scheme. In addition to the text-grammar approach based on observa
ble regularities in the structure of documents, that is related to our techni
ques for ·the recognition of functional schemata (see section 2.5 below), 
their paper presents interesting experimental results. They have studied the 
role distribution of keywords, and found out that keywords exhibit role 
variation across abstracts, making the claim that this variation can be 
potentially exploited to make retrieval more precise. This result supports 
our experience with the use of functional schemata in the NA VILEX proto
type. As far as the use of the text-grammar roles is concerned, their approach 
is in contrast to ours, as they believe that their typical frame ( that is actually 
much more complex than our functional schemata) would be too much diffi
cult for users to be adopted as a query device. They propose the alternative 
strategy of using the text grammar as a selection mechanism for extracting 
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the most irnportant information for the abstract. This inforrnation is then 
used for retrieval strategies based on the notion of spreading activation. 

2.5. Linguistic tools f or the semi-automatic acquisition of the ref erence model 
components 

Legai texts are written according to fixed conventions, some of them 
explicitly stated and recornrnended, others just de facto standards: typogra
phical layout, formai and recurrent expressions and a specialized vocabulary 
make legai texts an ideai test-bed for experiments in the «sub-language» 
area [Liddy et al. 91] [Rama Srinivasan 93]. -

The issue of automatic knowledge acquisition from legai texts, relying 
on their highly structured nature, has been a major goal of the Esprit II 
Project n.5330 «NO:MOS: Knowledge Acquisition for Normative Reasoning 
Systems» [Graziadio et al. 92; Giannetti et al. 92; Pietrosanti et al. 93]. The 
project was actually divided into two parallel sub-projects, dealing respecti
vely with legai texts in French and Italian: the approach described in this 
paper deals with the ILAM (Italian Language Acquisition Modules) proces
sors, that have been applied to the Italian Value Added Taxation Law. 

In Nomos a specific set of linguistic tools is devoted to the extraction 
of a 'shallow' content representation layer, including severa! structural, con
ceptual and functional components of legal texts that, although not adequate 
for legai decision support applications, can be effectively used for purposes 
of 'intelligent' navigation and retrieval on legai texts. A crucial point is that 
in this case the relevant automatic acquisition modules rely on 'partial' NPL 

techniques that do not require the most powerful, computational aspects of 
natural language processing but are based on recurrent legai text peculiarities 
that make them suitable to be applied to large T e:xt Databases. 

Generally speaking, our model can be situated at the knowledge repre
sentation level which has been named in [Nanard et al. 93] macroséopic 
semantics, being far more detailed than sirnple indexing by weighted key
words, but far less detailed than a conceptual-graph based description needed 
for complete text understanding. 

The Cross-reference Specialist is a linguistic processor airned at detecting 
and forrnalizing the linguistic expressions that denote legai references. This 
formalization can be used to populate the database that represents the web 
of cross-references. 

The references are usually indicated by means of complex but regular 
linguistic expressions dealing with the links to other parts of the law. The 
input of the processor is a norrnalized encoding of the Legai Text; the 
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output is an enriched encoding of the T ext, in which any internal or external 
reference is represented in the cross_reference record format, that can result 
in the tagging needed to generate an hot-key useful for navìgation. 

The main knowledge source used by the tool ìs the Law-Reference 
Grammar, that represent the knowledge of the possible surface strncn1res 
of the cross reference linguìstic expressions. In the grammar ìinguistic 
phenomena such as conjunctions and anaphoric references are also handled. 

The semi-automatic acquisition of concepts is supported by a tooi - the 
Concept Processor - aimed at performing a m01pho--syntactic normalization 
of the surf ace linguistic expressions, obtained through the syntactic 
recognition of the proper conceptual units (i.e. noun phrases ). 

The objective of the analysìs is to detect, using a «shallow grammar», 
the surface syntactic links between word pairs or triples (rather than a 
'deep' parse tree of the sentence). 

Por example, in the sentence «Tue transfers of goods are considered 
done in the state territory if they concem real property» the following 
noun phrases can be recognised: 

N_prep_N(transfers, of, goods) 
N_N(state, territory) 
N_Adj(real, property) 

This surface parsing ailows reduced computational complexity and fie
xible adaptation of the grammar to different linguistic domains. The gram
mar currently indudes more than 20 rules, including ~skip» rules. Skip 
rules are rules which allow discontinuous constituents of a Noun Phrase 
to be linked. In addition to the skipping and distribution over conjunctions, 
a nominalization mechanism has also been implemented, allowìng to 
transform suitable Verb Phrases into the corresponding Noun Phrase (e.g. 
«to sell goods;,,. becomes «sale of goods» ). 

The Functional Processor allows to classify the input sentence as an 
instance of a specifìc Functional Schema ( e.g. a Definition Schema), whose 
structure is obtained by decomposing the input i.irto text-segments that are 
given the appropriate functional roles ( e.g. the definiens or the definiendum 
in a definition schema). 

Tue processor relies upon the expectations established by the recognition 
of recurrent text pattems (whose number is manageable due to the unifor
mity of legai textsì exploiting a set of 'semantìc markup symbols' (cue 
phrascs, e.g. definitional verbs) that constitute the 'linguìstic backbone' of 
the functional schemata ( a similar approach has been adopted in LMoulin 
Rousseau 90]). 
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In addition to the basic segmentati.on due to the existence of markup 
symbols, additional mechanisms have been devised in order to cope with 
the lack of suitable cue phrases. The first strategy relies on heuristics based 
on syntactic infonnation: in some definition pattems with contiguous 
segments, the splitting point is identified by interpreting the whoie string 
as a NP + NP sequence, as in the following ex:ample, dealing with the 
definition of state territory: 

«is considered» 
«state territory» 
«that subject to . ··"' 

<definition verb> 
<definìendum slot> 
<definiens> 

NP 
NP 

In most cases; for the recognition of the sequence it is sufficient to 
search for some dosed-class splitting words such as determiners and pro
nouns; in the general case, the concept processor can be called to identify 
the couple of contiguous Noun Phrases. 

The second strategy is based on a 'learning' mechanism relying upon 
the legal sub-language lexical uniformity (i.e. the typical reiterativity of the 
juridical style); in this case the fa.ck of suitable markup terms can be over-
come by resorting to some previous occurrence of the same slot-filler 
combination in the current context (e.g. a Law Artide). 

3. TttE NAVILEx PROTOTYPE: A BooK METAPHOR POR NAVIGATING IN A 

LEGAL rlYPERTEXT 

In order to validate the adequacy of the model, we designed and 
developed a prototype addressed to a specific user, in the context of the 
banking lcgislation. The target users are expert legal drafters worki.ng in rhe 
legislative department of the Bank of Italy (Banca d'Italia), in charge of the 
drafo.ng and maimenancc (wìth respect to the evolution of the relevant 
statutes) of the Reguìations. 

The preliminary task analysis indicated the requirement for an ìntelligent 
retrieval aid, possibly capable of supporting the user in the detection of 
possible inconsìstencies. As tbe reguiarions constitute a fairly dynamic 
document set. the ìegal fragmentation is a real probiem for the drafter who 
is io charge to modify the Regulation by preserving its consistency. 

In addition to the mentioned fun\:tional requirement, we considered 
that che target user was not familiar with the use of computerized data 
banks, whìlst was obviously acquainted with the consultation of traditional 
paper books. 
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These considerations suggested to organize the information components 
defined in the reference model in a friendly environment, based on a 'legal 
electronic book' metaphor. 

The issue of converting a textbook to hypertext has also been addressed 
in [Rada 92], in which the author reports that users value book metaphors. 
A distinction is also made there between first-order links and second order 
links. The former are those connecting outline headings, bibliographic 
citations, indices, footnotes and cross-references, while the latter are links 
that are not explicit in the text. In [Rada 92] the focus is on experimenting 
the conversion of a textbook into four different hypertext systems, ma
king the assumption that the document is already available in electronic 
forrr1 with suitable logical markup representing the first-order links. In our 
case, the only available first-order links were the text pages (sections) 
separated by section headings, while all of the remaining first order (i.e. 
structural) and second order (i.e. conceptual and functional) links were not 
available. 

The main focus of our experimentation was on the usability of the 
information components and on the interaction paradigm. N onetheless it 
is important to emphasize that each information component used in the 
prototype can be extracted semi-automatically (i.e. a certain amount of 
manual intervention and validation is currently necessary) with the techni
ques fust experimented in the processors of the NOMOS Esprit project de
scribed in section 2.5. 

Following an explicit user indication, the prototype's document base 
has been centered on two particularly complex Chapters of the Regulations, 
namely the Chapter 50 (Reorganization processes) and Chapter 52 (Groups 
of credit institutions ), whose size is about 20 paper pages. In addition, as 
indicated in section 2.1, the system allows cross-reference navigation from 
the regulation to relevant articles of the Decree. 

3.1. Outline of th.e prototype functions 

A major goal for the prototype was to realize a 'natural' environment 
for the user who is acquainted with book reading. Therefore, adopting a 
book metaphor, the system includes: 

a) Searchable Table of Contents (relying on the hierarchical structural 
component); 

b) Two-level conceptual index (relying on the conceptual organization); 
e) Navigation over the reference links (based on the cross-referring web 

of documents ). 
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Building over this 'book-oriented' use of the informati.on components, 
the system offers the three functionalities described in the previous secti.on 
2.3, based on the functional schemata context representation: 

d) Context. qualification of the instances of a given concept in a docu-
ment; 

e) Context based concept browsing; 
f) Document selection based on a concept's functional role. 
The NA VILEX prototype has been developed on a IBM PC workstation, 

using Toolbook in Windows 3.1 environment. The structured data have 
been représented with a dBaseIII database, accessed via an available DLL 

supplied with T oolbook. 
The next section is devoted to a description of both the environment 

and the functionalities, by means of a comprehensive example simulating a 
user sess1on. 

3.2. Example· of user session 

We assume that our user (U) is interested in the concept of «capogruppo» 
(holding company), with particular reference to the exact definition of the 
concept and to the relateci obligations. 

FIG. 3 • ---------S,-s1-,,-rn-«-Av_a_n_•,-1,-,1-n ____________ 

Accesso Modalità Uscita 

lview Status Il Reset I ijccesso ai Documenti Mediante Indice Generale Ì 
Struttura: I Titolo: I 

1' 

" Cap.LII " Gruppi Creditizi 
" Cap.LII.Sez.l " La disciplina del gruppo creditizio nel dee 
" Cap.LII.Sez.11 i" Capogruppo e composizione del Gruppo 
" Cap.LII.Sez.11.Par.1. " Capogruppo -
i" Cap.UI.Sez.11.Par.1.1 * Nozione di controllo -" Cap.UI.Sez.11.Par.1.2 * Oggetto sociale della capogruppo finanzia 
" Cap.UI.Sez.11.Par.1.3 " Forma giuridica della capogruppo finanzia 
" Cap.UI.Sez.11.Par.1.4 " Rilevanza determinante. tra I soggetti con1 -.... 

Cap.LII.Sez.11 1' 
~cerca per Chiave·nei Titoli: I -Cap.LII.Sez.11.Par.1. ...... 
Epogruppiij I Cap.LII.Sez.11.Par.1.2 i--

Caj:,.LII.Sez.11.Par.1.3 
Cap.LII.Sez.11.Par.1.4 

I Navigazione I .... 
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He begins by accessing the table of contents (Toc, in the interface 
«Indice Generale»). The interface displays (see Fig. 3) a window with the 
list of available sections of the regulations, properly indented to render the 
hierarchical relations. Whenever the title length should exceed the field 
dimension, U can double-click an item iri order to get a pop-up window 
with the full title. 

In the lower part of the window, the user can type the concept of 
interest (i.e. 'capogruppo') to retrieve all the paragraph descriptors whose 
title includes the concept. Many paragraphs have fairly long titles, that can 
be considered as (very) short abstracts, so this search can be expected to 
select (with low recali) a subset of the relevant documents. 

3.2.1. Cross-reference navigation environment 

In order to describe the navigation environment, we assume for the 
moment that U is interested in reading the document whose titles 'capo
gruppo.' (Cap. LII Sez. II Par. 1.), so by clicking the relevant item of the 
TOC he gets to the window shown in Fig. 4. 

This window displays (in a scrollable text field) the document text, that 
contains a definition of the concept 'capogruppo'. The interface offers a 
number of functions to navigate the document base. The first is the sequen-

FIG. 4 

Modifica Iesto f!aglna Aiuto 

ap. LII - Sez. Il : Capogruppo e Composizione del Gruppo 
ar. 1. : Capogruppo 

i! capogruppo di un gruppo creditizio: 

aJ l'ente creditizio con sede in Italia che controlli almeno un ente creditizio o 
una società finanziaria o una società strumentale e non sia controllato da 
altro ente creditizio o società finanziarla che possa. essere considerata 
capogruppo (cfr. par. 1.1 J; 
ovvero 
b] la società con sede In Italia che risponda a tutte le seguenti condizioni: 

-che controlli almeno un ente creditizio e non sia controllata da altro ente 
creditizio o società finanziaria che possa essere considerata capogruppo 
(cfr. par. 1. lt; 
- che svolga attMtà finanziaria (cfr. par. 1.2t; 
- che sia costituita sotto forma di società di capitali (cfr. par. 1.3); 
- che tra gli enti e le società controllati abbiano rilevanza determinante quelli 
esercenti attMtà bancaria, finanziaria e strumentale (cfr. pa!. 1.4}. ,1, 

Decreto Ricerche 
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tìal scanning of the regulation database: the relevant icon ( on the left hand 
lower corner) evokes the activity of rurning over the pages of a book, a.nd 
the two triangular buttons allow to scan the book forward or backward. 
The next icon (depicting a set of playìng cards to suggest a selection me
chanism) corresponds to a constrained sequential search, limited to the 
document set selecred with the previous search m the TOC. 

To navigate the cross-reference network, the interface provides 'hot 
keys' in correspondence to the positìon of the cross-referenccs in the text 
(outgoing iinks). For example, if U positions the mouse cursor aver the 
string «cfr. par. 1. 1:,. ( «see paragraph 1. 1 ») the cursor changes its shape, 
denoting the presence of an 'hot key'; if U clicks the mouse, the system 
displays the text corresponding to paragraph 1.1. 

The dual of this operation is the navigatìon through the ingoing links, 
namely the navigation towards the docurnents that contain reforence to the 
current document. By clicking to the 'target' icon, U can get the list of the 
document descriptors that are the source of the ingoing links. 

The button 'Back' allows to return back along the path traversed during 
the navigation; the remaining two ìcons allow respectively to access directly 
a given page (without passing through the TOC) and tostare in the network 
user•-defined lìnks or bookmarks. 

3.2.2. Functional context-aided conceptual search 

After the previous digression concerning the navigation environmcnt, 
we come back to the user's information need concermng 'capogruppo', at 
the poiot where he had obtained (in Fig. 3) a list of five documents. W e 
assume U cannot accept the low recali expected from the search over the 
TOC, so he gets to the Index ( «Indice Analitico,,) shm•m in Fig. 5. The 
index is intencionally structured as a conventional two-level iI1dex of a paper 
book. Tue user selects the entry of interest (i.e. 'capogruppo') and the systern 
retrieves the ìist of documents dispiayed under the item 'Pagìne Recuperate' 
(Retrieved Pages). The list actually contains 13 items, suggesting a low 
precision rate (the documents associated to the index concepts are not selected 
by means of particular relevance criteria). In the case of the prototype's smail 
document base, the user couid browse the documents of tht- iist, but in a real 
system the dirnension of the Est wou1d discourage thìs operation. 

The availability of the context qualifications fonction c~xi help, providing 
a sort of 'functional preview' of a document. In the figure the user has 
selected the document Cap. LII. Sez. 1, and pressed the button 'Schemi' 
(Schemata). The two lists on the right hand side inform the user that in the 
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FIG. 5 

!I ~~~~.:'..J~ f'.'ccesso Mediante Indice Ana!llico I 
•1·· I di Access& all' lodlce: ! ~rnppo 

I I .• d'i'l<>ÌÌil 

Il ~epogmppo 
I ' • 
I lente -

!I I : : ~~;:;::e 
I I • creditizie pubblico 
1 ruppo 
I - " creditizio 
i 

Sez.11.Psr.1. 
Cap.UI.Sez.11.Par.1.2 

11p.l!I.Sez.ll.P8r. ì .3 
ap.UI.Sez.lLPar.1.4 
• J..11.Scz.ll.Par .2. 

---~---=·============ 

FIG. 6 

Accesso _Mod111iià Usciia 

... 

~cceaso Diretto per Sdlemn Fui1zionale i 
ResetA!! 1Selezlen11 lo Sclte111a Funzion!!lc Or,11iderato: I 

)ef!nizìone 
Obbli110 
Possibilità 

-----,r•-. 
~~!inlcllilt,m: f;;pogmppti I I!:~] 

jDefinizh.me ~~::_1~;_;_~_11,_e_ll_s:_~---------------'j ~Yl 
··,,jc,:mtc;,to: I ~ 
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selected document the concept 'capogruppo' acts both as the definiendum 
of a definition and as the object of an obligation. 

The User does not want to repeat this operation for all the documents, 
so decides to select directly the documents relyìng to the ìnterestìng 
functional roles for the required concept. 

The status of the window displayed in Fig. 6 has been reached after the 
following sequence of User operations. The user was interested in locating 
the definitions of 'capogruppo', so has selected the item 'Definizione'. The 
system has thus displayed the frame-like structure constituted by the three 
functional slots of a definition schema, namely Definiendum, Definiens and 
Contesto (Context). By clicking on the 'key' button related to the Definien
dum slot, the user has obtained the list ('Concetti Selezionabili') of the 
concepts belonging to the Definiendum role in some definitional schema 
known to the system ( this operation corresponds to the function previously 
named Context based concept browsing). The user has selected from the list 
the concept 'capogruppo', and the system has retrieved three documents 
(including the LII-II-1 displayed in Fig. 4). In this way the user has been 
able to identify directly the three documents of interest ( out of the 13 
retrieved with the index) improving considerably the precision of the search. 

From the same window the user can ask the system to consider the 

FIG. 7 

I view Status I ~ccesso Diretto per Schema f1111ziona!e j 

j Reset Ali Seleziona lo Scllema Ft.mziomlle Desiderato: 

/~~=og=g=ett=o=:==~§e=p=og=ru=p=p=o===============--.~I~] 
~--~ /~-..JA-:-:2i=o11:::e=: ===~=====================::::! firevl jot>hligo K ;:.__ r.:::7 

' ',~ggetto: I ~ 
'!contesto: I i 1cey / 

!Pagine Recuperate: I I Navigazione I 
<t Cu.LII.Sez.111 -t 2 

cii' :u1.Sez.ill~---1 I ··········~·1 
L.Sez.l.Par.iì. r· ...... . 

.IV.Par.-4.1 1 

.IV.Par.-4.2.4 1 
mm""••••-••w•m ...... .,,,.,_,,,,._,,..,_, 

····•· 4- ... 
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FIG. 8 
---------i-:1•-,l!-,ir-,1-t,-,,,-,1,-,i-lo_ll_l __________ a 

Accesso Modalttili Uscita 

j View Status I jAccesso Diretto per Schema Funzionale I 
I ResetAII I ISelezlona lo Schema Funzionale Desiderato: I 

Definizione 
Obbligo 
Possiblltta 

oggetto: jcapogruppo I lkey I 
I lkey I .,,.,jAzione: !comunicare 

!Obbligo 
I I lkey I ggetto: 

!Contesto: I I lkeyl 
~oncetti Selezionabili: I IJ>agine Recuperate: I I Navigazione I 

~l!.,...l,.jl_ez.l.Pa~.6 . .. -t -·~~mH~-••-
dare ~.Sez.lV.Par.4.1 __ ,,..----esercitare ,-. ao.LII.Sez.JV.Par.4.2.4 -----

--
·----,-. .. .. p---

obligations concerning 'capogruppo'. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 7, 
where the right hand list displays the descriptors of the 5 documents that 
contain obligation schemata where 'capogruppo' is the subject of the obliga
tion. The subsequent Fig. 8 shows the possibility of incrementai retrieval 
offered by the functional schema search paradigm that, as mentioned before, 
constitutes a distinctive feature with respect to other models. The user is 
supposed to have requested - by pressing the 'key' button associated to the 
role 'Azione' (Aaion) - the list of the action concepts which are present 
in the schemata in which the subject of the obligation is 'capogruppo'. By 
selecting the concept 'comunicare' (to communicate) he has narrowed the 
search result to the list of three documents displayed in Fig. 8. 

4. CoNCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Starting from a: criticai evaluation of the benefits and limitations ( under 
both a functional and economical viewpoint) of the existing models which 
integrate search with navigation functions, we have presented a reference 
model which takes into account context information in order to improve 
the retrieval accuracy. The model has been experimented in· the NA VILEX 
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prototype, - dealing with a significant excetpt of the Italian Banking Regula
tions - that has been presented including also an overview of the linguistic 
tools devoted to the serni-automatic extraction from texts of the information 
structures considered in the model and used in the prototype. 

A detailed evaluation of the prototype is ongoing. The prelirninary com
ments from the target users (i.e. drafters of the Italian Banking Regulations) 
are quite encouraging. The user is satisfied with the interaction model, and 
recognizes the potential of the system as a support tool in the task of 
detecting possible inconsistencies in the legal system. 

Future developments are envisaged for all the aspects dealt with in the 
paper, namely the model, the hypertext system and the acquisition tools. 

We are investigating an extension of the model, aimed at the conceptual 
qualification of the cross-reference links arising from second level legal 
texts (i.e. cases and regulations) towards the statutes. The goal is to improve 
the navigation from a given statute to the related .( e.g.) cases, relying to 
concepts that properly describe the reason of the link, thus providing an 
indication about the possible interest of the link for the user problem. 

Concerning the evolution of NA VILEX into a system, we are planning 
to enhance the conceptual dimension, by using a fully-fledged thesaurus 
structure. This should improve the overall recall of the search functions, 
thus matching the parallel improvement provided on precision by the 
contextual information. Concerning the interface, an important aspect would 
be the enhancement of the navigation of the hierarchical structure, with the 
ability to fold/unfold the outlines. · 

W e are also making experiments with commerciai IR systems capable of 
the definition of structured contexts ( e.g. using SGML tagging) in order to 
verify the possibility to integrate context-based searching into standard IR 

environments. 
The last remark is about the enhancement of the linguistic indexing 

tools for the serni-automatic extraction of structured information. The work 
started with the NOMOS project is being continued by a research activity 
funded by the FINSIEL Group; a large-scale evaluation of the tools is ongoing, 
in order to assess the adaptation effort due to sub-domain linguistic shift 
(changes in the lexicon, in the recurrent stylistic cues, etc.). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

IDLEX: A Hypertext System 
for the Interpretation of the Law 

PAOLO GASPARRI 

The number of laws and rulings produced is increasìng at a speed greater 
than man's ability to understand them. Traditional technological systems, 
such as databases and hypertexts, have met this problem until now. Those 
databases, however, that allow a document subset to be selected, beginning 
from a much more numerous set, do not help the user to understand what 
the relationship is among these documents. 

Hypertext systems, analogously, begin with one document and permit 
correlatéd documents to be accessed, but do not provide a complete view 
of the relations existing among thern. 

This report introduces the HTLEX system that files the links among legai 
documents and manages them in a database. The system is able to dyna
mically supply the chains of logie links, that are generated when a document 
is selected, and to represent these links by utiiising a graphic interface 
allowing for hypertext navigation. 

1bis graphic hypertext may be intetpreted as representing experience; 
which is understood as both the abilicy to make available and immediately 
utilise an intelligently created set of logie chains that !ogically conncct concept.s. 

HTLEX utilises a file of links made up of citations and accomplishes Vanne
var Bush's aim set out in his essay ~As We May Think». «The lawyer ha.s 
at his own disposition the opinions and associated decisions of his entire 
experience, as well as those of his friends and those of the authorities». 

2. LEGAL INTERPRETATION AND ExPERIENCE 

The occupation of legal experts is to give meaning to a collection of 
concepts that ref er to an event, that are contained in the laws, rnlings and 
authorities and that are intrinsìcally interconnected. 

This activity is denominated legai interpretation and is based upon in-
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tel!i.gence (from the Latin words <inter legere>; to tie together); this is the 
abilìty to logìcal!y connect the concepts and the information contained in 
the documents, and upon expaience, which is the ability to make the 
resuh::s of the processes of intelligence attainable, and therefore usable. 

Legai interpretation essentially consists of connecting the concepts found 
·,v-ithin the documents which are the laws, rulings and authorities .. 

Until now technology was only directed toward automatìng the docu
ment selection phase. Now it can be used to represent the relative connec
tions that appear among them. 

W e shall see in the following how the HTLEX system can be an aìd to legai 
interpretation by means of automated management, not only of the informa-· 
tion in the documents but above all of a fììe of logie links connecting them. 

3. HTIEX: THE LINK DATABASE 

The enactment of a law is usually without meaning if irs content is not 
integrateci with other laws, and with the logically linked rulings resulting 
from it. 

An inrelligent person has the ability to follow tl1e document chain be
ginning from a document and is, i1, some way, abie to find the other 
documents connectcd with the first one. 

The expert keeps the image of the logica! connections among the docu
ments useful in solving a given problem in mind. This ailows him to 
identify the needed documents immediately. 

The problem is that of representing experience, which is understood as 
the abiiity to identify the documents and the inter-related information that 
is uscful in a specific context. 

1'h l • • ,- l • ak h , • l . I e OL11ect1ve or t 1e HTLEX systcm 1s .:o m e t e knowlec ge aboul tne 
laws and mlings accessìble even to the non-specialist. 

Tbe I-fI1,EX system is patticularly useful in reconstructing unified logica1 
paths within a network consisting of all the possib!e ìogical paths among the 
documents. These are selected by mcans of the following types of questions: 

1. Which arcides of the law are connected to Lli.at being examined? 
2. Which artidcs of the law are connected to the artides of the law 

connected to the one being ex,unined? 

n. Which articles of the law 2.rc connected ... , to the articles of the law ... 
connected to the one being examined? 

The system then shifts its attention from documents to logie links. The 
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objective is no longer to store and manage the document, but to connect 
the several documents logically. 

T o rnake the system operative it is necessary to create a database in 
advance which files the logie links needed to utilise the system. It is also 
necessary to dassify the àocuments according to a unifo1m standard. 

The following example refers to Italian aàrninistrative law and uses a 
file of citations, both explicitly contained in the iaw and obtained by fo-st 
researching and then processing the records of the Itaiian Supreme Court. 

A standard borrowed from that used by the Italgiure system of the Supre
me Court was used to identify a rule. In particular, the system prototype 
utilised a file of about 10,000 links suuctured in records of the standard of the 
active rule in effect, the type of link and the standard of the passive rule. 

The user must provide the system with the standard of the rule, be
ginning from the one which he wishes to analyse the citations. 

Recursivity in selectìng the links is effected by means of normal data 
processing systems. This permits the dynamic reconstruction of the 
following tables, starting from a specific article of the law. 

The first column of the followmg t.a.bles contains the nonna.tive standard of 
the arride of the selected law. Each line of thc table contains a cbain of cit.ations. 

T able 1 comains the chains of the active citations, that is to say the 
articles of laws linked to one another that finish in calling up the ntle 
under exammat10n. 

TABLE l. Table of Acti·ve Cit.ations fmm DPCi.t 1988 12 27 

• 1112U ;f.,.;p-CDf .. CM~-11- . 
••··1::~ii"jN!.,. i~i::M·---ii'i:i":t._.1-;"iJN:>t~iiai u-:i:. :-
t~-~---~-,_ .·t•.~~-_)'tj:P~N)tie ·e :1_7J R~~):~1-~J:•~(~Q·_-1(;, ... 
••~~:.!1.-J_~~)~~-~-~~-!~.-~i~ j~-~~~Mi __ a; !t--r::::.,::~-=--::.;i:--1-~:::--:-:--;,,---

•11 r,_.,,tl"'C11$1•1Zu;,_.'CPCM'IIHl::D 
~i{iff~_:{JPc~-~~~v_!7i~7-~_-u•·~•i_i•"> 

·---:tiZzj!IIIIIÈ.ù:e:aillllÌll:iiJ.il:-iJi~JMIW:L.~-~-·--------
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TABLE 2. Passive Cit.1tions 
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can be disorienting if one ìs unable to appreciate how the documents relate 
to one another. 

One way to avoid this problem is to utilise a graphic representation of 
this complexity which is difficult to communicate in more structured ways. 
The HTLEX system uses an interface that graphically represents the docu
ments and their related links. 

Tue abscissa is associated with the year of the document and the ordinate 
with the progressive number that identifies the document within tbe year. 

The circle represents a law; the position of the circle is consequently 
associated with the progressive number of the law and the year in which 
it was promulgated. The segment that joins two circles represents the link 
between the two documents. 

The graphic interface utilises the data contained in the dynamically 
constructed tabies contaìning the normative reference chains. 

Table 3 represents an example of the genera! citations that are genera
ted beginning from Authorities of 27 December 1988 concerning the orga
nization of the Itaìian Presidencv of the Councìl of Ministers (DPCM 1988 

✓ 

12 27). 
A variation of this graph represents, on the ordinates, the progressive 

number that identifies it within the year, insread of the date of the document 
within the year. 

TABLE 3. Graph of Cit,uions (year, month ar:d day) from DPCM .1988 12 27 
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When the symbol that represents the law is selected, a table appears, 
showing which articies of the law are represented. Selecting the standard 
that identifies the article of the law causes the system to open a window 
containing the relative text. In this way more than one window having 
tables, graphs and texts can be kept open. 

Another type of representatìon shows which are the citations among 
the various articles of the sarne law (see Table 4). The articles are represen
ted on the abscissa and the ordinate. The symbol on the point of the x and 
y co-ordinates represents a reference between Artide x and Artide y. 

'TABLE 4. Graph of Citations among the Articles of the Same Law 
from DPCAf 1988 12 27 

~•M. -~•-•••-•--••-~•------ .... , 

·-------------- --l---$··----· ------·· 
I I 
i I 
I i 
I I 
l l 

These graphic representations either make it. immediately cornprehen
sibìe to the user, or at !east provide a rather precise idea of where the user 
is from the initial reading of a law. 

5. 'fHE PuRPOSE Of lJSING HTLEX 

Understanding rhe law should not necessarily be the exciusive dominion 
of legai prof essionals, such as lawyers and judges, but should be accessible 
to who ever may be interested. 
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T o achieve this a documentati on system facilitating the interpretation of 
a complex legai system, often distinguished by a large number of rules and 
interrelated regulations, is necessary. 

Tue aim of the HTLEX system is to avoid dissipating the experience of 
those who have interpreted complicated legai ìssues. In parricular, it seeks 
to preserve the logical associa.tions; starting from the most common ones, 
suc:h as explicit citations, and going to thcse which are more complicated, 
such as analogies and logical references, in arder to make them more acces
sible to others. 

T echnological development offers the possibility of creating a file of 
references containing a great number of records extracted by scrutinising 
the statutes. 

Tbe heart of the system is the loading of a structured file with links 
initiaily created by scanning legislative sources. In Italy these include The 
Offoial Government Gazette, The Regional Bullerin and The Gazette of 
the European Union. The availability of acts, the electronic medium and 
the formatted standardisation of citations can allow texts to be perused 
automatically. This archive could be used to trace tbe logie links between 
the norms of the European Union and those of the Member States, and 
from these to those on the regiona] level. 

The system could permit a user to analyse what may happen if a new 
legislative act were introduced. In amending a law whìch is in force in order 
to understand the consequences of such an amendment requires the know
ledge of which chain of norms support the norm that one wishes to amend. 

Beyond this, the system couìd be further utilised for the automated 
editing of co-ordinated acts by means of automated amendment of such 
documents subject to modification; the amendment could be associated to 
the link and pe1formed automatically by the cut and paste procedures, In 
this way the problem of crearing a 1mijìed ael, that represents the attempt 
to re-write a linear text hav·ing the same meaning of that which is contained 
in hypertext, is less criticai. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The HTLEX system prototype makes a contribution to the debate on 
:.rtificial intelìigence. 'Tue problem is not so much one of creating a machìne 
tha.t is capable of autonomously creating logìcal associations, but rather one 
of constructing a system that automatically yields associations produced 
anà stored by human intelligence. 
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The automatic system that has been created is aimed at aiding experience, 
not at producing artificial intelligence. The real problem is how to makc 
intellectual ability and accumulated experience available, starting from the 
knowledge and interpretation of documents. 

W e have seen how data processing can be applied to the legal field in 
order to enhance these human attributes. In particular, HTLEX's file of links 
and graphic intedace constitute a way in which we can store experience, 
in order to be able to communicate it. 
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1. lNTRODUCTION 

Beyond Full Text: Towards a Role 
for Hypermedia in the Law 

MICHAEL FI\.NNING 

At a recent conference in the United Kingdom, a speaker prefaced his 
talk by cautioning his audience against the perils of predicting the future. 
He displayed a picture of a bubble car heralded many years ago as the 
means of transport of the future. He added that to his disappointment he 
did not spot a bubble car on his way to the conference. 

In a previous issue of this journal, Jon Bing [Bing 1992] revealing his 
passion for science fiction novels makes a similar point. Today's commu
nications are based upon e-mail instead of, as one science firction author 
predicted, rocket mail or as Bìng put it «r-m2il:». 

TI1e lesson to be learnt here is clear. Where technology is concerned it 
is prudent to avoid committing yourseH to vìsions of the future! With such 
sobering thoughts in mind, I shall tentatively explore a role for hypermed.ia 
in the law rather than state one. 

The last twenty to thirty years [Nunn-Price 1992] have witnessed a 
staggering rise in the amount of legal information, mainly case law and 
statute, available in electronic form. While this is undeniablv a tremedous 
achìevement, most law databases are simply electronic version; of the printed 
origina!. The format and structure of the àatabases are largely dictared by 
the printed forrn. This leaàs to a curious state of affairs where product 
deveiopers are trying to apply hypertext and hypermedia technology to 

electronic versions of printed texts. Here it will be argued that in order to 
fully exploit the potenti.al offered by hypermedia we need to look at 
applying hypertext and hypermedia technology to truly digitai documents. 

Thus, the essence of the paper is that in order to fully explore the 
potential application of hypermedia to the law we must examine and, where 
necessary, re-assess, our understanding of what constitutes, 

a. legai documents, and 
b. collections of lega! documents. 
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Following a brìef look at the terms «hypertext» and «hypennedia», the 
paper will explore our understanding of a legal document by lookìng at 
European Community directives in some detail. Our understanding of what 
constitutes a collectìon of legal documents will in tum be explored and 
contrasted with reference to Justinian's Corpus Iuris Ci·vilis and CELEX. 

Incidentally, CELEX stands for «Communitatis Lex» and is officìally descri-• 
bed as the «computerised inter-institutional documentation system for 
Community law»l. CELEX is available from the Europcan Commission's 
own commercial host organisation, EUROBASES. More simply put, the CE

LEX database offers systematic access to Conununity law. The discussion 
will then dose by suggesting a role for hypermedia in the law. 

2. HYPERTEXT, HYPERMEDIA Al~D TFIE LAW 

While the basic ideas behind what we now know as hypertext are 
attributed to Vannevar Bush, it was Ted Nelson who coined the actual 
term [Macauiay 1992, Terret 1994]. It is useful just to remind ourselves 
again what Ted Nelson understood as hypertext. 

By Hyperte:xt, I mean non-sequential writing - text that branches and alìows 
choices to readers, best read at an inter-actìve screen. As popularly conceived, 
tlùs is a series of text chunks connected by lìnks which offer tbe reader dìfferent 
pathways 2• 

With the dramatic increase in computing power, primarily text-based 
applications began to include graphìcs and later audio and visual data. In 
time Neison's «text chunks» have become essentiallv «data chunks» where 
the data object may be either text, a graphic, sound eclits ùr a video sequence. 
Hencc with time ..:hypertext» gr.ew into «hypermedia». 

It is worth noting that some authors, are careful to distinguish between 
the terms «hypermedia» and ..::multimedia», stressing the essentiaily interac
tive nature of the hypermedia [T errett 1993, p. 22] and the fact that multi
media «is not underpinned by the epistemoiogy of hypertext» [Macaulay 
1993, p. i5]. 

1 See «An .!nrroduccion to .r.UROBA5ES», p. 12 .. Available free of charge tmm the Office 
for Officia! Publicationr, of the European Co~"L'lìunìtìes. For more informati.on on EUROP.ASF.s/ 

CELEX ·contact M1 Kurt Glaser, EUROBASES, Bat. L-47, Office 5/39, B-1049 Brussels, Belgium, 
Fax: (+ 32) 2 296 06 24. 

2 Quoted in Terrett 1994, p. 82. 
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Seen from a commercial point of view the whole idea of hypertext 
received a substantial boost when in the late 1980's Appie bundled Hy
perCard with the MAC computer. By the early 1990's the PC world had its 
own share of hypertext authoring tools such as Folio Views, HyperWriter 
and Guide [Fersko-Weiss 1991]. 

Slowly and surely hypertext features began to appear in man_y database 
applications aimed at the lega! community. For example, the German legai 
information producer JURlS GmbH and Context Lìmited in the United 
Kingdom, both produced CD-ROMs where the help-screens contained hy
pertext links. These t\vo developments are in fact a prelude to tbe inclusion 
of hypertext links in their respective products 3• The Italian Ministry of 
Justice has aiso embarked upon a project to cross-refer sr.atute and case law 
using hypertex:t links. Applications such as HYPERTAX are now beginning to 
appear where hypertext links within the applicatìon are the substantial 
sellable strength of the product and not just a feature. 

Bearing in mind some consider «law is hypertext by nature» [Kriiger 
1992] it is perhaps a little disappoìnting that there are not more applications 
which exploit hypertext. After all, the pursuit of cross-references is said to 
be more akin to how lawyers work with printed materials. Let us not 
forget however the time scale here. Not only does the rapid pace and 
development of computer technoìogy terni to fuel a collective impatience, 
but also legaì database producers have spent the best part of 20 years 
encouraging and cajoling lawyers i.nto legal information managment prac
tices, involving complicated retrieval languages, dìstant and abstract collec
tìons of documents, ali of which remains foreign to most lawyers. Inevitably, 
it will take a little time to readjust. 

These observations camouflage a very important point:, namely that in 
exploring a role for hypermedia in law it is essenti.al to get behind ten:n.s 
whose understanding is àriven largely by technologicaJ and commerciai 
developments. To analyse how the technoìogical possibilities help or hinder 
the way we use and manage legal infonnation. 

By taking a broader view of hypertext and hypermedia we shall see that 
there are many applications and products that although not formally reco
gnised as hypertex-c or hypermedia products, nevertheless display hyperte:xt
and hypermedia-like attributes. One such example is provided by the CELEX 

system of databases, which predates the ~,hype,, about hypertext by many 
years. 

3 See «Hypertext meets JUST!S», Infonnation World Review, October 1993, p. 24. Also 
TTJRIS GmbH has recently iaunched an Arbeitsrecht CD-ROM which has hypertext links between 
case-law and legislarion. 
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Each document stored on the CELEX database ìs attributed an individidual 
number which is formulateci according to a system which we shall look at 
in more detail later on. The so-called «CEI,EX document numbers» are the 
basis upon which documents cross--refer to each other. Although current 
versions of CELEX require that a documcnt be obtained by entering the 
document number at the system's command line, the user can nevertheless 
navigate «different pathways» through «text-chunks». 

Similarly, a younger database on the EUROBASES host offers hypertext
!ike qualities. INFO 92 «is an information system on the completion of the 
internal market and its social dimension»4. The database is menu-driven 
with no possibility - for the moment - of full text searching. If for instance 
we were to call up the «Future E vcntsl> screen we are given a list of EU 

institutions together with topics the institutions are going to discuss in the 
near future. Beside each topic there is a number prefaced with the character 
,<#». By entering this sequence of characters at the command line the user 
jumps straight to the reievant information held in the database on that 
topic. The database index and the cross-references to national implementing 
measures can be used in a similar way. 

The importance of labouring this point is to questìon the dominant 
vicw that the law as a primarily tcxt-based subject is not suitabie for hyper
media applications. If one were to look only at what is commercially avaì
lable as regards hypertext and hypermedia systems, lawyers could ìndeed 
be forgiven for wondering what good it could possibly bring them. 

However if we look at the information management possibilities behind 
the technology, the potential offered by the technology becomes more 
apparent, not just for teaching [Killingly 1992] but for speading, exploring 
and developing the law. Before explaining this point further we need to 

look at legai documents and coliections of legai documents. 

3. LEGAL DocuMENTS 

What is a legal document? Answers to this question are likely to be 
various being intluenced by such factors as the author' s lega] background, 
if any, and the legal system with which they are best acquainted. Some 
might cite a piecc of enacted legislation such as an Act of Parliamem, Loi 
or Gesetz as examples. Others may off er a court decision or cite articles 

4 See Directory of Public Databases, Office for Official Publications of the European 
Communities, Luxembourg, .January 1993, p, 55. 
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from a Code. Other answers may refer to contracts and so on. However, 
it is highly probable that all the suggestions will have one thing ìn common, 
name!y a written or printed format. 

The perception of legai documentation and indeed of the law itself ìs 
intimately bound with the written word. One talks for instance, :.1bout 
observing the «letter of the law». A discussion on constitutions, certainly 
in the United Kìngdom at least, revolves around the issue of a «written» 
as opposed to an ..:unwritten» constitution [ de Smith 1981, Finer 1979]. It 
would be no exaggeration to say that some of the major legal historical 
developments involved the law and its col!ection in a written or printed 
format. Two examples are the growth and development of law reporting 
in the Common Law tradition and Codification in the Romano-Germanic. 
The tradition of writing and later of printing enabled the law to be recorded 
and thereby developed. It effectively layed the foundations for a corporate 
legai memory. 

This is not to say or even imply that non-literate communities were 
lawless. Not so long ago in rural Ireland, my grandfather's generation 
bought and sold land with a handshake accompanied by the exchange of 
sods of earth. While both parties held the agreement to be binding, its 
duration relied heavily on loca1 memory and thus with time it became 
difficult to determine who owned what. 

This example just serves to remind us that the written or printed word 
is not necessarily the law but rather represents or gives expression to the 
law. Thus it mìght be more fruitful to ask what does the written form of 
say, a piece of enacted legislation, actuaìly represent? Taking an Act of 
Parliament as an example or a Loi or Gesetz amending the provì.sions of 
a Code, these all may be regarded as the end results of a legislation gene
r.;.ting process. The process begins with a formai proposal and goes through 
varying stages of deliberation, amendment and counter-proposal after which 
the proposed law is formally enacted by the legislative organs. 

ìt is worth noting that while the enacted legislation is the end product 
of a creative process, the connotation of finality inherent in the word 
«end» is not generally appropriate. The enacted legislation will itself be 
interpreted, modified or evèn repealed. That is to say that the law repre
semed in the printed form marks a stage in the life of the law, a stage in 
a d ynamic process. 

The purpose here is not to answer the question «what is a legai docu
ment» or alternatively «what constitutes a legai document,. but rather to 
emphasise that our perception of the law is ìntimately bound up with the 
written word, the medium of print. It follows that if the law is to be 
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expressed through another medium, i.e. digitai, then our perception of law 
is also likely to change. 

In order to pursue some of these points further it is appropriate to look 
at a specific example in more depth. As noted above whatever constitutes 
a legal document is coloured by the legal system the observer comes from. 
Staying for the time being with enacted legislation, it is fitting therefore to 
look at a piece of enacted legislation known at least to all European Union 
Member States: the EC directive. 

3.L EC directives: an example of printed legai documents 

The question ..:what is a directive?» is much easier to answer. Largely 
because we can cross-referto other legal documents. The Treaty of Rome 
gives indicators as to a directive's purpose and format. 

Artide 189 of the Treaty of Rome as amended by the 1992 Treaty on 
European Unìon provides for means with which the ìnstimtions of the 
Community can carry out their tasks. One such legai instmment is the 
directive. On directives specifically, Artide 189 states, 

A directive shall be bìnding, as to t.he result achieved, upon each Member State 
to which it is addressed, but shall leave to the national authorities the choice 
of fonn and methods. 

In other words the directives state goals which the Member States are 
· bound to achieve and obliges them to take legislative and administrative 

measures to do so. The legislative and adrrùnistrative measures are also 
referred to as «nationai implementing measures». 

The Treaty of Rome (Artide 190) is also specific about a directive's 
forrnat, maintaining that a directive, 

state(s) the reasons on which they are based and refer(s) to :my proposals or 
opinions which were required to be obtained pursuant to th(e) Treaty. 

Curiously prior to the Treaty of European Union there was no formai 
requirement that directives be published in the Official Journal which of 
course implies (for the present at least) production in a printed fermat. This 
«anomaly;,, [Hilf 1993, p. 5] was redressed by the Treaty on European Union 
but has led to the equally odd position that the printed form of direccives 
is (unwitringly?) favoured whereas before the Treaties made no distinction. 

Nevertheless we are in a position to describe directives as lega1 documents 
that have · 
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(a) a purpose 

the achievement of a stated goal where Member States can bring about the 
goal usìng legislative and administrative means of theìr choice and 

(b) a format 

wiùch has a minimum specific ìnformation content, namely 

Title 
Preamble 

Articles 

Signature 
Footnotes 
and Annexes 

Norrnally full and descriptive. 
Contains the stated reasons for the directive and gives refe-• 
rences to preparatory documents. 
Contains the legal points in the directive. A concluding 
article usually sets the date for transposition of the dìrective 
by the Member States. 
Contains the signatures of the contracting parties. 
Contains source information of references given in the text 
of the directive, both Preamble and Articles part. Contains 
a.nnexes where relevant. 

For convenience I shal! refer to the above document format as a «basic 
logica! unit» in the sense that it possesses a logica! complcteness. After 
all, the document has a title, refers to those documents that were invol
ved in its genesis and outlines in a series of articles the goals to be achieved 
and when they are to be achieved. The documents' formai nature is 
confirmed by the signatures of the contracting parties and addìtional 
information where necessary is proviàed for by the footnotes and 
annexes. 

Y et looking at directives more closely it is noticeable that there is much 
more useful information that could be logically associateci wìth them. For 
example, it would be useful to lmow 

- the directive's legal basis, 
the preparatory works that gave rise to the directive, 

- other documents aff ected by the directive, 
-- other documents affecting the directive 

measures in national law that implement the directive, 
- case law that affects the dìrective. 

It would be difficult to append such a substantial amount of information 
to a printed version of a directive. Not only would such a product be 
unwieldy and difficult to use but it would be almost impossible to keep 
the informatìon associated with the directive up to date. The paper-based 
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format is not the best means to depict and follow the dynamism within 
the law. 

However it is possible to append such information to the basic unit 
where the document is in a digital form. 

3.2. EC directi·ves: an example of digita! legai documents 

The digitai source of directives for this discussion is the CELEX database. 
Documents ìn the database are stored as basic logical units with a minimum 
informatìon content as described above. Each document is accorded a 
specific number which is formulated according to a system and is to be 
found in a field called DOK.NUM. For directives the document number 
compnses, 

CHEX Sector number + Year + CELEX code denoting directives + number of 
directive 

Hence, Council Directive of 13 June 1990 on Package Travel (90/314/ 
EEC) has the document number 390L0314 formulateci as follows, 

3 -- the CELEX Sector in which directives are to be found 
90 - the year in which the directive was enacted, 
L --· a CELEX specific code denoting directives, 
0314 - The number of the directive made up to 4 figures. 

The document number system is the basis of the extensìve document 
cross-referencing which is the hallmark of the CELEX database. For example 
the basic unit document carries, in the form of document number references, 
informati on on the directive' s, 

legal basis 
a list of documents modified by the directive 
a list of documents modifying Ì:he directive 

The document number system aiso enables users to quickly trace 

national implementing provisions and 
case law 
~ where the directive is the principle issue of the case 
e where the directive is cited in the case. 

Note that refcrences to preparatory works are given in full and not as 
document numbers. 
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Possible Enhancements 

Whereas current versions of CELEX give the references shown above as 
document numbers, a more elaborate digitai version could concievably 
contain, 

(i) the actual text of the documents referred to, or 
(ii) instructions where to :find or instructions that find the texts referred to. 
These and other possible enhancements will be briefly considered. 

(a) Adding supplementary text 

The directive as a basic logica! unit could be enhanced by the addition 
of extra information such as the legai basis and preparatory works in
formation. This kind of information is stable compared with the documents 
the directive may modify (see next section). 

Jurisdictions differ on the extent to which preparatory works may be 
consulted in the interpretation of legislation. Nevertheless, be it for legai or 
other purposes e.g. commerciai, lobbying etc., a document's legislative hi
story or «Entstehungsgeschichte» may not only add important information 
but be vital to the directive's later interpretation. The situation here is 
analogous to the interpretation of music or literary analysis [Morgan 1991 ]. 
What is often more interesting than the :fin.al draft of a work is the path 
that led to the final draft. 

The addition of preparatory works also opens up possiblities of adding 
hypermedia to the basic logica! unit directive. Most parliamentary pro
ceedings are now televised. Clips of relevant debates may convey more 
useful information than for example, a dry report. 

In the particular case of directives they are really incomplete without 
their national implementing provisions. One producer, Context Ltd. has in 
fact taken the logica! step of including CELEX Sector 7 information (i.e. the 
national implementing provisions) with the text of the directives. 

(b) Inserting instructions 

Where the relationships between documents are volatile and subject to 
change, adding the text of modified and modifying documents is just not 
suitable. Rather it is more appropriate to include in the basic logica! unit 
directive 

a. references to the affected documents, and/ or 
b. instructions on where to find the documents. 
CELEX contains the references to changed documents in the form of 

document numbers. These can also be looked upon as semi-instructions, as 
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the references are a stage beyond a simple text reference to a format which 
is quickly searchable. 

An example of what is meant is to be found in the World Wide Web 
where the cross-references not only indicate other related documents but 
execute those instructions to get to the document referred to. 

( c) Language versions 

One of the additional benefits of the CELEX document number system 
is that it is easy to move from one language version of a document to 
another. This stems from the fact that unless otherwise stated a directive 
is authoritative in ali officiai languages of the European Community. Ano
ther EUROBASES database RAPID initially took the view that each language 
version of a document was itseH a separate document. However, the increase 
in the number of EU Member States made the database increasing difficult 
to manage. Thus, following a re-organisation of the database last year, the 
RAPID database manager opted for the position that a document constituted 
a single logical unit with many language versions. 

(d) Document appearance 

Documents in printed format have to be set. Setting itseH conveys 
information about the information in the document. Different fonts and 
script styles help ran}i: and classify the ideas as well as attribute priority to 
the importance of the document' s content. 

Formatting also assists usage of the document. The simple convention 
of contents and index enables readers to quickly find their way around 
books. That these conventions are maintained across languages aids 
usage. 

Similarly, documents in a digitai form have to be formatted. The consi
derable advantage digitai documents have over printed is that the digitai 
form may have multiple formats. Many software packages enable users to 
export data in a variety of forms for immediate use in their word pro
cessor. 

The print medium has however a distinct advantage in that, in accordance 
with its long age, it has reached a high degree of standardisation. The «new 
kid on the block» - the digitai medium suffers from an acute lack of 
standards: Even the World Wide Web, suggested as somthing of a role
model, uses proprietary formatting standards [Wilson 1994, p. 102]. 

Nevertheless, the above points can be used to indicate what kind of 
information a digitai directive could well contain, namely, 
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Basic infonnation: 

- stored as text, graphics, sound and video 

Supplementary inf onnation: 

- stored as text, graphics, sound and video 

Language version in.f onnation 

Fomzatting infonnation: 

stores information on the document's appearance 
·- stores information concerning the document's «instructions». 

4" CoLLECTIONS OF LEGAL DocuMENTS 

If the advent of digital media renders the notion of a legal document 
uncertain then it follows on that the nocion of a colledion of legai documents 
needs to be re-examined too. 

Examples of collections of legal documents would most certainly inclu
de Law Reports, Codes, Officiai Journals etc. AH of these have the common 
characteristic that they are printed coUections. More enlightened cormnen
tators mìght weli include databases amongst their collections of Jegal 
documents. 

We have already noted that the collection of legal documents, eg. the 
development of law reporcing, or collections of legal docurnents, eg. Codes, 
have contrìbuted significantly to legal hìstory. If we describe law reporting 
and codification as major achievements in legai information management 
there is much to be gained from viewing legai information management 
from a legal hìstorical perspective. Y et it is lamentable that so far very few 
authors involved in law and information technology have consjdered their 
subject through the eyes of a ìegal historian, let alone a comparative lawyer. 
This will hopefolly change. 

4.1. The Corpus Iuris Civilis: an example of a prìnted colleaion 

Comparative lawyers and legal historians are ever keen to remind us of 
the debt modem law owes Roman Law. Some have likened Roman Law 
to 1<a duck as ìt sv,ri:ms, bobs and dives in the water: it hides itself at times, 
but is never quite lost, always coming up again alive~ [Kolbert 1979]. The 
most influential collection of documents that have come down to us is by 
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far the Corpus Iuris Civilis, a codification of Roman Law undertaken by 
the Emperor Justinian who died in 565 A.D. Justinian's work is truly remar
kable when one thinks that the compilation completed in 534 A.D. «carne 
at the end of a development which had spread over thirteen centuries~• 
[Kolbert 1979, p. 9] yet was Ìnstrumental in the work that led to ..:that 
monument to Romanist scholarship which is so little Germanic, the Ger
man Civil Code (BGB) of 1896» [David 1985, p. 45]. The German Civil 
Code of 1896 is still the version in force today. 

However, Alan Watson in his book LEGAL TRANSPLANTS, An Approach 
to Cornparative Law, cautions us that, 

The Western world, has of course, been compietely brain-washed by thc 
authority of Roman law, especially as the law was set forth in Justinian's 
Corpus Iuris Civilis. The main divisions of the law, the major ìnstitutions, thc 
boundary lines between one institution and another - all as fixed by the Romans 
·- are so ingrained in us that we find it very difficult to conceive of rhe possibility 
of othcr arrangements. Yet a moment's glance at other systems will show us 
that Roman rules are not inevitably the only ones. 

[W atson 1978, p. 90] 

W atson goes on to illustrate his poìnt by referring to the ancient Greek 
notion of marriage which was verf diff erent to that of thc Roman and thus 
to that whicb we have in Western Europe. 

Now the issue of interest to us here is what factors led to one collection 
of documents being favoured over another. Space precludes a detailed 
answer, but again Watson provides some clues, 

Clearly, one factor in the widespread reception of Roman law was that what 
later came to be called the Corpus Juris Civilìs was written in Latin, a language 
understood by ali educated men in Europe f m many ccr:turics. Those parts of 
the C01pus which were written in Greek were not lectured on-· Graeca non 
leguntur - and comments on them are sparse in the Middle Ages. Similarly, 
later, of the work of two Scotsmen, Craig's Ius Fet,dale was influential in 
Europe (and was reprinted in Leipzig in 1716): Stair's lnstitutions of the Law 
of Scotland was not. 
Another factor was that the Corpus Juris provided a written system which was 
detailed yet was in not too great a bulk. Law which is not written has far less 
chance of spreading. 

[Watson 1978, p. 93] 

It would seem therefore that the influence of one legal system over 
another is heavily influenced by such pragmatic considerations as the 
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availability of collections of legal documents anà their accessability, seen 
for the most pan in terms of language. 

4.2. The CELEX databases: an example of a digitai collection 

Compared to the the achjevements of the Corpus I uris Civilis, those of 
CELEX are far rnore modest. Although as far as spreading the law is con
cerned CELEX is arguably gaining ground. 

The development of the European Communìties, now European Union 
has given rise to a new legal order made up (for the time being) of 12 
different Member States, and thus as many diff erent legal systems and 
traditions. Additionally EU legislation and case law is equally authoritative 
in all 9 official languages. Even now, putting aside the forthcoming expan
sion of the European Union, it is difficult to keep abreast of Hl legal 
developments. 

The Commission itself, for example, finds it increasingly difficult to 
maintain an accurate running record of Member State imp!ementati.ons of 
EC directives [Hilf 1993, p. 16]. In many cases, such problems have little to 
do with a technìcal infrastructure but are rather caused bv a iack of resour
ces and the inherent management difficulties coordinatìng the activity of 12 
diff erent states. In the midst of all these problems the CELEX information 
system, despite various flaws [Popot.as 1991 ], plays a vital role. 

Bearing in mind what was discussed above with regard to the Corpus 
I uris Civilis, CELEX off ers a comprehensive source of EC law which as a 
series of databases is available to anyone, anywhere with a modem and 
Personal Computer. It comes as no sutprise therefore to find CELEX users 
aU over the world. 

Celex also renders EC law accessible. This may be looked at from two 
levels, linguisticaily and secondly, with regard to the relations bet:ween 
documents. The success of the Corpus I uris Civilis relied on the fact that 
«users» throughout Europe understood the language in which it was written, 
namely latin. The situation with CELEX is the other way around. As it 
cannot be assumed (agreed?) that «users» share a common language, CELEX 

has been produced in each of the officiai languages. Secondly, the document 
number system and the database fields provide an efficient and fast means 
of locating related documents. 

In fact CELEX offers a means of access to EC law whìch is sìmply not 
available elsewhere. There is no printed equivalent to CELEX. Here lies an 
essential point and perhaps a pointer to a role for hypertext and later 
hypermedia, in the law. 
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Although CELEX is one of the oldest database systems, it differs from 
most of its peers in that it has no direct paper equivalent. It is true that 
printed collections of documents, for instance the Officia! Journal, L and 
C series and the Reports of the European Court of Justice are major 
sources. However these collections of legal documents lack the enhance
ments that are to be found in the digita! versions as represented by CELEX. 

For directives the enhancements have been discussed above. The ECJ case 
law as found in CELEX sector 6, contains a field called NOTES which lists 
literature references from a variety of European legal joumals. The contents 
of this field like the whole of CELEX sector 7, (national implementing 
provisions) has no paper equivalent. 

Thus, it is probably more accurate to describe CELEX not really as a 
collection of legai documents but rather as an interlinked network or web 
of legai documents. In this respect CELEX begins to mirror a certain dyna
mism within the law and in doing son offers possibilities to explore it. 

5. TowARDs A Rom FOR HYPERMEDIA IN LAw 

It has been argued that our perception of legai documents and to a large 
extent of the law itself has been strongly influenced by the printed word. 
And that to fully èxplore a role for hypertext and then hypermedia in the 
law we need to reassess our understanding of what constitutes a legai 
document and following on from that, a collection of legai documents. In 
this way we will be able to evolve a role for hypermedia applied to truly 
digita! documents rather than electronic versions of printed documents. 

So far the exploratio~ of a role for hypermedia has concemed essentially 
objective criteriil= legai documents. It would be neither appropriate nor 
fitting to conclude the discussion without leaving the user unscathed! After 
all, the print medium has also influenced how we see ourselves as users 
viz-a-viz legai documents. Traditionally speaking users of legai documen
tation retrieve or rather «pluck» materials from a given source and work 
on them in a physical location. As we rush and stumble into the digita! age 
this view or perspective also needs to be re-assessed. Consider the following 
example. 

Ali the commerciai producers of the CELEX databases offer access to the 
data using full-text retrieval techniques. Briefly, this means that the user 
formulates a search string based on words and/or phrases. The system's 
search engine then searches for the words and/ or phrases and yields as 
«hits» those documents in which the word or phrases occur. The documents 
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retrieved may have no other connection with each other other than the 
occurrence of the tenns. Although an efficient and fast means of obtaining 
documents from a large volume of text it is not without lirnitations. Work 
is goirtg on to improve upon the basic idea of full-text retrieval [ de Mulder 
et al. 1993] or to find alternative means of retrieving documents. 

Let us repeat the process described once more but this time omit any 
references to text retrieval. Instead we prefer to say that by yielding «hits» 
the system maps the · user onto a location or locations within a larger 
information space. The user may bounce to another location by refining or 
renewing the search. Alternatively the user may regard the location as a 
point of access to other documents. In the case of CELEX this could involve 
following a trail of document number references or other documents. 
Altefi1.atively the user could pursue a reference to a document' s preparatory 
work, or to a national implementing measure. Where case law is concemed 
this may involve pursuing a norm, other cases, references to national courts 
and even literature. Seen in this way CELEX offers a gateway to other legai 
infonnation spaces. The technique of searching for text is the same only 
the latter perspective sees full-text searching as one of a number of means 
enabling users to navigate through legai information space. 

Navigating through legai information space is difficult with the medium 
of print. But not impossible. After a11 the phrase «a body of law» was in 
circulation long before the advent of the computer\ The analogy is appro
priate and still helpful as a «body» is a complex organism of interworking 
parts. Whereas the full-text retrieval paradigm unintentionally runs the risk 
of dismembering legai documents, a role for hypermedia lies in «fleshing 
out» the law. 
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HyperREASONER: 
An Example of the Integration of Hypermedia 

and Expert System Technology 
GERALD QurRCHMAYR, RoLAND TRAUNMULLER, WoLFGANG BAUER 

1. OORODUCTION 

Rule-based expert systems have traditionally been based on the assump
tion that the user think.s in tenns of rules, because law is fonnulated in the 
fonn of rules. The problem with this approach is that the user interfaces 
resulting from this metaphore have not always been satisfactory. When 
hypertext systems were introduced it was therefore a natural behaviour to 
view them as a replacement for expert systems and artificial intelligence 
technology. When it carne to modelling the process of decision making, 
hypermedia systems have, however, faired poorely if they lacked an inte
gration with expert systems. The lesson learned once more is that one 
technology alone cannot provide an overall solution for constructing wor
king consultion systeins which are to be accepted by practicing lawyers. If 
we have a closer look at the development of information technology, it 
does quickly become clear that information systems technology is under 
continuous development, each generation of systems being built with the 
goal of overcoming the shortages of the previous one (cf. [fumer 1988]). 
Evolutionary approaches gradually embarking on newly emerging techno
logies have been shown to be the best way for widening the spectrum of 
problems which can be solved, whereas strategies using the new technology 
in an isolated way have failed dramatically in practice. That is why the 
main idea of our approach · is to make use of hypermedia technology in an 
integrated way by combining it with a traditional rule-oriented inference 
mechanism and allowing this mechanism to access databases as sources of 
information. As the major problem of existing legai expert systems is the 
maintenance of the knowledge base, one focus of the project has been on 
designing an easy to use interface for the knowledge engineer. 

In an ideai situation the lawyer dealing with the system should be 
provided with a full.,.scale natural language interface, which unfortunately 
is not yet at hand. Therfore we have decided to implement a graphical 
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intexface based on the browser concept (sirnilar to the concept used in 
Smalltalk). The overall system architecture follows the general concept 
defined for legal expert systems (see [Fiedler 1984]), which means that the 
kernel of our reasoning system does consist of the following components: 

- The dialogue component providing user mode and knowledge engi-
neering mode; 

- The inference engine; 
- The active knowledge base consisting of rules and facts; 
- An arbitrary number of knowledge bases stored on disk; 
- The knowledge acquisition component; 
- The explanation component (at the current state of the project rather 
· rudimentary ). 

2. THE SYSTEM CoNCEPT 

As pointed out in the introduction, the system concepts follows the 
general rules for the development of expert system shells. As one major 
goal was to investigate the possible benefits of hypermedia technology 
added to expert systems technology, the focus of the implementation has 
been on the user intexface, mainly on the intexface for knowledge engi
neering, because we were aiming at a shell which a lawyer should be able 
to use without the support of a knowledge engineer. In addition to the use 
of hypermedia technology for creating a better user intexface, we have also 
used Toolbook's pre-defined intexface to dBase to demonstrate how 
elements of a knowledge base can be stored in a database and therefore be 
made accessible for maintenance and integration purposes. A further advan
tage of this add-on is that additional information can be entered in the 
form of batch input files, which helps to overcome the usual isolation of 
expert systems. So the problem of reading data into a knowledge-based 
system has been reduced to format conversion, for which solutions are 
well known from database technology. 

2.1. The user interface of Hype,Reasoner 

As making knowledge engineering as easy as possible was a major goal 
of the project (the description of a previous prototype leading to Hy
perR--800er is described in [Kappes Quirchmayr 1990]), the intexface had to 
be merely graphically oriented and mouse driven [Quirchmayr Bauer 1993]. 
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Considering lawyers as users of the system, the fonnulation of rules had 
to be kept as simple as possible. A major problem of many expert system 
shells is that negation can be expressed in very limited and tricky ways 
only, which are insuffient for the legal domain and do often result in the 
production of unnatural and unneccessariìy compìex rules. These do in 
tum lead to asking the user questions which can easily be misunderstood. 
Further deficiencies of first generation legal expert systems are described in 
[Susskind 1987] and [Fiedler T raunmiiller 1989]. For reasons of clarity and 
simplicity the well-known example of contracts with minors is used to 
illustrate the capabilities of Hypei_-Rea.,oner's knowledge engineering interface. 

FIG. 1. The Knowledge Engineering Inteface 

As shown in Fig.1 the definition of rules is based on the concept of 
graphically composing legai concepts in the form of nodes and connecting 
them by logical expressions (AND, OR, NOT). NOT, in contrast to many 
other shells, can be used not only for the negatìon of facts, but also for the 
negation of whole nodes (Inferences in the screen print of Fig. 1 ). The type 
of logica! connection is chosen by simply clicking the AND-, OR, or NOT

button. Goals and Arguments are specified by selecting elements from the 
lists of Answers, Inferences, and Questìons. T o make review and debugging 
of defìned rules easy, we have implemented a browser concept, which 
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F1c. 2. The Knowledge Browser 

allows the user to walk through the rule tree in a top-down way or to 
access rules assigned to a specific node directly. 

2.2. The knowledge engineering paradigm of Hype-11-""'0",,. 

Tue knowledge engineering component of HyperRmoner was designed 
with the goal of keeping it as simple as possible for the user in order to 
make it usable for people without thorough training in knowledge engi
neering, aud with the aim of providing trne negation, which makes it less 
complicated to represent negations which do quite frequently occur in 
statutes and laws. Toolbook providcd us with the environment necessary 
for constructing an easy to handle knowledge engineering interface. For 
implementing true negati.on an old trick originally developed for defining 
confidence factors had to be adapted: truth values are assigned to each 
node, depending on its logical structure and on the number of its arguments. 
Once truth values have been assigned, to the ba.sic nodes (Questions) by 
the user, these values can be propagated through a dassical AND-/OR-tree. 
Now the trick is to internaily assign numeric values, 1 representi.ng true, 
O indìcating that a value ìs unknown, and -1 standing for false. A very 
positive side effect of this strategy is, that, once strict 3-valued Logie is 
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given up, an extension of the model to dealing with Fuzzy Logie becomes 
possibie. 

Tue underlying concept of the system therefore is as follows: 

Knowledge engineer 

the main page 

the fact editor 
the rule editor 

accesses 

which uses 

(accessing rule and fact pages) 
the browser 

End-user 

the main page 

the query page 
the result page 

the fact page 

Tbe fact and rule pages are constructed from the fact and rules base, 
stored in dBase and ASCII formatto allow, as pointed out in 2.1, access to 
external information. In case the end-user has to interrupt the consultation, 
the information he has entered is stored and the session can be resumed 
later at the point where the user has quit. 

3. RESULTS OF THE PROTOT't'PE DEVELOPMENT A:ND FIRST TESTS 

Basing Hyperl 0 "" 0 na on a hypermedia system has provided us with a lot 
of benefits, especially concerning integratìon and user interface-design. 
The price which has to be paid in terms of performance, however, is very 
high. T ests of the prototype have shown that due to the inference engine 
being implemented in Toolbook's script language, it is not advisable to 
run the system on anything below 80486-technology. As discussed in 
[Traunmuiler Quirchrnayr 1991], hypermedia systems are the best way for 
quickly reaching the integration of database, expert, text processing, and 
tradicional office inf ormation systems. Therefore it is wonh to apply this 
strategy, perhaps with the modification that time criticai parts, such as the 
kernel of the inference engine, shouid be reimplemented in a compiler 
language. 

4. MoDELLING REGULATIONS OF REGIONAl .. DEVELOPMENT LA~/ 

The first realìstic test Hypere"'oncr had to undergo was its application in 
Spanish regional deve!opment law. Research concerning priority-orìented 
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models of lega! and administrative decision making have for a long time 
been only rheoretical. With the example of formalising strategies used by 
INEM (the Spanish national institute for employment) and the EEC for allo
cating subsidies we have shown one possible way for putting formal logìc
based models to work in legal environments. T o be able to represent contra
dictions narurally occurrìng between the imerests of diff erent applicants 
and different institutions granting subsidies, we used Kripke-type frames 
based on possible worlds. 

4.1. The forma! model 

As described in [Baaz et al. 1993] the construction used for the formal 
model of regional development programs consists of a static part which is 
used for describing and a dynamic part which is used for deciding situations 
of allocation of grants: 

a) the static part: 

the situation of allocation of subsidies is represented by a Kripke
type frame 

- the representatives consist of totally ordered non empty sets of worlds, 
where a representative stands for all grants given by an institution or 
all companies a person is handiing the applications for. 
the truth values determining the priori ti es are elements of C1 x . . . x 
c, x {0,1}, where cl, ... , c, are the components of an application. cl' 
... , C. are totally ordered non empty sets representing the criteria 
according to which an application is evaluated. 

- we represent the applicacion of a local corporation to an institution 
a as follows: 
a) a trne statement APP valued at e by the actual situation of the 

C,!l 

company (i.e. the value <c., ... , c,,1> is assigned to APPc,a e; E Ci; 
i = 1, ... , r). 

b) all elements of a are connected to e by arrows 
e) a false statement APP. for ali e' -::r:-e valued at e by the actual c,a < 

sìtuation of the local corporation (i.e. the value <c1, ••• , c,,0> is 
assigned to APPc, ,~ e, E C; i = 1, ... , r). Tue underlying assumption 
ìs that the grant 'can be given to only one corporatìon. 

llAPP c. a is true for some element (is false for all elements) of the 
institution o. if a does (not) grant a subsidy for the representative ~' 
CE~-
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b) the dynamic part: 

- for finite situations derivations are defined by cancelling 
a) applications which have already been successful (= have aiready 

received a grant) 
b) applications with the weakest arguments; the weakest ;;irgument is 

determined by the lexicographic order of the ring of <c1, ••• , cr,l> 
which follows the total ordering of the criteria C1, ••• , Cr represen
ting the philosophy on which the decision making process is based. 

The central issue being to use the framework for representing diff erent 
decision philosophies, we only considered propositional logie for reasons 
of simplicity and clarity. 

The truth values V are elements of cl x ... x cr x {0,1}. 
cl, ... , cr are totally ordered non empty sets. 

<c1, ••• , cr,1> are designated to be true. (As a consequence of this definition 
the properties of usual classical modal propositional logics could be saved, 
cf. [Rescher 1969]). Generalisations to other systems of multiple-valued 
(first order) logie are obvious. 

Let L be a propositional ianguage wìth varìables Var and operations -, r,., 
v, 0: a presituation is a frame F = <D, PHIL, R, v>, where 
D = {al' {½, ... } * {}; a; are disjoint non empty totally ordered sets of worlds 
( the representatives ); the uni verse U = u n; 

l 

PHIL: D • P ({C1, ... , C) x {C1, ... , C)) has the property that PHIL(a) 
is a total ordering of C1, ... , C,. PHIL(o:) therefore ìnduces a lexicographic 
ordering <i on C 1 x ... x C,x {l} that can be extended to V by 
u<PHiuai w {::::} u<1 w and u and w are designed to be true, or 

' ' u is not designed to be tme and w is desìgned to be trne, or 
w<1 u and u and w are not designed to be true 

R=UxU 

srT: U ...,, C 1 x ... x C, (is used to describe the situation of the corporation) 

v: UxL ...,, V is inductively defined by 
v.JA) E {srr(c)} x {0,1} for all A E Var. 
ve (-7A) = <c1, ... , cr, 1-e> for ve (A)= <cl, ... , cr, e> 
ve (A AB)= min<PH!L(o:) {ve (A), ve (B)} for e E a 
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ve (A v B) = max<PHIL{aì {ve (A), ve (B)} for e E a 
ve (DA) = rnin<PHIL(a) {v1 (A)l<c, i> e R} for e E a, the only condition where 

different philosophies lead to diff erent results 

a situation of allocation of subsidies is a presituation extended by an 
injective function APP: U x D • Var such that vJA.PI\) is designed to 
be trne and ve (APPd) is designed to be false for all d :;t: e, 

Now that we have defined the formal basis necessary to develop a pro
cedure for achieving a unique decision in a situation where different 
corporations are applying for different grants gìven by different institutions, 
we can go ahead with the definition of a formai evaluation of a gìven situation. 

Relation-based stability: <d, e> E R excludes <d, e'> E R for e* e' 
and <d, e> E R excludes <d', e> E R for d :;t: d'; d, d' E a for some a. 
F' = <D, PHIL, R', v', A.PP> is ~ relation-based derivation of F = <D, 
PHIL, R, v, APP> ìff <d, e> E R and <ci', e> E R for different d, d; E a ; 
<d', e'> 1t: R for all e' ::t: e and R': = R - {<d, e>} 
or otherwise <d, e> E R ; d is maximal in {el ,_ R. , , R f k-, ,}; ce a, <e,1>E , <c)a;.>E or some +!i 

SIT (e)* <1> = min<HIIL(a) {SIT (e* <1>1<d,e><i R) and R': = R - {<d, e>}. 

Valuation-based stability: at least one of o A and fj -, A is true at every 
element of U and if CìAPP is tn1e at d E a, then n APP is not trne for 

e, O'. CJ O. 

ali d' E o: d' :;:: d 
F' = <D, PHIL, R', v', APP> is a valuation-based derivation of F = <D, 
PHIL, R, v, APP> 
iff •APP is true for d' E a; <d, e> E R, d E a, d * d' and R': = R - {<d, e>} 
or othe;,;ìse <d, e> E R; d E a; DA and • -. A are not trnc for some A at 
d where d is ma:ximal in a with thìs property; SIT ( e) * <1 > =0 min <PHJI , • 

, . )C,J 

{srr (e* <l>i<d,oG R} and R': = R-- {<d, c>J. · 

A situation is coherent iff <d, e> E R for some d E a i,,nplies <d, e> E R 
for all d E a. 
A situation is acyclic iff there is no sequence <d 1, d2> E R, "., <dk- 1, 

dk> E R for dt> dk in the same a. The application criteria are distinct iff 
sn(c) = srr(d) implies e= d. 

Theorem: Assume that the siniation of ailocation of subsìdies F is finite, 
coherent, acydic and that the application conditions are disrinct: ali 
relation- and valuation-based derivation chains are finite and terminate 
with a relation- and valuation--based stable normal form P:·. 
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Proof (Sketch): Reductions obviously terminate because of the finiteness of 
F and all resulting frames have relation- and valuation-based stability.If 
di:ff erent derivation steps are possible at a certain stage, these derivation 
steps possess the diamond property (i.e. there are derivation chains to 
a common frame F°). 

Corollary: In P ali grants are uniquely allocated if the number of applicants 
is greater or equal to the number of grants (formally: an inscitution a 
allocates a subsidy to a corporation e ìf O APP is tn:ie in P· at some c,a 
dE a). 

4.2. The application to region.al development programs (t.aken from [Baaz 
et al 1993]) 

In our example we have three corporations A, B, and C which apply 
for grants of two institutions, INEM and EEC. The 5 criteria described in 
chapter 2 are denoted by the sets of elements Ci == {a;, b;, cJ, where ~, (bi' 
e) do express the actual position of A, (B, C) relative to the corresponding 
criterion Ci" (s1r(A) = <a1, ,.., ¾>, srr(B) = <b1, ... , b5>, srr(C) = <c1, ••• , c5>). 

Criteria cl, c2, c3 are ordered by ci<b,<ai, criteria c4, es are ordered by 
b.<a.<c. 

1 I i , 

All corporations are applying to both institutions; INEM has two 
grants to allocate, the EEC has on.e subsidy to give to one of the appli
cants. (INEM={g1, g2}, say g1<g2, EEC={g3}. For the INEM decision 
makers we assume a utilitarian philosophy, for the EEC we assume an 
impartial one (PHIL(INEM) = C 5< C4< C3< C2< C 1, PHIL (EEC) = 
C5< C2< C3< C1< C{). 

Our formai model takes the following form: 

F = <{INEM, EEC, A0 , B0 , C 0 }, PHIL, R, v, APP>, A0 = {A}, B0 = {B}, 
co = {C}. 
R is given by the arrows, APP is defined in the obvious way. F is obviously 
coherent, acyclic and the application criteria are distinct. · The numbers 
associated to the arrows represent their cancellati.on in a possible derivation 
chain. The arrows to which ~.f» is associated are present in the stable 
normal form. Consequently •APPA INEM is trne at &, •APPB INEM is true at 
gt, 0APP e, EEC is trne at g3' Therefore INEM grants a subsicty to A and B 
and not to C (IL.A.PP e INEM is true at g1 and gJ and the EEC grants a 
subsidy only to C (D-ÀPP A, Ei-:c .and [LA_PP B, EEc are true at g3). 
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FIG. 3 

The result has thc following properties: 
aì DAPP or --fJAPP is true ar everv d E a. 

I ~a ~a ·1 

b) if •APP is tme at d E o:, then it is not true at anv d' ::f:. d E o:, which . ~a • 
mcans that the instìtution grants the subsidy to a corporation e iff [iAPP,. a 

is true at c. 
The derivations produce a normai form which uniquely determines ali 

decisions of granting subsidies. 
The advantage of Kripke-type frames (cf. [Kripke 1963], [Kripke 1965] 

and [Chelìas 1980]) is that nested contradictory situations can be expressed 
(cf.[Baaz Quirchmayr 1987] <1.nd [Baaz Quìrchmayr 1988] for modelling 
contradictory situatìons in legai procedures). Enlarged sets of trnth values 
are useful for the representation of priorities without influencing the set of 
logically valid propositions detennined in this context by an adequate two
valued modal logie. 

5. CoNSTRUCTING THE RuLE BASE 

For constmcting the rule base, we used Hype?casoncr [Quirchmayr Ga
lindo 1993] for our first prototype implementation. However complex the 
rules were, once their structure had been defined, it was comparatively 
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easy to represent them in HyperR, .. oner_ For analyzìng decisions and for 
representing legal knowledge in a qualitative way, HyperReasoner turned out 
to be the tool we needed, but it soon became clear that besides legai 
reasoning, our project partners did first of all need support of their admin
strative work. As the administrative component was written in Double 
Helix, a Macìntosh-based graphìcally oriented database systern, we consider 
migrating Hyperf'ca.oner frorn Toolbook to Hypercard, which, taking into 
account that Hypenalk and Toolbook's script language are very sirnilar, 
should not be too time-consuming. The alternative is to network PCs and 
Macintoshes in order to give HyperReasoncr access to data stored in the admin
strative component of the system, whìch will mean to provide the necessary 
conversion tools. As these tools already exìst in a rudimentary form in 
Double Helix, file exchange can quickly be established with reasonable 
effort. Achìeving real integration, meaning the direct access frern HyperRmoncr 
to the adrninisrrative component, will of course demand a greater eff mt 

Y et another strategy is to reirnplement the adminìstrative component, which 
does mainly consist of traditional form management, i..11 T oolbook or dBase, 
an approach which probably is the quickest solution and leads to a really 
integrateci environment. 

6. CoNCLUSION 

The strategy of basing the theoretical model of the decision makìng 
p.rocess on Kripke-type frames and implementing a prototype in Hy
perReason,r has shown that a sound theoretical basis as well as the integration 
of modem user interface-technology are both necessary for indicating new 
ways for coming up wìth a generation of expert systems which will hope
fully be accepted by users. One key to success wilì certainly be the inte
gratism of office information, database, and expert systems with new ge
nerations of technology to overcome the isolation which legal expert systems 
do still suffer from. 
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1. lNTRODUCTION 

The PARCOM Legai Expert System 
and Its Hypertext Facilities 

MARIE-FRANCINE MoENS 

Each year the Belgian Labour Department receives approximately 3000 
requests for advice with regard to the competence of the J oint Committees. 
It is the competence of a Joint Committee that determines to what sector 
of industry a company belongs. Several other govemmental agencies, such 
as the Inspection of the Social Laws or the Social Security, as well as 
private agencies involved in labour administration, are increasingly con
fronted with requests for advice in this matter. However, most of the 
knowledge conceming the competence of the Joint Committees and easy 
access to the document sources whereupon the knowledge is based, are 
confined to some experts working at the Labour Department. 

The scope of each industry is determined by a large number of Royal 
Decrees. Over the years, the federai labour administration, responsible for 
the application of those decrees, has developed a vast body of administrative 
case law. Decisions of the administration can be overruled by the labour 
courts. Quite often, determining the competent Joint Committee is a com
plex process. In Belgian Law the competence of a Joint Committee is 
mainly based upon company activities. In some cases, however, other criteria 
as e.g. the geographical site or the amount of personnel employed, may not 
only be relevant, they may even be decisive. Moreover, parties with con
flicting interests (employers, employees, government, etc.) have given 
different intetpretations of the law, whlch has led to ambiguous results in 
the past. 

The PARCOM legai expert system provides help in determining the com
petent Joint Committee. The main goals of PARCOM are: 

1. to supply a portable system, available to the Labour Department and 
to other agencies; 

2. to provide a bilingual system (Dutch-French); 
3. to reduce the amount of time spent by the expert on each consultation; 

.) 
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4. to provide unambiguous, comprehensible, and reliable advice far all 
parties concerned; 

5. to establish a system that can be consulted by experts as well as by 
ìay users without any domain knowledge. 

Although the domaìn knowledge is vast and usually complex, it is clearly 
defined, thus making the building of an expert system realistic [Oskarnp 
1990]. 

The legal expert system PARCOM is supplied with a large bilingual 
hypertext documentation system. This documentation system was seen as 
a good way to explicate the knowledge employed by the expert system. It 
contains state and case law with regard to the legal definitions used in the 
k.nowledge base of the expert system. 

To ensure its ponability, the PARCOM system was developed for use in 
Windows 3.l on PC. It needs a 386 processor and 4 MB ram memory. The 
PARCOM system was implernented by t4e software house ORIGIN BELGIUM 

n.v. in cooperation with !CRI (the Interdisciplinary Centre for Law and 
Information Technology at the Katholieke Uoiversiteit Leuven, Belgium) 
and ORIGIN/Bso Artificial Intelligence, The Netherlands. We formed a team 
of four people: three software engineers and one knowledge engineer. We 
had contacts with the experts at the Belgian Labour Department on a 
regular basis. The knowledge engineer was engaged in a limited acquisition 
of the J,.11owledge, and in the implementation of the knowledge in the 
knowledge base. The experts were responsìble far most of the acquisition, 
the analysis, partìal implementation, and the validation of the knowledge. 
Both the knowledge engineer and the experts accomplished the implemen
tation of the contents of the hypertext documentation systern. 

An expert system shell was developed, reusing parts of code for the 
interface and the inference engine of the non-officiai version for \'7indows 
3.0 of the shell Advisor-2, developed by Expert Systems Intemational n.v. 
in cooperation with the Technische Universiteit Twente, The Netherlands. 
As in Advisor--2, the shell is implemented in Prolog-2 for Windows. The 
shell supports the knowledge representation language we designed, and 
provides bilingual interfaces. The sheil is also supplìed wirh facilities to add 
extra software to an app!ication. Among this extra. software the hypertext 
documentation system was developed as a help file far Windows 3.1. We 
linked :his system with the expert system it1 a way that it couki be consulted 
any time frorn the menu bar. To ensure extra control of the knowledge 
base we provided the knowledge representation language with the facilìty 
to link knowiedge rules with relevant pages of the hypertext documentation 
system. 
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2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OP THE EXPERT SYSTEM 

The shell exhibits the structure of a standard expert system shell: it 
consists of an inference engine, link.ed to the knowledge base and of two 
front ends, one to be used by the end user ( user interface) and one to be 
used by the knowledge engineer ( developer interface ). 

2.1. Knowledge acquisition 

The knowledge sources primarily consist of statutory legislation ( the 
law of 5 December 1968 and related Royai Decrees). To a !esser extent, the 
knowledge is extracted from legai cases and authoritative publications. 
Human expertise was not only helpful in complementing the document 
sources, but aiso in providing a method of consulting the knowledge. 

2.2. Knowledge representation in the knowledge base 

A separate language, the Wet Representatietaal (WRT), was designed to 
represent legai knowledge. This language imposes a formai structure upon 
the knowledge. The knowledge engineer is supplied with bilinguai keywords 
or connectives. A parser was developed to transiate the WRT statements, 
written either in Dutch or French, into efficient Prolog code. 

The knowledge base is segregated into three parts. The first module 
controls the realisation of a consultation. Its knowledge manages the sequen
ces, in which screens and advice texts are shown to the user. The second 
module contains the domain knowledge, represented by means of produc
tion rules. The PARCOM system processes about 22,000 lines of production 
rules. The IF-THEN representation of these rules shows some similarity to 
human formulating, especially in law, and is convenient for explanatory 
purposes. Indeed, the domain knowledge in P ARCOM, including case studies 
and · knowledge from legai publications, has a regulatory character. The 
syntax of the WRT language, designed to represent the production rules, 
resembles the Knowledge Representation Language of the TESSEC expert 
system [Nieuwenhuis 1989]. As the Knowledge Representation Language 
of the TESSEC system [Svensson 1990], the WRT language is based on a core 
of predicate logie. The conditional parts of rules, as well as their non
conditionai parts, can be written in whatever combination of conjunctions, 
disjunctions and negations. The use of existentiai and universai quantifiers 
can be simulated. Through the interface, the user has the possibility to 
view the production rules. The third module of the knowledge base contains 
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a lexicon, needed for the translation of the production rules into the natural 
language of the user. Each entry of this lexicon contains the Dutch name 
of an identifier or identifier value, its French name, and its abstract name, 
used in the production rules. This lexicon is built by the experts, since they 
are in the best position to attribute suitable Dutch or French names to the 
legai concepts. Tue third module also contains the links with the bilingual 
hypertext documentation system. 

In the PARCOM knowledge base, it is attempted to project each legai rule 
into one production rule. Also, different legai sources are represented sepa
rately and links are built between the different rule sets. In P ARCOM, these 
sources sometimes had a different weight or priority. Tue source of an 
applied rule can be detected easily and, if necessary, be added to the advice 
given. Sometimes, it was necessary to adopt common knowledge into the 
rules. It seemed reasonable to group this common knowledge and to relate 
the legai rules to it. So, whenever possible, the isomorphism [Bench-Capon, 
Coenen 1992] between the originai legai sources and the knowledge in the 
knowledge base is preserved. However, · as the domain knowledge is large, 
it was often necessary to abandon the principle of the one-to-one represen
tation of legai rules and knowledge, and to rewrite the legai rules into an 
efficiently organised set of non-redundant production rules. 

In the PARCOM knowledge base, meta-knowledge was needed for two 
reasons. Heuristic knowledge (search methods of the experts) is applied to 
search for a solution in an efficient way (see inference engine). Meta
knowledge is also used to determine priorities of rules or groups of rules, 
e.g. in the case of different legai sources [cf. Poulin et al. 1993]. When 
evaluating our knowledge representation language, it is a disadvantage that. 
this meta-knowledge is not represented separately from the genuine domain 
knowledge. Changing the meta-knowledge would require more or less 
restructuring the production rules. Tue intermingled representation of 
domain and meta-knowledge could also impede the reuse of the domain. 
knowledge in other applications. 

2.3. Inference engine 

A rule-based system needs a method of inference that calculates which 
production rule should be applied at each step of the reasoning process. In 
PARCOM, we used heuristic knowledge (search methods of the experts) to 
guide the inference process. This kind of meta-knowledge was absolutely 
necessary because of the vast amount of rules. Tue final goal of the search 
is the determination of the competent Joint Committee. Tue search space 
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of the knowledge is dìvided into different search subspaces. The preliminary 
goal(s) in the search is(are) the detennination of the relevant subset of 
knowledge. Once the relevant subset of knowledge is found, the fina! goal 
is proven by means of backward chaining. 

2.4. User inteiface 

PARCOM is a knowledge-based, question-answering system. When a con
sultation is run, the system will ask the user relevant questions to comple
mem its knowledge. Tue sequence of the questions reflects the practice of 
questioning by the human expert. Menu options and dialogue boxes show 
similarity to other Windows applications, thus creating a degree of fami
liarity. 

Tue system is completely bilingual. The inference engine conducts a 
dialogue with the user in Dutch or French. The user starts consulting in 
the language of his choice. Questions, advice, and explanatory information 
appear in the chosen language. Upon request of the user, the advice can be 
automatically displayed into the other interface language. When interacting 
with the user, the system performs multiple translations. With the help of 
the lexicon, abstract definitions in Prolog code are translated into com
prehensibìe sentences in either Dutch or French. 

Tue user has the possibility to store cornpleted and uncompleted sessìons, 
which can be consulted or completed at a later date. Stored consultations 
can be consulted in the language in use during the original consultation, as 
well as in the other interface language. The user has also the possibility to 
correct given answers. This mechanism can also be used to perform simu
lation tasks. 

2.5. Developer inteiface 

The developer Ìnterface is bilingual and comparable to the user interlace. 
It provides additional tools for the implementation, debugging and validation 
of the knowledge. 

An important aspect of legal knowledge engineering is the validation of 
the knowledge. Tue purpose of the validation is to control whether the 
knowledge base truly reflects the present, underlying legal concepts and 
facts. Knowledge validation is not an easy process, especially when the 
knowledge is large and complex IJ ohnson, Mead 1991 ]. In the past, 
validation of legal knowledge was clone by comparing the solutions, given 
by the system, with the solutions of the experts [Dupuis et al 1993]. 
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Hereby, a sarnple of representative input cases is submitted to the system 
[Walters, Nielsen 1988]. This method of validation is not very appropriate 
when validating large knowledge bases. 

Because of the intended widespread use of the PARCOM system and the 
sometimes complex legal reasoning it pe1formed, it was requested that the 
knowledge could be validated by the experts themseives. It is not 
uncommon to involve the expcrts in the validation of legai knowledge 
bases lDupuis et al. 1993]. However, for reasons of the efficient organìsatìon 
of the knowledge base, the interdependence of the production rnles 1s not 
very clear. When viewìng the knowledge base, it is sometimes hard to trace 
the path the system will follow when searching for a condusion, especially 
for the expert who is unfamiliar with knowledge engineering techniques. 
Therefore, much attentìon was given to design a validation tool that presents 
the knowledge and the reasoning process in a format, familiar to the expert. 
The validation tool formats the rules into clear and comprehensive decisìon 
rules and represents them in the format of a decision tr~e that matches the 
analysis of the knowledgc made by the expert. This representatìon facilitates 
the vaìidation of the knowledge by the expert and reflects his working 
method and way of questioning, when performing an expertise. As an 
extra control, some irregularìties in the decision rules are automatically 
checked. 

3, TttE HYPERTEXT DocuMENTATION SYSTEM 

Not only for the developer of the knowledge base, but also for the user 
of the expert system, it is important ro have a supplementary survey of the 
knowledge behind the reasoning of the expert system. The lack of means 
to represem more derailed infonnalion on the underlying domain model is 
often seen as a weakness of rnle--based svstems. As in the PARCOM svstem 
the knowledge is large and based on a' variety of sources, the ne~d for 
complement,u-y documentation is high. Moreover, in the PARCOM knowledge 
base, much of the transparency of the production rules was lost ìn order 
to guarantee the efficiency of the system. 

The traditional response to develop transparency of an expert system is 
the ability of the system to expìain and justìfy. PARCOM provides a hypertext
based expìanation facility. The reasoning of the system can be elucidated 
in a context-sensitìve way by information, extracted from an extensive and 
detailed documentation system. To make this kind of explanation possibie, 
the knowleàge engìneer builàs lìnks between the production rules and 
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related pages of the hypertext documentation system. At present it is not 
uncommon to link a legal expert system to a hypertext system containing 
valuable explanations [Brown 1993; Dupuis et al. 1993; Hafner, Wise 1993]. 

Besides the explanatory function, the hypertext documentation system 
can be consulted from the menu bar at any time. In order to have acccss 
to the hypertext documentation system, the· user ìs not required to run a 
consulration of the expert system. In this way, the hypercext documemation 
system can be seen as a stand alone application and as a tool for storage 
and management of a document collection. Legal texts are densely correlateci 
(e.g. cases interpret statutes, cases cite cases, etc.), making them particularly 
suited for hypertext presentation [Greenleaf et al. 1991 ]. 

3.1. Description of the hypertext docmnentation system 

Two versions (Dutch and French) of the hypertext documentati.on 
system have been developed. Both versions are available through the Dutch 
as well as the French interface of the system. The structure, the method of 
coosulcing, and the contents of both versions are identica!. 

Wheo activating the hypertext documentation system, a general menu 
of the hypertext facilìties is shown (Fig. 1 ). The hypertext system can be 

FrG. 1. Generai Menu of the Dutch Verswn 
of the Dornmentation System, shown in the French inteif,:.ce 

Algemone Instr,,cbe s P C -bepalit,g 

~:i e 11-1~•-_e1(: i.,:;1,iv.1t1~1t(m 

l%,_~c,.1.-~V'\tJ.fa:1cU-lazitajE' Ccrrit-ffe 
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consulted as any Windows help file. The user can make jumps from one 
topic to another by clicking with the mouse on the jump terms ( displayed 
in green and underlined), can browse through the pages of the documen
tation system, or can find relevant inf ormation on a subject by using the 
search function. Once activated, this function supplies the user with a list 
of search terms, representing the. different subjects covered by the docu
mentation system. The user has the possibility to send a copy of a specific 
page of the documentation to the clipboard, to add personal notes to 
specific parts of the documentation, or to define bookmarks in order to 
easily recover certain pages. The user can always return to pages previously 
consulted. A hypertext documentacion system, used for infonnation retrieval 
purposes, has many advantages [f enopir, Ro 1990], among which the fact 
that the user himself determines the search direction. 

The content of the hypertext documentation system is divided into two 
main parts. 

The first part contains the document sources, whereupon the determi
nation of the Joint Committees ìs based. It includes a lexicon, the descrip
tion of the law of 5 December 1968 regarding the Joint Committees, a case 
base, that is chronologically and thematically ordered, and a database with 
former advises, performed by the Labour Department. The lexicon contains 
the legai concepts and definitions that are appropriate for determìning the 
competent Joint Committee. Further, there are some additional lìsts, among 
which a list of institutions for which the law of 5 December 1968 is not 
applicabie. 

The second part of the hypertext documentation system contains 
generai instructions regarding the determination of the J oint Committees. 
Guidelines are cited for the application of the law. Generai procedures 
are described about how a Joint Committee is determìned. Special cases 
are treated, e.g. when a company exercises different activities. Also the 
composition of the bargaining comnùttees with representatives of the emplo
yers and employees, who negotiate the collective labour agreements, is 
outlined. 

3.2. Implementation and rnaintenance of the hypertext documentation system 

As its development is similar to the development of a Windows help 
file, the implementation of the hypertext documentation system (Fig. 2) is 
not complicated and easy to learn. As a result, the major part of the 
implementation .task was done by the experts at the Belgian Labour De
partment. The experts are familiar with the different document sources, the 
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F1G. 2. Page of a Documentation File 
The double underlined texts are jump terms, followed by the hypertext links; the codes 

left of the tìtle refer to the codes in the footnote (e.g.: $: titk available for 
the search function; # f ollowed by the word that constructs the link to this page); more 

technic4l information can be found in the Help Compiler Guide of Microsoft 

$#+Jurisprudence - chronologiquement 

Conseil d'Etat, 24 juin 1965 Jurisprudence 24061965, R.G., 11.328 en 11.329: champ 
d' application - établissement public 

Cass. 21 avril 1966 Jurisprudence 24041966, Pas. I, 1966, 1060; R.W., 1967-68, 293-296: 
champ d'application - établissement public 

Cass 13 mars 1970 Jurisprudence 13031970, Pas. 1970, I, 663-667: construcrion - activité 
normale 

Cass, 11 septemb:re 1970 Jurisprudence 11091970, Pas.,I, 1971, 35-36: construction -
activité normale. 

Cour de travail Bruxelles, 4 avril 1973 Jurìsprudence 04041973, R.G., 2336: construction 
- activité normale 

Cas~, 5 avril 1973 Jurisprudence 05041973, Pas. 1973, 1, 759: champ d'application -
étab!issement public 

Conseil d'Etat, 24 avril 1974 Jurisprudence 24041974, RG. 16.386: champ d'application 
- établissement public 

Conseil d'Etat,13 mars 1975 Jurisprudence 13031975, R.G. 16.933: champ d'application 
- établissement public 

Tribuna! de travail Bruxelles, 28 fevrier 1977 Jurisprudence 28021977, R.G., 62.537/ 
76: constructìon - éléments préfabriqués en métal 

$ Menu Jurisprudence - chronologiquement 
# MenuJurisprudenceChrono 
+ 015 

relations amongst them, and their application with regard to the determi
nation of the Joint Comnùttee. Tue originai form of the document sources 
is preserved as well as possible. After all, many document sources we.re 
scanned into the system. Tue experts are also engaged in the maintenance 
of the documentation system. Structuring the documents and constmcting 
or maintaining the links between jump terr11s are tasks stili to be clone 
manually. 
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The Dutch and the French versions of the documentation are separately 
developed. We did not provide a control mechanism to ensure that the 
content of both versions is in accordance. 

3.3. Acceptance of the hypertext documenttition system 

The hypertcxt documentation system is greatly appreciated by its various 
users. A fast and easy access to relevant and related pages in the documen
tation system is guaranteed. The similarity to a Windows help file, regarding 
the structure and the access methods, enhances the acceptance, 

4. CoNCLUSION 

The hvpertext documentation svstem of PARCOM can be used as a stand 
alone application or as an extra e~planation facility for the expert system. 
Because of the vast amoum of knowledgc and the variety of knowiedge 
sources the PARCOM system employs, this is nota luxury. Especially when 
the expert system aims to solve in a straightfonvard way ambiguities in the 
law or in its intetpretation, the extra motivation provided by the hypertext 
documentation systern (description of cases, doctrine) is more tha.n welcome. 
Also, as a pure sourcc of documentation, disconnecred from the use of the 
expert system, it has outstanding merits. It allows the user to retrieve the 
information he is interested in. Therefore, the hypertext documentation 
svstem has been well received amone: its various users. 
, In the future, as research progre;ses and the knowledge of the legal 

language improves, it couìd be possible to construct a hypertext documen
tation system, as well as a knowledge base in a more automatic way from 
the orìginal legal documents [Greenleaf et al. 1991; Jacobs 1992], thus re
ducing the high cost of manual co11struction and maìntainìng of these 
infom1ation bases. 
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Integrated Technologies 
for Legai Documentation Management: 

Hypertext and Expert Systems 

CARLO SAMMARCO, SERGIO CARDILLO, GIULIANO SALBERINI 

1. HYPERTEXT 

Hypertext is a tool for document management which has been largely 
developed over the past few years. 

Studies wlùch led to the present results are not as new as they might 
appear, in fact, in 1968, Ted Nelson (who can claim hypertext 'paternity') 
started the famous project Xanadu. However, the most significatr,re steps 
in terms of applicati.on are fairly recent and are linked to recent technological 
advances. 

The utopia envisioned by Nelson of a hypertext net able to link all 
human knowledge has not so far come about, as dernonstrated by Internet. 

World Wilde Web oHers unexpected and extremely concrete solutions 
because a standard for hypertext on-line management recognized by all 
gopher servers of the network is already available (HI'LM: Hypertext Markup 
Language). 

Hypertext, as it is weìì known, is a management tool which handles 
documents elastically and, due to its distinctive features, it can be defined 
'intellìgcnt'. This peculiarity rises out of the fact that it has been devised 
on the basis of human reasoning, which permits the creation of logical 
connections for recalling information. 

Hypertext, in fact, keeps a logical structure between series of texts, in 
order to permit che transfer of texts and theìr logica! links to the receìver. 
Of course, the term 'ìntelligent' must be adapted to the management tool' s 

ability to deduce ìnformation from the links so it can retrieve documents 
relative to the user' s own informative requirement. 

It is understandable that a wide hypertext net cou]d puzzle the user 
during the first applications. On the other hand, we must consider that 
www has already more than 3000 servers throughout the world. Although 
it is too early to appraise such a new instrnment, the feeling of getting lost 
in the net is common to every www user. Therefore, beside the logical 
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links, which are essential for achieving correct management, browsers are 
necessary. 

Frnm a technical poim of view the prìnciple aspects of a hypertext 
management tool compared to other instrurnents for electrcnic document 
management, are the lack of schemata, the logical lìnks and the 'navigation': 

The lack of schemata allows the user to simultaneously process 
documents with a non-homogeneous struct1Jre. This characteristic differs 
from data bases which require homogeneous file construction for their 
document structure. 

The logical links between documents (the basis of hypertext ìogic) enab1e 
the user to proceed from one document to another when a concept expres
sed in the first one can be explained or mastered in the second. 'Navigation' 
is accomplished when the user reaches the data base. Its meaning lies in 
moving through the topics in the net by means of links in order to analyze 
the documents that are necessarv to meet the user' s needs. 

Topics and links are hypert~xt applications which dernand in-depth 
research relateci to the application domain. 

Many problems in link organization arise from a lack of tradition in 
thìs technique of knowledge organization. The possibiiity of reaching 
satisfying results cannot be estimated in ad vantage, because it depends on 
the application dornain. Studies in each discipìine wi11 show the possìbilities 
for using hypertext. Good results have been reached with technical manuals. 

An example is given by aJl the aid provided by Windows, which is, in 
fact, an example of hypertext. 

2. LEGAL H YPERTEXTS 

Many experts have already wideìy tested the possibilities offered by 
hypertext techniques in iegal studies, due to the fact that legal documents 
can easily be processed as hypertexts. 

Let us emphasize that the logìcal net createci by the lawyer when analy
zing a document represents a constìtuent of knowledge pertinent to the 
analysis of a specific problem and the possibility of sroring the principles 
behind the links offers the lawyer the opportunìty to renirn to the know
ledge expressed in the documentary relatìons. 

Furthermorc, it is worth noting that the law may already have tools 
organized by usì.og logie similar to hyperrext, represented by the annotated 
Codcs which, as it is weìì known, allow us to read the artide in combination 
with ail the documents containing notes linked to part of the artide. The 
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first hypertext legal document management tool published in Italy was the 
Codici e leggi complementari annotati e commentati con la giurisprudenza 
on CD-ROM 1• 

On the other hand, due to the large volume of legal documents and to 
constantly-evolving case law in contemporary legal systems, paper do
cuments will turo out to be rather inadequate and very expensive. Due to 
the spreading of the computer culture in the law, hypertext will soon be 
extremely widespread. Naturally, the chànces of using hypertext in this 
field are greater but it is up to lawyers to learn how to organize their own 
knowledge for the construction of networks of links that are really useful 
in giving the right information at the right time. 

3. ORGANIZATION 0F A HYPERTEXT LEGAL NET 

A hypertext net consists of three basic. elements: the text, the topics and 
the links. 

The text is the basis for the tool and represents the object of the appli
cation which manages a1l texts. The topic is a part of the text and entails 
a concept or a problem expressed in one or more texts that are linked 
together and can be of two kinds: simple topic, which directly links one 
part of a text to another text, and complex topic, which consists of many 
topics linked to different texts. The link is a logica! bond between two 
topics in different texts and can be. considered 'active' or 'passive'. It is 
'active' when it permits the user to move from one topic (synthetical expres
sion), to a text (wide expression), it is passive when it allows the user to 
move from one text to other texts containing the topic relative to the 
former. 

Once all the hypertext elements have been determined, the problem is 
to find out how to define the links. This is a very delicate thing to do 
because it is the key to the correct functioning of the entire system. 
A study of legai documents has led to diff erent kinds of links being 
singled out: 

a) Explicit links. These are connections among parts of a text which 
expressly refer to another text (i.e., explicit citation of a precedent). The 
study of explicit links is very important for the automated generation of 
relations. 

b) Implicit links. As opposed to the explicit links these connections are 

1 Domenico Condello - Ed. Pirola - Laserdata. 
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not clearly expressed but require human processing. These links can be 
divided in two subgroups: 

- non-spedfzc implicit links. When a document relative to a genera! 
concept is not expressly found in the text but can be linked to it anyway. 
Many links of this kind are already provided by large on-line documentation 
producers. A suitable example is offered by the Centre for Electronic 
Documentation of the Italian Supreme Court. 

These relations can be used to automatically generate hypertext links. 
- spedfic implicit links. These are derived from the analysis of a specific 

context and thus offer better access to the document. 
After these preliminary remarks, it is worth noting that the access 

interface to the hypertext net is of great importance if the whole system is 
to work correctly. 

A prototype developed at the Istituto di Tecnologia del Diritto of Rome 
concerning the real estate expropriation domain, developed on Garden 
Knowledge-pro, shows two different means of access: one represented by 
articles of the Code of Civil Procedure and the other by the hypertext 
topics index, a typical way of accessing this kind of system. 

It has been noted that, while the Code arrangement was very useful, the 
topics index was not, because the expressive form was too poor for 
expressing a concept and its related problem. Tue creation of a wider 

FIG. 1 
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Dal pignoramento alla vendita senza incanto 
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hypertext would have been too difficult. This inconvenience was overcome 
in a second prototype, developed on Asymetrix T ool-book, in which the 
user has access to documents through a graphic interlace where all the 
steps of the procedure appear in sequence of time. 

Naturally, this method can be used only when the subject of the study 
is of a procedural kind, as it can be graphically represented by a flow chart. 
The advantage of this method, as seen in Fig. 1, is to organize the hypertext 
so that the user can have easier and more intuitive access. Moreover, this 
system has a direct control over the logical path the user must cover to get 
to the data base, and there is the opportunity to pre-establish specific paths 
pertinent to the context. 

These observations result from the first experiments that will be 
translated into a project about bankruptcy proceedings started by the 
Institute. The new information system will have a large data base and 
will be developed on active flow charts. All the knowledge and the concep
tual value expressed in the topics and in the links will be used in this 
project. 

4. HYPERTEXT TECHNOLOGY AND ARTIFICIAL lliTELLIGENCE 

As we have already mentioned, the logical link management gives the 
user a higher level of knowledge, compared to traditional information 
systems, but the logical relations must be read in an 'intelligent' way in 
order to attain effective results. The conceptual treatment of topics and 
links can be the fust step in creating a system that is able to process and 
infer useful information for the user from the routes to take. 

Affinities among this and other research systems in artificial intelligence, 
like semantic nets and expert systems aid in research towards the integration 
of all these technologies. 

In particular, artificial intelligence can support a hypertext or a hypertext 
can support an artificial intelligence application. In the former case, we can 
imagine tools to aid the user with automated orientation during the naviga
tion or applications able to analyze the user' s behaviour by deducing his 
information needs and guiding him through the problem-solving. Ap
plications of this kind would be of great help in the large hypertext nets 
and, as already mentioned, they could be the first step towards more advan
ced orientation systems. In the latter case, hypertext could maintain the 
expert system interpretation profile, typical of legai documents, and transmit 
it to the user. 
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5. HYPERTEXT J\..ND EXPERT SYSTEMS 

Expen systems treat knowledge in a very diff erent way compared to 
other data management systems. While data bases and hypertext provide 
documents contaìning infonnation and leave the user the task of drawing 
conclusìons about their own informatìon needs, expert systems reach 
concrete solutions by simulating a relationship, with a real expert of the 
subject. 

In the ejghties, research into legai informatics was focused upon artificial 
intelligence, exploring, in particular, the possibility of designing legal expert 
systems. 

Notwithstanding the considerable nurnber of studies carried out up to 
now, no operative result has yet been reached and legal expert systems are 
stil! prototypes because a lot of problems arise in building them during the 
initial phases. A particular problem has been solved by using a hypertext 
system linked to an expert system. 

In expert systems, the application of legai rules has turned into a 
syllogism: the rnle represents the major premise, the concrete event the 
minor one and the conclusion is the particular rule of the event under 
considerati on. 

The Schoo1 of New Rhetoric pointed out that legai reasoning is of a 
dialectical kind, thus the syllogism can be used in legal ìnterpretation and 
application, providing that the rnajor premise is kept. 

On the basis of these remarks, it has been thought that the expert could 
use hypertext in writing the rules. In this way, he can link all the documents 
containing the arguments related to the chosen interpretation. Hypertext is 
directly activated by the conclusions allowìng the end user to attain a 
precise solution to the specific problem, thus realizing the aim of the system, 
and to critically evaluate the suggested soìution by examining the relative 
documents justifying the chosen interpretation. 

This solution has been adopted in the prototype on the 'Expropriation 
of Property' that, as shown in Fig. 2, has developed a.n interface which 
allows the user to simultaneously display the facts and the related solutions 
as well as to navigate through the hypertext net. 

In this prototype, hypertext has even been employed to aid the user in 
communicating the facts describing the case to the system. 

As we have already shown, the right soìution suggested by the system 
depends entirely on the statement of the premises. The minor premise is 
represented by the specific event introduced by the user. If there are 
elements which can give rise to doubts, links leading to clarifying the texts 
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a notificazione è valida. essendo rispettati i requisiti prescritti 
all'brt 145 c.p.cj (vedi Cass. 9 agosto 1983 n. 53141 
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have been pre-established. Fig. 2 illustrates a screen with a help window 
open on a fact. The words in the box in the solution and in the help 
window are directly link.ed to documents. The presence of a marker in 
correspondence to a fact, indicates that the required document is present in 
the event pointed out by the user. 

6. CoNCLUSIONS 

The ideas and methods set out here arise from experience on locai tools. 
It is interesting to conclude by referring to the possibility of employing 
this form of organization together with Internet tools. During the develop
ment of the prototype on the 'Expropriation of Property', the work group 
identified the following objectives: 

Intuitive graphic interface; 
- Integration of different applications ( data bases, hypertext and expert 

systems) in a single environment; 
Interaction between user and expert systems with options to probe 
the suggested solution; 

- Problem simplification. 
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Research led to the development of an integrated information system, 

whose organization is briefly described in Fig. 3. 
All this could be reproduced on Internet with the MOSAIC program 

which is a public domain application developed by NSCA, available for all 
working platforms. MOSAIC offers a graphic interface to protocols on Inter
net and introduces a new protocol HTTP for managing HTLM files. MOSAIC 

can be programrned and has an API structure which permits extemal 
applications on every net server to be activated. Thus, it is possible to 
reproduce the graphic elements which represent the rule, m.aking them 
active, and to design ex:pert microsystems in advance with èxtemal appli
cations activated by the boxes. 

1his environment allows for the construction of a system identica! to 
the one developed in Windows with T oolbook, with the advantage of 
involving many centres in actual loading and organization by employing 
the potentiality of the system client server. 

Perhaps the concrete possibility of transferring this application from a. 
local management system to an on-line management net is not so dose. 
There are many operational difficulties in the use of a graphic on-line 
system with the XII protocol. 

Therefore, work on the infrastructure will condition the possibilities for 
actually using Internet. 
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Computer Enrichments for Legai Education: 
Some Preliminary Design Considerations 

W ILLIAM R. ANDERSEN 

1. lNTRODUCTION 

We have known for a long time that different subject matters of edu
cation require different learning strategies. A classroom drill which may be 
useful for leaming one subject may not work with another subject which, 
for example, might make better use of a role-playing exercise, a simulation 
or a discussion. The principle turns out to be even more ìmportant as we 
move to wider and wider uses of technology in education. For computerized 
learning is very specifically tailored to a given learning situation and incor
porates a specific pedagogica! design. In some ways, it is less flexible than 
d1e dassroom teacher who can, for example, convert a drill into a discussion 
when the need appears. It is thus of special import.ance in developing 
computer-assisted learning strategies that one clearly identify the particular 
subject of instrnction and that one deveiop pedagogies suitable to that 
subject. 

In making this identification, there are some field-specific features that 
warrant special attention. Por example, while the field of law presents an 
enormous variety of things to learn, most are marked by a centrai charac
teristic: law is a not only a highly verbal discipline, it is verbal in a very 
specìal ser,.se, Law uses words not merely to convey information, but to 
command, to exhort, to persuade, to inquire, to express delicate compro
mise, etc. W ords are used in law as a means both of engaging in and 
communicating the results of the process of principled dispute resolution. 
In terms of breadth of use, there is a sense in which the law' s use of words 
is more like that of the poet than that of the journalist. 

Today's technoìogy presents some remarkable opportunities for a ver
bally rich activity such as law. Compared to the pages of a book, the 
computer screen has some serìous limits in terms of portability and graphic 
resolution. But where these are not critica! factors, the computer has some 
special qualities the book does not have. One special feature of the com-
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puter's .:page» is its instant expandability. If one thinks of the page of a 
book as a picture to look at and think about, the computer screen is a 
window through which the user can go to immediately explore other 
topics. 

This essay describes three examples of computer-assisted learning in law 
that have attempted to make some use of this expandability. Tue fust uses 
a version of so--called hypertext to eff ectively deepen the screen, permitting 
access to multiple layers of informati.on at the choice of the reader. The 
second suggests some screen design principles that permit very substantial 
enrichment of the screen. The third suggests the value of added media to 
augment the visible screen. None of the three can be fully portrayed on the 
printed page of this joumal, which, of course, is why the new technoiogy 
makes them so exciting. But with the aid of a few illustrations, the rough 
ideas may be suggested. 

It should be stressed that the consic:\erations here discussed are pre
liminary - this medium is far too young for anyone to be more than 
provisional about any conclusions or advice. But it is important that those 
engaged in these early adventures share their experiences with others in 
order to begin cumulating what we do know. In that spirit, readers are 
encouraged to communicate with the author. Agreements, disagreements 
new application and thoughts a.re all most welcome. 

2. USING HYPERTEXT TO DEEPEN THE SCREEN 

There is a special sense in which hypenext is useful in exploring legal 
materials. Law is an authority-based set of rules. Hence, the controlling 
influence of any legai proposition rests on the authority from which it 
issues. The ability of hypertext to permit instant exanùnation of the au
thority behind a proposition makes it especiaily suitable for legai discussìon. 
Far more complete and more flexible than the footnote o:r parenthetical 
statement, hypertext legai discourse seems likely to be very widely used in 
the future. 

Hypenext is used in the first example here - part of the instruction in 
the so-called .-:donnant commerce clause» in us constitutional law. The 
doctrine is especially vague, not only because of its comp!exity and subtlety, 
but because it is a doctrine rooted in negative implications: the doctrine 
describes limits on the power of states to regulate interstate commerce 
which flow essenrialiy frorn the fact that the national congress has said 
nothing about the matter. 
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The doctrine is almost wholly court-constructed and the result is a 
series of decisions (frequently with dissenting and concurring opinions) of 
unusual opacity. Students often have trouble finding the pattern in these 
cases and clarifying the relationship between the various branches of the 
doctrine. Law study iI1 the us is intended to leave students on their own 
with problems of this sort in the belief that the process of finding ( or 
creating) a pattern is ìmportant skill-building. But now and then some 
assistance is needed and the dormant commerce clause seems to this writer 
one of those cases. 

The first task, then, is to design a concept map on which all the principal 
components of the doctrine can be related. Fig. 1 shows such map. 
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REGULATION VAUD 

It is in the form of an aigorithm identifying the questìons that need to 
be answered in determining whether a state law -- chal!enged under the 
commerce dause - is valid. 

The first expìoitatìon of the computer screen's special quality lies in the 
manner in which this algorithm ìs presented. Unlìke the printed version 
shown in Fig. 1 - which confront.s the reader with the entire scheme at 
once - the computer presentation is built up one questi.on at a time. The 
speed of devclopment is controlled by the user, who can reflect on what 
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is present on the screen, consider what has been added by the last increment 
without the potential confusion of having the rest of the map visible. 

The second way in which the computer's special qualities are used is in 
the careful use of color. Ali of the question boxes are in the same distinctive 
color, all of the ~yes» and «no» boxes are in a different distinctive color, 
and aH of the other text boxes (induding some navigation buttons not 
shown in Fig. 1) are in different colors. Graphic design principles suggest 
that these different color groupings present useful navigational an orientation 
ìnformation to users which is not contained in the typical black and white 
printed page. 

The third - and in some ways the most distinctive - use of the com
puter' s special capaciry is rhe use of so-called hypertext. At any time during 
the development of the algorithm the user can «clich on one of the question 
boxes and be move to a screen with more information about that question. 
Tue text develops important background information about the question, 
indicates something about its importance, suggests some patterns found in 
judicial answers. 

In addition, these auxiliary screens present examples, case citations or 
reference materials. In the latter two situations, the case names themselves 
(or the reference citations) may be hypertext buttons which will permit the 
user to review excetpts (indeed, the fulì text) of the cases or references. 
And, of course, each of the matters so viewed may have additional hypertext 
buttons for further exploration. 

As will be apparent, a considerable body of materiai can be included in 
the program with this method - if storage capacìty is adequate, a book
length treatment of the subject is feasible. Accessing the material, however, 
is quite different from one's approach to a book. In effect, the origina! 
concept map becomes an Index to a book whose paragraphs and pages are 
nested in a seri.es of hypertext loops. 'Ibe reader is invited to look up what 
is important at the moment and to explore it at whatever depth seems 
useful at tbe time. It is the user, not the author, who effectively determines 
the stmcture. 

One of the shortcomings of the hypertext approach to large bodies of 
text ìs the problem of user-orientation. As a user gets more than a level or 
two from where he started, one's sense of ~where I carne in» gets dim. The 
printed book uses chapter and section titles, page numbers and running 
heads to keep the reader informed about v.rhere he is. Mo!"eover, the book 
has physical properties which transmit orientacion information to the user 
(holding a book, one can tel1 even with one's eyes shut, whether one is 
nearer the beginning than thc end of d1e book). 
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Some of these clues can be approximated i11 the hypertext computer 
version. Screen titles can be carefully written to convey useful orientation 
inf onnation. For example, at the cost of only a few lines of screen space, the 
title line from previous screens in any hypertext loop could be left visible on 
the scrcen so the user can always see the path he has followed (see Fig. 2). 

F1G. 2 

Title of the fìrst hypertext reference. I 
Title of the second hypertext reference. I 

Title of the reference the user is 1· now reaomg. 
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Page numberìng can also help, especially if it is of the «page 23 of 67>, 
sort. Color can also help wìth orientation: with deeper hypertext penetration, 
e.g., screen colors can take a consìstent shift from one palette to another. 
And sometimes, submaps can be used to show a user where he is in a 
particular loop. 

3. ScREEN DESIGN PRINCIPLES To ENRICH nrn ScREEN 

It is clear to most observers that the screen is the weak link in the 
presentation of materia] via computer. Whiie input devices and processing 
units today have incredible capacity, speed and portability, it remains that 
the output of the computer must be funneled through a screen wlùch is 
vastly inferìor in resolution to the humble printed page. 

The usual response to this difficulty is to simplify: to put fewer objects 
on the screen and to reduce the compìexity of objects. This may work well 
for the relatively simple message where an electronic flip chart with three 
or four «bulleted» items are sufficient. But for more difficult intellectual 
materiai, simplification may defeat the purpose. The question then becomes: 
Can screens be designed wìth sufficient complexity to carry the intended 
anaiysis without becorning difficult for the user to manage? 

Frankly, the verdict is stili out. Until screen resolution is greatly impro
ved, there will be a shortfall here. But a couple of things are possible to 
reduce the difficuìty. They key on the centrai idea that what one seeks to 
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eliminate is not complexity but clutter. That is, for difficult materia! ìntended 
for serious students, one needn't be limited to three or four items on a 
screen. Considerably more complex screens can be designed, but preventing 
such screens from becoming confusing and difficult to comprehend requires 
that all unhelpful elements on the sc.reen (what I call clutter) be carefully 
identified and rigorously eliminated. 

What is clutter? I think anything on the page that does not have an 
affirmative pedagogica! justification is clutter. I think we should adopt a 
principle that the designer should «waste no pixels.» Every mark on the 
screeo should contribute. Look hard at each border, each decorative element, 
each picture or illustrati.on. Look at each exotic screen wipe, each use 
saturated color, each fancy font. Look at the shadows on boxes. Are you 
certain that every pixel used in creating these eff ects can be justified on 
pedagogica!. grounds? 

In Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6, you see screens that would scem to violate 
conventional rules about keeping screens simple. If the reader of this arride 
could see these screens as presented, however, they wouìd not be hard to 
follow. Consider the following hints. 

a. Build complexity slowly with attention to maintaining user orientation. 
As we saw in the commerce clause algorithm in Fig. 1, compìexity can be 

The M'A sets minimuln prn
cedurnl slam'.lnnls lor agency 
JH'OCeedfogs~ i.e., no prow 
ceeding to wh!ch il applle• c,m 
provide kl!lt procedura! 
prnlections then the APA 
requ!res. 

FIG. 3 
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built in slow increments. In Fig. 3, the text on the left ìs presented first, 
with essentially a blank screen on the right. Then one by one, the bars on 
the graph are presented, each with its explanatory labels and each followed 
by the appea.rance of a text box describing a11 example. The user controls 
the speed of this development and needn't progress to the next step until 
satisfied that he understands ali that is presently on the screen. 

Fig. 4 shows how far this incrementa! process can be carried without 
loss of comprehension. T ext can be added to a screen which overlaps and 
obscures other text so long as the user controls the timing of the overlap 
(the program does not move on until the user clicks the rìght arrow), and 
has ìt within his power to restore the obscured text (by clicking the left 
arrow). 

FIG. 4 

TheliDIWlllll!lcan requlre f-··-~o,é·-·---------·-· - . 
man:: procedura! protec- i proceduraì 
tio.ns !han tl!e APII. ,_____ i iorm11lily 

-~"'-,~ ...... J • 
llnd a&!llcarfadd more r--... 
procedurnl re_q~drements I ~p i 
thtn .thc .,\PA ~~~---~-·--~-·-,-·--+-~-!-.... ~ -i-

T o assist with orientation, it is important that the locati on of overlapping 
materiai be carefuily planned. The user should be aware of exactly what is 
being obscured by the newly added text. This is largely accomplished in 
these examples by partial rather than complete overlapping; the reader 
can still see the edges of the text field that is obscured by the newly added 
text. 

Further, the basic core of the message should not be obscured. In Fig. 
4, e.g., the text in the upper left hand corner which states the question to 
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be examined is left visible throughout the entire series of screens. So, also, 
the basic chan with its bars and their explanatory labels are never obscured. 

Figures 5 and 6 show another example. 

FrG. 5 

Fig. 5 has itself becn slowly built, box by box, with examples and 
discussion. When the additional materiai in Fig. 6 is presented, some of the 
Fig. 5 materiai is obscured. But by not changing the basic screen design -
i.e., the «mixed~ model being discussed in Fig. 6 is not changed in color 
or position from what was shown in Fig. 5. Moreover, leaving some parts 
of the Fig. 5 materiai visib!e on Fig. 6 also aids the user's orientation. 

b. Eliminate bamers so the eye can move comfortably over the screen. 
While the screens shown in Figures 3 and 4 are divided into distinct seg
ments, this is mainly clone by color shifts, not by the use of lines, borders, 
frames or other barriers. Borders are used only for special illustrations 
(e.g., the bar graph), for temporary text boxes which wiìl disappear as the 
program progresses or to identify specìfìc objccts being discussed (as in 
Figures 5 and 6 ). 

c. Unify the screen by sìmplifying shapes. In the screens depicteò here, 
the number of types of vìsual elements has been kept low and the resuit 
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FIG. 6 

is a more unified screen. While a unified screen might be made up of 
circular shapes, or of triangular shapes, screen unity is aided by not mixing 
types unless there is a special reason to do so. The screens shown here 
happen to be made up essentially of rectangles - there are few circles, no 
triangles, irregular shapes. Even the lines on the page are almost entirely 
horiwntal and verticaì, the sole exceptions being the occasional diagonal 
connecting lines which - being navigacional not substantive - should be 
different from the other lines on the screen. Not only does this simplification 
add unity to the screen, it permits emphasis when it is desired. Note how 
the cìrde marked «A» in Fig. 6 is given emphasis by its shape and value. 

d. Simplify the use of f onts. One font is used throughout these screens, 
with only an occasional use of italics for emphasis. There will sometimes 
be screens on which changes in fonts help the user distinguish separate 
elements of the message, and there is nothing wrong with that. Just be sure 
every variation you use can be justified by a specific pedagogical objective. 

e. Colo1~ like decorations and f onts, should only be used to aid or enrich 
the communìcation process. These screens use very few saturated (rich) 
colors; the palette is almost entirely pastel. This is more comf ortable to the 
user, seems appropriate to the type of serious materi.al being presented and, 
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importantly, permits the use of occasìonal touches of saturated color for 
emphasis or focus. (The circle marked «A» on Fig. 6 is red, while the :rest 
of the screen is soft blues and grays.) 

In sum, despìte the counsel of those who design screens for simpler 
uses, it would seem that rich screens can be presented to serious students. 
The need is to understand the criticai difference between richness and 
clutter, and to be aware that the path to the former is by rigorous elimi
nation of the latter. 

4. MULTIMEDIA TO AuGMENT THE ScREEN 

Finally, a brief word about the possibilities of moving beyond simple 
text and static diagrams. The advent of more and more sophlsticated equip
ment and software means that it is becoming almost daily more feasible to 
consider adding sound, moving pictures, animations, etc. to our programs. 
The learning from cognitive psychology seems to be that the more of a 
student's senses on can engage in transmitting educational materia!, the 
deeper and more durably the materiai is obtained and the more easily it is 
retrieved. Of course, most of this research has been done on a younger age 
groups and the:re is some doubt that the findings can be transferred wholly 
into the professional school context. But there is enough evidence to make 
the experiment plausible and as cheaper and faster techniques become avai
lable, so-called .:multimedia• will no doubt be explored in legal education. 
As the reader might anticipate from the somewhat cautious approach sug
gested in this article so far, I would urge that any such explorations be 
made only where the media enhancements can be justified by plausible 
pedagogica! goals. 

My own beginning experiments will be only be brietly noted, in part 
because they are relatively minor and in part because they are even harder 
to illustrate on a printed page than what has been discussed so far. On the 
screens depicted in Figures 3 and 4, the reader will note a button labe!led 
«Audio Notes.• The user who clicks on these buttons will see a pìcture of 
the author and hear a commentary on the screen being viewed. The 
com.ments are short, none runs more than 60 seconds, and attempt to 
highlight f eatures shown on the screen, explain relationships depicted, 
identify examples, suggest questions. 

The pedagogica! justification for this use of audio is straìghtforward and 
is in two parts. First, the ear is quite a different receptor from the eye. For 
one thing, it is not nearly as selective. Thus, a reader may look elsewhere 
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on the page ( or out the window!) when you want his visua] attention 
focussed on a particular piece of text. An audio signal, however, is not so 
easily avoided by the hearer. True, one can «tune out» of any transmission, 
but this special quality of an audio signal suggests its use for especially 
criticai or especially important materiai. 

Second, I want te iuvite the user to consider some implications of the 
graphic being presented, but I want to · do so wìthout requiring the user to 
take his eyes off the graphic. 

In the screen depicted in Figures 3 and 4, the audio note may ask 
whether there is any significance in the fact that the bars representing 
constitutional, statutory and regulatory procedural requirements are 
progressively higher, or whether that is just a caprice of the artist. (The 
question raises a fundamentai issue developed elsewhere in the 
Administrative Law course that seems usefully recalled here.) I am persuaded 
that - just as in the use of the blackboard in the live classroom - there is 
value in seeing the graphic and hearing the question simultaneously. Tue 
reader who has had difficulty jumping back and forth from the text 
references in this article to the various illustrations can perhaps appreciate 
the value of an audio media enhancement. 

Tue use of a stil! picture of the author is, of course, inconsistent with this 
principle. I was persuaded by some who plausibly claim expertise in the area 
that the voice accompanied by a picture of the speaker was a natural and 
attention-focussing device. I was able to resist the first version in which the 
picture was a moving video, but thought we should at least try the still 
picture. There is nothing in the evaluations I have received which supports 
or denies the value of the picture. On the presumption here presented that 
nothing should be added for which there is not an affirmative justification, 
I thìnk I will not use pictures in future programs of this type. 

Of course, there may be rnany places where still picrures, moving 
pictures, illustrations, animations, etc. would be essential to the pedagogical 
goals of a program, in which case I would encourage their use. But tools 
are not necessarily solutions and the risk of overuse is not just wasted time 
and resources but the very real possibility that distraction of the user 
reduces rather than enhances the effectiveness of the entire enterprise. 

5. A FINAL NOTE ON EVALUATION 

Since all of this is experimental, teachers who use such materials should 
make an effort to collect evaluations, even when scientific studies cannot be 
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made. W e have precious little evidence about whether or to what extent 
computer technology alters educational outcomes for the better. Much 
research is needed (and is being clone) and perhaps in 20 years we will have 
begun to deveiop some trustworthy studies for use at the professional 
school level. In the meantime, don't overlook the value of simply collecting 
even infonnal evaluations from the users of your programs. I have found 
ìt very helpful to ask users for written reactions, to include technical 
problems, proof reading errors and substantive difficulties but also, more 
importantly, more generai notions about the value of this sort of thing. I 
do not get elaborate critiques from all users, of course, but I do get helpful 
responses which quickly fall into revealing patterns of great use in modifying 
programs. 



Hypertext for Law Students: A Preliminary 
Report on Computer Law on Disk, 2.0 

RoNALD W. STAUDT, RosEMARY SmELS 

1. lNTRODUCTION 

In the United States, the core of the law school curriculum in American 
law schools teaches substantive law in particular subject areas and, simulta
neously, attempts to help students to acquire intellectual skills that are 
relevant for their coming professional lives. The predominant law classroom 
instruction method in the U nited States is a question and answer exchange 
between professor and students examining court opinions and analyzing 
the relationships of these cases to one another and to the legai system in 

'generai. Typically, professors rely on printed casebooks: collections of court 
opinions edited and sequenced by professors interspersed with comments, 
questions and cross-references. 

Students' study patterns vary from one to another and change as students 
progress through the three years of law school. There are some dominant 
patterns that we have observed in the techniques that students use to prepare 
for classes and for their final examinations. In the first year, most students 
write reading notes in advance of class, often in the form of case briefs. Class 
often focuses on dose case analysis. As they read, many students color or 
highlight the texts in their books for emphasis or easy location if called upon 
to recite in class. In later years, separate written notes before class often give 
way to short marginalia in the casebook marking the decision points, 
questions, inconsistencies, or linking passages to prior readings. Most students 
prepare for the examinations given at the end of each cmirse by reviewing 
their notes, reading parts of the text and published summaries of the law, 
and seeking additional perspectives from other students. Frequently, students 
will distill these various sources · into their own written course outlines. 

Since ·· 1983, we have experimented at Chicago-Kent College of Law 
with the use of computers in law school. While we have supported the 
activities of the Center for Computer Assisted Legai Instruction (CALI) and 
others to use computers as instructional aids, our primary interest has been 
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the potential of personal computers to help students synthesize legal 
materials, see connections between cases and concepts, and understand legal 
analysis. We sought productivity and synthesis tools to equip students 
with powerful electronic learning systems to study for class and exami
nations. For example, in 1984 we taught students to use outlining software 
to organize their reading notes and to see the connections among various 
legal concepts. By describing cases and categorizing them in richly labeled 
outlines as they studied for class, we suggested that students could create 
a concentrated synthesis of the substantive law based on their own reading 
notes and class notes. New cases and notes should force students to revise 
their categories and reorder the relationships among prior cases. We argued 
that this outlining process mirrors the common law legal system that 
students were studying1• 

In the 1980's, we used Framework, a strong outlining tool that provided 
dynamic expansion, collapse and reordering of titles with associated text 
paragraphs. Framework contained an integrated word processor. The 
students could use this tool to write case briefs for class preparation and 
build detailed, comprehensive outlines for exam preparation by incor
porating the briefs and the class notes within the same software environment. 
As law firms and professors adopted WordPedect as their standard word 
processor, students resisted the Framework approach. Outlining tools like 
Framework and Grandview were separated from the dominant word 
processor that was the students' thought capture tool. Most students handled 
outlining or post-course synthesis as a word processing job using the 
conceptually weaker outlining tools in WordPerfect. 

By 1990, the development of microcomputer hypertext tools offered new 
ways to represent and link information2• Because hypertext is so open-ended 
and flexible, it may be a better computer model of legal concepts than 
hierarchical outlines3. Hypertext offered new tools to build electronic casebooks 
with linking features that were significantly more versatile than print casebooks. 

1 Fora more extensive description of Professor Staudt's early experiments and attempts 
to integrate the use of software with computer-assisted instruction, see Ronald W. Staudt, 
Computers at the Core of Legai Education: Experiments at IIT Chicago-Kent College of 
Law, 35 J. L. Educ. 514 (1985); and David J. Maume, Jr., and Ronald W. Staudt, Computer 
Use and Success in the First Year of Law Schoo~ 37 J. L. Educ. 388 (1987). 

2 See David R Johnson, Bui/,ding and Using Hypertext Systems, Law Practice Manage
ment, May-June 1991, at 28; and Trotter Hardy, Project Clear's Paper Choice: A Hypertext 
System for Giving Advice About Legai Research, 82 Law Libr. J. 209 (1990). 

3 For a more extensive discussion of the potential role of hypertext tools in legal 
education, see Ronald W. Staudt, Legai Mindstonns: Lawyers, Computers and Powerful 
Ideas, 31 Jurimetrics J. at 177-85 (1991). 
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Beginning in 1992, we experimented with building electronic course kits 

to substitute for printed casebooks. We intended students to use the 
hypertext course kit to read cases, prepare pre-class notes, participate in 
class, and synthesìze the course, thus supporting the full range of law 
student tasks in one set of computer tools. Professor Staudt and bis research 
assistant, David Kiefer, designed an electronic casebook for use by students 
in the Computer Law class in the Fall, 1992, using a DOS--based hypertext 
enviromnent called ..:HyperPAD~. The descrìption of that course kit and its 
use by students has been reported earlier~. In 1993, we transported the 
Computer Law electronic book to Folio V1EWS 3.05• 

The remaìnder of this paper describes the setting within which we built 
and tested our VIEWS 3,0 electronic course kit, Computer Law on Disk 2.0. 
W e also identify five key objectives we seek to achieve and cornment on 
the suitability of VIEWS 3.0 as a platform for electronic course kits that meet 
these objectives. 

1. 1. Computer Law Course 

In the Fall, 1992 and 1993, Professor Staudt distributed the entire book 
for his Computer Law course to cvery student on the hard disks of note
book computers that the law school loaned to the students for che semeste:r. 
The computers were the size of a ream of paper and weighed about five 
pounds6. They had serial ports and modems for telephone connection to the 
law school network from home, as well as pocket network connectors to 
attach to the law schooì locai area networle. Classes were held in a class
room in which each student has access to power and network connectors. 

4 See Ronald W. Staudt, An Em.y on Electronic Casebooks: My Pursuit of the Paperless 
(-:hase, 68 Chi-Kent L. Rev. 291, 300-02 (1992). 

5 Foiio Views 3.0 is a product of Folio Corpora,ion in Provo, Utah. 
6 Tue notebook computers were Compaq Conturas, using 25 MHz Intel 80386 with 4 

MB of RAM, 1.44M floppy disk drive, and 62M hard drive. 
7 InJanuary, 1992, Chicago-Kent College of Law moved into a new building in Chicago's 

west loop. 'fl1e design of the new Chicago-Kent incotporates the iatest in today's technology 
and provides the opportunity to integrate future advances induding: 250 computers for use 
by teachers, students and administrators; 1,300 network data ports throughout the library 
and sc.attered throughout the common area of the school so teachers wd students can use 
their o·wn ìaptops and notebooks ev,trywhere; five chssrooms with data nodes :md power 
at each studeot seat; four dedicated computer labs ,vith more than 80 computers, each lab 
connected to the computer network that provides access to research, prìnting, file exchange, 
and loca! and internationai communications; and the Judge Abraham Lincoln 1..-farovitz 
Courtroom that integrates the design features from the best courtrooms and ttial advocacy 
trainìng facilities in the nation. 
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The Chicago-Kent course in Computer Law, developed by Professor 
Staudt, studies the changes in five core substantive law domains triggered 
by the dramatic increase in the use of computers and information tech
nology. The course explores computer related problems in torts (liabilities 
for injury caused by user failure to use computers), criminal law, civil 
procedure (the use of computers by tria] lawyers), evidence and privacy. 
By its nature, the materiai in this course is rapidly changing. Frequently, 
relevant new cases will be decided during the semester. The cases in diff erent 
fields are related to one another because of the computer focus and because 
law is naturally interrelated. For example, cases in criminal law discuss 
privacy issues, or injury caused by computers. 

We prepared Computer Law on Disk 2.0 during the summer of 1993 
and distributed it to all students at the beginning of the fall semester on 
our small computers. Each of the five .sections of the «course kit» (Torts, 
Criminal Law, Civil Procedure, Evidence, and Privacy) contained court 
opinions and short readings, that, in all, constituted approximately 7,000 
paragraphs of text and headings. When indexed within VIEWS 3.0, the 
readings used approximately two megabytes of disk storage. 

The VIEWS 3.0 platform offers full text Boolean queries to search and 
browse the readings as well as any added notes or imported text. In 
addition, a variety of hypertext link tools are available. Small text segments 
can be stored in popup fields associated with words or symbols in the 
readings. Any word or phrase can be linked to any other using jump 
links. Links can also contain pre-formed queries (query links) or 
instructions to run other software for multimedia objects like audio or 
video. 

Each record in a VIEWS 3.0 infobase can be assigned a «level» with its 
own color and font and size. Levels are hierarchically nested so that chapters 
and section headings form expanding and contracting tables of contents if 
each heading is given the right level designation. This automatic table of 
contents, or a reference window with a smalì portion of the table of 
contents, can be displayed by clicking standard VIE\Y/S 3.0 buttons. The 
software also contains a rich array of navigational tools: ~bookmarks», 
.:backtrack», «show trail», «next», and «previous», all of which function as 
their names would indicate. 

1.2. Objectives of the electronic casebook 

As we designed our electronic materials, we hoped to improve the 
traditional classrnom education by empowering students and professors to 
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use new electronic tools. T o that end, we sought the following benefits 
from the electronic system: 

• Flexible contents: tools for faculty to create the exact readings in the 
precise order desired on a very short schedule; 

• Easy notetaking: seamless notetaking before, during and after dass 
within the course materials; 

• Highlighting: the ability to mark text for emphasis using color or 
shading; 

• Synthesis: automatic or semi-automatic tools for linking and summa
rizing the course; 

• Collaboration: communication and groupware tools. 

2. FLEXIBLE CoNTENTs: TooLS F0R FACULTY To CREATE THE EXAcT R.EA

DINGS IN THE PRECISE ORDER DESIRED ON A VERY SHORT SCHEDULE 

The intellectual contribution of authors of American casebooks is the 
selection, sequence, and editing of cases that form the primary source of 
reading and class discussion. Electronic course kits should offer a professor 
an easy, flexible way to add new cases, remove cases, and rearrange cases 
and notes. By their nature, most electronic tools make this moving, adding 
and removing easy. Professors and students can modify Computer Law on 
Disk 2.0 through insertions, deletions or hypertext links to external sources. 
A new feature, shadow files, permit students to modify and annotate the 
materiai while maintaining the integrity of the author' s originai. 

Our electronic course kit allows authors to hide parts of the cases and 
readings not essential to the focus of the course. This hidden text can be 
toggled into view at the discretion of the reader. Alternatively, we handled 
most elisions by moving text to a remote part of the file, and made it 
available to the curious student with a click of the mouse button. 

Throughout the Computer Law materiai, we inserted jump links to the 
full text of statutes and other materiai that were mentioned in the primary 
text. With the touch of a button, students could jump to the case or law 
cited in an opinion. For example, when one case would cite another case 
or the Federai Rules of Civil Procedure, we embedded a jump link from 
that reference to the actual cited case or rule. In this version, jump links 
were inserted for the major cited cases and statutes but many references 
were omitted to conserve space and time. In our next version, we plan to 
jump to the full-text databases of LEXIS as a backup hypertext stack of 
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cases, statutes and secondarv sources so that the interested student can 
follow every reference in th~ materials. 

The flexibility of a hypertext environment can be two-sided. While 
subsequent users (professors or students) can make structural and content 
changes, the originai author may not want the casebook to be changed or 
adapted from its origina! design. vrnws' Shadow File feature creates an 
overlay file of the originai infobase and allows each user to store personal 
notes, highlighters, bookmarks, links and structural changes in a file that is 
separate from the originai infobase. By creating a shadow file of the 
underlying infobase, the originai inf obase remains untouched; changes by 
other professors or students are made in the overlay file that appear to the 
user to be seamlessly combined with the origina!. VIEWS shadow files allow 
the original author to insure the integrity of the path and presentation of 
materials no matter what other users do. 

T o access the Computer Law on Disk 2.0 course kit, students clicked 
on an icon that opened a shadow file. A copy of the underlying originai 
infobase was installed on each hard drive. Students could be comfortable 
that they could risk anything in the shadow file knowing that the originai 
assigned materiai would not be corrupted by experimentation. Also, it was 
easy to backup the shadow file because the size of the notes and student 
alterations was much smaller than the infobase and couid easily fit on 
diskettes. 

3. EASY NafETAKING: SEAMLESS NoTETAKING BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER 

CLASS WITI·HN TI-ili COURSE MATERIALS 

When the students used the course kit to read theìr assignments, we 
suggested that they type their own notes within the assigned text itself. 
We thought that these notes would be sirnìlar to notes entered in book 
margins. W e made the stuàent notes appear distinctive by creating a 
separate levei for stuàent notes differentiated by font, indentation and a 
box border. 

W e found the VIEWS Popup notes and Iinks features, which create a 
separate, smaller window on screen for text or graphics, unsuitable for 
student notetaking. Material outside of the box popup window cannot be 
scrolled while the window is open and few of the vrnws' f eatures can be 
applied within popup windows. Popup notes are printed as endnotes and 
printing is tied to the specific records that are chosen. Popup notes ca.nnot 
be linked to a query link to create a stuòent outline. These popup windows 
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were reserved for footnotes, headnotes, case histories, and other relevant 
but secondary materiai furnished by the authors. 

4. HIGHLIGHTING: THE ABILITY TO MARK TE:X'T FOR EMPHASIS USING 

COLOR OR SHADING 

Our course kit uses the Highlighter feature of VIEWS 3.0 so that students 
could mark any tex1: in the inf obase as they would mark text in a printed 
book. Highlighters may be any color, font or size and are independently 
searchable. We defined two highlighter styles in Computer Law on Disk 
2.0: .:facts::. highlighter and «key quotes» highlighter. By predefini.ng the 
highlighter styles we were able to prepare query links in advance that 
would retrieve only those records with highlighted text and the table of 
contents. Students could define other highlighters and set the colors and 
styles of each to suit their own study habits and could define each 
highlighter to classify materiai according to their own study methods. 

5. SYNTHESis: AuroMATIC OR SEMI-AUTOMAnc TooLs FOR LINKING AND 

SuMMARIZING THE CouRsE 

Earlier we described our use of jump links to navigate to internal text 
references and text elisions. This could be the key design feature of a 
hyJ?ertext casebook. When law materia} contains hot links to various refe
rences, it forms a kind of seamless web which can be a powerlul learnìng 
and research environment. A VIEWS 3.0 -KSeamless web:.. is even more 
powerful because of its full text search and browse tools. 
· . A v1EWS query link perlorms a search on the ìnfobase to find records 
that match the query request, and isolates those records to present a 
restricted view of the infobase. In designing the electronic course kit we 
used query iinks to select informati.on that a law student would probably 
need to prepare for class, participate in ciass, and prepare for the final 
examination. 

We ~sed query links to prepare restricted views of the infobase iimited 
to tbe course structure and all student notes and highlighted text:. The results 
of these queries resembled a course outline that assisted students in reviewing 
the materia! that they added to the infobase. Studems could add notes 
anywhere in the infobase, and by applying the «Notes» level to the added 
text, the text will be printed automatically in their outline or study guide. 
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6. CoLLABORATION: CoMMUNICATION AND GROUPWARE TooLs 8 

In the Computer Law class, Professor Staudt assigned students, in 
pairs, to prepare projects that focused on an important issue or problem 
in the area of Computer Law. The student projects delved into facts and 
circumstances of the cases, and focused on the real world ramifications of 
recent decisions in the area. After the student projects were prepared and 
submitted for review, we gathered them into a vrnws 3.0 infobase, added 
the appropriate levels and distributed the infobase to the entire class. At 
the beginning of the course, we had placed links in the Computer Law 
on Disk infobase that pointed to each project. As a result, the materiai 
prepared by the professor linked to the materiai prepared by the class 
and vice, versa9• 

6.1. Effectiveness 

The Fai!, 1993, classes in Computer Law were lively and students were 
well-prepared and able to discuss the cases from the computer screens. 
Overall, the students used the computer as their reading source of course 
materia! to the exclusion of paper. Based on classroom observations, there 
were f ew bootleg paper versions of the materials and no student brought 
complete printed versions of the casebook materials to dass. Notetaking in 
class was aìso clone primarily on the computers. 

Based on surveys, the students reported that they learned as much, 
substantively, in this course with the «electronic casebooh and learning 
tool, as they did in other substantive law school courses. Students found 
the built-iu' notetaking feature very useful to prepare for dass. During 
class, the course kit was an effective environment for notetaking and a 
useful tool to make quick reference to prior notes, students reported. The 
students found the highlighter feature useful to prepare for class and 
emphasize text in class. Overall, the students rated the built-in table of 

8 Our use of electronic mail and network tools to extend class and foster communications 
and cooperation in the Computer Law class have been reported elsewhere. See Ronald W. 
Staudt, Does the Grandmother Come With It? Teaching and Practicing Law in the 21st 
Centli1J', 44 Case Western Res. Univ L Rcv, 479 (1993). 

9 There is a rich literaturc on thc value cf group construction projects as Ìearning moti
vators. See Seyrnour Papert, Mindstorms: Chìldren, Computers and Powerfol Ideas 167-
169, 208 (1980); Marvin L. Minsky, Socìety of Mind 72-74 (1986); Maureen Kelly, Hypertext 
- A Model of La1.1.:yers' Text Handling Methods, 1 Int'l J. of Law and Info. Tech. 349 
(Winter, 1993 ). 
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contents, the highlighters and the predefined notes level to be the most 
useful features in Computer Law on Disk 2.0. 

The students stated that they were at ease in using this tool and in 
preparing for class and for the examination. After an initial learning curve 
in using the software, the students said that they liked using the computer 
as a tool for a substantive course and stated that they would recommend 
this course or a similar electronically-based course to other students. 

7. CONCLUSION 

We view this experiment to be a great success. Student evaluations of 
the course were excellent. The students were comfortable and effective 
with a computer in piace of a traditional book. . The course kit allowed 
students to collaborate in a group effort to build materials for the entire 
class/ The synthesis and cross-fertilization sought were achieved with 
projects that gathered texts and interviews and research from a variety of 
fields. 

The final examination forced students to find places in the casebook 
that should be conceptually linked. Each student, working alone, identified 
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ten links and wrote short essays justifying the conneccions. Students reported 
on their surveys that this final performance forced them to rcread all the 
materials in the entire course. Students used the links, queries and outline 
tools to see relationships and explain those connections. TI1is final perfor
mance helped to establish the eff ectiveness of hypertext electronic course 
kits, and Computer Law on Disk 2.0 in particular, by providing a learning 
environment for substantive law that .;Jso helps students to acquire 
imellectual skills that are relevant for their coming professional lives. 



lNTRODUCTION 

Hypertext in Law: A New Paradigm 
to Explore Legai Sources 

JACQUES 5AVOY 

Hypertext systems manage information using a network of information 
units or nodes that are interconnected according to different links or 
relationships [Halasz 1988]. In such an environment, users navigate through 
the information nerv;rork by following existing links or creatìng new ones, 
and the semantics associated with the ìinks can guide users to appropriate 
nodes in their information search. 

In education, hypertext applications emphasize the iinlcing capability 
of rhis approach. The links established by the author or by the readers 
depict interesting relatìonships between various sources of knowledge, 
may clarify some poìnts of detail or some ambiguous concepts. Moreover, 
based on the prìnciple of ~discovery ìearnìng», these relationships allow 
different perspectives on a given subject and favour the integration and 
comparison with other areas of knowiedge. However, the particular 
features of the underlying domain must also be taken into account. This 
paper illust!"ates two essential difficulties appearing in legal applications 
namely: (1) the huge volume of documents that must be ìncluded to 
obtain an interesting legal hypertext, and (2) the need for an autono
mous query-based search strategy to find relevant information in a fo.rge 
corpus. 

Curremly proposed hypertext systems do not provide an appropriate 
answer for the solution of these problems. As a primary means of acces
sing information, hypertext systems suggest browsing .. Such an approach 
may be vaiid when working with toy-sized hypertexts because we do not 
need additional help when searchìng information within a booklet of 20 
pages. 

«Even in a 500 node single-user network, navigacional access can be difficult as 
the nenvork changes and its structure becomes heterogeneous. In these cases, 
navigationai access is problematic because users tend to get lost while wandering 
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around in the network looking for some target information. Often, these users 
can describe exactly what information they are lookìng for, but simply cannot 
find it in the network.» [Halasz 1988, p. 842] 

Moreover, the construction of a small hypertext can be done manually 
(for example, see [Nielsen 1990]). However, when the database grows or 
when the content of the hypertext is subject to many modifications, an 
automatic construction mechanism must be provided. When faced wìth a 
large amount of information, browsing is far from satisfactory, even wìth 
the introduction of a table of contents, an index, etc. [ Alschuler 1989]. T o 
promote the usability of hypertext systems, experiments with larger 
information networks have to be considered [Halasz 1988], and our research 
represents a step in this direction. 

This paper describes a hypertext system designed and implemented for 
students in Ìaw at the lJniversity of Montreal. The first section provides an 
overview current educational applications of hypertext systems and the 
features particular to the legai domain. In Sectìon 2, we describe three 
characteristics of our prototype namely: (1) the automatic transformation 
of legai texts into hypertext; (2) the linking and browsing features; and (3) 
the principles of our autonomous search mcchanism used to complement 
the navigational tools. 

L EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 

The physical composìtion of a book, a primary means of teaching, 
embodies three distinctive characteristics: it is portable, static and linear. 
The human brain by contrast does not work in a linear way. Humans 
think through association, comparison, inference, and they see many points 
of view when studying a given subject. In order to break with the two
dimensional structure of the classical book, hypertext offers an externai 
support storing our thoughts in a manner that follows more closely the 
principles of action of the human brain. 

If, as shown in Section 1.1, reìated cducational applications are based 
on multimedia technology (sounds, images, photographs, video 
sequences, etc.), and natural language constitmes the primary medium 
to transfer informatìon in legal studies. In this context, Section 1.2 spe
cifies that not all textual databases mav form an interestinz hvpertext 
application and that the lega] sphere re;pects the golden rule~ ot hyper
text. 
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1.1. Use of hypertext in education 

The linking faciliry provided by hypertext systems enhances their appeal 
as a computer-based leaming tool by presenting not onìy the content of 
nodes but also pertinent relationships that can be drawn from different 
sources of knowledge. The first reported experience based on this new 
paradigm was conducted by Catano [1979] using the FRESS system at Brown 
University. The purpose of this study was to study how one can teach 
poetry and how students may analyze poems on-line by establishing 
relationships between related text excerpts such as other poems or iiterature 
fragments, by introducing their own annotations or by following remarks 
written bv other readers. 

Hypertext systems can also be used to leam foreign languages by esta
blishing implicit links from any text to dictionaries or glossaries, or by 
presenting an explanation of any word or idiomatic phrase (see examples 
based on the Inter Media system [Y ankeìovich 1988]). Based on the hyper
media technology provided by the ATHENA project, Hodges et al. [1989] 
demonstrate how textual passages may be linked to video sequences to 
illustrate non verbal information such as speaker agitation and mannerisrn 
or hearing a conversation in a foreign language. The project PERSEUS [Crane 
1987] provides hypertext support for the study of ancient Greek literature. 
Storing relevant ìnformation on a CD-ROM, this system gives access to large 
amounts of original source texts in Greek, induding a parallel translation. 
The study of original Greek text fragments are reinforced through dictionary 
lookup and automatic morphoìogy analysis tools. Various links provide 
information to other originai Greek sources, to interpretations given by 
scholarly and encyclopedia articles or by access to additional background 
data by linking texI excepts to cultural or historìcal notes, photographs and 
drawings. 

Of course, the utifay of hypermedia technology can also affirmed in 
other educational domains such as archaeology, chemistry or physics. For 
example, the specialized hypermedia system PALENQUE [Wi!son 1988] using 
DVI technology ( digital video interactive ), can be exploited to teach Mexican 
archaeology to children by 1etting thern take a tour on the Palenque ruins. 
Through photographs, the user may see the site before its restoration or in 
the days of the Mayas. In the arts, the Shakespeare pro_ject [Friedlander 
1988] proposes a hypertext containing film dips from plays like Harnlet 
and Macbeth. In this prototype, links establish relationships between corre
sponding scenes in diff erent fihns to illustrate how the same play has been 
interpreted by various directors and actors. Moreover, a simulation tool 
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called TheaterGame gives students the opportunity to students to stage 
their own interpretations of the plays from a database of hundreds of 
costumed actors and props. 

Other research has been done in other domains of knowledge to account 
for their distinctive features; such as the use of simulations or guided exam
ples to learn and play with mathematical models (e.g., the Ebook3 project 
[Savoy 1989]), or d1e automatic transformation of a linear medica! handbook 
into hypertext [Frisse 1988]. Tue HyperTIES system [Shneiderman 1987] 
was used in various museum applications to provide auxiliary background 
reports about the subjects of exhibitions. This project was especially 
designed to work with novice and casual users. 

1.2. Particular problems related to the lega! domaìn 

The cmrent trend in educational software seems to include various media 
to motivate the student and/or to illustrate technological advances and their 
applications. However, in the legal domain, text constitutes more or less the 
only source of information. In such a context, is the linear presentation 
obsolete? Does the hypertext paradigm represent a good soiution for teaching? 
Can this new approach help students to learn, to think in another way and 
to augment their skills by showing pertinent relationships that can be drawn 
betwee11 different legal sources? Such questions require that we demonstrate 
the underlying criteria of hype1text are respected in the legal domain. 

Not ali textual databases have appropriate structures for applications in 
hypertext systems. Before converting texts from a given domain of know
ledge into hypertext, the .:golden rules of hypertext:,, must be respected. 
These criteria are the following: 

• There is a large body of infom1ation organised into numerous frag
rnents, 

• These fragments relate to each other, and 
• The user needs only a smaU fraction at any time». [Shneiderman 

1989, p. 115] 

These three characteristics are fully pertinent and respected in our legal 
context. Of course, when the databa.se is limited to a few pages, an hypertext 
does not really rcpresent an interesti11g application comparing to a printed 
document. Firstly, legal documentation forms a voiuminous and dynamic 
set of ìnformation which upon inspection is composed of various parts, 
divisions, articles, paragraphs, etc. T11is documentation is composed of statute 
texts, court decisions, scholarly treatises, commentaries, guidelines issued to 
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adjudicators, · and information supplied to members of the public. When 
considering that legal corpora are formed by structured documents, this 
feature can be used to automatically build an hypertext based on the logica} 
structure of legai texts. 

Secondly, to build a legal argument, students in law have to consult 
varìous related sources. For example, to dearly understand a legal concept 
occurring in a particular statute or to think about its implications, the 
reader has to retrieve court decisions - and perhaps scholady treatises as 
well - to interprec a particularly fuzzy concept. Of course, court decisions 
on a given point of law may be contradictory and latter decisions may 
affirm, question or over-rule previous ones. In such cases, further inter
pretation is necessary to make the decisions fit a coherent pattern. Moreover, 
the evolution of social customs may impose a différent reading of statute 
texts that have not been forrnally modified to take that evolution into account. 
Of course, where the evoluti.on has been formally translated via a change in 
the statute, one would want to consuit the most recent teÀ't as well the earlier 
one. Thus, to determine the answer to a Iegal question, a minimum 
requirement is to obtain ali the versions of a given statute text together with 
the case law and scholarly writing pertaining to Ìt. As one can see, legai 
documentation contains a rich amount of interconnecting relationships. 

Thirdly, when searching relevant information pertinent to a given case, 
lawyers need only a small subset of all the available documentatìon. When 
students in law search for information reiated to a given question, they 
may know the pertinent article(s) of the law or some relevant cases law. If 
not, users may formulate a request to find good starting points for browsing. 
However, when reading a text passage, they are faced with the following 
questions: 

1. Has this court decision been affirmed elsewhere? 
2. Has this court decision been questionned? 
3. Has this court decision been over-ruled? (Ex. 1) 
4. Has this court decision been clarified elsewhere? 
5. ffas this court decision been confirmed? 

T o answer rhese questions, hypertext links may be very valuable because 
the relateci nodes may be reached very easily. Even though the underlying 
principles of hypertext are respected in the legal domain, we are fa.ced with 
two remaining problems; namely: (1) how to transform legal documentation 
into hypertext, and (2) how to efficìentiy search relevant information from 
a large set of connected documents. Such problerns were not explicitly 
considered in our previous learning system [Savoy 1989]. 
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2. OuR PRoTOTYPE 

The use of computers has a long tradition in the legal domain. In the 
sixties, commercial services off ered lawyers and law students access to lega.! 
documents through an interface based on Boolean queries. In response to 
a user's request, the computer displays a list of references to the gìven 
Boolean query. With this list of these records, the student can then locate 
the desired documents in the library. Such principles are still in use in 
current commercial systems. 

Nowadays, legal information systems have evolved from the classìc on
line system based on Boolean operators to hype1text technology. Providing 
a more user-friendly interface, this paradigm may have a profound impact 
on the way lawyers work. Instead of only informing the user as to the 
existence of information, a hypertext allows the user to see the retrièved 
documents. From a given legal text, rhe student may follow hypertext links 
specifying relationships with other legal sources. This feature is especially 
useful in our context because a legaì document can rarely be studied «in 
vacuo» or without consideration of other related legal sources. For example, 
links may be followed to explain and comment on ambiguous, vague, 
imprecise and fuzzy iegal concepts or intetpretations (e.g., what exactly 
does a «reasonable period» mean? Can we considera ..:slimming center» to 
be a mcdical center? ). 

For our first application, we have built a legai hypertext system with 
Canada's unemployment insurance laws. In the future, we plan to develop 
another application dealing with legal questions relating to the consumer 
protection laws. No area of law however can be considered as an island; 
general principles, cases relevanr to other areas of law, and other legislation 
may be needed for a true understanding. Such considerations lead to the 
condusion that we have to incorporate a very large volume of information 
into our prototype. In spite of these limitations, our primary concern is to 
demonstrate that hypertext paradigm can be useful as an educational rool, 
even when lirnited to a particular legal domain. 

2J. From text to hypertext 

The transformation of linear documents to hypertext is not an easy 
task, The mai..7-questions are to define the contenr of nodes and to establish 
pertinent links. To achieve this putpose, some research projects have adopted 
a manual approach within which the author had to ( re )write the contcnt 
of each document and to establish the appropriate links among nodes 
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[Nielsen 1990]. This solution is time-consuming and boring when the 
electronic versions of ali documents are already available. 

Frisse [1988] and Rada [1992] suggest that an automatic transformation 
of text into hypertext can be achieved, based on the logica! structure of a 
large document. Guided by this structure, the system may form nodes and 
establish hierarchical links between these entities. In our context, we also 
employ the division of a statute law into parts, divisions, and articles to 
generate the corresponding nodes of the hypertext together with their 
hierarchical links. The guidelines issued to adjudicators were also transfor
med, based on these sa.me principles. 

This approach is far from satisfactory when considering case law. 
Although each court decision has a logica! structure, in our context we face 
with around 2,500 cases and we want to organize them into a meaningful 
structure. That is, we want to group law cases law together that relate to 
voluntary departure or court decisions concerning misconduct. In the 
current stage of our project, this classification is done manually by students. 
Even though automatic clustering algorithms do exist, as pointed out by 
Botafogo et al. [1992], such approaches are far from perfect. 

«One caution is that while metrics can be useful in making precise and objective 
comparisons, they are only approximations to interesting concepts. Good 
judgment by authors is more important than staying within strict numerical 
limits». [Botafogo et al. 1992, p. 143] 

Moreover, the content of a statute law cannot be viewed as static. Law 
paragraphs are· changed according to politica! or economica! reasons, and 
in such circumstances, the legislator produces a modifying law. Current 
studies in our research group tend to demonstrate that the automatic adap
tation of our lega! hypertext can be achieved at a satisfactory level because 
the syntax of a modifying law is strict and rigid often leading with very 
few ambiguous paragraphs (see {Kokoroko 1993]). 

2.2. Linking and browsing mechanism 

Based on the considerations stated in the previous section, the linking 
capability of our system is rather limited; a user may: (1) follow the 
hierarchic structure of a given statute law or browse around court decisions 
according to the given classification; and (2) obtain previous version(s) of 
a given paragraph of the statute text. Clearly, the linking capability of our 
system must be extended to take into account other pertinent inter-docu
ment relationships. 
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To achieve this, we have designed an automata [Choquette 1993], [Marcil 
l 994] capable when inspecting legal documents, to automatically establish 
relevant cross-references links. The claboration of this approach is valid in 
our context because the writing of iaws follows a strict syntax when inser
ting references to other legal sources. For example, to referto a particular 
artide or paragraph, the legislator uses the same pattern (e.g., ...:article 7» or 
«paragraphe 9(1 )» ). When inspecting the result of this first attempt in the 
Act Respecting Unemployment Insurance in Canada, we find 168 
appropriate cross-Teference links over a total of 21 O ( correctness of 80% ). 
A similar pattern can be found in case law ( e.g., «CUB 6666» in which 
«CUB» represents an anachronìsm for a court decision relating to unem
ployment insurance law and «6666» its number). 

Fw. 1. Example of Hypertext System's Interfaces 

:.:..i-••"----'"-------~cr.n ...... •lllllpl!l .. ll•lla••Jipl:cabnli• 
ctrt 111111..,.~ft1gl-tw1q do!l111 ,- t..,._• •• rt11U16rl!on i:• I.Jllik, arr«ldi ft.l 

•vllpl3 ... dn111 O'Clltn lf6ilt1)( 1U ·~·rl•r Hll»l ~ e, ,.,.u. Ht e1i1 l'Ql ,1i. 
pl'Cl(:111.• di.I P••i•r•• ~ tlOIJM4. IU0-71-1Z, eh. 4e, alt. e:-1. 

Why does this automa.tic scheme not work perf ectly? Some written 
references do not refer to our particular domain but tend to establish links 
with other legal documents not contaìned in our hypertext system. For 
example, the reference -'paragraphe 227(10.2) de la Loi de l'impot sur le 
revenu,,. (income tax law) can be found in the Act Respecting Unemploy-
ment Insurance in Canada and refers to another statute. Even in a medium 
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size legal hypertext, relationships to legai sources outside the content of 
storing information can thus appear. When we modify our automata to 
ignare refcrences leading outside the stored infonnation (ignoring references 
which ìncluded « ••. de la Loi» ), the system may establish 166 appropriate 
links over a total of 169 (correctness of 98.2%). To remove the rernaining 
errors, a semantic interpretation of the intem of the reference is required, 
which is beyond the potential of our automata. 

Finally, our system also includes glossary lin.ks establishing a relationship 
between a given word appearing in the law and its definition providing in 
the beginning of the statute. However, considering this relaùonship as an 
implicit link cannot be the right choìce in our context because the definicion 
of a given tenn or phrase may vary among paragraphs. For example, in a 
given section of a law, «Minister» should be interpreted as «the Minìster 
of Employment and Irnmigration», and in the other parts of the same legal 
document, -<Minister.,. means ~the Minister of Finance». 

2.3. Query based searching 

The resulting system described previously may help students to answer 
questions addressed in Section 1.2 ( see Ex. 1 ). When reading a case or a 
statute law, iinks are highlighted to indicate a relationship to a relateci 
document (see Fig. 1). Such an approach which puts emphasis on browsing 
can be useful when users do not known exacdy what they are looking for 
or when they only want an overview of the content of a hypertext. 

However, due to the huge volume of inf ormation contained in our 
hypertext, students may be quickly overwheimed with information and 
they will not efficientiy find relevant facts. In order to complement navi
gational tools, we have designed and implemented an autonomous query
based retrieva1 mechanism. This search strategy rnay be helpful when users 
rnay express their information need but do not know where to find the 
pertinent information. To achieve this, Salton & McGill [1983] suggest 
different retrieval schemes and some of them already have been used by 
other prototypes. However, the main question is: are these techniques really 
eff ecti ve? To answer this question, we have to fast evaluate the best known 
retrieval models based on two-medium size test-collectìons: namely the 
CACM collectìon comaining 3,204 artides published ìn the journal «Commu,,. 
rucations of the ACMr, and the c1s1 corpus (1,460 artides extracted from the 
information science li tera ture). 

In order to affirm that a particular retrieval scheme is better than another. 
we compute its precision a~d recall for each query. Precision is defined a~ 
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the ratio between the number of retrieved and relevant documents, and the 
number of retrieved documents. Recall is defined as the proportion of 
retrieved documents that are relevant over the total number of reievant 
documents in the collection. These values are well-known as a measure of 
the capability of a retrieval system to select relevant information 6n the 
one hand, and, on the other hand, to reject non-relevant documents. Instead 
of reporting these values for each request and each retrieval strategy, Table 
1 depicts an average precision at ten standard recall values for each alter
native (for details about our evaluation methodology, see [Savoy 1993]). 

Finally, to decide whether a search strategy is better than another, the 
following rule of thumb is used: a diff erence of at least 5 % in average 
precision is generally considered significant and, a 10% diff erence is 
considered very significant. From the data shown in Table 1, we can con
clude that both the retrieval strategy proposed by the HypeI'TIES system 
and the traditional Boolean model do not present satisfactory retrieval 
performance. The p-Norm model displays better retrieval effectiveness. 
However, all these solutions do not account for hypertext links which may 
represent additional information about document content because they 
establish a relationship between nodes containing similar concepts and 
dealing with analogous subjects. 

In our retrieval strategy, we suggest enhancing the p-Norm model in 

TABLE 1. Evaluation of Existing Solutions 

Model \ Collection 
Precision (% change) 

CACM 50 queries CISI 35 queries 

Traditional Boolean Model 
Justus [Wilson 1990] 23.2 225 

Signature File 
HyperTIES [Shneiderman 1987] 17.2 (-26.0%) 17.8 (-20.7%) 

Hybrid Boolean Model 
Inter Media [Y ankeìovith 1988} 24.9 (+7.4%) 37.8 (+68.1%) 

Vector-Processing Scheme 
[Frisse 1988] 31.3 (+35.1%) 34.5 (+53.0%) 

P-Norm Model [Salton 1983b] 
CACM: p-v;;.lue = 5, CISI: p-value == 1 36.4 ( +56.8%) 38.9 (+72.9%) 

Our Retrieva! Scheme Based on 
Bibliographic Reference 
fixed value for a,k (0.3) 42.2 (+81.9%) N/A 
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order to account for hypertext links. This retrieval scheme can be intetpreted 
by analogy with the way lawyers work. In order to prepare a speech for 
the defence, they justify their conclusions using precedential reasonìng. In 
civil and common law, precedent is cited as authority in drawing legal 
conclusions in favor of a legal argument and also in determining which 
other arguments might favour that of the def endant. 

Our retrieval scheme works in two stages. In the fìrst, the p-Norm model 
attributes to each retrieved document a retrieval status value (RSv) computed 
according to its similarity with the given request (see [Salton 19836 ]). In 
the second phase, the retrieval status value of the s-best ranked documents 
Ìs spread to theìr neighbors according to the following formulation: 

r 

RSV(D) = RSVp-Norm (D) + I~! aìk · RSVp-Norm (D.) fori= 1, 2, ... s (2) 

in which aik refiects the strength of the link between Nodes i and k (for 
example a fixed value depending on link type), r the number of links 
connecting Node i to its neighbors, and s the number of documents for 
which we modify the retrieval status value. The value assigned to RSVp-Norm 

(DJ is given by the p-Norm model. 
The aims of our ranking strategy are both to retrieve a larger number 

of relevant documents and to move them higher in the result iìst. As 
shown in the last line of Table 1, one ca.."'1 see that our retrieval scheme may 

FrG. 2. Retrieval of Infonnation Using Bibliographic Reference Links 

• • 
Rel:rieved by p•Norm Model 

R.!ttieved by followìng 
relevance links 
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significantly enhance the results obtained by the p-Norm model using the 
bibliographic reference links between articles appearing in the «Communi
cations of the ACM,... Because the CISI cOipus does not indude links, this 
finding cannot be confirmed with another test-collection. 

Nevertheless, our approach may also be confirmed by theoretical justi
fications. A hypertext link represents a relationship between papers expres
sing sinùlar ideas (for example, Nodes 1572 and 2789 in Fig. 2) without 
using the same terms as those given in the request (or in Document 1410 
in Fig. 2). In the same vein, Furnas et ai. [1987] have demonstrated that the 
same idea or concept may be expressed by a large number of terms. 

CONCLUSJON 

This study demonstrates that legal hypertext systems can be a useful 
tool for exploring legal sources because legal documentation respects the 
golden rules of this new paradigm. Moreover, the linking capability repre
senting the comerstone of this approach reveals a direct simìlarity with the 
way lawyers work, as mentioned by Mital & Johnson «It is often said that 
lawyers think in hypertext• [Mital 1992, p. xi]. 

Faced with a huge volume of information, our prototype incorporated 
an automatic transforrnation from text to hypertext by dividing large 
documents into nodes and by estab!ishing links automatìcally between 
these elements. The large sìze of our hypertext requires, in additìon to 
browsing, a mechanism such as an autonomous query-based retrieval 
system. In arder to develop such a scheme, we have evaluated approaches 
suggested by other systems and have found that one can improve the 
retrieval effectiveness of a retrieval strategy by taking hypertext links into 
account. The current study presents interesting results than can be appiy 
on other research projects using a large collection of documents ( e.g., 
using a CD-ROM). 

As an educational tool, our approach emphasizes case law and discovery 
learning. Cases represent experience and thus play a primary role in iearning. 
From past cases people learn to avoid failures and to adopt successful plans 
as appropriate. A great deal of schoiarship would be involved in selecting, 
organizing and inducing the lessons implicit in past cases in light of, or in 
contrast to, existing theories of the dornain. This aspect is supported in our 
system by browsing through the hierarchical structure of court decisions. 
Moreover, in our hypertext system, a balance between directed search and 
browsing paradigms has been establìshed. Although our current prototype 
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works on a SUN workstation, we also plan to Òeveiop a version for MA.c
INTOSH, based on the HYPERCARD software. 
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Hypermedia and Environmental Education 

DONATELLA CESARENI 

1. HYPERMEDIA AND EDUCATION 

W e are living at a time when new learning systems based on the use of 
the computer are being created (micro-worlds, simulations, hypertexts); 
these systems aim to encourage the learner to build up his own knowledge. 

These systems are defined as -«flexible personalized information tools» 
[Kommers Jonassen Mayes 1992], and many writers underscore the possi
bilities offered in supporting self-learning and the i.nvolvement of the stu- · 
dents in meaningful cognitive information processing. Hypertexts in parti
cular and, more generally, hypermedia, appear to open up great educational 
possibilities in complex, multi-disciplinary areas. 

It is well-known that through a non-linear presentation of information, 
which is the main feature of hypermedia, it is possible to highlight the 
existing relationships between various concepts. Moreover, the possibility 
of off ering a large amount of inf ormation materiai ( texts, images, diagrams, 
animation, audio and video recordings) and making them easily accessible 
to the student, in diff erent language and media types, will provoke and 
satisfy the learner's curiosity and encourage further persona! rese.arch. 

Hypertext is commonly defined as non-linear text, in which the content 
is organized in basic urits of information called «nodes». The interrelarion
ships between these nodes of information are defined by links. Links can 
define an associative relationship between the nodes that they connect, or 
can provide organizational inf ormation. Links are usually activated by po
sitioning the cursor on a «hot button» on the screen and clicking the 
mouse to move to the related node. 

Hypertext is also defined as <:<virtual text» [Fischer Mandi 1990] [An-· 
tinucci 1991 ], because the learner decides which parts and how much of 
this «virtual text» he wants to see. The omeo me will be diff erent for each 
learner and for each stud ying session. 

A hypertext document is therefore made up of nodes and of inter-
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connecting links, which go to form a more or less complex network of 
information and relations. In addition to connecting nodes, the links provide 
information on the existing relations between nodes: subordinate, dominant, 
associative relations, etc. A hypertext may therefore be defined as an 
integrateci knowledge base in which not only concepts but also the logical 
relations between concepts are suppìied. 

Recent research into hypenext in education emphasizes three imponant 
characte;istics of this tool: broad access, high level of user control and 
support for cooperation [Marchionini 1988]. A hypertext application is 
able te store a large body of information which can then be presented in 
more than one manner. Access to the · information is facilitated by the 
associative organization and curiosity or the need for further information 
can easily be satisfied by activating links with a mouse cli.ck. 

The use of this technology seems to be particularly helpful in a complex 
knowledge domain as it makes students aware, not only of new topics, but 
also of links and associations existing between concepts. The network of 
existing relationships in a complex domain can become clear to the student 
as he or she navigates through a hypertext application. 

Hypenext is considered a cognitive tool in so much as it engages learners 
in an intellectual process [Kommers Jonassen Mayes 1992]. When leamers 
navigate through a hypertext application, they must make decìsions about 
what to see and where to go. This means greater involvement in the material, 
and learning is usually more eff ective when learners think actively about 
the materiai. 

Although the amount of theory on the use of hypermedia in education 
has built up, there are actuaiiy few multimedia tools specially designed for 
educational ends and even less experimental research on their eff ectiveness 
in terms of knowledge acquisition. With the construction and experimen
tation of the hypermedia applicati.on 'Ecoland', the aim has been to make 
a contributi.on towards an analvsis of the opoortunities off ered bv these , i , 

new tools for building new knowledge and skills. 

2. EcoLAND 

Ecoland currently rnns on MS-DOS workstations, usmg Toolbook, a 
hypertext deYelopment program. 

The applìcation is aimed at students of twelve to fifteen years of age and 
asks them to analvze three different waste treatment soiutions. 

The students a,;e required to explore an environment in order to collect 
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as much information as they can about the consequences of the proposed 
solutions. They take on the roies of experts who are assigned with the 
writing of a report that will help the mayors of the three towns to make 
a decision. 

Information is organized using a spatial metaphor: 
The region contains three small towns, each of which represents a single 

environmental education topic: the dangers of air pollution, problems arising 
from water pollution and the importance of forest protection (see Fig. 1 ). 

FIG. 1 
The region of Ecoland, with the three small towns 

In each tmvn, studems can enter four different placcs in order to gatber 
information at different levels of depth and complexity. They can visit the 
town hall, the libmry, the town's archives and the main square of the town 
(see Fig. 2). 

In the town hall, one can find out about the town's economy, popu·· · 
lation, natural resources and the arnount of waste which is produced io 
each town. 

In the Ebrary, the user can cornmlt books which provide sciem~fìc in-
formation on how to dcal with waste and issues conceming air, water and 
forest protection. The information provided by the books is presented in 
hypertext form, with both referenti.al and organizational links: students can 
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FIG. 2 
The main square of Acquaforte. \Ve can 'l1isit the library, the townhall~ 
the town's archive. We can also meet people and listcn to their opinions 

FIG. 3a 
A page of the book ~Proteggiamo le foreste», in Verdebosco's library 

11-..,'MJ1w,,~ 
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Indice 
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FIG. 3b 
Clicking the mouse on a hot botton users can open cards 

with more det.ailed infonnatìon, or activate links with othcr pages 
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open cards containing more detailed information and explore the reìation
ships between nodes of information (see Figg. 3a and 36). 

The archives contain information on laws and back issues of newspa
pers as well as information on the decision-making bodies and associations 
which deal with the problems at hand. 

It is also possible to meet people in the main square and listen to their 
op1mons. 

Students can use diff erent tools ( a note book, a dictionary and a tele
phone) to communicate with economie and environmental experts. These 
tools can be recalled or hidden by clicking on different icons. 

3. EDUCATIONAL AND COGNITIVE RANGE 

Ecoland is an activity which can be used as a group project by an entire 
class. Students are required to analyze and solve a problem concerning 
waste treatment. Different solutions must then be discussed by the whole 
class, with the aim of presenting the mayors of Ecoland's three towns wìth 
a well thought out solution. 
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Ecoland presents a hypermedia learning envimnment based on informa
tion retrieval and the discovery of relationships. Tue students must find the 
information in Ecoland with which to carry out their assignment by explo
ring its various environments and lcarning about the environmental and 
economie resources of the region, listening to the opinion of its inhabitants, 
readiug books and looking up laws. In this way, the students will come to 
realize the complexity of the interrelations which can be found in a single 
region. 

Ecoland simulates an imaginary and yet realistic environment in which 
students encounter real-life problems. Students are encouraged to see the 
connections both between the things they learn and how they are presented 
in this activity and in the worid around them. The way in which the 
info1mation is organized in Ecoland can help students to understand how 
to go about an investigation of this sort and what types of data it will be 
necessary to collect. 

Students are guided in their exploration and search for infonnation by 
an expert on environmental problems. A short time a:fter arriving in Ecoland, 
they receive a phone call from the expert, who introduces himself and 
provides '>ome useful advice on how to organize the survey they have been 
assigned. The expert follows the studem:s throughout, indicating the steps 
to be performed as they come to them. The youngsl'ers can get in touch 
with lùm via rhe «telephone» whenever they deem it necessa.ry; they may 
telephone to reread the ad.·ice he gave them or to know how to proceed 
once they have completed a phase of their work. The figure of the expert 
has been created to give students not only the possibility of widenìng their 
knowledge on the chosen topics but also of learning about research rnethods, 
of being able to organize and plan the various phases of a persona! research. 

When a research is carried out to establish the darnage or advantages an 
action might bring about on a region, the first thìng to do is to see ho-w 
the region is made up, fìnding out about its geographical, economie and 
environmental features. One must have a background knowledge to solve 
a problem: it is necessary to go to the library to collect useful information 
in order to be able to solve the problem of treating and disposing of waste; 
moreover, in order to provide the Mayors with an assessment of the three 
proposed solutions, it must be verified that these solutions comply with 
the laws i11 force in our country, and then analyze in detail the pros and 
cons of each solution from an environmenta1 viewpoint, v.rith special em
phasis on the protectiou of people's health, and from an economie 
perspective. 

Another figure used to guide the students in their work ìs a «travelling 
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companion»: a girl from an Ecoland school called Ilda, who has ~ttended 
a course held by the environmental expert and who accompanies the 
youngsters as they e:xplore the Ecoland territory. 

The idea of a trav~lling companion is both a practical aid (what it is 
possible to do now) but more especially an aid to the methodology adopted. 
She suggests to students what information to look for in a certain piace, 
highlighting probiems and underscoring the existing relations with other 
information stored in other parts of the territory; she also summarizes the 
essential points of the texts being read by the students, and invites them to 
take notes so as to be able to back up the advice given to the Mayors in 
their report with reasoned motives. 

The organization of the navigational system in Ecoland is majnly hierar
chical (see Fig. 4). 

FIG. 4 
How information is organized 
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In order to help students understand the complex relationships existing 
between the different parts of the knowledge domain, however, Ecoland 
was given a rnixed structure. Although a hierarchical structure tends to 
make navigation easier, it can also result in the representation of knowledge 
by the hypertext application being extremeiy simple and rigid. Ecoland's 
structure combines the sìmplicity of organization offered by a hierarchical 
structure. and the additional oossibilities provided bv the use of referenti.al 
links. Ref erential links aliow f or a comple;. represent~tion of knowledge by 
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pointing •out the existence of relationships between two different parts of 
the knowledge domain. 

The domain of knowledge presented in Ecoland draws particular benefits 
from its hypertext organization. Complex materiai is presented, in which 
various different concepts and types of information co-exist, including geo
graphic conditions, economie data, laws, the opinions of the inhabitants 
and other scientific information. All of these must be understood and in
tegrated in order to accomplish the task. The same information can be 
gathered at different levels of complexity. For example, the mayor's speech 
and the technical report supply almost the same information, but use diffe
rent languages, the first being presented in a colloquiai style while the 
second uses technical, bureaucratic language. 

Further, the referential links used by Ecoland make it possible to stress 
existing relationships between problems related to environmental education. 
Such links, for example, make clear existing relations between each town 
and the overall environment (if the water used by the farming town is 
polluted, the entire region will suffer the consequences) as well as possible 
connections with global issues (water shortage and pollution, the greenhouse 
eff ect, deforestation etc.). 

Ecoland is designed to be used as an introduction to environmental 
issues, and to encourage further research into questions specific to the 

· region in which the particular group of students live. Students are invited 
to carry out on-the-field surveys and organize gathered data in an «empty 
con~er» ( a software programme called «my city»), which provides the. 
same spatial organization as that in Ecoland: a region in which a town or 
city can be placed, which has a library, town archives and a town hall. 
Students are then invited to describe the features of this territory and 
organize the presentation of available information by storing it in the town 
hall, in the town' s archives or in specially compiled books to be kept in the 
library. 

Ecoland therefore proposes a didactic path based on problem-solving 
activities and information searches, on group discussions of the appropria
teness of various methodologies, on an authentic research in the locai area 
and finally on an attempt to summarize and organize the information gathered 
an.d new knowledge gained. Such a path aims to achieve severa! objectives: 

• T o provide students with knowledge on the topics of waste disposal 
and environmental · protection; 

• T o encourage students to be aware of the existing relations between 
different sorts of information; 
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• To make students aware of the complexity of relations formed in a 
domain; 

• T o suggest a research method; 
• T o encourage students to carry out local research. 

The study of one's own environment is universally considered as the 
most important phase of environmental education; exploration of the ter
ritory of Ecoland sets out to make the initial impact with the problem and 
then to encourage exploration of the environment in which students ac
tually live. 
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